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FOREWORD PROLOGO AVANT-
This I I PROPOS

This study is the first inde- Este estudio constituye la Cette etude est la premiere
pendent evaluation of social primera evaluaci6n inde- evaluation independante des

fund projects by OED. It reviews the pendiente de proyectos relaciona- projets de fonds sociaux realisee
development effectiveness of social dos con fondos sociales que lleva par l'OED. Elle examine l'efficacite
fund projects and draws implica- a cabo el DEO; en el se examina la de ces projets sur le plan du deve-
tions for future Bank support to eficacia de dichos proyectos para loppement et leurs implications sur
them. It responds to the interest of promover el desarrollo y se I'appui futur de la Banque. Le pre-
the World Bank's Board of Executive extraen conclusiones que incidi- sent examen a ete realise a la de-
Directors for an independent evalua- ran en el respaldo que el Banco mande des administrateurs de la
tion of this fast-expanding portfolio. les ha de prestar en el futuro. El Banque mondiale qui souhaitaient
The review is based on an examina- trabajo se realiz6 a raiz del interes obtenir une evaluation independan-
tion of existing data and literature, del Directorio Ejecutivo del Banco te de ce portefeuille en rapide ex-
and brings to bear new information Mundial por contar con una eva- pansion. 11 repose sur une analyse
relating to the participatory process luaci6n independiente de esta car- des donnees et des etudes existan-
in social fund projects and their tera en rapida expansi6n. Se basa tes et met a profit les nouvelles in-
institutional development impacts at en el examen de datos y publica- formations collect6es sur
the government, nongovernment, ciones existentes, e incorpora I'application d'un processus parti-
and community levels. nueva informaci6n acerca del pro- cipatif dans les projets de fonds so-

The report finds that social ceso de participaci6n en proyectos ciaux et sur l'impact de ces
fund projects have been highly de fondos sociales y sus conse- derniers sur le developpement ins-
effective in delivering small-scale cuencias para el desarrollo institu- titutionnel au niveau gouvernemen-
infrastructure, but much less so in cional en los ambitos estatal, no tal, non gouvernemental et
achieving consistently positive gubernamental y comunitario. communautaire.
and significant improvements in En el informe se llega a la Le rapport etablit que les pro-

outcomes and welfare impacts. conclusi6n de que los proyectos jets de fonds social ont permis de

While social fund projects have vinculados a fondos sociales han mettre en place de maniere tres

delivered slightly more than pro- sido sumamente eficaces para efficace des infrastructures de

portional benefits to the poor and suministrar infraestructura en taille modeste mais n'ont eu de

the poorest, there have also been pequeina escala, pero no lo han resultats ni d'impact sur le bien-

a significant number of non-poor sido tanto para lograr mejoras etre de la population systemati-

beneficiaries. Most social fund apreciables y duraderas en los quement positifs et notables.

beneficiaries are satisfied with the resultados y en el bienestar de Meme si ces projets ont profite

financed subprojects, but the la poblaci6n. Si bien este tipo de proportionnellement un peu plus

greatest community problems proyecto ha traido aparejados aux groupes pauvres et extreme-

have not necessarily been beneficios apenas mas que pro- ment pauvres, ils ont aussi

addressed and there is no assur- porcionales para los pobres e beneficie a un nombre non negli-

ance that the selected subprojects indigentes, tambien ha habido geable de non pauvres. La plu-

ensure the highest net benefits to un nuimero considerable de part des beneficiaires sont

the community. While social fund beneficiarios que no son pobres. satisfaits des sous-projets finan-

facilities are generally operating La mayor parte de los beneficia- ces, mais ceux-ci n'ont pas ne-

and equipped, they have not rios de los fondos sociales estan cessairement regle les problemes

been immune to staffing and satisfechos con los subproyectos les plus importants, pas plus

equipment shortages. Social fund financiados, pero ello no signi- qu'ils n'ont permis de garantir
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agencies have developed fica, necesariamente, que que les sous-projets rete-
capacity as effective and se hayan abordado los dg nus sont les plus avanta-
innovative organizations, sproblemas mas graves de geux, sr une base nette,
but wider impacts on exist- l la comunidad, ni que los pour les communautes. Si

U ing institutions have been subproyectos escogidos les installations financees
much more limited. aseguren los maximos par les fonds sociaux sont

Improving social fund beneficios netos para ella. dans l'ensemble operation-
performance warrants more Aunque, por lo general, nelles et disposent des

attention to the following issues: las instalaciones de los fondos materiels et fournitures necessai-
the appropriateness and effective- sociales se encuentran en fun- res, elles ne sont pas a l'abri de
ness of the social funds' demand- cionamiento y estan equipadas, penuries au niveau des ressour-
driven mechanism; whether or han sufrido los efectos de la ces humaines et physiques. Les
when social funds can be escasez de personal y equipos. fonds sociaux ont renforce leurs
expected to serve long-term Los organismos de los fondos capacites et sont devenus des
development objectives; how they sociales se han convertido en organismes efficaces et nova-
depend on, and affect, other pub- organizaciones eficaces e inno- teurs, mais leur impact au niveau
lic institutions; what scale and vadoras, pero los efectos en las des institutions existantes est
sectors of operation are appropri- instituciones existentes han sido reste beaucoup plus limite.
ate; and what transformation or mucho mas limitados. Pour ameliorer la performance
exit strategies are indicated. Para que el desempefio de los des fonds sociaux, il faudra por-

Depending on the country con- fondos sociales mejore, se debe ter une plus grande attention a:
text, addressing these issues may prestar mayor atenci6n a las la pertinence et l'efficacite d'un
be a. matter of modifying social cuestiones siguientes: que utili- mecanisme impulse par la
fund institutional designs, better dad y eficacia tiene el meca- demande ; la definition des,
coordination with complementary nismo, impulsado por la objectifs (un fonds social doit-il
interventions outside the social demanda, de los fondos socia- servir a poursuivre des objectifs
fund, adopting an alternative les; cuando cabe esperar que los de developpement a long terme
instrument, and the like. The cre- fondos sociales contribuyan a et, le cas echeant, dans quelles
ation of new social funds-and los objetivos de desarrollo a conditions ?) ; les interdependan-
increases in the scale of support largo plazo; c6mo se relacionan ces entre les fonds sociaux et les
to existing social funds-requires con otras instituciones puiblicas autres institutions publiques;
caution and careful analysis of the y c6mo las afectan; que escala y 1'envergure des activites et les
tradeoffs between specific objec- sectores de operaci6n son apro- secteurs vises ; et les strategies
tives in a particular country con- piados, y que estrategias de indiquees a des fins de transfor-
text. The report recommends transformaci6n o de soluci6n se mation ou de desengagement.
greater transparency and selectiv- recomiendan. Segun la situaci6n Pour regler ces problemes, il
ity in the use of this instrument. del pais, al ocuparse de estas peut etre necessaire, par exem-

cuestiones habra que modificar ple, selon le contexte de chaque
los disefios institucionales de los pays, de modifier le modele insti-
fondos sociales, mejorar la coor- tutionnel du fonds social, d'ame-
dinaci6n con intervenciones liorer la coordination des
complementarias ajenas al fondo operations financees par le fonds
social, adoptar un instrumento avec d'autres interventions ou
alternativo, o tomar las medidas d'adopter un instrument different
similares necesarias en cada dans certaines conditions. Avant
caso. La creaci6n de nuevos fon- de creer de nouveaux fonds soci-
dos sociales -asi como la inten- aux - et d'accroitre l'ampleur de
sificaci6n del respaldo a los I'appui aux fonds sociaux exis-
existentes- exige un analisis tants - il faudra faire preuve de
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cauto y detenido de la prudence et soigneuse-
elecci6n entre objetivos ment analyser les compro-
especificos en la situaci6n mis necessaires entre
particular de cada pais. En differents objectifs dans le
el informe se recomienda contexte particulier d'un
una mayor transparencia y pays. Le rapport recom-
selectividad en el uso de mande d'employer cet
este instrumento. instrument de maniere

plus transparente et plus
selective.

Robert Picciotto
Director-General, Operations Evaluation
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EXECUTIVE RESUMEN RESUMEI SUMMARY ANALYTIQUE

The World Bank's social fund Aunque relativamente nueva, ' luoique relativement recent,
portfolio, although relatively la cartera de proyectos del le portefeuille de fonds soci-

young, is growing and is set to con- Banco Mundial relacionados con aux de la Banque mondiale s'accrolt
tinue expanding at a rapid pace. As fondos sociales esta creciendo, y rapidement et semble devoir conti-
of end-fiscal 1999, about $2.4 billion todo indica que continuara amplian- nuer dans cette voie. A la fin de
had been approved for 66 projects in dose rapidamente. A fin del ejerci- 1'exercice 99, quelque 2,4 milliards
42 countries. By May 2001, total Bank cio de 1999, se habian aprobado de dollars avaient ete approuves au
investment in social funds stood at unos US$2.400 millones para 66 pro- titre de 66 projets dans 42 pays. En
$3.5 billion for more than 98 projects yectos de ese tipo en 42 paises. Para mai 2001, le montant total investi par
in 58 countries. This review mayo de 2001, el total de inversiones la Banque dans ces fonds s'elevait a
responds to the interest of the World del Banco en fondos sociales 3,5 milliards de dollars au titre de
Bank's Board of Executive Directors ascendia a US$3.500 millones, distri- 98 projets dans 58 pays. Le present
for an independent evaluation of this buidos entre mas de 98 proyectos en examen a ete realise a la demande
portfolio. 58 paises. El presente examen sur- des administrateurs de la Banque

Social fund agencies channel gi6 del interes del Directorio Ejecu- mondiale qui souhaitaient obtenir
resources to small-scale subpro- tivo del Banco Mundial en contar une evaluation independante de ce
jects proposed by stakeholders con una evaluaci6n independiente portefeuille.
and screened using eligibility cri- de esa cartera. Les organismes des fonds soci-

teria. Unlike a typical project Los organismos de los fondos aux aiguillent les ressources vers
implementation unit, social fund sociales encauzan los recursos de petits sous-projets proposes
agencies usually have a high hacia pequefnos subproyectos pro- par les parties prenantes et selec-
degree of independence from line puestos por los interesados y tionnes suivant des criteres d'eligi-
ministries and sectoral budgets seleccionados entre los que cum- bilite. Contrairement aux cellules
and make decisions on allocation plen determinadas condiciones. A d'execution de projets tradition-
of resources among alternative diferencia de las unidades corrien- nelles, les fonds sociaux jouissent
investments-both across and tes de ejecuci6n de proyectos, los d'habitude d'une grande indepen-
within sectors and Regions. organismos de los fondos sociales dance vis-a-vis des ministeres de

suelen tener un alto grado de tutelle et des budgets sectoriels;
How Have Social Fund independencia de los ministerios ce sont eux qui decident de l'allo-
Projects Performed? operativos y los presupuestos sec- cation des ressources entre diffe-

toriales, y adoptan decisiones rents investissements, a un niveau
Outcome sobre la asignaci6n de recursos aussi bien intra ou inter sectoriel
The operational focus of these eligiendo entre distintas inversio- et regional.
projects has been broadly consis- nes, tanto entre diferentes sectores
tent with Bank and government y regiones como dentro de ellos. Quels sont les resultats
poverty-reduction objectives. obtenus par les projets de
However, the discussion of social ,Que desempefio han tenido fonds social ?
funds in the Bank's Country Assis- los proyectos relativos a
tance Strategies (CASs) has tended fondos sociales? Resultats
to focus on the activities that the Sur le plan operationnel, ces pro-
social fund projects aim to Resultados jets cadrent avec les objectifs de
finance, with little attention to the El tema central de estos proyectos reduction de la pauvrete de la
appropriate role of the social fund ha sido, en lineas generales, Banque et du gouvernement. On
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within the country's institu- coherente con los objetivos notera toutefois que, dans
tional framework. de reducci6n de la pobreza ' le cadre des Strategies

Social fund projects 3 que persiguen el Banco y d'assistance de la Banque
have been highly effective los gobiernos. No obstante, aux pays (SAP), I'attention
in delivering small-scale en las estrategias de asis- a, dans 1'ensemble, surtout
infrastructure, and this tencia a los paises disena- porte sur les activites que
additional infrastructure das por el Banco, el les projets de fonds social
has increased facility examen de los fondos visent a financer au detri-

access and utilization. But the sociales se ha centrado, por lo ment du r6le qu'un fonds social
outcomes and welfare impacts- general, en las actividades que los doit assumer dans le cadre institu-
for example, enrollment rates; proyectos relacionados con ellos tionnel du pays consid&e.
academic achievement; inci- van a financiar, y se ha prestado Les projets de fonds social ont
dence of diarrhea, wasting, and escasa atenci6n a la funci6n que permis de mettre en place de
infant mortality-have varied. debe tener el fondo social en el maniere tres efficace des infras-
While such projects have deliv- marco institucional del pais. tructures de taille modeste qui ont
ered slightly more than propor- Los proyectos de fondos socia- facilite l'acces aux installations et
tional benefits to the poor and les han sido sumamente eficaces leur utilisation. Toutefois leurs
the poorest, there have been a para proveer de pequefias obras resultats et leur impact sur le
significant number of non-poor de infraestructura, que han facili- bien-&re de la population - par
beneficiaries. tado el acceso a instalaciones y su exemple les taux de scolarisation;

Most beneficiaries were satis- utilizaci6n. Pero sus resultados y les niveaux d'instruction ; l'inci-
fied with the infrastructure, but las consecuencias para el bienes- dence de la diarrhee, de la denu-
the social funds' subproject tar de la poblaci6n han sido dis- trition et de la mortalite infantile
choices and selection processes pares, como se refleja, por - sont variables. Meme si ces
have not guaranteed that the ejemplo, en las tasas de matricula- projets ont profite proportionnel-
biggest community problems are ci6n, los logros academicos, y la lement un peu plus aux groupes
addressed, nor have they pro- incidencia de la diarrea, la con- pauvres et extremement pauvres,
vided assurance that the selected sunci6n y la mortalidad infantil. Si ils ont aussi beneficie a un nom-
subprojects delivered the highest bien dichos proyectos han arro- bre non negligeable de non
net benefits to the community. jado beneficios apenas mas que pauvres.
Several factors were found to proporcionales para los pobres y La plupart des beneficiaires se
influence the "demand-driven" los indigentes, tambien existe un disent satisfaits de l'infrastructure,
process, including the role of numero considerable de benefi- mais le choix et le mode de selec-
"prime movers" (that is, local ciarios que no son pobres. tion des sous-projets n'ont pas
leaders) who were critical in the La mayoria de los beneficiarios toujours permis de s'attaquer aux
mobilization of support and se han mostrado satisfechos con problemes les plus importants,
preparation of a successful sub- la infraestructura, pero las opcio- pas plus qu'ils n'ont permis de
project proposal, and whose inter- nes y los procesos de selecci6n garantir que les sous-projets rete-
ests were driven by the nature of de los subproyectos de los fon- nus sont les plus avantageux, sur
their position (such as headmas- dos sociales no han garantizado une base nette, pour les commu-
ters mobilizing support for que se abordaran los problemas nautes. Plusieurs facteurs ont et
schools). mas graves de la comunidad, ni identifies, qui influencent le pro-

tampoco que los subproyectos cessus de - reponse a la
Sustainability of Benefits escogidos produjeran los maxi- demande ', et notamment les
Surveys of social fund facilities mos beneficios netos para ella. - principaux agents du change-
have found that staffing and Se lleg6 a la conclusi6n de que ment - (les responsables locaux)
equipment levels were at least as en el proceso "impulsado por la qui ont contribue dans une
good as those in comparator demanda" influyen diversos fac- mesure cruciale a mobiliser
facilities. But both kinds of facili- tores, entre ellos la funci6n de I'appui et les ressources necessai-
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ties suffered from short- los "principales motores" res a la preparation de pro-
ages. The sustainability of (es decir, los dirigentes ' positions de sous-projets
education and health 3 locales), quienes eran de valables, et dont les interets

~investments has generally ^ importancia crucial para sont dictes par la nature
been better than invest- movilizar el respaldo y la rmeme de leurs fonctions
ments in other sectors, preparaci6n de una pro- (comme les directeurs
such as water or roads. puesta de subproyecto d'ecole, qui mobilisent un
Overall, insufficient atten- satisfactoria, y cuyos inte- appui en faveur des equi-

tion has been given to ensuring reses se guiaban por la natura- pements scolaires).
from the outset that the scope leza de su posici6n (los
and scale of activities undertaken directores, por ejemplo, reunian Perennite des avantages
are guided by an assessment of apoyo para las escuelas). Les etudes consacrees aux fonds
relevant capacity in each of the sociaux montrent que les dota-
proposed sectors of social fund Continuidad de los beneficios tions en effectif et les ressources
intervention. En los reconocimientos de las ins- physiques des installations qu'ils

talaciones de los fondos sociales financent sont au moins aussi
Institutional Development Impacts se determin6 que la dotaci6n de satisfaisantes que celles des instal-
Social fund agencies have been personal y el nivel de equipa- lations de reference. II est vrai
effective and competent organiza- miento eran, como minimo, tan que des penuries ont et obser-
tions. They have developed inno- satisfactorios como en las que se vees dans les deux cas. Les inves-
vative procedures for project utilizaron como parametro de tissements se sont generalement
management that have been comparaci6n. Pero en los dos reveles plus durables dans les
adopted in other Bank projects. tipos de instalaciones se observa- domaines de l'education et de la
By fostering partnerships among ron carencias. Las inversiones en sante que dans d'autres secteurs,
government agencies, the private educaci6n y salud han resultado comme l'eau et les routes. En
sector, and other stakeholders, mas duraderas que aquellas en regle generale, on ne s'est pas
social funds have mobilized com- otros sectores, como los servicios suffisamment preoccupe de
munity resources and stimulated de agua o los caminos. En termi- s'assurer, des le depart, que la
private contracting capacity. nos generales, no se ha dedicado portee et l'ampleur des activites
Impacts at the central government atenci6n suficiente a asegurar, entreprises etaient fondees sur

level have been limited. Given desde un principio, que el une evaluation des capacites reel-
that social fund agencies make alcance y la magnitud de las acti- lement disponibles dans chacun
decisions on allocation of vidades emprendidas se guiaran des secteurs proposes pour une
resources, coordination with line por una evaluaci6n de la capaci- operation de fonds social.

ministries that also perform this dad pertinente en cada uno de los
function is crucial, especially for sectores en los que se propone la Impacts sur le developpement
large-scale social funds. intervenci6n de los fondos institutionnel

Coordination has, however, sociales. Les organismes de fonds social
proved difficult, particularly sont efficaces et competents. Ils
regarding sectoral planning and Consecuencias para el ont mis au point des procedures
the capital-recurrent expenditure desarrollo institucional novatrices de gestion des projets
balance. Impacts at the local gov- Los organismos de los fondos qui ont et adoptees pour d'autres
ernment level have been more sociales han sido organizaciones projets de la Banque. En encoura-
positive but have varied with the eficaces y competentes. Han ide- geant la constitution de partena-
nature of social fund engagement, ado, para la administraci6n de riats entre les organismes publics,
the degree of responsibility dele- proyectos, procedimientos inno- le secteur prive et les autres par-
gated to local governments or vadores que se han aplicado en ties prenantes, les fonds sociaux
communities, and the alignment otros proyectos del Banco. Al ont mobilise des ressources au
of social fund operations with the fomentar la colaboraci6n entre los niveau des communautes et sti-
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decentralization frame- organismos publicos, el mule la formation de capa-
work. At the community sector privado y otros inte- ' cites de delegation au sec-
level, the evidence indi- 3 resados, los fondos sociales teur prive. L'impact de ces
cates mixed social fund r han movilizado los recur- operations sur l'administra-

n impacts on capacity build- sos de la comunidad y esti- tion centrale est limite. Les
ing and social capital in mulado la capacidad de fonds sociaux decidant de
comparison with contrataci6n privada. Las I'allocation des ressources,
non-social fund communi- repercusiones para el gob- il est crucial qu'ils coordon-

ties. Overall, social funds have ierno central han sido limitadas. nent leurs operations avec les

operated as users rather than pro- En vista de que los organismos de ministeres de tutelle qui remplis-
ducers of social capital. los fondos sociales adoptan deci- sent les memes fonctions, surtout

siones sobre la asignaci6n de los lorsque ces ressources sont
What Are the Implications? recursos, la coordinaci6n con importantes.
Initially set up as emergency ministerios operativos que tam- II s'est cependant avere difficile
response mechanisms, the focus bien cumplen esa funci6n es de de coordonner les activites,
of the funds has shifted to longer- vital importancia, en particular notamment au niveau de la plani-
term development impact and para los fondos sociales de gran fication sectorielle et du dosage
institutional development objec- envergadura. des depenses d'equipement et de
tives, a transition that is some- Sin embargo, la coordinaci6n fonctionnement. Les fonds soci-

times difficult to implement. The ha resultado dificil, especialmente aux ont eu un impact plus positif
new focus requires significant en relaci6n con la planificaci6n au niveau des autorites locales,

changes in an agency's perform- sectorial y el equilibrio de los gas- bien que different suivant l'objec-
ance incentives, staffing, and tos de capital y ordinarios. Las tif du fonds, le niveau des respon-
skills mix. Improving performance repercusiones para los gobiernos sabiites deleguees aux autorites
warrants more attention to: locales han sido mas positivas, locales et aux communautes et
* The appropriateness and effec- pero han variado seguin la indole I'integration de leurs activites dans

tiveness of the social funds' de la participaci6n del fondo le cadre du processus de decen-
subproject menus and selection social, el grado de responsabili- tralisation. II est clair, si l'on com-
mechanism dad delegado en los gobiernos pare les resultats obtenus par les

* Whether or when social funds locales o las comunidades y el ali- communautes beneficiant de
can be expected to serve long- neamiento de las operaciones del fonds sociaux et ceux des autres

term development objectives fondo con el marco de descentra- communautes, que les fonds ont
* How they depend on, and lizaci6n. En las comunidades, las un impact variable au plan du

affect, other public institutions pruebas indican que los fondos renforcement des capacites et du
and public expenditure sociales han tenido efectos dispa- capital social. En general, les
management res en el fortalecimiento de la fonds sociaux ont opere plus

* What scale and sectors of capacidad y el capital social, comme des utilisateurs que
operation are appropriate cuando se las compara con aque- comme des producteurs de capital

* What transformation or exit llas comunidades donde no exis- social.
strategies are indicated. ti6 la intervenci6n de un fondo

social. En resumidas cuentas, los Qluelles en sont les
Addressing these issues may be fondos sociales han actuado implications ?

a matter of modifying social fund como usuarios en vez de produc- Initialement con,us pour servir de
institutional designs, better coor- tores de capital social. mecanismes d'intervention d'ur-
dination with complementary gence, les fonds sociaux ont,
interventions outside the social LCuaIles son las apres un temps, vise a promou-
fund, or adopting an alternative consecuencias? voir le developpement a long
instrument in a particular country Organizados inicialmente como terme et a atteindre des objectifs
context. mecanismos de respuesta ante de developpement institutionnel.
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Recommendations alguna emergencia, los Or, ce changement de cap,
Strengthen Integration of fondos han modificado su ' qui exige que l'organismea3 Social Funds into the - objetivo principal para . modifie dans une large
Bank's Country and Sec- ' pasar a ocuparse de los mesure son cadre incitatif
toral Strategies and efectos del desarrollo a ainsi que le nombre et la
Client PRSPs. largo plazo y el avance composition de ses effec-
The Bank should not institucional, transici6n tifs, est parfois difficile a

support a social fund que, en algunos casos, es realiser. Pour ameliorer
unless priorities are explicitly dificil de llevar a la practica. El l'impact des programmes, il fau-
identified and alternative nuevo objetivo exige cambios dra accorder une plus grande
approaches to address those pri- notables en los incentivos del importance a:
orities are weighed in the light of desempefio, la dotaci6n de per- * La pertinence et l'utilite de la
country conditions. The rationale sonal y la combinaci6n de espe- liste et du mecanisme de selec-
and objectives of Bank support cialidades de un organismo. Para tion des sous-projets de fonds
need to be clear and should drive mejorar el desempen'o es preciso sociaux.
the choice of instrument rather dedicar mas atenci6n a los * La definition des objectifs: un
than the other way around. siguientes factores: fonds social doit-il servir a
* Give More Attention to Long- * Que utilidad y eficacia tienen poursuivre des objectifs de

term Impacts. las opciones de los subproyec- developpement a long terme
The tradeoffs between speed tos y el mecanismo de selec- et, le cas echeant, dans quelles

and efficiency of subproject pro- ci6n de los fondos sociales. conditions ?
cessing and long-term impacts * Cuando cabe esperar que los * La place des fonds sociaux
should be explicitly acknowl- fondos sociales contribuyan a dans le contexte des autres
edged and addressed, and los objetivos de desarrollo a institutions publiques et l'im-
reflected in performance indica- largo plazo. pact qu'ils ont sur ces institu-
tors. Social fund agency roles, * C6mo se relacionan con otras tions et la gestion des
responsibilities, and relationships instituciones publicas y con la depenses publiques.
should be aligned with existing gesti6n del gasto publico, y * L'envergure des activites et les
institutions. c6mo las afectan. secteurs vises.
* Ensure Efficiency of Resource * Que escala y sectores de ope- * Les strategies indiquees a des

Allocation. raci6n son apropiados. fins de transformation ou de
Strong measures are needed to * Que estrategias de trans- desengagement.

ensure that beneficiaries are ade- formaci6n o de salida se
quately informed and consulted recomiendan. Pour regler ces problemes il
on investment options, costs, and peut etre necessaire de modifier
benefits. The community and/or Al ocuparse de estas cuestiones le modele institutionnel du fonds
local government concerned habra que modificar los disefios social, ameliorer la coordination
should choose subprojects based institucionales de los fondos des operations financees par le
on an articulation of the costs and sociales, mejorar la coordinaci6n fonds avec d'autres interventions
benefits of alternatives and they con intervenciones complementa- ou adopter un instrument diffe-
should monitor actual benefits in rias ajenas al fondo social o adop- rent dans certaines conditions.
relation to their expectations. tar un instrumento alternativo
* Develop Policy Requirements. para la situaci6n particular de un Recommandations

Policy requirements for support pais. * Renforcer l'integration des op&
to social fund projects should rations defonds sociaux dans
identify conditions for their intro- Recomendaciones les Strategies d'aide-pays et les
duction or continuation and their * Mejorar la integraci6n de los strategies sectorielles de la Ban-
strategic justification within the fondos sociales en las estrate- que et dans les DSRP des clients
CAS and PRSP. gias del Banco para pafses y de la Banque.
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sectores y en el documento La Banque ne devrait
_ de estrategia de lucha con- ' appuyer aucune operation

tra la pobreza preparado faisant intervenir un fonds
, por el cliente. social tant que les priorites

El Banco no deberia n'auront pas et clairement
prestar apoyo a un fondo definies et que les avanta-
social a menos que se ges comparatifs du fonds
determinen explicitamente social et d'autres instru-

las prioridades y se evaluen, a la ments n'auront pas et examines
luz de las condiciones del pais, compte tenu des conditions parti-
otras opciones para abordarlas. La culieres du pays consid&e. Les
justificaci6n y los objetivos del motifs et les objectifs de l'appui
apoyo del Banco deben ser de la Banque doivent etre clairs
claros y guiar la elecci6n del ins- ils doivent dicter le choix de
trumento; no debe ocurrir lo l'instrument d'intervention et non
contrario. &tre dictes par ce dernier.
* Prestar mds atenci6n a las con- * Accorder une plus grande

secuencias a largo plazo. importance a l'impact a long
Deberian reconocerse explicita- terme.

mente y abordar las relaciones de Il est important de bien com-
compensaci6n entre velocidad y prendre et analyser les compro-
eficiencia en la tramitaci6n de mis qui doivent &re faits entre,
subproyectos y las consecuencias d'une part, la vitesse et l'efficacite
a largo plazo, y recogerse en indi- du traitement des dossiers de
cadores de desempenio. Las fun- sous-projets et, d'autre part,
ciones, responsabilidades y l'impact a long terme des opera-
relaciones de los organismos de tions, et d'etablir des indicateurs
los fondos sociales deberian de performance sur cette base. Le
armonizarse con las instituciones r6le, les responsabilites et les rela-
existentes. tions des fonds sociaux doivent
* Asegurar la eficiencia en la etre definis dans le contexte des

asignaci6n de recursos. institutions existantes.
Se necesitan medidas firmes * Assurer une allocation ration-

para asegurar que se informa y nelle des ressources.
consulta adecuadamente a los II importe de prendre des
beneficiarios sobre opciones de mesures rigoureuses pour s'assu-
inversi6n, costos y beneficios. La rer que les beneficiaires sont bien
comunidad y/o el gobierno local informes et consultes sur les
interesado deberian elegir los investissements possibles, leur
subproyectos a partir de la articu- coOt et leurs avantages. La com-
laci6n de los costos y beneficios munaute et/ou les administrations
de las alternativas, y deberian locales concernees doivent pou-
vigilar los beneficios reales en voir choisir les sous-projets en
relaci6n con las expectativas. toute connaissance des coOts et
* Imponer exigencias des avantages de chaque option

normativas. et proceder au suivi des opera-
Las exigencias normativas para tions pour comparer les avantages

el apoyo a los proyectos sobre qu'elles obtiennent aux resultats
fondos sociales deberian estable- escomptes.
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cer las condiciones para su * Formuler les grands
introducci6n o continua- principes a respecter.
ci6n y su adecuada justifi- Les grands principes
caci6n dentro de la regissant la fourniture d'un
estrategia de asistencia a appui aux projets de fonds
los paises y el documento social doivent faire etat des
de estrategia de lucha con- conditions de leur mise en
tra la pobreza. place ou de leur maintien

ainsi que de leur justification stra-
tegique dans le cadre de la SAP et
du DSRP.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
ADF Albanian Development Fund
AfDB African Development Bank
AGETIP Agence d'Execution de Travaux d'Intert Publique
AFR Africa Region
CAS Country Assistance Strategy
CBO Community-Based Organization
DFID Department for International Development (U.K.)
EAP East Asia and Pacific Region
ECA. Europe and Central Asia Region
ECRF Eritrean Community Rehabilitation Fund
ESF Emergency Social Fund
ESRDF Ethiopia Social Rehabilitation and Development Fund
FHIS Honduras Social Investment Fund
FI Financial Intermediary
FISE Nicaragua or Ecuador Emergency Social Investment Fund
FONCODES Peru Social Development and Compensation Fund
FOPAR Argentina Participatory Social Investment Fund
HD Human Development (Network)
HIPC Highly Indebted Poor Country Initiative
ICR Implementation Completion Report
IMF International Monetary Fund
JSIF Jamaica Social Investment Fund
LAC Latin America and Caribbean Region
MASAF Malawi Social Action Fund
MNA Middle East and North Africa Region
MPP Micro-planning process
MPU Zambia Micro-Projects Unit
MSIF Moldova Social Fund
NGO Nongovernmental organization
NUB Nucleo of Beneficiaries (Argentina)
OED Operations Evaluation Department
PAD Project Appraisal Document
PPAR Project Performance Audit Report
PREM Poverty Reduction and Economic Management Network
PRSP Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
PSA Argentina Programa Social Agropecuario
PSR Project Status Report
PTA Parent-Teacher Association
PTI Program of Targeted Interventions
QAG Quality Assurance Group
RSDF Romanian Social Development Fund
SAR Staff Appraisal Report
SAR South Asia Region
SFD Social Fund for Development (Egypt)
SIF Social Investment Fund
ZAMSIF Zambia Social Investment Fund
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Overview

B ank lending through social fund projects grew significantly in the
1990s and is set to expand further. Most social fund projects have
generated "repeater" operations and continued Bank support, often

accompanied by a shift in objectives from emergency response to the long-
term provision of infrastructure assets or the development of local institu-
tions. Both the growing volume of social fund operations and their durability
underlie the need for this independent review.

This review assesses the performance of the The Social Fund Approach
projects against their stated objectives, using The distinguishing characteristic of social fund
standard Operations Evaluation Department projects is that rather than implementing invest-
(OED) criteria. It especially focuses on the sus- ment decisions predetermined at project
tainability of subprojects financed by social appraisal, they allow local stakeholders to deter-
funds and on their institutional development mine these decisions through subproject
impact. It is based on a portfolio assessment, a proposals they submit during project imple-
literature review, task manager interviews, stake- mentation. Social fund agencies expect to achieve
holder surveys, household surveys of 1,687 ran- four major aspects of development effective-
domly selected households and community-level ness using various approaches:
key informant interviews and focus groups in * Relevance of investments to the priority needs
4 countries, and institutional analysis based on of the poor is to be ensured through the
field research in 7 countries. It also draws on data participation of local stakeholders in selecting
gathered for six countries for a detailed self-eval- subprojects from a multi-sectoral menu of
uation of the impact of social funds managed by choices. This menu can ensure self-targeting
the Human Development Network's (HD's) by focusing on investments that benefit the
Social Protection Unit and the Poverty Reduction poor. Proactive measures may also be taken
and Economic Management Network's (PREM's) to target the poorest districts and communities.
PovertyAnalysisUnit,SocialFunds2000Impact * Efficiency and responsive operating pro-
Evaluation (Social Funds 2000 hereafter, World cedures are expected to result from the auto-
Bank forthcoming).' nomy of the implementing agency and
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appropriate staff incentives. The subproject- in and of itself, ensure that the necessary com-
based approach, with standard procedures for plementary inputs are in place for achieving
the subproject cycle, can also contribute to the intended welfare and development impacts.
transparency, speed, and cost-effectiveness. The multisectoral scope of social fund projects
The demand-driven mechanism is to achieve can give voice to local actors and encourage local
allocative efficiency in sectoral and geo- initiative by allowing communities to determine
graphic distribution of resources; participation their own investment priorities, but it also places
and cost-sharing by beneficiaries can help heavy demands on a single agency to meet the
ensure that the selected investments yield varying technical and institutional requirements
high returns; and other sectoral mechanisms for delivery of a wide range of goods and
are expected to ensure coordination with services. Autonomy of the social fund agency
national public expenditure priorities. may enable it to adopt new processes and "rules

* Sustainability of investments is to be of the game" for transparent and responsive
enhanced by efforts to ensure the quality of operation, but these gains may not be readily
works, as well as by building local ownership transferable to permanent public sector agencies
through local participation in subproject selec- in the absence of specific incentives and a pol-
tion, implementation, and costs. This can be icy environment conducive to change. Con-
supported by measures to build local technical versely, autonomy makes necessary the creation
and institutional capacity for operations and of mechanisms to coordinate social fund proj-
maintenance, and by coordination with other ects with mainstream government processes in
relevant agencies. order to avoid negative implications for the

* Institutional development impacts for central management of public expenditure, accounta-
and local governments-through learning- bility, and sustainability.
by-doing effects, demonstration effects, and
competitive effects-may result from engag- Findings
ing these entities in social fund projects. This review confirms that social fund projects
Social fund engagement at the community have been highly effective in delivering small-
level either through participation in project scale infrastructure, with slightly more than pro-
activities or through training may enhance portional benefits to the poor and the poorest.
local capacity for collective action. As a result of the additional infrastructure, facil-

ity access and utilization have improved among
The social fund approach has potential ben- this population. Of the 23 closed social fund proj-

efits, but achieving them involves important ects as of end-fiscal 2000 (out of the total social
tradeoffs. The community demand mecbanism fund portfolio of 66 projects examined for this
allows community participation in subproject review), 96 percent were rated "satisfactory" on
decisions and management, but can make it outcome by OED. This rating compares favor-
difficult to reach the poorest communities, which ably with outcome ratings for Program of Tar-
are often the least competitive in preparing pro- geted Interventions (PTI) projects (78 percent)
posals. Equally, community-level decisionmaking as well as for all World Bank projects (71 per-
may help to overcome information asymme- cent). Social fund projects have disbursed rap-
tries by bringing to bear local knowledge, but idly and, in difficult conditions, have produced
it does not lend itself to projects that require deci- visible outputs quickly. The vast majority of
sions to be made above the local level in order beneficiaries have been satisfied with the result-
to deal effectively with externalities or tap ing social fund infrastructure. Staffing and
economies of scale. The subproject-based equipment for this infrastructure appears to be
approach, limiting engagement to community at least as good as in comparator facilities. In
involvement in a small, discrete investment, addition, social fund projects have experimented
makes it possible to achieve speed and effi- with increased local decisionmaking, mobilized
ciencies through standardization, but does not, nongovernment and private sector capacity and
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coinuunity resources, and have had some pos- received, OED's household surveys in four coun-

itive institutional development impacts, mostly tries suggest that the subproject selection process

at the local level. could not be counted on to meet the highest pri-

There are concerns, however. These include ority problem of the majority of community

the varied results on outcomes and welfare members, even when the relevant investments

impacts when comparing social fund commu- were on the subproject menu.2 Several factors

nities with non-social fund communities; the sig- were found to influence the demand-driven

nificant number of non-poor beneficiaries; the process, including the role of "prime movers,"

insufficiency of complementary inputs; the lack community leaders who were critical to the

of adequate mechanisms to ensure allocative effi- mobilization of support and preparation of a suc-

ciency of social fund investments; the negative cessful subproject proposal and whose interests

impacts on public sector management when were determined by the nature of their position.

the social fund is operating on a large scale; and For example, when the "prime mover" was a

the mixed impact of the social fund participa- headmaster or health worker, a bias was found

tory process in building community capacity or toward subproject investments in schools or

social capital. Although projects have given health facilities. It is natural and appropriate

increasing attention to the financial and institu- that prime movers should bring project ideas to

tional requirements for sustainability, the nec- the community. At the same time, mechanisms

essary mechanisms have not been adopted are needed to ensure that the ideas of the lead-

across all projects, and maintenance continues ers are also the most important ones for the com-

to be a problem. In sectors where operations and munity as a whole.

maintenance are primarily the responsibility of Efficacy. To what extent have social fund

central or local governments, insufficient atten- projects met their stated goals? With respect to

tion has been given to ensuring from the out- the crisis-response function, they have per-

set that the scope and scale of activities formed well overall, especially in post-conflict

undertaken by a social fund are guided by situations. They have enhanced public confi-

assessment of relevant capacity in each of the dence by producing visible outputs quickly and

proposed sectors of social fund intervention. have helped to mobilize donor and community

Social fund performance has varied by sector, resources. In the context of structural adjustment

with economic infrastructure subprojects (roads programs, however, there have been difficulties

and water) performing less well overall than in reaching the precise groups that were directly

social sector subprojects (schools and health hurt. Employment effects for private contractors

clinics). and consulting firms are positive but relatively
small. The overall employment impact of social

Outcome fund projects has been limited and temporary.

Relevance. How well have socialfund projects Social fund projects have been highly effica-

matched the Bank's assistance strategies and cious at constructing or rehabilitating small-scale

thepoverty reductionprograms ofgovernments? physical infrastructure, disbursing rapidly, and

The poverty focus of social fund projects has reaching large numbers of beneficiaries. The

been broadly consistent with Bank and gov- four most common types of investments have

ernment poverty reduction objectives. However, been schools, piped water supply systems, health

the discussion of social funds in the Bank's facilities, and roads. Evidence on social fund out-

Country Assistance Strategies (CASs) has tended comes and welfare impacts-for example, enroll-

to focus on the activities that the social fund proj- ment rates, academic achievement, incidence of

ects aim to finance, rather than on the role of diarrhea, wasting, and infant mortality-show a

the social fund within a strategic framework. varied picture when compared with those in

Have subproject investments been relevant to non-social fund communities. Evidence from

community priorities? Although most benefici- Social Funds 2000 shows that some indicators

aries are satisfied with the subprojects they of outcome and welfare impact registered a
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positive social fund impact, a few showed a there is community management of resources
negative impact, and several registered no sig- and contracting for both social fund and non-
nificant social fund impact compared with the social fund projects. In most cases, social funds
control group. One reason for these results may had lower overheads than other programs,
be the difficulty of the social fund in ensuring although there were exceptions. An important
that the necessary complementary inputs and indicator of efficiency would be cost-effective-
"software" are forthcoming, both for the oper- ness in achieving specific outcomes, but this
ations and maintenance of the facility itself and aspect has not been systematically monitored.
for related investments needed to make a sub- Available evidence does not provide assurance
stantial impact on key development indicators. that participation and cost-sharing by commu-

With respect to microfinance activities, social nities in subprojects as practiced by social funds
fund projects have had some isolated successes, has been adequate to ensure selection of invest-
but have been generally less successful in this ments with the highest net benefits to the com-
function than in providing public goods. About munity. Subproject selection has been influenced
one in four social fund projects have supported by a variety of factors, and the procedures have
micro-enterprise components, but with uneven not always ensured that investment alternatives,
results. In at least 2 out of 13 cases, and in very or opportunity costs, are adequately examined
different conditions, these components were at the community or other level. In addition,
highly successful. Many of the schemes experi- more than a quarter of the social fund projects
enced problems in adhering to sound financial required no community contribution and, there-
practices or providing the necessary technical fore, had no willingness-to-pay indicator. Little
assistance. attention has been given under social fund proj-

Performance on poverty targeting has gen- ects to ensuring that social fund expenditures
erally improved over time. Evidence from Social contribute positively to the overall balance and
Funds 2000 indicates that social fund projects efficiency of public expenditure.
typically have had mildly progressive geographic
targeting and neutral or very mildly progressive Subproject Sustainability
household targeting. Therefore, a significant To what extent will socialfundprojects continue
proportion of social fund resources benefit the to produce net benefits as long as intended, or
non-poor. even longer? Surveys of social fund facilities

Social funds have faced tradeoffs among have found that staffing and equipment levels
objectives-for example, among output targets, one to three years after subproject completion
demand-orientation, employment generation, were at least as good as those in comparator facil-
poverty targeting of benefits, building local ities, although both types of facilities suffered
capacity, and subproject sustainability. When from shortages. Evidence for one of two coun-
tradeoffs have become apparent during project tries suggests that better staffing of social fund
implementation, short-term objectives have facilities may have been at the expense of
tended to prevail. The hierarchy of objectives has declines in other facilities, raising the question
often not been clearly defined. Monitoring of of the balance between capital and recurrent
project performance has focused on indicators expenditures.
of outputs rather than outcomes or impacts. Although projects have given increasing atten-

Efficiency. How do socialfund project costs tion to the financial and institutional requirements
compare with their benefits, and with the costs for sustainability, including training aimed at
and benefits of other similarprojects? Data show developing community capacity, the necessary
that social fund subprojects have had lower unit mechanisms have not yet been adopted across
costs in infrastructure delivery in some countries all projects. Issues for subproject sustainability
and sectors, and higher costs in others. There is have varied between sectors depending on the
some indication that unit costs tend to be lower nature of the goods and services. Overall, the sus-
where community contributions were high or tainability of education and health investments
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has been better than in other sectors, such as tering partnerships between government agen-

water. cies, the private sector, nongovernmental organ-

izations (NGOs), and community-based

Institutional Development Impact organizations, social funds have mobilized

To what extent have socialfundprojects improved capacity and community resources, and in some

countries' capacity to use their human, organi- cases have strengthened private sector capac-

zational, and financial resources effectively? ity. However, they have had negative institu-

Social fund implementing agencies have gained tional effects for public planning processes and

capacity as effective and innovative organizations budget accountability when they have been

using transparent procedures to channel inadequately integrated in these processes at

resources to communities. Much of this effec- central or local levels and when social fund dis-

tiveness is attributed to their autonomous status, bursements have accounted for a significant

which gives them independence in recruiting and share of public expenditure.3

operating procedures. They have developed At the community level, OED's household sur-

innovative procedures for project management- veys yielded mixed results on the extent to

including management information systems, use which social funds have built capacity or skills

of poverty maps, and procurement and dis- or enhanced social capital when compared with

bursement procedures for community-based non-social fund communities. The nature and

development that have been adopted in other extent of information and community partici-

Bank projects. Most of the funds were envisaged pation in social fund projects was found to be

as temporary entities, and have continued to be sufficient for effective subproject execution, but

financed primarily from external donor sources, not necessarily to achieve a consistently signif-

but have assumed defacto long-term status as icant positive impact on community capacity or

their mandates have been extended, often social capital. This is explained, at least in part,

accompanied by adoption of longer-term objec- by the short engagement.of the social fund at

tives. Some of the social funds set up with a focus the community level, limited to processing of a

on immediate outputs have not readily reoriented single subproject. Positive impacts were confined

their processes and operations to the achieve- mainly to a small group of leaders in the com-

ment of longer-term goals and sustainable insti- munity, typically members of the subproject

tutional development impact. committee. Overall, social funds have operated

The wider institutional development objectives as users rather than as producers of social cap-

of social fund projects, beyond the agency itself, ital, relying on the existing stock.

have shifted from the central government to

local governments and communities. At the cen- Future Bank Support to Social Funds:
tral government level, positive institutional Issues to Consider
impacts have been limited. Coordination has The findings of this review point to five issues,

often proved difficult, particularly in relation to discussed below, that warrant more attention in

consistency with sectoral planning and the cap- the Bank's support to social fund operations.

ital recurrent expenditure balance. Impacts at the Depending on the country context, addressing

local level have been more positive but highly these issues may be a matter of modifying social

variable, depending on the nature of social fund fund operation, of coordination with comple-

engagement at that level, the degree of respon- mentary interventions outside the social fund, or

sibility delegated to local governments or com- of adopting an alternative instrument. Based on

munities, and the alignment of social fund OED's review, more attention has been given in

operations with the decentralization framework. the Bank to how problems and new demands

Social funds have increased awareness of can be managed within the social fund model

the potential of participatory approaches, than to whether development objectives and

poverty targeting of investments, public-private country conditions warrant Bank finance through

partnerships, and local decisionmaking. By fos- a social fund (and on what scale).
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Issue 1: A key challenge in project design is to tutional development, social funds are liable to

strike the right balance between demand- meet the same constraints as other kinds of
driven' and "supply-driven" features. interventions and may lose the strengths on
In practice, social funds include a number of which their reputation has been built.

supply-driven features. Similarly, supply-driven
programs may offer beneficiaries choice and Issue 3: The suitability and design of social
include elements of community participation. In fund projects depends on the nature of the
most cases, effective service delivery must com- goods and services to be provided, and on the
bine elements of both demand and supply, the institutional context.
balance depending on the project objectives, The appropriateness of a social fund mechanism

nature and scale of the services being provided, in serving a specific sectoral activity deserves

and country context. This review has found careful assessment in relation to alternative

that the demand-driven approach is not neces- development instruments. The suitability and

sarily synonymous with responding to the high- appropriate design of a social fund depends on

est priority problem of the community, even a range of contextual factors: the strength of exist-

when the subproject menu includes invest- ing institutions and public sector reform; the

ments that would address that problem. The national budgeting process, structure of public

community-based demand-driven mechanism expenditure, and sectoral planning; the extent

was found to allow a bias toward certain sec- of political, administrative, and fiscal decentral-

tors. Igniting demand for sectors where prime ization; and the social structure and capacity of

movers or community organization do not communities. Project characteristics can and

already exist, or addressing information asym- should be modified to meet different country

metries that have tended to prevent choice from conditions, and this is reflected in the diversity

the full range of available options, may warrant of social fund design. However, when the coun-

"supply" of specific inputs such as outreach try context warrants fundamental modifications

and facilitation or a different kind of participa- in design and operating procedures of the social

tory process. For example, in some contexts, fund-for example, when the decentralization

subproject identification using participatory context calls for support to strengthening the

research may result in subprojects that are more intergovernmental fiscal framework-then it

relevant to community needs than the simple must be asked if the ideal response is still a social

invitation of subproject proposals. fund. Such contextual factors vary across coun-
tries, and over time within a country, as the insti-

Issue 2: Social funds may not automatically tutional and policy environment changes, and
adapt to long-term objectives. must be continually reevaluated.
More attention is needed to providing comple-
mentary inputs ("software" as well as "hard- Issue 4: The development impact of social
ware") and to ensuring the institutional funds and the sustainability of subprojects
arrangements necessary to achieve long-term depend on the progress of broader institutional
impact of subproject investments. Results, includ- and public sector reforms.
ing tradeoffs with other objectives, need to be The multisectoral character of social fund proj-

watched closely. The transition from emergency ects means tha-tsectoral investments may not

response mechanisms to longer-term develop- always be subject to the full analysis and tech-

ment impact or institutional development objec- nical standards applied in sector projects. The

tives is proving difficult to implement in some evidence on sustainabiity suggests that, in sec-

cases. The new focus requires significant changes tors where central or local governments carry sig-

in the social fund agency's performance incen- nificant responsibility, it is unrealistic to expect

tives, staffing, and skills mix. In taking on the operations and maintenance of social fund facil-

difficult challenges of long-term development ities. to differ substantially from the country

impact, sustainable service delivery, and insti- norm. In this case, substantial improvements
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would depend on changes in the prevailing fis- corresponding increase in local financing. As

cal and institutional environment. The Bank long as donor funding is readily available, there

should be cautious about investing heavily in may be little pressure to phase out the social fund

social funds unless it is confident that the broader agency, change its status, or to integrate it with

fiscal and institutional constraints can be dealt mainstream government structures.

with through other interventions. The scope
and scale of activities undertaken by a social fund Recommendations
should be guided from the outset by assessment
of operations and maintenance capacity and Strengthen integration of social funds

constraints in each of the proposed sectors of into the Bank's country assistance and

social. fund intervention in the country con- sectoral strategies, and into clients'

cerned, including the existing composition and Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers

balance of public expenditure and projected (PRSPs) where relevant.

fiscal capacity. When social funds are engaged * The rationale and objectives of Bank support

on a large scale over a long period in rehabili- need to be clear and should drive the choice

tating existing infrastructure, rather than engag- of instrument rather than the other way

ing in new construction, this risks becoming an around.

expensive substitute for adequate budgetary * Social fund projects should not displace pol-

provision for ongoing maintenance of public icy reform and should be designed as part of

facilities. a package of Bank support rather than as iso-
lated interventions.

Issue 5: The relationship between the social * In order to achieve compliance with Bank sec-

fund and mainstream public sector institutions toral policies and technical standards and
is critical to the institutional development consistency with country sectoral and public
impact of social funds. sector management reform strategies, the

It is important to define from the outset the Bank should improve country-team coordi-

appropriate relationship of the social fund with nation on social fund projects.

government. This relationship should be reex-
amined as the institutional environment changes, Give more attention to long-term impacts.

with attention to any necessary changes in the * In design of social fund projects, the trade-

social fund's scope and scale of operation or exit offs between speed and efficiency of sub-

strategy, as relevant. For the majority of social project processing and long-term impacts

funds, no exit strategy exists, nor have their need to be explicitly acknowledged and

longer-term roles and responsibilities been sat- addressed, and reflected in performance

isfactorily clarified relative to other public agen- indicators.

cies. Social fund agencies have had difficulties * The continuation or extension of Bank

in cooperating with line ministries and local financing to a social fund should be based on

governments and existing mechanisms for coor- evidence of that project's development impact.

dination have not proven fully effective. Nega- * The appropriate role and focus of the social

tive effects for public sector processes have fund agency and its relationship with exist-

been reported for some of the older social funds ing institutions should be anticipated as far

that have allocated a significant share of public as possible from the outset because of the dif-

expenditure in sectors or activities for which line ficulties experienced in changing the orien-

ministries or local governments are account- tation once the agency is well established.

able. In these circumstances, the de facto per-

manent status of autonomous social funds is Ensure efficiency of resource allocation.

difficult to justify. Where such status might be * Social fund projects should ensure that invest-

justified, the level of external support to the ment decisions include a systematic articula-

social fund should decline over time, with a tion of the benefits as well as the costs of
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alternative investments by the community Develop policy requirements.
and/or locaL government concerned, who * Policy requirements for support to social

should also be charged with monitoring actual fund projects should be developed to provide

benefits in relation to their expectations at clear criteria and procedures for Bank

subproject appraisal. support. These policy requirements should

* Stronger measures are needed to ensure that identify conditions that indicate the appro-

beneficiaries are adequately informed and priateness or inappropriateness of using the

consulted on investment options, costs, and social fund instrument and its strategic justi-

benefits. fication within the CAS and PRSP, provide

* The appropriate scale and scope of social guidance on the country-specific informa-

fund activities should be addressed at the tion and analysis needed to ensure alignment

project design stage, and reassessed regularly of the social fund with the institutional con-

during implementation, with reference to text, and identify viable transformation or exit

budgetary processes and public expenditure strategies.
analysis.
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Introduction

55.TTorld Bank lending through social fund projects began in 1987
and grew significantly through the 1990s. As of end-fiscal 1999,

V ' s about $2.4 billion had been approved, and $1.3 billion disbursed,
for 66 projects in 42 countries.' In fiscal year 2000, social funds accounted

for 9 percent of disbursements for the Program of Targeted Interventions
(PTI).2 As of May 2001, more than 98 social fund projects operated in 58

countries, with a total Bank investment of $3.5 billion (World Bank forth-
coming). This growth, based in large part on the performance of social funds

in producing immediate outputs, is set to con- decisions are made through subproject pro-

tinue at a rapid pace. As the great majority of posals they submit during the implementation
social fund projects have been followed up with of the social fund project. Social funds are de-

continuing Bank support, often accompanied by fined as "agencies that finance small projects in

a shift in objectives from emergency response several sectors targeted to benefit a country's

to the long-term provision of infrastructure as- poor and vulnerable groups based on a partic-

sets and institutional development, this review ipatory manner of demand generated by local

focuses on the institutional development im- groups and screened against a set of eligibility

pact of the projects and the sustainability of the criteria."3 This definition implies five key char-

investments they have financed. The growth acteristics: investments in small subprojects;

and de facto long-term role of social funds multisectoral scope; targeted interventions; par-

makes it important to assess how successfully ticipatory, demand-driven features;4 and criteria-

they have been adapting to new demands. based eligibility. A further common characteristic
has been a high degree of independence of the

Social Fund Projects Have Diverse agency implementing the social fund from line
Features ... ministries and civil service regulation. 5 The four

The distinguishing characteristic of social fund most common activities financed by social funds

projects is that they allow local stakeholders to have been construction or rehabilitation of

determine investment decisions. Rather than schools, piped water supply systems, health

being predetermined at project appraisal, such facilities, and roads (Annex D). These broad
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similarities aside, social funds have varied expand their operations and extend their activ-

greatly in their degree of autonomy,6 in the em- ities in new areas and directions.

phasis placed on targeting or on community
participation, and in the nature and range of Therefore, the Evaluative Framework
eligible subprojects. About one in four projects Must Be Broad
has included microcredit components, while a The goals of this OED review were to assess the

few projects have begun working in new areas development effectiveness of social fund proj-

such as infrastructure for street children, AIDS- ects, identify best practice examples/elements,

related activities, and the protection of cultural and distill lessons and implications for future

heritage. Bank support to such projects. Evaluation is

The first social funds supported by the Bank complicated by the evolving objectives, design,

were created in the Latin America and Caribbean and activities of social fund projects and by the

Region (LAC) to mitigate the social impact of absence of Bank policies that establish standards

structural adjustment by generating temporary to which social fund projects should be held.7

employment, primarily in small-scale infra- This review assessed the performance of proj-

structure works. Social funds have since spread ects against their stated objectives, using stan-

to every other Region (Annex C). In Africa they dard OED criteria for development effectiveness:

have used a community-based approach pri- * Outcome: To what extent have the projects

marily to remedy neglect of small infrastruc- been relevant, efficacious, and efficient? That

ture. In East Asia (EAP) they were created to is, to what extent have they been effective in

achieve rapid impact in response to civil con- providing services consistent with community

flict or financial crisis through a broad range of priorities, country needs, and the Bank's

activities. In the Middle East and North Africa Country Assistance Strategy? To what extent

(MNA) they have focused on mobilizing non- have they met their stated goals? How do so-

governmental resources to ease social impacts cial fund project costs compare with their

in the context of rationalization of large and in- benefits, and with the costs and benefits of

efficient public sectors. And in Europe and other similar projects?

Central Asia (ECA), in the context of transitions * Sustainability: To what extent will the proj-

from heavily centralized systems and unprece- ect continue to produce net benefits as long

dented increases in poverty, they have as intended or even longer?

responded to the pressing need for rehabilita- * Institutional Development: To what extent

tion of deteriorating social infrastructure. have social fund projects improved coun-

tries' capacity to use their human, organiza-

... And Their Objectives Have Evolved tional, and financial resources effectively?

Although the majority of social funds were set

up as temporary mechanisms, virtually all are still Particular attention was given to the issues of

in operation. Most projects have taken on mul- sustainability and institutional development,

tiple objectives. The crisis-response function has which have been under-researched in the social

continued to be evident in some projects, but in funds literature. In assessing the sustainability of

most cases the focus has moved to longer-term subprojects, the review considered both the sus-

objectives such as improving small-scale tainability of the services produced by the in-

infrastructure and supporting institutional de- frastructure and the sustainability of the

velopment. Within institutional development, infrastructure itself. Assessment of institutional

objectives have shifted from the central to the development impact included the unintended as

local government and community levels. The de- well as intended institutional effects of the so-

sign of social fund projects has evolved to in- cial fund, both positive and negative, for cen-

clude more poverty targeting and to address tral and local governments, the private sector,

issues for subproject sustainability. At the same nongovernmental organizations, and the com-

time, social funds have been under pressure to munity. An in-depth assessment of the social

2
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fund participatory process was undertaken in cial fund agency, national, local, and community
order to understand and assess institutional de- levels in four countries-Jamaica, Malawi,
velopment effects at the cornmunity level. Nicaragua, and Zambia-and field research with-

Design of the review included theory-based out household surveys in Argentina, Bolivia, and
methodology (Weiss 1998a,b) to allow exami- Eritrea; (iv) a survey administered to the partic-
nation of mechanisms on which the social fund ipants of the Second International Conference on
approach depends (box 1.1) as well as project Social Funds held in Washington, D.C., in June
outcomes. The social fund approach must be 2000; (v) a survey of Bank country directors and
adapted to meet its objectives, and this involves resident representatives in countries with social

making design tradeoffs (box 1.2). Data were fund projects, and (vi) a survey of Bank sector
gathered to assess the extent to which social fund directors. The OED household surveys covered
processes work as intended. 3,056 respondents in 845 randomly selected

The approach used combined quantitative households in 17 randomly selected social
and qualitative research tools (described in Annex fund-assisted communities, and 842 randomly se-
B): (i) a literature review included an examina- lected households in 17 matched communities in
tion of the conceptual as well as empirical liter- four countries. In the former, 1,525 respondents
ature on social funds, sustainability, institutional were interviewed (roughly 2 per household, the

development, social capital, and organizational household head and, where available, another
learning; (ii) a portfolio assessment of the 66 so- household adult of the opposite sex). This
cial fund projects in the portfolio as of end-fis- amounted to 284 respondents in 4 communities
cal 1999 (Annex A) based on project documents, in Jamaica, 499 respondents in 5 communities in
OED, and Quality Assurance Group (QAG) re- Malawi, 252 respondents in 3 communities in

views, regional reviews, and task manager in- Nicaragua, and 490 respondents in 5 communi-

terviews; (iii) country cases, including household ties in Zambia. Among non-social fund house-
surveys, focus groups, and key informant inter- holds, 1,531 respondents were interviewed (294
views as well as institutional analysis at the so- inJamaica, 493 in Malawi, 257 in Nicaragua, 487

B 1 ~~H o w S o c i a I _ NEtr
Box 1.1 AcAchieve Development p m e n t _

RelevanceandPovertyTargeting.The relevance of investments anismsto ensure coordination with national public expendi-
to the priority needs of the poor is to be ensured through the ture priorities.
participation of local stakeholdersin subprojectselection from * Subproject Sustainability. Sustainability of investments is to
a multi-sectoral menu of chiices. This menu can ensure self- be enhanced by ensuring the quality of works, as well as en-
targeting by focusing on investments that benefit the poor. suring local ownership through local participation in sub-
Proactive measures may also be taken to target the poorest project selection, implementation, and costs. This can be
districts and communities. supported by measures to build local technical and institu-

* EfficacyandEfficiency.Autonomy of the implementing agency tional capacity for operations and maintenance and by coor-
can allow social fundsto ensure appropriate staff incentives dination with other relevant agencies.
and establish efficient and responsive operating procedures. * Institutional Development Impact. Engagement with the so-
The subproject-based approach. with standardization of pro- cial fund may have positive impacts for central and local
cedures lorthe subproject cycle, can also contribute totrans- governmentsthrough, for example, learning-by-doing effects,
parency, speed, and cost-effectiveness. Allocative efficiency demonstration effects, and competitive effects. Social fund en-
(in sectoral and geographic distribution of resources) is to be gagement atthe community level either through participation
achieved through the demand-driven mechanism Iparticipa- in project activities or through training may enhance local ca-
tion and cost-sharing by beneficiaries are to ensure that the pacity for collective action.
selected investments yield high returns) and through mech-

3
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B o Social Funds Fa ce Tradeof f s To Ble
Box 1.2 Effective

The design of social fund projects involves a number of trade- benefits for any of the entities with which the social fund in-

offs, and the balance must depend on project objectives, the na- teracts are limited to activities of the subproject cycle.

ture of services to be delivered, and the country context. * The multisectoral scope of social fund projects can give voice

* The local demand mechanism can allow local participation to local actors and encourage local initiative by allowing

in subproject decisions and management, but makes it diffi- communities to determine their own investment priorities,

cult to reach the poorest communities, which are often the but it also places heavy demands on a single agency to meet

least competitive in preparing proposals. Equally, local de- the varying technical and institutional requirements for de-

cisionmaking may help to overcome information asymme- livery of a wide range of goods and services.

tries by bringing to bear local knowledge, but it does not * Autonomyofthesocialfundagencymayenableittoadoptnew

lend itself to projects that require decisions to be made above processes and "rules of the game" for transparent and re-

the local level in orderto deal effectively with significant ex- sponsive operation, butthese gains may not be readily trans-

ternalities or to tap economies of scale. ferable to permanent public sector agencies in the absence

* The subproject-based approach, limiting engagement with a of specific incentives and a policy environment conducive to

community to implementation of a small, discrete investment, change. Conversely, autonomy makes necessary the creation

can make it possible to achieve speed and efficiencies through of mechanisms to coordinate social fund projects with main-

standardization, but may not, in itself, ensure that the neces- stream government agencies, in order to avoid negative im-

sary complementary inputs are in place for achieving a par- plications for the management of public expenditure,

ticular development impact. In addition, learning-by-doing accountability, and sustainability.

in Zambia). This review reports all results by review also drew from the data gathered for six

respondent unless indicated otherwise. The countries for a detailed self-evaluation of the

country-level percentages refer to responses from impact of social funds managed by HD's Social

the sampled households in each of those coun- Protection Unit and PREM's Poverty Analysis

tries rather than to the population as a whole. The Unit, Social Funds 2000.8

4
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Outcome

What Have Social Fund Projects Aimed to Achieve?
f the 66 social fund projects in the Bank's portfolio, about one-thirdO have aimed to respond to economic or financial crises brought about
by a structural adjustment program or post-conflict or natural dis-

aster situation.' About three-quarters of the projects (48 of 66) have included
construction or rehabilitation of infrastructure facilities among their stated

objectives. Sixty-one percent of projects (40 of 66) included the objective
of improving living standards.2 Social fund objectives are illustrated in table

2.1, reproduced directly from a recent Bank review of social fund opera-
tional manuals.

Project status and evaluation documents for pletion reports (ICRs) and project performance

social fund projects highlight tradeoffs between audit reports (PPARs) noted that the defined

such objectives as imnplementation speed, poverty performance indicators were not adequate to

reduction, participatory development, strength- track all relevant project objectives: there was a

ening local institutions, quality of physical out- focus on physical outputs, while impact indica-

puts, and sustainability. Yet the hierarchy of tors of welfare or institutional development im-

objectives, or the priority to be attached to each pacts and sustainability were neglected. An

of the multiple objectives, has not been sys- exarmination of project status reports for 26 proj-

tematically addressed in project design. When ects (see Annex B for sample selection) showed
these tradeoffs become unavoidable during im- that many of the performance indicators iden-

plementation, priority is usually given to meet- tified in the staff appraisal reports (SARs) or

ing output targets, which have dominated the project appraisal documents (PADs) had not

performance indicators. been reported. While almost two-thirds of the

Of the 66 social fund projects in the portfolio, project documents for social funds in the port-

the appraisal documents for roughly 80 percent folio mentioned beneficiary assessments (to be

included performance indicators, predominantly conducted as one-time, periodic, or regular

output indicators. Several implementation com- exercises), few details were provided about the

5
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Ta b I e 2 .1 W V`tSocial Funds Have lVi.u.ni Objectives

Asia LAC

Social fund objective | -E |

Economic adjustment X AA X ' A

Poverty alleviation E AX A X X '4 ; X X X X A A A>

Decentralization A A X X X A

Employment A A X A V X X X X )A1

Infrastructure development X X X ( X X X X A A

Participatory development A A X X X X X X A A '

Strengthen local institutions A .' x x A x x x x [A A A

Increase welfare system coverage A A A X X X X A A

Government & community partnerships A A X X A W X X X X I iA E AR

Private sector economic development A X A A X X X a A
Source:Weissman 2001. This document noted that the objectives were identified based on the formal statement of objectives in the operations manuals and a review of the contents of
the social fund manuals. It also notes that some of the objectives are not stated explicitly, but they appeared in the description of the project menu OED notes that in reviewing appraisal
documents for these projects, it found that a majority of these objectives were also mentioned in the respective appraisal documents.

issues they would examine or the indicators therefore, were not in a position to answer the
they would track.3 questions), were less positive than those of

country directors/resident representatives, es-
To What Extent Have Social Fund pecially on the overall development impact of
Projects been Relevant, Efficacious, and economic infrastructure components of social
Efficient? fund projects (4 of 6 respondents to this ques-
Of the 23 closed social fund projects as of end- tion rated social fund projects worse than others).
fiscal 2000 (out of the total social fund portfolio
of 66 projects examined for this review), 96 Relevance at the Bank and Government Levels
percent were rated "satisfactory" on outcome by How well have socialfund projects matched the
OED4 This outcome rating for social fund proj- Bank's assistance strategies and the poverty re-

ects compared favorably with outcome ratings duction programs of governments? Given their
for PTI projects (78 percent satisfactory) as well poverty focus, social fund projects fit into the
as all World Bank projects (71 percent satisfac- Bank's corporate priorities as expressed in Coun-
tory).5 From OED's survey of country direc- try Assistance Strategies (CASs) and into the
tors/resident representatives-although the poverty reduction programs of governments.6

response rate was low (13 responses of the 51 The review of ICRs, PPARs, and QAG reviews
requested)-the majority of respondents rated found no instances in which overall relevance
social fund projects more favorably than other was questioned.7 Rather, there were occasional
projects in the country portfolio on overall de- reservations concerning quality-at-entry issues,
velopment impact. Responses from sector di- such as supporting too many initiatives in diverse
rectors, however (also with a low response rate sectors, attempting to simultaneously address
of 7 responses of the 33 requested, in addition short-term and medium-term results, and lack of
to 4 sector directors who indicated they were not clarity on the longer-term role or the phasing out
involved in the social funds in their Region and, of the social fund agency.
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The recent OED evaluation of Bank efforts to whole did not necessarily drive project choice.

support poverty reduction found that CASs were While a vast majority of beneficiaries have been

often weak at locating Bank activities within a satisfied with the subprojects financed,10 the

strategy rooted in country context (OED 2000a). OED household surveys found that the sub-

For social sectors, undue emphasis was found project selection process could not be counted

in CASs on delivering quantity rather than qual- on to meet the highest priority problem of the

ity of services-an issue particularly relevant majority of households, even if the relevant in-

for social funds that are focused on infrastruc- vestments were on the subproject menu. The

ture delivery. In examining CASs for this re- OED household survey data for 284 respon-

view, a tendency was found for CASs to focus dents in Jamaica, 499 in Malawi, 252 in

on some of the particular activities that the so- Nicaragua, and 490 in Zambia showed the fol-

cial fund would finance. The questions of how lowing results (Annex M, table M. 1):

social funds would develop infrastructure or a The top problem was addressed for 27 per-

support other activities strategically within the cent of the respondents in Jamaica, 34 per-

overall effort to reduce poverty and improve liv- cent in Malawi, 23 percent in Nicaragua, and

ing conditions, or whether they were the most 22 percent in Zambia.

effective means of reducing poverty, were gen- * When only the problems that could be ad-

erally not addressed.8 dressed by an investment on the subproject

The strategic rationale for a social fund needs menu were considered, the top priority was

to be debated at the CAS and country-team level met for 31 percent of the respondents in Ja-

where the opportunity costs of lending though maica, 47 percent in Malawi, 26 percent in

a social fund can be fully considered. The in- Nicaragua, and 28 percent in Zambia.

creasing emphasis placed on the quality of serv- - One of the top three priorities was met for 42

ice delivery in social sector strategy papers percent of the respondents in Jamaica, 52

makes it particularly important to clarify the percent in Malawi, 35 percent in Nicaragua,

strategic role of the social fund. The case for mak- and 38 percent in Zambia.

ing a social fund the preferred instrument for * OED household survey results by commnunity

poverty reduction in specific circumstances showed that considering only the problems

needs to be weighed and argued-not simply that could be addressed by an investment on

announced-by the Bank in the CAS, and by the the subproject menu, in 9 of 17 communities

government in the Poverty Reduction Strategy the top-priority problem was addressed. In

Paper (PRSP), where relevant. More is needed four of the remaining eight communities, the

to mnake the case that social fund projects are pre- second-ranked problem was addressed.

ferred to other means of poverty reduction.
Overall, country directors/resident representa- In order to avoid biased household responses,

tives and sector directors who responded to the the OED household surveys did not directly ask

OED survey thought that social funds were bet- beneficiaries if the subproject they had already

ter than other projects on short-term poverty re- received was their priority. Instead, OED asked

duction, but worse over the long term.9 "in your personal opinion, what were the three

biggest problems facing your community (in

Relevance at the Community Level the year prior to the approval of the subproject)?"
Have subproject investments been relevant to This open-ended question was asked immedi-

communityprionities? OED's household surveys ately following questions relating to basic so-

in four countries found that subproject selection cioeconomic and demographic issues, well

has been less a unified expression of commu- before the community was asked about the par-

nity will than a process in which prime movers ticular subproject financed by the social fund.

usually determrine project choice. Even where vir- Then, OED compared the household response

tually the whole community participated in some with the subproject actually financed by the

aspect of the subproject, the community as a social fund in that community. This analysis

7
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provided an indication of the extent to which the currently practiced has been generally less well
biggest community problems were (or were suited for sectors where there was no clear
not) addressed by the social fund.1 1 champion or existing organization. Effective ex-

Several factors were found to influence the ecution of water and road projects is likely to
demand-driven process, including information be facilitated by the formation of community-
asymmetries and the role of prime movers, who based organizations dedicated to these sectors-
were critical to the mobilization of support and for example, road or water associations. Sufficient
preparation of a successful subproject proposal time and resources are critical for fostering the
and whose interests were determined by the na- growth of such organizations, which need to be
ture of their positions. It is natural and appro- rooted in existing social structures.
priate that prime movers should bring project Many other factors can affect the extent to
ideas to the community (leaders play a crucial which community priorities are met. For exam-
role in a demand-driven process). At the same ple, it was noted for the second Malawi social
time, mechanisms are needed to ensure that fund project that the criteria for upfront com-
the ideas of the leaders are also the most im- munity contribution have met with problems in
portant ones for the community as a whole. those parts of the country where the natural en-

Typically, social fund staff visited the com- vironment does not allow people to produce fire-
munity after they had received communication baked bricks or acquire materials such as river
from the community of its interest in a particu- sand and stones for construction purposes. In
lar type of subproject or after they had received such places, it has become difficult for these com-
an application. By this time, prime movers had munities to apply for their first-choice projects
already mobilized support for particular sub- that require substantial contribution in local ma-
projects (Annex 0). 12 OED field research found terials; instead they have ended-up with bore-
a bias in many cases toward subproject invest- holes, which do not require much material
ments in sectors where prime movers were ac- contribution. The Zambia social fund faced a sim-
tive. Other sources have cited related findings ilar situation. Counterpart contribution require-
including the importance for subproject selec- ments meant that communities chose subprojects
tion of existing community organizations in the with a high unskilled labor component, rather
education sector (Frigenti and Harth with Huque than others that would have required a larger
1998), or differences in views between com- cash contribution.
munity leaders and members (Salmen 1987). It is also possible that the investment to address
The extent to which addressing the biggest the highest priority problem may be technically
problems is important depends on the realistic unviable and may therefore not be provided by
potential of other development agents to address the social fund, even when on the subproject
higher priorities that are not addressed by the menu. Other factors can also influence commu-
social fund. nity choice, as acknowledged in the social funds

Many social fund projects have predomi- literature (see Annex 0, "Participation and Sub-
nantly delivered schools and health clinics.' 3 project Execution"). For one thing, communities
The existence of prime movers and established may request what they think they are likely to get
local organizations in the form of headmasters, rather than what they most want and are willing
parent-teacher associations, health workers, or to pay for. In many countries, social funds are
health user committees in education and health known primarily as builders of schools, so a
has been an irnportant factor in making these sec- large proportion of the community requests they
tors heavily subscribed in social fund projects.'4 receive are for schools. Frigenti and Harth with
The requirements of effective subproject for- Huque (1998) note that "since the MPU depended
mulation, submission, and implementation have on organized groups, it funded whatever tech-
meant that enterprising prime movers often be- nically viable proposal came through. The neg-
came the operators of the demand-driven mech- ative side of this was that MPU soon became
anism. The community model of social funds as known as an agency that funds schools, starting
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a cycle of funding education and getting proposals ence to the chosen social fund subproject,

only for education." "would you have preferred that another project

The results of OED's community-level field was chosen instead?" a vast majority of respon-

research showed how facilitation should work: dents in the four countries answered "no." This

motivating local structures to take control of the response confirms the OED conclusion that a vast

process rather than creating parallel arrange- majority of beneficiaries were satisfied with the

ments not rooted in the existing social structure. financed subprojects. It is not inconsistent with

Two examples of social funds that aim at im- OED household survey results on the extent to

proving facilitation skills among local leaders which the biggest community problems were

are Moldova (Annex N, "Moldova: Training met, in that such a response may have been in-

'Prime Movers"') and Jamaica. In Jamaica, 24 fluenced by beneficiary perceptions of what

leaders were successfully trained as facilitators their options were and what they assumed they

in 1999 and 77 in 2000. These facilitators are could realistically have gotten. In its general

employed by the Social Development Com- conclusion, Social Funds 2000 signals the need

mission or by JSIF as the need arises (Dijkstra to ensure greater relevance to community needs

and Green 2000). and to move toward more participatory local

It is possible that wider planning processes planning in order to identify investment priori-

(as opposed to exclusively community-centered ties within the broader goals and activities of a

ones), involving local governments and other ac- community.

tors, may lead to a shift in investments away from
schools. For example, in Albania or Bulgaria, Efficacy-To What Extent Have Social Fund
where local governments have played a key Projects Met Their Stated Goals? 17

role in subproject selection, road and water sub- Responding to Crises. Several reviews, and no-

projects have dominated; and in Nicaragua, the tably QAG data, have found that social fund proj-

introduction of the municipal-level micro-plan- ects have been relatively effective in meeting

ning process (see Annex N, "Nicaragua: Broad- their short-term objectives in response to crises.

based Local Planning") resulted in the expression They have not been equally effective in re-

of more varied community demand, including sponding to all types of emergencies or to all

a higher demand for water than in past years. their aspects. In the context of structural ad-

Whether such a managed investment planning justment programs, for example, there have

process at the local government level leads to been difficulties in reaching the precise groups

enhanced relevance of investments to commu- that were directly hurt (for example, miners in

nity needs merits further analysis. It is also pos- Bolivia, as noted in Jorgensen, Grosh, and Schac-

sible that the use of participatory research (as in ter 199218). It has also been contended that the

Jamaica) or other traditional modes of delivery types of activities often supported by social

may result in the identification of subprojects that funds, such as school rehabilitation, have little

are more relevant to community needs (Moser direct impact on income poverty, and so little,

and Holland 1997;15 Tendler 2000a; and Rao if any, consumption-smoothing effects. 19 Em-

and Ibanez forthcoming1 6 ). ployment effects for private contractors and

Social Funds 2000 generally addresses the consulting firms are positive, but relatively small.

issue of community priorities and preferences by The overall employment impact of social funds

asking about the importance or priority of the has been limited (Cornia 1999), and most of the

subproject in reference to the already-financed jobs created by social fund projects have been

social fund subproject. The overall result was that temporary.

communities considered the investments they But social funds have often had a positive

had received as meeting their most important impact in post-conflict situations. They have im-

needs (Annex E, table E.4). When OED applied proved public confidence by producing visible

a similar methodology, the results were also outputs quickly. They have helped to mobilize

positive. For example, when asked, in refer- donor and community resources. The Cambo-
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dia social fund met the challenges of the post- the respondents in OED's survey of country di-
conflict situation well, recognizing the tradeoffs rectors/resident representatives and sector
up-front and making project design choices in directors considered "visible outputs on the
light of country conditions (see Annex N, "Cam- ground" as one of the top three attractive fea-
bodia: Meeting Post-Conflict Challenges"). In- tures of social fund projects.
deed, social fund projects are increasingly being Overall, education and health infrastructure,
called upon to revert to their crisis-response for which design and construction can be read-
function even after they have moved on to being ily standardized, have experienced fewer im-
developmental organizations, as in Honduras plementation problems than water and roads. A
and Nicaragua after Hurricane Mitch. In these and Social Funds 2000 summary noted that with re-
other cases, social funds switched goals, rose to spect to water and sanitation: "systems appeared
the occasion, and provided a distinctly effective to function reasonably well overall, though de-
emergency response. While this sometimes took sign issues are critical to system performance,
a toll on regular social fund programs and or- water supply is variable, and maintenance issues
ganizational efficiency, governments rarely had are often problematic."
a ready institutional alternative to deal with the Outcomes and Welfare Impacts. What ef-
consequences of emergencies. Nevertheless, fect has all this infrastructure development bad on
some social funds have tended to develop a path- welfare? The main source of such data is the
dependence that has inhibited a quick return to background research for Social Funds 2000. Some
strict adherence to operational procedures once indicators of outcome and welfare impact regis-
the emergency has ended. Difficulties in re- tered a positive social fund impact (higher primary
adjusting to normal discipline should not be enrollments in Nicaragua and reduced infant and
underestimated. child mortality in Bolivia), a few showed a neg-

Expanding or Improving Injrastructure. ative social fund impact, and several indicators reg-
Social fund projects have demonstrated re- istered no significant social fund impact compared
markable success in disbursing rapidly for in- to the control group (box 2.2 and Annex E, table
frastructure expansion and/or improvement. E.2). Some findings, notably on child mnalnutrition,
The evidence is strongest for schools, which are difficult to interpret.2 ' Overall, the picture
have been the focus of many social fund proj- that emerges is a varied one.
ects, but they have also delivered infrastructure One reason for the varied social fund impacts
in other sectors. The achievement of social fund on outcomes and welfare may be that social
projects in delivering infrastructure should not funds respond to discrete subproject proposals
be underestimated-donors and governments for infrastructure (such as health clinics) rather
often spend large sums of money on infra- than being driven by the objective of achieving
structure investments that do not materialize a specific development impact (such as im-
even in relatively accessible communities. As a proved health) and ensuring that all the neces-
result of the additional infrastructure, facility ac- sary complementary ingredients to achieve it are
cess and utilization have improved (box 2.1; in place (either through its own activities or
Annex E, table E.1). through other interventions). A review of social

However, instances of underutilization of so- fund beneficiary assessments (Owen and Van
cial fund facilities have also been reported, es- Domelen 1998) noted that several social funds
pecially with respect to health clinics where (those in Armenia, Ecuador, and Peru) identified
supplies and equipment shortages have often the need for complementary actions within types
prevented full capacity utilization. 20 According of projects (for example, educational materials,
to Social Funds 2000 background research for equipment). Social Funds 2000 found instances
Nicaragua, despite the increase in utilization, the of incomplete facilities: in Nicaragua, piped
rates remain far below the capacity of rural water was available in less than half of both so-
health posts and reflect underutilization problems cial fund and control facilities, in Honduras
in FISE and non-FISE posts alike. A majority of about 40 percent of both social fund and con-
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B ox 2.1

Schools dailyvisits,from 11.3to 17, compared with an increase of be-

* The Peruvian social fund, FONCODES, constructed or reha- tween 8.8 and 14 visits in non-FISE posts.

bilitated more than 9,000 classrooms during 1992-98. * In Zambia, between 1993 and 1998, the SIF health posts reg-

* In Malawi, MASAF has financed the construction of about 1,600 istered an increase in (i) the hours of operation for all serv-

classrooms. ices, (ii) number of cases (declined in non-SIF), (iii) maternal

* In Honduras, between 1995 and 1998, FHIS built 503 new pri- deliveries and child attendance.

mary schools, 2,326 new classrooms, and improved 4,163 * Cambodia's social fund financed the construction of 78 health

classrooms. centers, 2,767 water wells, 1,535 latrines, 24,935 cubic meters

* In Nicaragua, FISE helped to increase the number of class- of dikes, irrigation facilitiesfor3,800 hectares of agricultural land,

rooms from, on average, 4.6 to 6 per school. and rehabilitation of 17,216 square meters of bridges/ culverts.

* Egypt's Social Fund for Development established only 7 class- Water
rooms out of the target of 150 in 1994, but 2 years later it es- * Under MASAF I and 11 in Malawi, more than 2,000 boreholes

tablished 1,417 in a single year and more than 1,500 the were sunk.

following year. * In Bolivia, between 1993 and 1997, the proportion of households

* During 1995-99, Cambodia's social fund project supported withpipedwaterincreasedby16percentinChacoand10per-
the building of 4,411 new classrooms and the supply of 67,430 cent in Resto Rural. Frequency of water availability decreased

pieces of classroom furniture. from 21.95 to 19.38 hours in Chaco and increased from 18.49

Health Facilities to 21.15 hours in Resto Rural. Distance to water source fell by

* In Honduras, between 1994 and 1998, FHIS built 127 new rural more than 50 percent.

health posts and 40 new urban health posts, remodeled 90 rural * In Honduras, between 1994 and 1997, FHIS built 2,815 new con-

health posts and 108 urban health centers, and built 1 new nections and upgraded 46,000 connections. FHIS investments

mother and child clinic and remodeled 8 such facilities. For increased water availability, reduced average expenditures

FHIS rural health posts this led to an average of 11 visits on water, and reduced time spent collecting water.

daily, compared with the national average of 9 each day. For Road
all FHIS health centers, there was an average of 54 consul- * The second Madagascar social fund rehabilitated 185 health

tations each day, compared with the national average of 34. centers and 967 kilometers of rural road.

* In Nicaragua, between 1993 and 1997, FISE health posts reg- * TheAlbanianRural PovertyAlleviation PilotProgramfinanced

istered a significantly larger increase in average number of 278 kilometers of rural roads and 524 meters of footbridges.

Source: OED portfolio assessment and Annex E, table E.1. Additional access and utilization indicators are presented in Annex E. table E1.

trols did not have piped water, in Bolivia only ing of girls-or significant training and capacity

about one-third of facilities (both social fund and building. So far, such software investments have

non-social fund) had access to electricity (with been a minor part of the social funds' product

social fund facilities having somewhat less ac- line, and training and capacity building com-

cess than the controls). The same evaluation also ponents have typically not received adequate at-

found that in Nicaragua, only 35 percent of so- tention. Social Funds 2000 background research

cial fund schools with piped water installations explains the lack of impact in specific cases as

had regular water service during school hours. follows: the lack of health impact of water in-

In addition to the delivery of physical infra- vestments in Honduras can be largely explained

structure, "software" inputs are often necessary by the relative focus on rehabilitating existing sys-

to ensure optimal facility use and impact 22 where tems, versus installation of new systems; the

optimal utilization requires behavioral changes limited impact of sewerage investments on health

on the part of users-for example, in using non- can be attributed to the overall low connection

traditional health services or encouraging school- rates. The evaluation points to linkages between
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Box 2 .2

These results compare outcomes and welfare impacts in social pipeline match), and Zambia. In Nicaragua (using propensity
fund communities versus non-social fund communities and report score matchl, the incidence of diarrhea was higher for the so-
statistically significant results (at 90 percent confidence level). cial fund communities compared to non-social fund communi-

Education:An Nicaragua and Zambia (using pipeline match), ties. The number of social fund beneficiaries (among the sick)
enrollment rates increased significantly for the social fund that sought primary health services was significantly higher in
schools compared with the control facilities, but social fund Honduras, but similar in Bolivia. InfantandchiIdmortaIita,meas-
schools in Zambia (using propensity score match), Bolivia, Hon- ured only in Bolivia, registered a significant decline for social
duras, and Peru lApoyo) registered no significant impact com- fund communities compared with control communities.
pared with control facilities. In Peru (Paxon-Schady), districts Water: Incidence of diarrhea declined over time for social
that received the most social fund expenditures for school im- fund communities in Bolivia (Chaco region) and Peru. The im-
provements achieved the largest gains in primary school en- pact on incidence of diarrhea of social fund water subprojects
rollments, although these enrollment gains could only be in Bolivia (Resto rural region), Hondurasr and Nicaragua was very
confirmed atthe household level among the poorest populations similar to that with control water subprojects. There was a de-
in the rural survey. The percentage of students in the correct cline in stunting in children under six in Nicaragua. Childmor-
grade for age was significantly higher for Honduras, Zambia tality has registered a signilicant decline for social fund
(using pipeline match), and Nicaragua (for students in grade 1). communities since the start of the subproject in Bolivia and
An insignificant difference was noted for Zambia (using propen- Peru.
sity score match), Nicaragua (students for all grades), and Peru. Latrines: In Honduras (bivariate analysis) and Peru, the in-
There was improvement in absenteeism in Peru, but not in Bo- cidence of diarrhea declined in social fund communities com-
livia or Nicaragua, using pipeline match, but it significantly pared with control communities. In Nicaragua, an insignificant
worsened in Nicaragua using propensity score match. No sig- difference was noted in the incidence of diarrhea between so-
nificant impact was noted for student academic achievement cial fund and control communities.
measured by math and language tests in Bolivia, the only place Sewerage: In Peru and Honduras no differential household-
where this was assessed. level health impacts were found. In Nicaragua, the increase in

Health:The incidence of diarrhea was similar between so- access to sewerage led to positive health impacts at the com-
cial fund and control communities in Bolivia, Nicaragua (using munity but not household level.

Source: Social Funds zMMWo data.

household characteristics and outcomes (for ex- cation of Social Funds 2000, which recommends:
ample, the linkage between parents' education "Greater attention not just to successful project
or household poverty levels and children's ed- implementation, but to the impacts from those
ucational outcomes), and draws the implication investments, including involvement of commu-
that demand-enhancing measures such as out- nities in the up-front identification of expected
reach are a necessary complement to the pro- impacts" (World Bank 2000h).
vision of infrastructure.2 3 Poverty Targeting. Benefiting the poor is the

Although social fund projects are multisectoral, overarching objective of social fund projects: "so-
in practice they have not necessarily operated in cial funds establish menus, procedures and tar-
a holistic2 4 way in each community. For exam- geting criteria to support investments benefiting
pie, they usually finance only a single investment the poor" (Jorgensen and Van Domelen 1999,
in each community, which may increase the p. 7). The poor, poorer, poorest, or poverty are
total number of subprojects and beneficiaries, but mentioned in the objectives of more than three-
at the expense of depth of involvement and de- quarters of social fund projects. Furthermore, the
velopment impact. The need for a greater focus poor, or some category of poor people, are an
on development impact is also a policy impli- explicit target group in the majority of cases

1 2
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("poor" in 80 percent of projects, "poorest" in 46 centralization of the social fund (as word of the

percent of projects, "vulnerable" in 44 percent social fuind has spread), and a shift from emer-

of projects, and "low-income" in 10 percent of gency mandates to longer-term goals when in-

projects).2 5 Other target groups are "unem- creased attention was given to targeting.

ployed" (in 20 percent of projects), "indige- -However, district allocations are still best de-

nous" (in 10 percent of projects), and "women" scribed as mildlyprogressive. Peru is the only ex-

(in 61 percent of projects). 2 6 However, system- ception, having succeeded in devoting a

atic data on targeting outcomes at the household significant share of its resources to the poorest

level are available for only a small number of districts with continual fine-tuning of the targeting

countries. The available data, based largely on mechanism and a focus on riral areas that led

Social Funds 2000 background work for Arme- to improved performance over time. Annex N

nia, Bolivia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Peru, and ("Peru: Achieving Success in Targeting") dis-

Zambia, allow a number of conclusions with re- cusses some of the factors accounting for Peri's

spect to targeting, detailed below. success in poverty targeting. Armenia has re-

Geographic targeting. The share of poor dis- gressive targeting among the wealthier districts-

tricts in social fund resources is greater than their the allocation of expenditures is pro-poor among

share in the population, meaning that social the lower 40 percent of districts.

funds achieve a progressive allocation of funds Household-level targeting. Are the poor over-

across districts (figure 2.1). The poorer districts' represented among social fund beneficiaries?

share of resources has generally increased over Data on household incidence largely indicate this

time as a result of better targeting procedures to be the case, although targeting is very mildly

(such as the use of poverty maps and the adop- progressive or neutral and performance varies

tion of allocation formulae), more extensive by country (figure 2.2) and sector. In Honduras,

outreach activities made possible in part by de- Nicaragua, and Peru (education), the share of

Social Funds Have Mildly
Figure 2. 1 Progressive Geographic Targeting
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Social Funds Have Neutral or
Figure 2.2 Very Mildly Progressive Household

Targeting
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poor households benefiting from a social fund data are for a number of years. Second, the
investment was 58 percent, 55 percent, and 66 geographic data are for expenditure, but house-
percent, compared with 54 percent, 48 percent, hold data refer to beneficiaries, imparting an un-
and 50 percent of that population nationwide, known bias, depending on differential unit costs
respectively. In Zambia, 15 percent of social and geographic distribution by sector. But, if the
fund beneficiaries were in the poorest income data are accepted, they illustrate that other than
decile, but targeting based on the poverty line in one country, the distribution of social fund re-
was similar to a random distribution. The share sources is more progressive on a geographic than
of extremely poor households benefiting from on a household basis (see figures 2.1 and 2.2).
the social fund was about the same as the share This discrepancy is particularly striking in Peru-
of such population nationwide-71 percent of for education investments, the strong progres-
the social fund beneficiaries were classified as sive geographic allocation is not matched at the
poor and, indeed, just over 70 percent of Zam- household level. An explanation in the case of
bians are poor. In some sectors in certain coun- Peru is that households above the mean district
tries, the share of the poor among beneficiaries income are more likely to benefit from the so-
is less than the share of the poor in the popu- cial fund than those below the mean (Paxson and
lation as a whole. Latrines and health clinics have Schady 1999). The result from Peru and the dis-
targeted the poor best, education and water in- crepancy between geographical and household
vestments were pro-poor, and sewerage projects targeting indicate that poor households are less
were regressive. likely to receive resources than poor districts.

WVhy is geographic targeting more progres- One of the implications drawn by Social Funds
sive than household targeting? Available data 2000 from its poverty targeting analysis is that
makes comparisons difficult. The problem in better local coordination efforts can improve
these data is twofold. First, household incidence identification of poor communities within both
applies to a specific year, while the geographic wealthier and poorer districts, and that for those
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poor communities that still have difficulty ac- The OED household survey in Malawi found that

cessing resources, additional proactive meas- 98 percent of the households had heard of the

ures, including up-front assistance in community social fund, compared with only 39 percent in

organization, waiving of community counter- neighboring Zambia, where promotion efforts

part requirements, and provision of technical ex- have been less intensive. But promotion alone

pertise may be necessary to decrease the may not be enough, as the poorest communi-

inequality of results between areas and to en- ties are very likely to be those least able to

sure that all poor communities can access pro- apply for assistance. Facilitation of community

gram resources. applications is also required.

'Although comparisons are difficult given dif- Targeting may take place through a number

ferences in program objectives and context, so- of mechanisms. Social funds are inherently self-

cial fund targeting performance compared targeting in that they finance activities of inter-

favorably or was similar to that of other programs est to the poor and whose public nature (for most

with comparative daa. In Bolivia, municipalities subprojects) means the non-poor cannot ex-

with higher poverty indices received a higher clusively capture the benefits. But explicit tar-

share of social fund resources than munidpal ex- geting mechanisms are also used, usually at the

penditures. In Peru, FONCODES achieves a bet- district level, These mechanisms may be either

ter geographic targeting performance than two proactive or reactive.28 Proactivie targeting allo-

directed programs, PRONAA and INFES, al- cates funds in a pro-poor manner either by ex-

though the former has a better performance cluding the better-off (a cut-off) or using a

than FONCODES in targeting within districts. The progressive allocation rule. Reactive targeting

Armenia social fund performed in the mid-range waits for requests from communities, but favors

of national social assistance programs, and in those from poor districts by applying eligibility

Honduras, the incidence of direct beneficiary criteria, according them greater priority, and/or

households among the lowest quintile of house- by reducing the required level of community

hold income was 37 percent, about middle of contribution. Reactive targeting can be expected

the range of performance of 30 targeted social to have less favorable targeting outcomes than

programs throughout the LAC Region. proactive targeting. But for proactive targeting

Overall, the results show a mixed record with to work, facilitation may be required to ensure

respect to targeting. Social funds reach both the the uptake of funds. In Panama, slow uptake of

poor and the poorest on a district and house- funds by poorer regions allowed funds to be re-

hold basis. A significant proportion of social allocated to better-off areas as a result of polit-

fund resources benefit the non-poor, however. ical interference. Experience has shown that an

The share of social fund investments going to initial pro-poor allocation of funds may be re-

non-poor households ranges from 29 to 45 per- allocated to the benefit of better-off districts. And

cent (where the proportion of non-poor is based if targeting is just at the district level, it remains
on the national poverty line).27 reactive within the district, leaving unresolved

These social fund poverty targeting outcomes the problem of reaching poorer communities.

are a function of both promotion and outreach Some social funds, but not all, have taken steps

and targeting mechanisms. Promotion is vital to to address these issues. Annex F provides a de-

ensure that all communities are aware of the so- tailed discussion of poverty targeting issues and

cial fund and so apply for subprojects. Social box 2.3 outlines lessons on allocation rules. So-

funds have developed promotion through a cial Funds 2000 concluded that a key design

number of channels, which can be very effec- issue for social fund projects is how to reduce

tive in creating awareness. The Malawi social leakage, and pointed out that this may mean re-

fund has tailored its promotional campaigns to ducing access by better-off regions, introducing

specific audiences and used various media chan- intra-district targeting procedures to identify the

nels to disseminate information (see Annex N, poorest communities within districts, restricting

"Malawi: Effective Promotion and Outreach"). items from the menu that tend to have higher
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Box 2.3 Rules for Reaching the Poor

Reliance on reactive targeting makes it more likely that poor cation rule, since this will eventually force a decision to
areas will be under-served, unless an aggressive outreach strat- 'taken from some districts to 'give' to others in order to meet
egy is pursued. Even with proactive targeting, however, promotion aggregate spending targets (as has happened in Nicaragua).
and outreach are necessary to ensure that poor areas reach Itwill be better to allocate, say, 70 percent by the rule, keep-
their spending targets. The following rules are relevant. ing 30 percent in a pool to allocate to districts that reach
* Cut-off. Should the allocation rule be applied across all dis- their expenditure target (perhaps restricting the pool to poorer

tricts, or should it be combined with a cut-off to exclude the districts). Strong facilitation among the poorer districts would
least-poor districts? If a cut-off is not used and the least- improve their chances of accessing resources from the pool.
poor districts are not excluded, adequate mechanisms are Muitiyear allocations in poor districts may be an option, al-
needed for targeting within districts (self-targeting may not though this may not solve the problem unless facilitation is
be sufficient for this purpose). also provided.

* Progressivity. The ZAMSIF formula for district allocations * Facilitation:To ensure that poor districts can absorb as many
gives much more weightto the poorest districts than to those resources as possible, promotion and outreach efforts need
that are less poor: the poorest of all receive $30 a head and to be intensified in these areas, including assistance in sub-
the least poor only $1.30. This differential could be narrowed project preparation.
to $11 and $2.30 respectively through a small change: raising * Choice of indicators. The targefing literature suggests thatthe
the poverty term in the allocation rule formnula to 0.5 from 1. indicator used to allocate resources should be related to the
(This would make the allocation less pro-poor, although this purpose of the funds. Targeting rules based on income-poverty,
effect could be balanced by the introduction of a cut-off. This as used in Nicaragua and Zambia, for example, may not be the
might be necessary because of lack of absorptive capacity and best way to allocate what are mostly educational resources.
because there are poor people in non-poor districts.) In the case of education and health infrastructure, a facilities

* Setting aside a reserve:The poorest districts are likely to be map may be just as important as a poverty map.
among those with the least capacity, so spending targets are * Incorporating lessons learned:Social fund projects and other
least likely to be met there, at least where communities are projects in several countries are developing some of these tar-
the only eligible subproject sponsors. Forthese reasons it is geting rules. A review of targeting mechanisms would be
perhaps unwise to allocate all expenditures with the allo- useful to enable all social fund projects to adopt good practice.

Sorce: OED analysis.

rates of leakage to the non-poor, and using fund effects were found. In Zambia, social fund
other means to increase the concentration of ben- interventions had no significant effect on fe-
efits to the poor. male enrollment; in Nicaragua there was no sig-

Gender Effects. The impact of social funds nificant difference by gender on the impact of
differentiated by gender seems varied. There declines in age at first grade in 1997 and on
are some cases in which females appear to have change in the percentage of girls enrolled in so-
benefited particularly from social funds. For cial fund schools between 1993 and 1997.
example, Social Funds 2000 background re- Social funds have not normally been proac-
search indicates that female utilization of health tive in addressing gender disparities in em-
services, either general visits or specific services, ployment practices, community decisionmaking
increased significantly in Bolivia (prenatal serv- processes, or other areas of their activities (OED
ices), Nicaragua (female visits), and Zambia (de- portfolio assessment). Prevailing disparities in
liveries in maternity wards), the only three employment and wages have been perpetu-
countries that included gender-disaggregated ated, in that women have been less likely to ben-
data on health services. There were also exam- efit from paid employment in construction
ples in which no significant pro-female social financed by the social fund and more likely to
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provide the voluntary labor required as part of praisal stage, the range and composition of sub-
the community contribution (ILO 1997). projects is uncertain and rates of return are usu-

In the participatory process, in almost all ally not estimated. Similarly, the question of
cases, women have been under-represented in allocative efficiency has rarely been addressed in
project committees, even where social funds implementation completion reports. Standard rate
have tried to impose quotas. OED household sur- of return analysis is not readily applicable to so-
veys indicated some gender differences in cial fund projects, because they are not intended
Malawi and Zambia, but few in Nicaragua and to undertake systematic planning of investments
Jamaica. For example, in Malawi and Zambia, and because of the large number of small and dis-
compared with men in the social fund-assisted parate subprojects they finance. Nevertheless,
communities, a statistically smaller percentage of the lack of attention given under social fund
women had knowledge about the social fund in projects to conducting ex-ante and ex-post eco-
their countries, and about the person(s) re- nomic analysis of a sample of subproject invest-
sponsible for operation and maintenance of the ments is worrisome.2 9 At the same time, there is
facility. Women also spoke less compared with no assurance that an adequate process is in place
men in the social fund-assisted communities in at the relevant level (usually the community or
Jamaica, Malawi, and Zambia and experienced local government) for identifying and comparing
lower capacity building in both Malawi and benefits of altemative investments.
Zambia (Annex M, table M.26). In theory, social funds ensure high net ben-

Some completion reports note the lack of a efits of their investments by selecting subprojects
gender perspective and difficulty in reaching the on the basis of demand at the community level,
poorest and most marginalized groups. Even where the best knowledge exists of local con-
where the weakest groups benefit from social ditions, needs, and priorities, and by requiring
fund investments, this is not synonymous with beneficiaries to contribute to costs. There are rea-
their having a voice in subproject selection or the sons to question how effectively this mechanism
overall decisionmaking processes. A beneficiary has been working:
assessment for the Zambia Social Recovery Pro- * Social funds' investment decisions are driven
ject II, for example, noted continued difficulty in by supply as well as demand factors. The
incorporating women and youth in the formal de- funds use eligibility criteria, targeting mecha-
cisionmaking structures of the community. nisms, and appraisal criteria; often have a

With regard to respondents in the bottom limited menu of subproject options; and have
quartile in each community, OED household more technical expertise in some sectors than
surveys indicated that they were less likely than others.
respondents from the top three quartiles to have * Subproject selection within the social fund
heard of the social fund in Malawi and Zambia, menu is influenced by a variety of factors and
and they spoke less in the meetings in Jamaica there is no assurance that the investment al-
compared with the respondents from the top ternatives, or opportunity costs, of a selected
three quartiles. The respondents from the bot- subproject are rigorously examined at the
tom quartiles experienced lower capacity build- community or other level. OED's commu-
ing in Malawi and Zambia, perhaps indicating nity-level field research for 845 randomly se-
lower levels of participation in subproject ac- lected households and 1,525 respondents in
tivities (Annex M, table M.27). 17 randomly selected social fund-assisted

communities in 4 countries found that while
Efficiency-Do Social Fund Project Benefits the vast majority of beneficiaries were satis-
Exceed Their Cost? More So Than Other fied with the chosen subproject, the subproj-
Projects? ect selection process was led by prime movers
Comparison of costs and benefits. Data are in the community. Even within the options
limited for the assessment of the economic effi- that were offered by the social fund, the se-
ciency of social fund projects. At the project ap- lected subproject did not always address the
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highest priority problem of the majority of project proposal and for sector ministry repre-
community members. In many cases, com- sentatives to be on the board of directors of the
munity members were not well informed social fund. This allows them direct access to set-
about the options. ting policies, determining sectoral approaches

* More than one in four social fund projects (14 and appraisal criteria, and approving specific in-
projects of 52) required no community con- vestments. In practice, cases where the sector
tribution and, therefore, had no willingness- ministry representatives actively debate and dis-
to-pay indicator. It may be noted that in cuss investment options, priorities, and alloca-
practice, not all community contributions tion rules with other members of the Board are
made, including contributions in kind, are not common, and their role has often been lim-
recorded. At the same time, however, when ited primarily to ensuring that obligations to
community contributions are formally re- meet ongoing costs of operating and maintain-
quired, they are not always made. ing social fund facilities are acknowledged by

the relevant public agencies. It has been noted
Even if community interests and subproject that "Formal approval of microprojects is gen-

benefits are accurately identified, the efficiency erally secured, yet the way this is done does not
of social fund investments also depends on guarantee a coherent inclusion of social fund-
mechanisms for coordination with district, re- initiated microprojects within national or re-
gional, and national planning processes. De- gional sector plans. In practice, some social
pending on the nature of the investment, funds have been lax in this area, ignoring the
decisions taken on the basis of community in- need for formal arrangements to ensure that
terests may neglect spillover effects that make sector ministries are represented in provincial
them costly from a broader perspective, and consultative committees. This lack of coordina-
subproject benefits may be compromised by tion led to the construction of understaffed
factors beyond the knowledge or control of the facilities-especially in the health sector-that did
community (box 2.4). Most projects have es- not respect sociodemographic norms (minimum
tablished coordination arrangements with rele- number of inhabitants for the catchment area)
vant line ministries and/or local governments, and service-level norms (for health post, health
including mechanisms for sector ministries to re- center, etc.)" (Frigenti and Harth with Huque
view and provide "no objections" on each sub- 1998). Social fund projects have paid little at-

Box 2 .4 Solving Transport Problems Is Not Just a
Bo 2. Matter of Building Roads
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tention to the aggregate impact of their activi- efficiency, since this may discourage efforts to

ties on the overall balance and efficiency of improve construction quality, increase outreach

public expenditure at national or local levels, for better poverty targeting, and/or invest time

within and between sectors and regions, and be- and resources in participatory processes.

tween capital and recurrent expenditure.
Cost-effectiveness. The indicators of effi- What is the Record of Bank Performance

ciency monitored most consistently by social in Social Funds?
fund projects have been: (i) unit costs of con- OED ratings on overall Bank performance for so-

struction or rehabilitation of infrastructure and cial fund projects compared favorably with those

(ii) the share of overhead expenses in total pro- for other Bank projects. Of the 23 closed social

gram costs. While important, these indicators are fund projects as of end-fiscal 2000 (out of the

not sufficient. Also needed is some concept of total social fund portfolio of 66 projects exam-

the unit costs of social funds in producing spe- ined for this review), 94 percent were rated sat-

cific outcomes (such as increases in school en- isfactory on overall Bank performance.3 ' The

rollment rate for girls, in vaccination rates, or in figure for PTI projects was 75 percent and for

access to clean water, employment creation) in all Bank projects 75 percent.3 2 The management

comparison with other programs. of social fund projects within the Bank has in-

Social Funds 2000 background research found cluded effective knowledge management and has

that cost-effectiveness of social fund projects, as focused recently on impact evaluation in six

measured by unit costs of construction, was countries. Cross-sectoral coordination on the is-

highly variable across countries and sectors sues for social fund projects has not been strong,

(Annex H). There is some indication that unit but is beginning to receive more attention: for

costs tend to be lower where community con- example, the Africa Region has formed a spe-

tributions were high and/or there is community cial, cross-sectoral working group; measures are

management of resources and contracting (Ar- being taken in some ECA countries to ensure that

menia, Peru, Zambia) for both social fund and social fund expenditures support relevant sec-

non-social fund projects. In Zambia, the evalu- toral restructuring programs; and some social

ation explicitly assessed community-based ap- fund projects, particularly in LAC, are paying in-

proaches (including the social fund) versus creasing attention to the decentralization context.

contractor-based approaches in nine national The MNA Region has designed social funds in

school infrastructure programs. Unit costs were particularly challenging political contexts. The

similar among the various community-based EAP Region has moved quickly with social funds

programs. The contractor-based approach was in response to economic and civil crisis. QAG

more than twice as expensive, but delivered in- ratings for quality of supervision of social fund

frastructure faster. Overall, Social Funds 2000 did projects were somewhat above the average for

not find any consistent advantage in cost effec- all Bank projects between 1997 and 1999. QAG

tiveness of infrastructure delivery between so- assessments found the quality of supervision of

cial funds, local governments, other central fiduciary aspects to be strong.

agencies, and nongovernmental organizations Reporting on safeguard compliance in proj-

(NGOs) across all countries. ect status reports (PSRs) for social fund projects

The same evaluation found that, in general, appears similar to that in PSRs for PTI projects,

overhead expenses for social funds were simi- but seems low overall, especially since a num-

lar across social funds, within a range of 7 to 14 ber of safeguard issues are likely to be relevant

percent of total program costs.30 It also found for social fund activities (Annex I). The envi-

that, in most cases, social funds had lower over- ronmental category assigned to social fund proj-

heads than other programs, although there were ects may also be an issue, as noted by QAG

some exceptions. Some project and evaluation (Annex I). Of the 16 available social fund QAG

reports have warned against putting too much reviews (quality at entry and quality of super-

emphasis on overhead costs as an indicator of vision), 10 were rated "satisfactory" for envi-
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ronmental aspects while 6 were rated "not ap- egory C for the environmental impact of social
plicable." There are many examples of social fund projects, implying that environmental issues
fund projects where efforts have been made to have been given inadequate attention.
develop micro-project environmental assess- The Bank has recently introduced a new en-
ment mechanisms and adequate provisions have vironmental category, "financial intermediary"
been made for environmental screening (and for (FI), which can be applied to social fund proj-
subproject analysis as necessary). The actual ects. For all practical purposes, an Fl category
application of these provisions appears weak, is similar to a B category-a process is defined
however, and has not been systematically mon- to screen "not as yet defined subproject activi-
itored.33 There are indications that the issue ties" that may be identified (by project man-
warrants greater attention, especially with regard agement during project implementation) as
to environmental safeguards. No social fund needing an environmental screening. The ef-
has been given a Category A environmental fectiveness with which environmental issues are
classification, but close to half (43 percent of a addressed in Bank-financed social fund projects
random sample of 30 social fund projects) have will depend on how well projects are identified
been classified as Category B. The rest have and screened. The Bank should be assured that
been assigned to Category C. QAG reviews have these functions are adequately performed by
questioned if there is not excessive use of Cat- project management (Annex I).
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Subproject Sustainability

T o what extent will socialfund projects continue to produce net benefits
as long as intended or even longer? Of the 23 closed social fund projects
as of end-fiscal year 2000 (out of the total portfolio of 66 projects

examined for this review), OED rated sustainability "likely" for 43 percent of

the projects.' This compared unfavorably with sustainability ratings for PTI

projects (50 percent) and for all Bank projects (51 percent).2 This chapter looks

at social fund subproject sustainability, which most implementation completion

reports indicate is an issue requiring greater attention. Issues relating to sus-
tainabiity of social fund agencies themselves are discussed in Chapter 4.

Subproject sustainability can be assessed in rent staffing and equipment; and (iii) current lev-

two ways: (i) directly measuring facility use and els of maintenance. The main source of these di-

maintenance at a specific point after subproject rect measures of sustainability is Social Funds

completion and (iG measuring the extent to 2000 background research3 (Annex E, table

which the conditions for sustainability are in E.3). Other sources include OED's household and

place for the continued flow of benefits over the facility surveys, portfolio assessment, and stake-

project's life. Direct measures give a picture of holder survey.
the state of the infrastructure and service flows Technical Quality. The OED portfolio as-

at the time they are measured. Since social fund sessment found the technical quality of social

subprojects tend to be relatively recent, this ap- fund infrastructure to be variable across coun-

proach may not accurately assess the probabil- tries and between sectors. Social Funds 2000

ity of sustaining benefits over the intended life background work entailed collecting data on

of the subproject and beyond. construction quality through facility surveys by
engineers and focus group discussions. The

Subproject Sustainability Can Be findings were mixed, although the general re-
Assessed by Direct Observation ... sult was that social fund facilities performed at
Three elements of subproject sustainability can least as well as other facilities on technical qual-

be directly observed: (i) technical quality; (ii) cur- ity (Annex E, table E.3). It was noted that there
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is high variabilitv in technical quality, but few cal quality and providing inputs during subpro-

major concerns over outright poor quality in any ject supervision" (Kariuki 1998).

programs. While beneficiaries are generally sat- Giving responsibility to communities for sub-

isfied with the quality of subprojects, some prob- project implementation, without adequate sup-

lems were identified. For example, in schools in port, has been associated with problems in

Honduras, because contractors were not re- technical quality.4 A. World Bank paper has

quired to make mains connections for electric- noted that `community-based organizations have

ity and water closets, 28 percent of the the most difficulty conforming to project stan-

installations built by FHIS remained uncon- dards because they lack the technical skills

nected compared with 4 percent of those built among them or cannot afford to hire skilled

by other agencies, and the dissatisfaction with labor" (Khadiagala 1995). The Bank's review of

operational problems within the control group beneficiary assessments noted that in Ecuador,

was much lower than in the FHIS group. These projects requested by grassroots organizations re-

problems were underscored by the school sur- ceived the lowest quality ratings (Owen and
vey respondents, 31 percent of whom reported Van Domelen 1998, p. 32). The Zambia Social

problems in project construction or installation. Recovery Project, which emphasized community
FHIS has since taken measures to address this participation in the construction of the physical

issue. infrastructure, also faced quality problems, al-

Results varied across sectors with regard to though measures have since been taken to ad-

construction quality. The water sector faced par- dress this issue (box 3.1).
ticular problems. For example, in Honduras, site Staffing and Equipment. Social Funds 2000

surveys found that the overall construction qual- background research indicates that nearly all

ity of FHIS schools was about the same as non- social fund facilities surveyed were in operation

FHIS schools (83 percent "regular" or "good" and were staffed and equipped one to three

versus 87 percent for comparators), much bet- years after their completion. Staffing and equip-

ter for health centers (97 percent "regular" or ment levels were better than or equal to those

"good" versus 62 percent for comparators), and in comparator facilities (not controlling for age

slightly worse for water systems (93 percent ver- of facilities), but both types of facilities suffered

sus 99 percent for comparators). The record was shortages. Thus, inadequacy of inputs rather than

similar for sewerage systems (100 percent "good" their complete absence was the issue (Annex E,

or "regular" for both), and much better for latrines table E.3).
(100 percent "good" or "regular" for social funds Of the two countries for which such infor-

versus 69 percent for comparators). About 23 per- mation was available, there was evidence in

cent of households in the area of influence of the one, Nicaragua (and to a lesser extent in Zam-

water projects reported problems with the qual- bia), that social fund subprojects may draw staff

ity of the water system, mainly due to design away from other facilities. Social fund health sub-

faults and the use of poor-quality materials, projects in both countries have seen increases

which made water projects the most frequently in staff, while non-social fund facilities have ex-

criticized type of social fund investment with perienced declines.5 In Nicaragua, the framework

respect to the quality of the physical infrastruc- agreement between FISE and line ministries
ture built by FHIS. For Malawi's social fund, it was stipulates that FISE subprojects will not lead to

noted that, with respect to its water supply and increases in the line ministries' recurrent budg-

sanitation components, "while it is too early to ets, so that any necessary personnel are either

assess whether subprojects implemented by the already on the payroll or facility expansions are

projects are sustainable, a recent review of tech- staffed through reallocations of personnel. Under

nical quality revealed that a large number of fa- the circumstances, it is possible that staffing the

cilities had not been built to the required standard. new or expanded social fund health facilities in

MASAF has now contracted supervision con- Nicaragua may have been at the expense of

sultants to assist them in certification of techni- staffing elsewhere.
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Za mb i a: Ta c k I i n g Tra deo f f s Betwee n
Box 3.1 Community Self-Help and Construction

Quality--

Giving communities substantial responsibility in the implemen- ducible designs were sent to communities for construction of
tation of subprojects has advantages, including building owner- classroom blocks, health clinics, staff housing, and other in-
ship, butthey sometimes come atthe cost of construction quality. frastructure. Communitiesthat were not engaging an experienced
The 1992 Social Recovery Project Annual Report noted that one contractor or foreman were asked to request the District Coun-
of the most important issues for project management was the dif- cil to visit the facility and assess construction at critical stages,
ficulty of maintaining an acceptable standard of construction and seminars were organized atthe provincial level to acquaint
given a self-help approach and the limited capacity of social district staff with the program's objectives and procedures.
fund staff to supervise implementation of the projects. While these measures were somewhat helpful, a number of

In response to these problems, technical audits of projects projects were not receiving the inputs of skilled labor or tech-
were undertaken to identify technical inputs that could be pro- nical knowledge they required to produce good-quality con-
vided to communities. In addition, all project committees were struction. Further measures have since been taken to address
requested to engage a full-time, paid foreman. Simple, repro- these problems.

Source:1992 Social Recovery Project data and OED portfolio assessment

OED's analysis of direct measures broadly though the absolute percentage of respondents
confirmed the results from the Social Funds 2000 perceiving adequate staffing in social fund-
background research. The respondents to the assisted facilities was low, except in Nicaragua.
OED household survey6 were asked about their In addition, a large percentage thought the fa-
perception of adequacy of staffing, their view on cility needed improvement.'" Nicaragua was
facility supplies, improvements (since the base again an exception (table 31, Annex M, table
year7) in staff attendance, 8 and improvements in M.16). The OED stakeholder survey found that
the availability of supplies (since the base year).9 62 percent of the respondents thought that the
For all four countries, a larger proportion of the social fund-financed infrastnicture was at least
respondents from the social fund-assisted com- as well maintained as infrastructure financed by
munity than from the matched community had the govemment, and a similar percentage also
a favorable view of each of these issues, al- thought that social fund facilities had service

Ta b I e 3. 1 HHousehold Perception of Operations a n d
Maintenance Performance (percent)

Question Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
Do you feel there are enough staff at the facility? [Yes] 43 69 91 36
How would you describe the facility's supply of desks, textbooks,

medicines, etc.? [Reasonably good/extremely good] 46 33 69 33
How does staff attendance compare to the situation lin the base

year?] [Betterl 34 69 73 44
How does availability of supplies compare to the situation [in the

base year]? [Better] 39 45 51 28
How often is the facility clean and well maintained?

[Always/usually] 72 88 94 67
Do you think the facility needs physical improvements? [Yes] 67 42 17 89
Source:OED household survey.
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flows at least as good as similar facilities fi- ity (technical, financial, and institutional) to meet
nanced by the government (Annex J). operations and maintenance obligations effec-

Maintenance. Overall, maintenance prob- tively; and (v) arrangements for ensuring that sec-
lems in social fund subprojects appear to be tor specificity is adequately addressed.
more pronounced than problems with opera-
tions. According to Social Funds 2000 back- Condition 1: Arrangements for Ensuring
ground research for Honduras, engineering site Technical Quality
surveys rated maintenance of works as "good" A World Bank paper notes, "Concern for the
for 53 percent, 91 percent, and 80 percent of quality of fund-financed projects challenges all
FHIS water, sewerage, and latrine projects re- social funds and is a recurrent issue in supervi-
spectively; for schools and health clinics, data sion reports. The need to disburse funds rapidly
is available for cleanliness, which was rated and the lack of technical capacity among project
"good" for 53 percent of FHIS schools and 36 sponsors contribute to the low quality of proj-
percent of FHIS health centers. However, ac- ects" (Khadiagala 1995). Social funds have
cording to the qualitative evidence in the same adopted procedures to ensure that constructed
report, none of the cases studied showed fully facilities are of good quality, including the use
satisfactory results for maintenance of works. The of standard facility designs and supervision dur-
report noted that: "there is a gap between the ing construction.
community declaring itself the owner of the Standard facility designs are used by more
project and understanding in theory the basic than half of social funds (14 of a sample of
rules of maintenance, and putting all this knowl- 24).14 Often they have used ministry designs
edge into practice."" While the vast majority of and standards, but these were sometimes inap-
respondents to the OED household surveys felt propriate. In Honduras, for example, the stan-
that the facility was clean and well maintained, dard school design provided by the Ministry of
the survey also showed that only 35 percent of Education was not well-suited to multi-grade
the respondents inJamaica, 39 percent in Malawi, classrooms, and it rigidly specified the length for
29 percent in Nicaragua, and 10 percent in Zam- the perimeter wall, so some social fund schools
bia perceived that required repairs were done left these incomplete. Social funds have devel-
quickly.' 2 OED's stakeholder survey showed oped their own designs and standards where
that 39 percent of the respondents felt that so- these were unavailable or inappropriate. They
cial fund-financed infrastructure is better main- have helped ministries irnprove their designs or
tained than similar types of infrastructure standards, as in Eritrea and Honduras. In order
financed by the government. The level of main- to ensure supervision of subproject construction,
tenance may be expected to vary by country de- social funds have used external supervisors, so-
pending on the state of recurrent finances, but cial fund staff, or community volunteers. But
also on the particular maintenance culture in the these arrangements have encountered prob-
country. lems, as indicated in project documents and by

OED field research. In the Honduras FHIS and
... Or by Examining Conditions for Nicaragua FISE there were common complaints
Sustainability within communities about inadequate supervi-
The second means of examining sustainability is sion that sometimes allowed contractors to cut
to determine if the conditions for sustainability corners or use substandard materials.15 An im-
are met. OED's literature review identified the fol- plication drawn by Social Funds 2000 with re-
lowing conditions for sustainability:13 (i) arrange- spect to water projects is that although the
ments for ensuring technical quality; (ii) clarity majority of the water projects evaluated are of
about operations and maintenance responsibil- acceptable quality, many present problems that
ities and awareness among those responsible of call for increased oversight regarding the initial
their obligation; (iii) willingness to fulfill opera- construction and sustainability of the physical in-
tions and maintenance obligations; (iv) the abil- frastructure. In most countries, reports were
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received of low-grade material being used in con- responsibilities. In Zambia, these efforts-which

struction, leading to system deterioration. included the distribution of project manuals to

beneficiaries and mandatory project-launch

Condition 2: Clarity and Awareness of Roles workshops that bring together social fund staff,
and Responsibilities project committees, local officials, and benefi-
OED's portfolio assessment found several in- ciaries-were particularly successful (Owen and

stances where the operations and maintenance Van Domelen 1998).

responsibilities and obligations of the parties OED's household surveys found that in

were not adequately specified or handover and Nicaragua and Malawi only a small proportion

ownership issues were not explicitly addressed of households were unaware of the allocation

up front.' 6 It has been noted that "The social fund of responsibilities for facility repairs (9 and 18

[agency] and project beneficiaries need to have percent, respectively).' 7 Forty-two percent of

accurate information on the recurrent cost im- the respondents in Jamaica and 40 percent in

plications of every project if the feasibility and Zambia were unaware of who was responsible

sustainability of the project is to be assessed and for facility repairs.' 8 Furthermore, inJamaica 60

commitments to sustain the project after com- percent of the respondents had no idea who was

pletion are to be honored. This has been one responsible forpayng for repairs, in Malawi this

of the weakest elements of some social fund op- was 43 percent, in Zambia 42 percent, and in

erations" (Weissman 2001). Lack of clarity of Nicaragua only 14 percent.19 In Malawi, an ad-

responsibilities was a more common problem ditional 9 percent of the respondents indicated

with respect to maintenance than in operations. that "no-one" was responsible forpaying for re-

Operations responsibilities were usually out- pairs (Annex M, table M.16). With respect to the

lined in framework agreements or case-by-case OED stakeholder survey, about one-third of the

agreements between the social fund and the respondents thought that, at the time they made

relevant agencies. Maintenance responsibilities, their subproject proposal, their communities

in contrast, were left to be agreed at a later were fully aware of the responsibilities they

stage, typically at subproject completion, and would assume by receiving a social fund-

most operational manuals consequLently ad- financed investment. Overall, the recent OED re-

dressed maintenance issues in a cursory man- sults are suggestive of improvements over time.

ner. The recent use of maintenance manuals in The efforts needed to improve community-level

some social fund projects can be expected to clarity and awareness of roles and responsibil-

bring improvements. ities will depend on the intended nature and ex-

At the community level, the Bank's review of tent of the roles of the community and other

social fund beneficiary assessments found "a agents in operations and maintenance.

significant and fairly universal problem with the
lack of information and/or misunderstanding Condition 3: Willingness to Undertake
on the part of beneficiaries about the role and Operations and Maintenance Obligations
rules of the game of the social funds" (Owen and Government entities have generally been willing

Van Domelen 1998). It noted that in Peru, about to meet their obligations, as demonstrated through

one-third of the beneficiaries interviewed were framework and subproject-specific agreements.

unaware of the community's commitment to When the relevant agencies are not party to so-

maintain the works and observed that informa- cial fund decisions about specific investments that

tion gaps were closely associated with negative were chosen for financing, willingness (as well

outcomes, including lower levels of participation as ability) may become an issue. In Jamaica,

and sustainability. This would be a particular con- parish councils were not involved in the identi-

cern for services that depend significantly on fication and implementation of road projects and

community management, such as water sup- were unwilling to maintain them.

ply. Social funds have taken measures to clar- At the community level, the OED household

ify and improve awareness about roles and surveys broadly supported the view that the vast
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majority of beneficiaries were satisfied with the rehabilitation of existing facilities rather than
chosen investment. It follows that communities the construction of new ones. In some cases,
were generally willing to keep the investment however, even this limited (rehabilitation) strat-
running. The OED household surveys found egy may encounter problems. First, as shown by
that, of the respondents who said that the facil- the beneficiary assessment for JSIF, while there
ity needed physical improvements, 88 percent were fewer operational problems when the sub-
were willing to pay for these improvements in project was for facility rehabilitation, the result-
Jamaica, 85 percent in Malawi, 71 percent in ing benefits were also smaller or less appreciated
Nicaragua, and 90 percent in Zambia. The com- by communities. Second, as Social Funds 2000
munity-level qualitative data also confirmed the background research has shown, social fund
idea that communities felt responsible for social projects have not overcome the problems of
fund facilities-for example, "we also use the understaffing and underequipping of facilities.
borehole carefully to avoid damage since we had Significant improvements in operations and
contributed a lot" (Malawi). This was confirmed maintenance depend on systemic fiscal and sec-
by OED's institutional analysis based on field re- toral reforms in the country that are beyond the
search in Jamaica, where communities were en- scope of the social fund. Third, financing reha-
thusiastic about maintaining JSIF investments. bilitation over a long period risks becoming an

In general, communities were found to have expensive option for deferred maintenance,
a positive attitude toward sustaining social fund since the necessary institutional improvements
infrastructure. An indicator from the experience may not occur if external resources are readily
in Albania was the reported success of commu- forthcoming for rehabilitation.
nities in protecting social fund facilities from Social funds have also introduced mainte-
vandalism during civil riots. This review could not nance funds as a way to address the sustainability
establish the degree of willingness to operate problem. Nicaragua's maintenance fund is a new
and maintain investments in social fund projects approach that sets aside money from government
overall, but one would expect a close relation- and communities to finance maintenance costs
ship to the extent to which the subproject ad- of (social fund, and recently other) investments,
dresses the highest priorities of the community. and is administered by municipalities in response

to community requests. This approach should be
Condition 4: Ability to Undertake Operations monitored for potential replicability. Depend-
and Maintenance Obligations ing on the design of the maintenance fund and
Ensuring subproject sustainability requires three the country context, it may not be the best op-
types of capabilities on the part of the entities tion. For example, a maintenance fund that ear-
responsible for operations and maintenance: fi- marks resources for specific facilities or is
nancial, technical, and institutional ability. off-budget can raise issues about bypassing reg-

At the government level, financial ability is ular budgetary systems and giving preferential
linked to two issues: the overall policy environ- treatment to selected infrastructure.
ment for sectoral investments and the balance be- Social funds have increasingly tried to improve
tween capital and recurrent budgets. Lack of coordination with ministries or local govern-
government budgets for operations and mainte- ments to ensure that subprojects are consistent
nance often reflects the financial constraints in with their policies and operating budgets. While
general for government. In Nicaragua, the health this can be expected to produce positive results
ministry commits itself to meeting recurrent costs, for sustainability, it may be inadequate to ensure
while at the same time admitting there will be that social fund facilities regularly operate to ca-
no money for it (Dijkstra 2000). Fiscal constraints pacity. For investments that depend heavily on
can be severe in both absolute terms and in the government for recurrent cost financing, sus-
balance between capital and recurrent costs. tainability will remain closely tied to the avail-

In order to reduce recurrent cost problems, ability of government budgets and may call for
social fund projects have often focused on the systemic fiscal and sectoral reform.
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At the community level, OED's portfolio as- government utilities tend to be largely absent in
sessment showed that communities have often rural areas and there are no established tariff reg-
fallen short on the financial, institutional, or ulations to finance operations costs. Similar in-
technical wherewithal to ensure that facilities are stitutional and financial issues also apply to
operated and maintained either by the commu- rural power supply and road construction.2 '
nity itself or by accessing the necessary assis- Community capacity for operations and main-
tance. The Social Funds 2000 background tenance can be supported by the requirement to
research for Honduras noted that "in many cases, form maintenance committees and by the provi-
[maintenance] problems remained unresolved sion of maintenance manuals and training. Where
and often escalated, reflecting the community's these mechanisms are lacking, subproject sus-
practical inability to resolve them either directly tainability has suffered. For example, for the PerLu
or through appeal to the competent authority. FONCODES, it was noted that more emphasis was
This incapacity arose from some combination of needed on training beneficiaries in operations
lack of initiative, lack of organization and lack and maintenance, especially in water supply and
of economic resources."2 0 sanitation. Recent social fund projects are giving

The extent to which financial systems are al- more attention to community training for opera-
ready in place for regular collection of fees tions and maintenance, and other community-
varies greatly between countries and sectors. So- level arrangements are also being put in place to
cial Funds 2000 noted that the long-term sus- ensure sustainability, indicating a learning curve
tainability of water and sanitation subprojects (box 3.2). In the Bolivia social investment fund,
may be adversely affected by inadequate cost re- improvements in water quality were less than ex-
covery. In none of the countries where data pected because there had been inadequate at-
was collected did all households report paying tention to "software" aspects. This was followed-up
for services; the general perception was that by the provision of additional training through the
the amount collected was insufficient to cover PROSABAR project, however, which produced
operations and maintenance. This was true both favorable results for sustainability. Best practices
of urban systems managed by central agencies, remain to be replicated across all projects. Sus-
municipal governments, or neighborhood water tainability mechanisms are being supported in
associations, as well as rural systems managed the Ethiopia and Moldova social funds, including
by local water committees. A recent evaluation more attention to community contribution and to
of social funds by a bilateral donor agency also follow-up in the community by social fuind staff
noted that financial issues in operations and after subproject completion (see Annex N,
maintenance have proved particularly difficult in "Ethiopia, Moldova: Incorporating Mechanisms
water and other economic infrastructure projects: for Sustainable Service Delivery").

Box 3.2 Mechanisms

The number of projects that required a maintenance contract The number of projects that required maintenanceluser
between the communityandatleastsome of the responsible en- committees increased from 40 percent in the period 1987-93
tities increased from none in the period 1987-93 to 32 percent to 74 percent in 1994-99.
in 1994-99. The numberof projectsthat provided small, substantial, orvery

The number of projects with maintenance manuals for substantial amounts of training or capacitybuilding activitiesfor
the responsible entities increased from 40 percent in the period communities in operations and maintenance activities increased
1987-93 to 64 percent in 1994-99. from 40 percent in the period 1987-93 to 79 percent in 1994-99.

Note: N,24
Source:OED data.
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Condition 5: Arrangements for Ensuring that from OED's qualitative review of 2 JSIF-
Sector Specificity is Adequately Addressed supported road projects and 2 JSIF-supported
OED's portfolio assessment confirmed the dif- water projects in Jamaica (involving 18 key in-
ferences among sectors in the issues of partic- formant interviews and 9 focus group inter-
ular concern for sustainabiity. Budgetary support views) found the same pattern for every road and
to subproject operation was most likely to be water project examined. The Parish Council (for
provided in the education and health sectors, al- roads) or National Water Commission (for water)
though staffing problems were more common had refused to assume responsibility for opera-
for health facilities. Water and sanitation projects tion and maintenance of the facilities, while the
tended to experience the greatest problems in sponsoring community organization had willingly
operation from the outset because of poor or in- assumed this responsibility, with limited resources
appropriate technical design or lack of local and training. This was likely to raise serious
organizational or technical capacity. Poor main- questions about the future sustainability of these
tenance of roads and bridges was not only projects unless the communities' continued role
brought about by lack of funds, but often to un- was regularized and their ability to undertake the
clear ownership and responsibility as well. In ad- necessary operations and maintenance activities
dition, maintenance problems have been severe was ensured. The Bank has recently increased
for water and roads facilities, since there is not attention and focus on operations and mainte-
always clear institutional responsibility or mech- nance issues relating to JISIF investments, in-
anisms for levying tariffs or collecting resources. cluding the provision of significant training

While the 1997 UNDP/World Bank Rural activities aimed at local officials and trainers
Water Program global study of rural water sys- and the dissemination of information on main-
tems found that the social fuinds in the sample tenance practices.
had average to above-average sustainability, Arrangements for sustainable service delivery
controlling for the country, the same study found must reflect the nature of goods and services
that for both countries for which comparative being delivered (box 3.3). By being classified as
data were collected, the average sustainability multisectoral, social fund projects may escape the
score was worse for the social fund than for the scrutiny applied to sector projects. This issue has
other water project in the same country (Katz and been noted with regard to financial sustainabil-
Sara 2000). By contrast, in education and health, ity standards in the water sector (OED 2001). For
the facility provides a potential focal point for the road sector, interviews with Bank staff in-
collecting fees, although this potential is not al- dicated that social funds do not adequately dis-
ways realized. Where economic infrastructure or tinguish between community roads and tertiary
microenterprises were failing, this was generally roads and use similar arrangements for both, with
due in part to lack of the necessary attention to implications for sustainabiity. Furthermore, since
economic or financial viability at the appraisal economic analysis is not typically used to assess
stage. Sustainability of microcredit schemes, in- social fund subprojects, social fund projects fi-
cluded in about a quarter of social fund projects nance community roads of higher unit cost than
(13 of 53 projects), 22 was much more uneven: would be justified by sector-financed tertiary
from the two notably successful examples (Al- roads programs, and alternatives are not ade-
bania and Honduras), important factors were en- quately assessed. Issues related to sustainability
suring village ownership, good technical can become particularly acute when the lion's
capacity, and experience in the administering share of financing of tertiary roads is provided
agency. by the social fund and there is no credible sec-

In Nicaragua FISE III, road projects were tor strategy for maintenance of these roads. This
found to be the highest community priority dur- was the case in Malawi, where the road sector
ing the emergency (Hurricane Mitch), but there investment program refrained from financing
was concern about the sustainability of the road tertiary roads because the social fund was pro-
projects executed during this period. Results viding extensive resources for them. In this case,
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The government role and government level required in the plan- for service levels to be achieved (such as consistent standards

ning, production (investment and O&M), financing, or regula- within networked infrastructure systems), there is a specific ra-

tion/policy setting for any type of good or service demanded will tionale for a party beyond the user groups to perform some over-

depend on the following characteristics of the goods and serv- sight, information-sharing, or regulatory functions.

ices: their public versus private nature (is the good or service The key implication for social funds is that the effective-

by its nature available to all in the community, or are access and ness and sustainability of subprojects requested by communi-

availability limited?); the range of impact area and extemalities ties may depend on various institutional arrangements being in

(are there positive or negative effects on nonusers?); the extent place for the sharing of responsibilities and functions between

of natural monopoly and potential for competition in production; the community, the respective local government, and some-

the social value placed on ensuring a minimum level of con- timeshigherlevelsofgovernmentoritsagencies,theappropriate
sumption (for merit goodsk technical coordination requirements, institutional arrangements will differ with the type of subproject,

especially for physically networked services; and information depending on the technical, economic, financial, and environ-

requirements for users and producers to realize the desired mental characteristics and the scale as described above. Gen-

quality of services. erally, non-networked water projects, for example, can be more

From these characteristics, certain implications follow re- appropriately provided within a community than inter-village

garding the most appmpriate roles ("who does what')for the com- roads. The following points are important in considering to what

munity of beneficiaries and for the next level or levels of extent and in what ways the community requesting/sponsoring

government. That is, for services with mainly private impacts, in- a social fund subproject will need a broader framework of gov-

dividuals or households can choose what they want to consume ernment support to ensure sustainable results:

and pay prices or user charges, so demand and supply can be de- * Who should provide each type of infrastructure service, and

termined through the market mechanism. For services with at what level (community, municipality, district), depends on

mainly neighborhood-level impacts, a local community group (or the impact area, network or coordination requirements, and

its agents) should plan and finance (through local benefit taxes externalities. Appropriate solutions often require sharing of

or levies or user charges, for example). For services with inter- planning, financing, and oversight responsibilities among

community or citywide impacts, local (or district) government or communities and across levels of government.

its agencies should plan investments, ensure technical/system * A community may act as the 'lowest local government" for

coordination, and organize financing. Fiscal transfers (from na- its members in providing some types of services, but good re-

tional governmentto local, local to community, or to households) sults still require that the need for accountability, appropri-

may still be justified to ensure minimum essential service lev- ate financing mechanisms, coordination or connectivity of

els, counteract externalities, or correct for high start-up costs. services, and organization be addressed.
Types of subprojects that create recurrent obligations on * If the community acts 'like a government' by performing

government budgets for operations (such as staffing schools these functions for the provision of local goods or services,

and clinics) also need to be consistent with sectoral plans in it must be legally, formally constituted to collect resources,

these areas. When users and suppliers have unequal access to own assets, and constrain private action (for example, to

critical information (on safe water quality, for example), and charge and collect user fees, protect the commons, maintain

when there are important technical coordination requirements the infrastructure).

Source: Kessides 2000.

the sector program assumed responsibility for grants are the same investments that the Mu-

also developing a strategy for tertiary roads and nicipal Development Program is financing

averted adverse effects. In Argentina, some of through loans-that is, sidewalks, and curbs. Al-

the subprojects that FOPAR is financing through though both Bank programs have worked in dif-
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ferent municipalities, they could coincide in the erations and maintenance. For subprojects with
future, in which case this inconsistency would operation and maintenance within the remit of
become a more serious problem (Serrano 2000). the community itself, the social fund can sup-
In OED surveys of both country directors/resi- port community capacity building. Many types
dent representatives and sector directors, the of subprojects, however, depend on government
economic infrastructure components (road, water for operations and maintenance and are subject
supply and sanitation, and energy components) to prevailing fiscal and sectoral constraints in the
of social fund projects were rated worse than country. In these cases it may be unrealistic to
other projects in the country/sector with respect expect that operations and maintenance of so-
to compliance with sector standards for economic cial fund facilities would differ substantially
analysis, as well as for financial issues. from the norm. Significant improvements would

In general, it is important to clarify what can depend on systemic reforms beyond the scope
and should be expected of social funds with re- of the social fund or the community. The scope
spect to sustainability of subprojects. The social and scale of activities undertaken by a social
fund can supervise and support technical qual- fund should be guided from the outset by as-
ity; ensure that subprojects conform with the sessment of operations and maintenance ca-
policies and operating budgets of line min- pacity and constraints in each of the sectors of
istries and/or local governments; ensure that all social fund intervention in the country con-
parties are aware of, and committed to, carry- cerned, including the existing composition and
ing out their responsibilities; and support the balance of public expenditure and projected fis-
ability of communities to play their part in op- cal capacity.
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Impact

o what extent have socialfundprojects improved countries' capacityT to use their human, organizational, andfinancial resources effectively?
Generalizations about the institutional impact of social fund projects

are difficult because the projects vary widely in their country conditions, ob-

jectives and design, and nature and scale of activities, and because of changes

in these factors over time. Furthermore, institutional impacts have not been

systematically monitored and, as a result, empirical data are limited. OED's

field research and review of the Bank's portfolio provide examples, outlined

below, of both positive and negative institutional effects of social funds.

The net impact depends on the constraints and op- cluding weaknesses in delivering on capacity
portunities in the particular institutional setting, and building components. 4

on how well the design of the social fund is Of the 66 projects in the portfolio, 47 percent
aligned with this setting. This chapter examines the had explicit institutional development objec-
intended and unintended effects that social fund tives, to build the capacity of central or local gov-
projects have had on institutional development.' ernments, the private sector, NGOs, and/or

Of the 23 closed social fund projects as of community organizations. The most significant
end-fiscal year 2000 (out of the total social fund change over time has been the shift in attention
portfolio of 66 projects examined for this review), from building capacity at the central level to an
OED rated 65 percent "substantial" on institu- increasing focus on local governments and com-
tional development impact.2 This compared fa- munities (table 4.1).

vorably with the ratings for PTI projects (43 Social fund projects have often had more
percent) and all Bank projects (36 percent) over than one institutional objective. Typical exam-
a comparable period. 3 These ratings were heav- ples are: to strengthen central capacity for
ily influenced by good organizational perform- poverty monitoring and analysis; to strengthen
ance of the social fund agency. Completion and local community organizations and municipal
audit reports found more weaknesses in per- governments; to contribute to the government's
formance on wider institutional objectives, in- decentralization strategy by building local ca-
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Table 4. 1 Institutiona II o p m e n t .e
Have Become Local

4t ,0T20 t 96-99
Objectives (N=42)
Decentralization 14
Capacity building:

Social fund agency ; 10
Central government 14
Local government 29

Private sectora 10
NGOs 12
Communities 48 l

a. Includes private contractors, consultants, artisans, skilled labor, farmers, local technicians, and entrepreneurs.
Source: Bank data.

pacity in planning, execution, operations, and cials, social fund agency staff, and NGO and
maintenance of small-scale infrastructure proj- donor representatives), 36 percent of the re-
ects; to improve the capacity of communities and spondents said that the primary function of so-
NGOs to plan, appraise,' manage, and maintain cial funds should be to finance capacity building
investment activities through experience gained for infrastructure or service delivery, 18 percent
in the project; and to strengthen the capacity of that it should be to finance delivery of infra-
private, small-scale contractors and other mi- structure, and 6 percent that it should be to
crobusinesses. Even in projects without such support institutional reform. Asked whether the
stated objectives, the expectation of institutional social fund was currently focusing on the pre-
benefits has commonly been reported in proj- ferred function, only 19 percent thought it was
ect appraisal documents. fully focused and 64 percent considered it par-

Performance monitoring practices suggest tially focused (Annex J).
that most projects have attached a relatively low
priority to institutional development, without Most Social Fund Agencies Are
explicitly addressing the tradeoffs with other Independent and Competent ...
objectives. Relevant performance indicators were All the Bank's social fund projects have financed
included in appraisal documents for 31 of the investment in building the capacity of the social
66 social fund projects, and most of those con- fund implementing agency-through staff train-
sisted of tracking inputs, such as quantity of train- ing, technical assistance, study tours, and other
ing. A review of project status reports for a means-with some impressive results for orga-
random sample of 18 of the 31 projects found nizational effectiveness and innovation in proj-
that only one in 6 projects was reporting progress ect management. Agency staff members have
on these indicators. Capacity building compo- typically been concentrated in engineering, pro-
nents of projects often have not been fully im- curement, or financial management specialties,
plemented. A few of the newest social fund often recruited from the private sector. Through
projects have a clearer institutional develop- building teams of results-oriented professionals,
ment focus. The Moldova MSIF and Romania so- many social fund agencies have distinguished
cial fund, for example, give priority to building themselves as learning organizations, adapting
capacity at the community level. to changing country conditions, responding

Views on appropriate objectives for social quickly and effectively to emergencies, estab-
fund projects cover a wide range. In OED's lishing transparent operating procedures, putting
stakeholder survey (including government offi- sophisticated management information systems
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in place, and developing innovative approaches Views differ concerning the justification of
to community contracting (Annex L) and out- continuing the autonomy of social funds when
reach.5 Some of the tools and processes devel- they are no longer geared to emergency objec-
oped for management of social fund tives. Social funds are sometimes characterized
projects-including the use of operational man- as simple executing agencies for central or local
uals, management information systems, and pro- governments, complementing the line ministries'
curement and disbursement procedures role of planning and policymaking by special-
appropriate for community contracting-have izing in delivery of physical infrastructure. Many
had wider application and benefit within Bank AGETIPs now play this role, as contractors to
operations. For example, the proposed Chil- local or central governments.10 Social funds,
dren and Youth Project in Macedonia is draw- however, by controlling the purse strings, have
ing on social fund experience in the use of been filling a parallel function in deciding the
operational manuals. allocation of public resources-based on a com-

Implementation completion reports attribute bination of local demand and poverty mapping
much of this effectiveness to the autonomy of (Dijkstra 2000; Dijkstra and Green 2000). An al-
the social fund agency. Of the projects for which ternative approach to defining the role of au-
the data have been reported (ranging from 38 tonomous social funds vis-a-vis other agencies
to 56 projects, depending on the question), the is that they are filling gaps in the country's so-
majority of social fund agencies were created as cial protection framework. This is indeed the role
legal entities, independent of line ministries (89 of some social funds that are integrated in gov-
percent), and accountable directly to the presi- ernment and primarily government-financed,
dent or prime minister (64 percent). Most have such as Chile's FOSIS, whose activities do not
been exempt from government regulations in hir- include social infrastructure. However, in Bank-
ing staff (95 percent), staff terms and condi- financed social funds, the bulk of investment has
tions (93 percent), and government procurement been in public infrastructure, especially schools
and disbursement procedures (83 percent and and health facilities, for which the quality, cov-
74 percent). 6 Although these arrangements have erage, and sustainability of service delivery de-
been key to the strengths of social funds in pro- pends on the policies and performance of central
ducing immediate outputs and in attracting ex- and local governments.
ternal finance, they have also presented As a result of these ambiguities, the role of
difficulties of coordination and accountability rel- social funds in relation to line ministries has been
ative to mainstream central, regional, and local inherently unclear, and coordination problems
public sector agencies.7 have been reported frequently in project status

The issues involved are similar to those con- and completion reports. Many of these problems
cerning the use of Project Implementation Units have been attributed to weaknesses in the min-
in general, 8 but are particularly important for so- istries concerned, but, at the same time, the
cial funds for three reasons. First, social funds special status and mandate of social funds has,
usually have a much higher degree of inde- inter alia, made it difficult for them to have
pendence from line ministries and sectoral budg- much impact on the deficiencies of mainline serv-
ets. Second, they make decisions on allocation ices (Nelson 1999).11
of resources among alternative investments- The success of social funds in attracting donor
both across and within sectors and Regions. finance has been an important strength and has
7hird, they have acquired defacto long-term sta- also imposed a challenge for coordination. So-
tus, as their mandates continue to be extended cial fund agencies have experienced difficulties
on the strength of extemal funding (typically sus- in managing simultaneously the different re-
tained at 70 percent to more than 90 percent of porting and accounting requirements and proj-
expenditures), 9 with continuing accountability, ect objectives of multiple donors, unless strong
usually to donors as much as to national stake- efforts have been made by donors to reduce
holders (Dijkstra 2000). these problems. The Egypt social fund effectively
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managed a multidonor partnership with as many nent, the Panama FIS was threatened by politi-

as 17 donors (see Annex N, "Egypt: Multidonor cal influence on staff appointments and sub-
Partnership and Coordination"). project allocations. Related issues have been

Social funds have attracted significant politi- encountered in many social fund projects, for ex-

cal attention. The Winner-Loser Matrix (Annex ample, in Albania, Guatemala, Madagascar, and

G) shows that social fund projects can generate Tajikistan, and QAG reviews have emphasized
a wide range of costs and benefits-most stake- the importance of protecting social fund agen-
holders can gain, lose, or both, depending on cies from political pressures.
project design and context. Political objectives
are not necessarily inconsistent with develop- ... And Their Wider Institutional Effects
ment objectives and poverty targeting; after all, Have Been Limited
the poor comprise a large constituency in many Superior performance of the social fund agency,
countries. In Peru, FONCODES was the flagship when it is achieved, does not in itself imply a
project of the Fujimori administration for reach- significant institutional development impact.

ing out to the poor. However, when courting the This depends on the extent to which social
poor leads to political favoritism or clientilism, funds promote wider adoption (of values, be-
it becomes incompatible with the institutional de- haviors, methods, processes, and skills) in na-
velopment of government since it violates the tional and local institutions through their

fairness principle, which lies at the core of gov- interaction with other agents. (The channels

ernment performance (Serrano 2000). Social available to social funds to impact the wider in-
funds can be subjected to undesirable political stitutional environment, both positively and neg-
pressures. For example, it was found that polit- atively, are outlined in box 4.1.)
ical interference in Ecuador adversely affected Little attention has been given by projects to

FISE's operations and credibility after mid-1996. monitoring or documenting these impacts, which
Similarly, at a time when elections were immi- are difficult to measure. OED's stakeholder sur-

Inst it u t i o n a I D e ve l op me nt Effects . IN
Box 4.1 Many Channels

Direct effects: A social fund project includes an explicit insti- meet that demand; or where they stimulate broader demand ef-
tutional development component, providing training or techni- fects for the services of private contractors or NGOs.
cal assistance to other organizations. Resource mobilization and allocation effects: The social

Demonstration and catalytic effects: New approaches, pro- fund mobilizes previously unutilized community/local capacity
cedures, or methods demonstrated by the social fund are adopted and nongovernmental resources, and contributes to a rational-
by other agencies, and where the social fund prompts new ization of resource use by government (for example, if govern-
thinking and approaches. ment resources are freed-up to improve quality of services as a

Learning-by-doing effects: Other agencies gain experience result of the social fund investment in buildings); and/or nega-
in using new approaches, procedures, or methods through en- tively, the social fund agency attracts the most competent staff
gagement in subproject decisionmaking/planning or imple- and critical resources away from government agencies, thus
mentation processes. weakening them.

Competitive effects: Other agencies improve their own effi- Systemic planning, budgeting, and accountability effects:
ciency in order to stay in the competition for resources and The social fund contributes to transparent and efficient public
power, or negatively, where other institutions withdraw from sector processes through close integration with them; or neg-
tasks and responsibilities that the social fund is taking on. atively, where social funds bypass central or local budgetary and

Demandeffects: Social fund activities generate additional de- sectoral planning processes, undermine accountability of pub-
mand at the community level for the services of government lic agencies, inhibit fiscal reform, and distort the budgetary al-
agencies, stimulating enhancement of government capacity to location process.
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vey'2 found that 48 percent of the 160 respon- staff transfers, lack of motivation, and lack of in-
dents thought the social fund had had a posi- centives among government staff to receive
tive impact on the institutional development of training-have also been important in explain-
line ministries, compared with 55 percent for ing the limited success of these activities.
local government. Forty-six percent thought that The scope for learning-by-doing effects
the social fund had a positive impact on de- through direct engagement as intermediary agen-
centralization in the country, while only 13 per- cies in social fund processes has been small at
cent saw no impact and only 2 percent thought the central level and has declined substantially.
the impact had been negative. In only a few countries have central government

agencies been among the entities eligible to
Effects on Central Government apply for social fund resources.' 6 Of the 24 proj-
Social fund engagement with central government ects, the share with more than 10 percent of their
as it relates to institutional development has resources going to central government declined
taken five forms: direct training or technical as- from 60 percent before 1994 to only 11 percent
sistance for central government staff; direct en- from 1994 to 1999.
gagement of central agencies in social fund Demonstration effects have been more sig-
processes as eligible subproject sponsoring agen- nificant, but still limited. Ten of 24 projects re-
cies; demonstration of new approaches; sec- ported carrying out regular dissemination of
ondment of central government staff to the information to government staff on new devel-
social fund; and cooperation between the social opment approaches. The practice of seconding
fund agency and central government on tech- central government staff to the social fund has
nical standards, investment planning, targeting, become more prevalent (reported for one in five
and other functions. projects since 1994). Reported impacts have in-

Some of the early social fund projects (6 of cluded changes in procurement and contracting
the first 18 funded by the Bank)1 3 had explicit procedures, adoption of competitive bidding
objectives aimed at building capacity at the cen- procedures by government agencies, and, in a
tral government level. Many without explicit few cases, revision of public sector procure-
objectives included components to finance train- ment regulations.
ing and technical assistance, sometimes because In some instances, wider use sometimes has
they were conceived as temporary agencies that been made of poverty maps and management
would transfer their responsibilities to line min- information systems developed for the social
istries as soon as the ministries had the neces- fund. In Guatemala, a pilot program to train
sary capacity. Of the 24 projects for which data community members in teacher selection and su-
were available, more than 60 percent included pervision was adopted nationally by the Ministry
some training for central government officials- of Education.17
half of these provided substantial or very sub- Such examples are not widespread, how-
stantial training, while 37 percent provided ever. OED field research, portfolio assessment,
technical assistance.' 4 JSIF in Jamaica offers an and stakeholder interviews indicate that line
example of successful capacity building of the ministry staff tend to resent the independence
central agency responsible for community and perceived privileges of the social funds and
development. may not be convinced they have anything to

Overall, progress either in building capacity learn from them. When the fund is reputed to
or in transferring responsibilities at the central be achieving better results and efficiency, min-
level has not met expectations. Recent projects istry staff are inclined to attribute this to the
have been less ambitious in this respect. Weak- greater resources of the social fund rather than
nesses in the design and delivery of training were to differences in working methods.
identified in some implementation completion OED found some evidence of both positive
reports.l5 However, demand factors beyond the and negative impacts from competition with the
control of the social fund-such as frequent social fund. For example, in Nicaragua, com-
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petition between FISE and INIFOM (the institute construction standards developed by social funds
charged with the development of municipalities) for school buildings or health facilities have
appears to have had some effect in prompting sometimes been adopted nationally. The re-

greater efforts to improve effectiveness. But quirement for ministry approval of subprojects
FISE's entry into water system delivery, which has usually been honored, but often in a rou-

brought it into competition with. ENACAL (the tine manner. When cooperation agreements
existing agency responsible for delivery of water have been ambitious, ministries have had in-
systems), involved coordination problems, in sufficient capacity, resources, or motivation to

that FISE had difficulty in matching all the tech- comply fully with all the requirements.
nical standards of ENACAL. Nevertheless, social funds have increased

The main form of interaction at the central general awareness of the feasibility of new ap-
level has been through mechanisms to coordi- proaches in the public sector: approaches to in-

nate social fund activities with sectoral recurrent vestment decisions and service delivery that are

budgets and technical standards. This coor- more client-responsive; poverty targeting of in-
dination typically depends on: (i) line ministry vestments; and the potential for public agencies
representation on social fund steering boards; (ii) to work with NGOs and the private sector. For
framework agreements between the social fund example, in Nicaragua, FISE seems to have made
and line ministries defining cooperative arrange- the central level more aware of the contributions

ments at various stages of the project cycle; and local levels can make in decisionmaking, espe-
(iii) the requirement for prior approval of sub- cially in the education sector (Dijkstra 2000). In
projects by the relevant line ministry. Bolivia, the emergency social fund improved the

Of the 24 projects for which task managers relationship between the central government

provided detailed information on institutional is- and NGOs. In Thailand, the social fund is facil-
sues, 16 have required a formal coordination itating central government collaboration with
agreement specifying respective roles, and 3 civil society organizations (see Annex N, "Thai-

have included procedures for regular review of land: Fostering Partnerships"). In Egypt, the so-
the agreement. Sixteen of the projects had a cial fund has been successful in promoting
working-level liaison person in the relevant sec- partnerships between central government, NGOs,

tor ministries, increasing from 20 percent before and the private sector, despite strong initial re-
1994 to 79 percent since then. Twelve required sistance. In Argentina, national and subnational
screening, clearance, or approval of subproject governments' skepticism toward the feasibility
proposals by central government, but this share of community-based contracting programs di-
declined from 80 percent in 1987-93 to 42 per- minished after FOPAR's pilot phase, paving the
cent in 1994-99. Fifteen required clearance of so- way for other programs to adopt a similar ap-

cial fund infrastructure norms and technical proach (Serrano 2000).
standards. Negative institutional impacts have also been

Overall, these mechanisms appear to have reported, for sectoral planning, efficiency of re-

been sufficient to at least secure central gov- source allocation, or budgetary transparency,

ernment acknowledgement, where relevant, of when the social fund accounts for a substantial
recurrent cost obligations for the facilities fi- share of public expenditure-as it does, for ex-
nanced by the social fund (although budget ample, in Bolivia, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

constraints have often prevented them from ful- OED field research did not find evidence of so-
filling these obligations).' 8 They have usually not cial funds displacing skilled manpower on any

been sufficient, however, to ensure that social significant scale from government agencies-the
fund investments are integrated in sound sectoral numbers involved were not significant and so-

policies and public investment strategies. There cial fund staff were often drawn from the pri-
is little evidence that they have prompted sig- vate sector. However, concern that a social fund

nificant improvements or new approaches on the inhibits sectoral planning and may displace or

part of ministries, although new design and undermine sectoral reform efforts has been
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raised in a variety of contexts. An evaluation of risk inhibiting, or obscuring the need for, efforts
the first emergency social fund project for Bo- to plan and implement these difficult reforms.
livia, for example, flagged the danger that if a For example, in the absence of clear plans or a
social fund program was not limited to a fixed commitment to rationalization of schools, but
period, it was liable to dilute other reform efforts with strong community demand for school ren-
and allow procrastination. Similar points were ovation subprojects, the Georgia GSIF faced
made in evaluations of social fund projects in three options: to fund education subprojects on
Guyana and Egypt. the basis of community demand and risk in-

One of the difficulties has been the potential vesting in schools that would later need to be
of large social funds to distort resource alloca- closed; to halt funding of education subprojects
tion in favor of infrastructure investment in their until the ministry or regional authority provided
sectors of specialization. Despite this danger, the the necessary guidelines, based on a viable ra-
impacts of social funds on the balance of pub- tionalization plan; or to develop their own cri-
lic expenditure have not been monitored. If na- teria (Schmidt and Marc 1998). By choosing the
tional sectoral strategies are weak, or if social last option, the social fund was meeting impor-
fund activities are not well aligned with sectoral tant short-term needs, but was failing to support
priorities, a "successful' social fund may attract efforts toward improving sustainability of the
increasing donor assistance at the expense of line overall system.
ministries, distort the balance of expenditure Social funds in the Region are now giving
between sectors or between capital and recur- more attention to these issues and are responding
rent expenditure, and delay quality improve- in different ways. In Romania, for example, the
ments in the services themselves. When social social fund is not financing health or education
funds are responsible for allocating a significant facilities, leaving this to sectoral projects. In
share of investment resources in the education Moldova, the social fund has contributed to in-
or health sectors, the ability of the relevant min- novations in school heating and space rational-
istries to allocate capital resources according to ization, and it invests in village health posts
sectoral criteria (such as enrollment and atten- only after ascertaining that they are not slated
dance rates, projections of pupil numbers, data for restructuring. In Armenia, where major re-
on school performance, and epidemiological forms of school finance and governance are
conditions) is diminished. In addition, since being implemented, the social fund is aiming to
social funds typically finance only investment align its activities with these reforms by work-
costs, the success of a social fund in attracting ing through the newly elected school councils.
donor resources may exacerbate any existing Project documentation indicates that rela-
bias toward capital over current expenditure in tively little attention has been paid in social
the social sectors (Dijkstra 2000). This tendency fund projects to the impact of social funds within
is in opposition to the Bank's strategies for the overall framework of public expenditure
assistance to the social sectors, which point to planning, or compliance with national budget
the need for more attention to the quality of and accounting requirements, although large
service and outcomes relative to investment in social funds may upset the transparency, ac-
buildings.' 9 countability, and comprehensiveness 2 0 of the

Particular difficulties arise when major re- budget process (or efforts to reform this process).
structuring is needed or is under way in the so- As for other kinds of projects, government al-
cial sectors, as in the Europe and Central Asia location to the social fund is usually included in
Region, where strategies for the education and the budget, but donor finance often is not. Of
health sectors include, or should include, ra- the 42 projects for which task managers provided
tionalization of unsustainable excess infrastric- the information, about one-quarter reported that
ture. Unless the social fund's targeting criteria are all social fund revenue was included in the gov-
closely coordinated with sectoral rationalization ernment budget (table 4.2). However, even
plans at the relevant level, the fund's activities when all social fund revenue is shown in annual
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Table 4.2 f-:VtiaI Fund Budgetary Arrangement

Yes " Don't know Jr1 io Other

Qluestion (/1%) .1%) , _ (%1

Social fund budget is included in the

government budget 82a

If included in government budget

It captures all social funds

expenditure - 24 14 5

It captures only those locally

financed 36

Social fund is covered in the auditor

general's report to parliament 60 . 19

In scrutinizing government accounts,

the public accounts committee

extends its scrutiny to social fund 56 26

If scrutiny is extended to social fund,

an accounting officer or equivalent

is responsible for answering back to

parliament on proper use of social

fund resources 51 26
a. Sixty-three percent as a line item, 19 percent in some other form; Honduras FHIS IV included in both (depends on sector), therefore, total exceeds 100.

Note: N is the number of social fund projects, not the number of social funds.

Source: Survey of social fund task managers.

budget estimates for parliamentary authorization, cies are, or need to be, held accountable-and

this does not include how the money will be also on the nature of budgeting practices in the

spent, which prevents integration with sectoral country concerned.

planning and budget estimates. The Eritrea Com-

munity Fund is unusual in coordinating with the Effects on Local Government
government expenditure planning and budget- Social fund engagement with local government

ing processes by gathering eligible subproject has varied greatly between projects. It can take

proposals for the coming fiscal year, in collab- three forms: direct training or technical assistance

oration with regional government staff, and con- from the social fund to local government offi-

solidating them in an annual work program and cials; local government participation as an eli-

budget that is submitted to the Ministry of Fi- gible subproject sponsor; and participation by

nance, line ministries, and donors for approval local government staff in social fund subproject

and financing (see Annex N, "Eritrea: Coordi- cycle functions such as identification, appraisal,

nating with the Government's Investment Plan- and supervision.

ning Process"). Fourteen of the 66 Bank-financed social fund

Once again, these impacts become particu- projects have had specific objectives for build-

larly important for large-scale social funds. The ing the capacity of local governments,2 1 while

potential significance depends also on the kinds 9 of the 24 projects for which detailed data are

of goods and services financed by the social available included provision of substantial train-

fund-whether or not these are public goods and ing to local government staff. Results have been

services for whose provision government agen- mixed, but more positive than at the central
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level. Local governments have benefited from fund officer provides support. Some districts

training in participatory planning; project ap- are now using these teams to manage other ac-

praisal; and in subproject implementation, op- tivities. In Zambia, the social recovery project

eration, and maintenance. But formal training provided needed resources at the local level

and other specific capacity-building activities and the opportunity for the existing district de-

have often fallen short of plans. The need to give velopment coordinating committees (comprising

higher priority to support through appropriate representatives of the sector ministries at the dis-

training is recognized in a number of current or trict level) to participate in planning the use of

new projects, including Yemen and Zambia (see those resources.

Annex N, "Yemen, Zambia: A Shift Toward 'Soft- However, as the government's decentraliza-

ware': Changing Social Fund Activities?"). tion efforts move ahead, far greater coordination

Effects of "learning-by-doing" have depended with district councils (comprising locally elected

on the extent to which responsibilities have been representatives) as well as the district staff of cen-

delegated to local govemments, as contractors for tral ministries will be needed in allocating proj-

subproject implementation, and/or through a ect resources. Otherwise, there is the danger of

role in subproject identification, appraisal, and missing not only an opportunity to increase

supervision. Of 60 social fund projects, 60 per- local responsibility and accountability but of ac-

cent included local governments among the en- tually weakening district councils by preventing

tities eligible to apply for social fund resources, elected representatives from being held ac-

but only 8 percent worked exclusively through countable for local decisions. The Nicaragua

local governments, while 23 percent worked FISE is piloting a micro-planning process as the

only with communities.2 2 Eleven of 23 projects basis for subproject selection, giving responsi-

for which the information was available reported bility to municipalities to organize community

no social fund resources at all going to local gov- workshops and prioritize proposals in a Mu-

ernments. Although many social funds work nicipal Investment Plan, for financing by FISE and

through both communities and local govern- other domestic and international agencies. Sim-

ments, projects have given little attention to the ilar efforts are also under way in Honduras.

question of which decisions are most appropri- When local officials have not been given a sig-

ately taken at which level for the different types nificant role, this has usually been justified in terms

of investments they are financing.2 3 of the lack of local government capacity in a

* Whether local governments or community poorly defined decentralization framework. Nev-

organizations act as the subproject sponsor, the ertheless, the Albanian Development Fund was

recent trend among social fund projects has successful in allocating responsibility for sub-

been to involve elected local governments and/or project selection and implementation from the out-

local line ministry representatives more in iden- set to newly created local governments in difficult

tifying, appraising, and supervising subprojects conditions, making a substantial impact on their

and in providing technical support. Twelve out capacity to interact with community leaders, man-

of 24 projects have required screening of sub- age small engineering and construction projects,

project proposals by local government, while 7 and conduct competitive bidding (see Annex N,

have included direct local government partici- "Albania: Clear Division of Roles and Responsi-

pation in all phases of the subproject cycle. So- biities, Key to a Successful Partnership"). In other

cial funds in Sub-Saharan Africa have typically cases, such as Peru and Jamaica, the social fund

worked directly with communities, but this ap- largely bypasses the local elected authorities and

proach is increasingly being adjusted to support works directly with communities, leaving other

the growing national commitment to decentral- agencies to support the local governments.

ization or deconcentration of government func- The question of whether, how, and in what

tions. In Eritrea, Malawi, and Zambia, teams of circumstances social funds can support decen-

local administration staff carry out desk and tralization is receiving increasing attention. A re-

field appraisals of subprojects, while the social cent comparative study suggests that social funds
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can do this most effectively when appropriate took an interest in social mobilization, partici-

decentralization policies are in place, when the pated in FOPAR activities, and was subsequently

fund works through local governments instead elected councilor. The sustainability of these

of setting up its own structures for community effects depends on the decentralization frame-

participation, and when the planning process work and on other measures to improve the abil-
starts with an open menu of choices rather than ity of local and central governments to respond.

a limited subproject menu. When there is no de- Negative effects on decentralization mirror

centralization strategy, the early experience in those at the government level on planning,

Bolivia suggests that social funds can still play budgeting, and accountability. When significant

a positive role in enhancing local governance by functions have been devolved to elected local

demonstrating the feasibility and the potential governments, social funds that work directly

role of local actors in decisionmaking (Parker and with communities diminish a local government's
Serrano 2000). accountability to the population and inhibit its

The few projects that have given significant budgeting function (as in Peru and Jamaica). 2 5

responsibilities and decisionmaking power to JSIF in Jamaica, which has mostly bypassed

local governments have reported some positive elected local governments and focused its train-

impacts in building local government capacity. ing activities on NGOs, communities, and a cen-

These effects include: increased interaction be- tral agency working with communities, has at

tween the population and local government; best been missing the opportunity to promote

strengthened technical, administrative, and fi- local government capacity and accountability

nancial management capacity; and, when local to local citizens. This tradeoff does not appear

delegates of line ministries are involved, support to have been explicitly addressed by JSIF. By-

to deconcentration of government by strength- passing local governments may have jeopardized

ening the position of local staff relative to the sustainability of some JSIF investments that are

central ministries. In most cases, the involvement in sectors within the Parish Councils' responsi-

of local governments is mainly in administrative bility, such as local roads.2 6

and technical functions rather than in planning Working through local governments may not

and decisionmaking. always be sufficient to ensure that the social fund

Even when the social fund works directly is supporting, or at least not undermining, local

with communities and bypasses local govern- government capacity and accountability. De-

ments, some researchers have noted that build- pending on the nature of decentralization and

ing capacity at the community level can produce the fiscal framework, social funds can limit the

positive "demand effects," helping to make local scope for systematic planning and efficient re-

governments more accountable and responsive source allocation at the local level. This prob-

to communities (Parker and Serrano 2000). It is lem emerges when the resources channeled by

common for social fund project beneficiaries to the social fund are large relative to the untied

report increases in expectations (Dijkstra 2000; revenues of the local government. Social funds

Dijkstra and Green 2000; Serrano 2000). can undermine the intergovernmental fiscal

The evidence of response-effects on the part framework by introducing a "soft budget con-

of local governments is much more limited. The straint" and inhibiting effective planning. This be-

following examples indicate the potential for came an issue in Bolivia, for example, where

such impacts: 2 4 in Armenia, when a member of local leaders did not have to prioritize within a

a subproject management committee was sub- given resource envelope, and thus were not

sequently elected as mayor of the local munic- held accountable for their decisions and could

ipality; in Moldova, where some elected local pass responsibility upward. The social investment

governments are signaling transparency in their fund appears to have contributed to non-

operations by choosing to work through com- transparency in resource allocation (by trans-

munity project committees that were set up for ferring resources through discretionary channels)

the social fund; and, in Argentina, where a priest and weak accountability in intergovernmental fis-
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cal relationships. The proliferation of social Social Capital Impacts. With respect to social

funds within a country, as in Guatemala,2 7 in- capital effects, comparing social capital changes

creases this impact as well as the transaction costs in social fund communities with those in non-so-

for local governments. cial fund communities, OED findings were mixed

(box 4.2 and Annex 0). A statistically significant

Effects on Communities positive impact was found for both bonding

Social funds aim to have effects at the commu- and bridging -social capital in Jamaica, while in

nity level through a number of mechanisms: Nicaragua no significant impact was found for

project commnittee members receive training and bonding social capital and a significant negative

gain experience through learning-by-doing; other impact was found for bridging social capital. 31

community members may learn new skills In Zambia, there were mixed bonding social cap-

through participation in subproject activities; ital effects (positive on one variable, negative on

and the capacity of the community for collec- the other), and there were no significant bridg-

tive action may be improved through the ex- ing social capital effects. In Malawi, no signifi-

perience of working together on a subproject. cant bonding or bridging social capital effects

Impacts of the last could include increases in were found.

commnunity cohesion and the capacity for future Qualitative data from community-level field

community-based initiatives ("bonding social work-based on the views of a small number of

capital"), and improvements in the community's self-selected community members-presented a

links with outside ("bridging social capital"). more positive picture and provided examples of

Thirty-two percent (21 of 66) of social fund specific cases where social funds had led to fur-

projects in the portfolio included cornmunity ther collective action and raised hopes and ex-

capacity building among their objectives. Com- pectations for future development activity. In

munity empowerment was mentioned among so- key informant interviews, subproject committee

cial fund objectives in 12 percent of projects. Five members reported that their capacity to deal

percent of projects mentioned increasing social with contacts outside their community had been

capital2 8 and social cohesion among their ob- improved. The qualitative studies pointed to

jectives.2 9 The Bank's strategy for social protec- some instances of negative effects on social cap-

tion proposes further increasing the emphasis on ital through social fund activities (such as alle-

social capital in social fund projects. gations of corruption relating to subproject

Capacity Building and Skills Development. conmmittee members or cases of conflict and dis-

Half of the 24 projects for which the data are cord created within the community), but these

available aimed to provide substantial training were not common.

for communities-in subproject identification, im- An OED institutional analysis based on qual-

plementation, accounting, organizational man- itative research in Argentina,32 comparing the so-

agement, or maintenance-and 10 provided cial capital impacts of two projects, found that

moderate or substantial technical assistance. the social fund project contributed to bonding

Project supervision and completion reports in- within the community and to the creation of new

dicate that the planned community training has and better connections between individual com-

often not been fully implemented, while bene- munities and formal organizations. For example,

ficiary assessments have reported requests for more and better-articulated demands to local

more training at the community level. OED re- govemments, increased capacities to contract and

search (Annex 0) in 10 randomly selected com- oversee technical assistance, and increased abil-

munities in 2 countries 30 found an insignificant ity to deal with banking institutions were noted.

impact of social funds (compared with matched The fund was less successful in generating

communities) in developing capacity and skills changes in the way formal organizations related

at the community level. Key informant interviews to poor communities because of the scant lever-

with subproject committee members mentioned age the poor can exert when acting as individ-

some new skills among committee members. ual communities (Serrano 2000; Annex 0). The
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Box 4. 2 Soc ia I Ca pita I Impacts in
Countries Have Been Mixed

This analysis is based on OED's household surveys of 1,687 respect to changes in bonding or bridging social capital.
households and 3,056 respondents. Only results that are statis-
tically significant on multivariate analysis and are confirmed by Nicaragua
the difference-in-difference approach (t-statistics and chi- Bonding social capital: No significant differences were found
square test) are reported here (details are provided in Annex 0). between the social fund-assisted communities and the non-

social fund communities.
Jamaica Bridging social capital: Respondents' perception of change
Bonding social capital: Respondents' perception of change in in the effectiveness of the responsiveness of government and
the level of trust and community cooperation between people community leadersto their needs was significantly lowerforthe
from different backgrounds and ethnic groups was significantly social fund-assisted communities.
greater for the social fund-assisted communities. Their per-
ception of change in the ease of participation in groups and as- Zambia
sociations of people outside the immediate household was Bonding social capital: Respondents' perception of change in
significantly higher for the social fund-assisted communities. getting the whole community to agree on a decision was sig-

Bridging social capital:Their perception of change in the ef- nificantly higher forthe social fund-assisted communities. How-
fectiveness of governments responsiveness to their needs was ever, their perception of change in the level of trust and
also significantly higher. community cooperation between people from different back-

grounds and ethnic groups was significantly lower.
Malawi Bridging social capital: No significant differences were
There were no significant differences between the social fund- found between the social fund-assisted communities and the
assisted communities and the non-social fund communities with non-social fund communities.

Note:The base year was the year shortly before the start of the subproject In Jamaica and Nicaragua, the base year was 1995 across all communities. In Malawi and
Zambia, the base year varied by community depending on the year of subproject approval.
Soum.: OED household survey.

sectoral (agricultural) project in Argentina, in con- tion, but not to achieve a consistently significant
trast, increased this leverage by organizing a positive impact on community capacity or social
large number of the rural poor around a single capital (Annex 0). These findings on the social
identity shared across communities-that is, capital impacts of social fund projects are con-
being small farmers. This greater leverage al- sistent with other sources, which suggest that a
lowed the poor to pressure national and sub- long-term, internally motivated participatory
national governments to take them into account process is needed to support significant self-
in policy and budgetary decisions. The creation development of communities (for example,
of intercommunity ties was facilitated not only Narayan and Ebbe 1997). Commentators have
by organizing around a common identity, but also pointed out that generous grant funding may
also by involving beneficiaries in state-level actually be an impediment to social capital de-
managerial structures, accompanying benefici- velopment (Ellerman 2001). Among the four
ary groups for periods of three years or more fieldwork countries, the sampled communities
(compared to an average of eight months for the in Jamaica were the only ones showing a sig-
social fund), and adopting a flexible and de- nificantly positive social fund effect for bridging
centralized managerial strategy. social capital. Possible reasons for the positive

Overall, the nature and extent of information- impacts in Jamaica may have been the pre-
sharing and participation by community mem- dominance of "new" construction in the sampled
bers in social fund subprojects was found to be social fund-assisted communities versus reha-
sufficient to allow successful subproject execu- bilitation in other cases and the use of partici-
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patory research in Jamaica, which had high- use of force account has been replaced by com-
lighted the importance of communal facilities in petitive contracting.
addressing the problem of violence (Moser and About one in four social fund projects have
Holland 1997;33 Rao and Ibanez forthcoming34), supported microcredit components, 3 5 with un-

among others. even results. Many of the schemes experienced
The findings have implications for the types problems traditionally associated with such pro-

of investments that can be successfully sup- grams, including lack of financial sustainability,
ported by social funds, as well as for the appli- not fitting into the country's financial system, and
cabiity of the social fund model to serve the weak administrative capacity. At least two
objective of building social capital. The OED schemes in very different country conditions
household surveys and institutional analysis have been particularly successful. In Albania,
showed that to prepare successful proposals, mo- strong ownership at the village level made it pos-
bilize community contributions, and manage sible to sustain high repayment rates, even

subproject execution, the subproject process through the growth and collapse of the pyramid
has depended on prime movers in the commu- schemes and the ensuing civil crisis. By giving
nity, whose interests are influenced by their po- high priority to sustainability and transferring

sition-for example, in the education or health management of the scheme to dedicated finan-
sectors. At the same time, the relatively brief en- cial institutions, the social fund has been in-

gagement of the social fund with a commu- strumental in improving Albania's weak capacity

nity-for planning and execution of a single, in financial intermediation. Success of the pro-
small subproject-has meant that the process de- gram in Honduras was attributed to the capac-

pends largely on the existing organization. ity and experience of administering NGOs.

Overall, social funds have operated as users Creation of business opportunities has oc-

rather than producers of social capital. Building curred primarily through the increase in de-

on existing institutions to develop collective ca- mand for the work of construction contractors,

pacity in functions that are entirely new to the financial intermediaries, and consulting firms fi-

community concemed (for example, when users' nanced through social funds. In Africa, working

committees are needed to manage water supply capital constraints to starting small construction
or roads maintenance) takes more time and dif- businesses have been overcome through con-
ferent staff skills than have typically been pro- tracting at the community level with materials
vided through a social fund. Some recent projects purchased by the social fund. The picture is

are including stronger measures to address these different in parts of Latin America where the pri-

issues, such as allowing early engagement of the vate construction sector is already well estab-
social fund with the community and allocating lished. There is even concern that the incentives
more resources to training and facilitation. The of enterprising contractors can dominate the

results, including the tradeoffs with other ob- participatory process and bias community de-
jectives, need to be monitored closely. mand (a concem reflected in project documents

and in the literature). While political leaders

Effects on the Private Sector such as mayors were found to be important, the
Social fund engagement with the private sector OED household surveys in four countries did not
has taken three forms: direct support through mi- find evidence of contractors leading the sub-

crocredit or training; creating demand for serv- project identification process. Improvements in

ices of private business; and changing the the environment for small and medium-size

environment for small business by establishing business have been greatest where the existing

the use of competitive procurement and ten- environment was particularly weak. Social funds

dering procedures where these previously did in some transition countries, such as Armenia and
not exist. The institutional development impact Albania (and to some extent in Nicaragua), have

has been substantial in countries where these had a particular impact in introducing transpar-

sectors were particularly weak, and where the ent competitive procurement practices, devel-
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oping the capacity of local organizations to paredness of the social fund to work through dif-
apply these practices; facilitating the creation of ficulties, ensure clear mechanisms for NGO par-
new private contracting enterprises; and, through ticipation, and be adaptable in responding to
eligibility requirements, encouraging legal reg- capacity-building needs. In Malawi, despite the
istration of companies. 3 6 assessment that local NGOs were not well-suited

Projects that have used both private contrac- to play a significant role, MASAF has now de-
tors and the direct hire of local labor for con- veloped an innovative and participatory ap-
struction subprojects have noted a tradeoff. proach to cooperate with NGOs through one
While the use of private contractors can support component, giving NGOs a role in sponsoring
private sector development and may achieve subprojects for AIDs victims, street children, or-
speed and higher quality of construction, it also phans, and other vulnerable groups. In some
has a smaller impact on employment within the other countries, the NGOs with the best record
beneficiary community. in participatory development projects have been

unwilling to work with what was perceived as
Effects on NGOs a government structure or to accept the time and
Social fund engagement with NGOs as it relates disbursement pressures of social funds. In Bo-
to institutional development has taken three livia, however, the autonomous status and trans-
forms: direct support through training or tech- parent procedures of the social fund made it
nical assistance; NGO participation as eligible possible to establish credibility and working re-
subproject sponsors or intermediaries; and sub- lationships with organizations that were ideo-
contracting of specific activities, such as outreach logically opposed to adjustment policies and
or service delivery, to NGOs. Eight of the 66 proj- distrustful of government programs.
ects included specific objectives related to build-
ing the capacity of NGOs.37 NGO staff have Social Funds' Institutional Role
received training to fulfill their functions either Continues to Change
as project sponsors or as outreach agents, often Although most social funds were conceived as
through a specific capacity-building component temporary organizations with short-term objec-
of the project (as in Yemen, for example). The tives, their mandates have been extended. They
most significant impacts, however, have been have continued to attract donor finance, refine
through participation as intermediaries or sub- operating processes, and expand their activities.
contractors. Of the 66 projects in the Bank portfolio, 24

Interaction of social funds with NGOs has var- have been follow-on projects with existing so-
ied greatly between countries and Regions. Of cial fund agencies. There has been little move-
the 60 social fund projects for which informa- ment to reduce their heavy dependence on
tion is available, 36 projects (60 percent) have external funding or to integrate them as main-
included NGOs as eligible sponsors for sub- stream government agencies. The lack of clar-
projects.3 8 Typically, in LAC and MNA coun- ity in the fund's role relative to other agencies
tries, NGOs have been eligible to apply for becomes a serious issue as the scale and scope
subprojects. African funds, in contrast, have of social fund operations expand.
rarely afforded an intermediary role to NGOs, Unless the social fund is confined to niche ac-
preferring to work directly with communities, tivities, its ultimate institutional development
which has created competition between NGOs success would be demonstrated by either mak-
and the fund, prompting criticism by NGOs. ing itself redundant by building the capacity of
The few examples of social funds working with permanent institutions to take over its functions
NGOs in Africa are those in Benin, Madagascar, or by transforming itself into an institution in-
and Malawi. tegrated with mainstream institutions and with-

The degree of success has also been highly out special status. Early social funds were
variable, depending largely on the nature and expected to eventually transfer their functions to
strength of the NGO sector, but also on the pre- central government institutions, but did not.
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The majority of subsequent projects have had no impact, capacity building, and/or subproject

clear strategy to overcome the anomaly of so- sustainability, this has proved difficult in some

cial fund status as the scale of their activities in- cases (as in Albania, Armenia). The shift re-

creased in a defacto long-term role, often under quires a change in performance incentives,

pressure from donors and/or politicians. Some staffing, and skills mix in the implementing

strategies are emerging, however, to limit the au- agency. It may risk losing the support of donors

tonomy of the social fund from the outset, or to who continue to expect the same speed and pre-

allow at least theoretically for their eventual dictability of disbursements and an explicit link

phasing out or integration. For example: between external funding and tangible asset

* Argentina's FOPAR has been more integrated creation.
from the outset in the structure of government It is not clear that social funds can succeed

than other social funds, financing micro-scale, as instruments for local institutional development

niche subprojects, with a focus on building without a longer and more intensive form of en-

community capacity through community con- gagement with local organizations-one that

tracting, and not overlapping with the core puts more emphasis on facilitating and foster-
functions of other ministries (Serrano 2000). ing the growth of capacity for collective action

* The Albania ADF spun off its successful mi- and self-development. Furthermore, social funds

crocredit scheme to dedicated financial in- are constrained by the difficulties they experi-

termediaries. ence in coordinating with other central agencies.

* In Zambia, the long-term plan under the Decentralization and privatization measures can-

ZAMSIF project is to build the capacity of local not be expected to work unless they are matched

governments to the point where the social with redirected and more efficient roles for cen-

fund is not needed, with the eventual aim that tral administration. Effective complementary ac-

funds will be passed in a block grant from the tions at the central level are essential to the

center to districts to manage. successful impact of the social fund and, even

* The first social fund, in Bolivia, is the furthest when the social fund focuses on working with

advanced in this process (see Annex N, "Bo- local governments, it must be aligned with cen-

livia: From Social Fund to Cofinancing Mech- tral government initiatives that aim to improve

anism"). It is due to be integrated with similar the regulatory and fiscal environment for de-

funds in a new national municipal fund that centralization. If the social fund bypasses cen-

provides matching grants to local govern- tral regulation of local decisionmaking-for

ments for poverty-oriented expenditures. example, a ministry of local government-it is
liable to undermine the intergovernmental

The viability of these strategies in different framework on which the decentralization process

conditions has not yet been proven. Where ef- depends. The appropriate strategy can only be

forts have been made to move the primary focus assessed case by case, depending on the insti-

of some of the older social funds from infra- tutional constraints and opportunities in the

structure delivery to enhancing development country.
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Future Bank Support
to Social Funds:
Issues to Consider

S ocial funds have a clear and significant role in some lending circum-
stances, particularly in emergency or post-conflict conditions, when
existing institutions are ineffective, when the need for flexibility and

speed is paramount, and when deficiencies in small-scale infrastructure are
a significant constraint to development. They have a comparative strength
in piloting innovation. In the context of centralized planning, they can
demonstrate both the feasibility of local decisionmaking (by working with

community-based organizations) and the ness and effectiveness of the social funds'
advantages of public-private-civil sector part- demand-driven mechanism; whether or when
nerships. In some contexts, social funds can social funds can be expected to serve long-
support capacity development in local govern- term development objectives; how they de-
ment when they delegate responsibilities to pend on, and affect, other public institutions;
local governments in alignment with the coun- what scale and sectors of operation are appro-
try's decentralization framework. Examples of priate; and what transformation or exit strate-
best practice in social funds (Annex N) illustrate gies are indicated. Depending on the country
some of the improvements that have been made context, addressing these issues may be a mat-
over time within the social fund model, ter of modifying social fund operation, of co-
especially with respect to the development of ordination with complementary interventions
new processes and procedures for project outside the social fund, or of adopting an al-
management. ternative instrument. OED reviews of social

However, the creation of new social funds- fund literature, Country Assistance Strategies, and
and increases in the scale of support to exist- project documents suggest that more attention
ing social funds-requires caution and careful has been given in the Bank to how problems
analysis of the tradeoffs between specific ob- and new demands can be managed within the
jectives in a particular country context. The social fund model than to the question of when
findings of this review point to a number of is- development objectives and country conditions
sues that warrant more attention in the Bank's warrant Bank finance through a social fund
support to social fund operations: appropriate- (and on what scale), and when they do not.
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Issue 1: A key challenge in project design is to ital, have been mixed. Yet social fund projects
strike the right balance between demand- are moving toward these latter, longer-term ob-
driven and supply-driven features. jectives, and some newer projects give explicit
In practice, social funds combine both demand- priority to community development objectives.

and supply-driven elements, the latter including To this end, more attention would be needed to
eligibility criteria, targeting mechanisms, ap- the complementary inputs ("software" as well as
praisal criteria, and project menus. Similarly, "hardware"), and to ensuring the institutional

supply-driven programs may offer beneficiaries arrangements necessary to achieve long-term

choice and include elements of consultation impact from investments. Even if these issues can

and participation in responding to community be effectively addressed by social funds, it is im-
needs. In most cases, effective service delivery portant to avoid the presumption that building
must combine elements of both demand and infrastructure is necessarily the first thing that

supply, the balance depending on the country should be done to help people develop.2 The
context and on the nature and scale of the serv- results, including the tradeoffs with other ob-
ices being provided. jectives, need to be watched closely.3

The effectiveness of the demand-driven ap- Many social funds that were initially set up
proach as used in social funds has been variable. as emergency response mechanisms are now
This review has found that the approach is not being called upon to shift their focus to longer-
necessarily synonymous with responding to the term development impact and institutional de-
highest priority problem of the community, even velopment objectives, but this transition is
when the subproject menu includes investments proving difficult to implement in some cases.4

that would address that problem. The commu- The new focus requires significant changes in

nity-based demand-driven mechanism was found the social fund agency's performance incen-
to allow a bias toward certain sectors, in part be- tives, staffing, and skills mix. In taking on the

cause of the important role of prime movers in difficult challenges of long-term development im-
subproject formulation, submission, and imple- pact, sustainable service delivery, and institutional
mentation. Igniting demand for sectors where development, social funds are liable to meet

prime movers or community organization do not the same constraints as other kinds of inter-
already exist, or addressing information asym- ventions and may lose the strengths on which
metries that have tended to prevent choice from their reputation has been built. For example,

the full range of available options, may warrant building capacity and social capital at the com-

"supply" of specific inputs, such as outreach munity level are time- and human resource-
and facilitation and/or a different kind of par- intensive processes, making disbursements
ticipatory process. For example, in some con- potentially slower and less predictable.
texts, it is possible that subproject identification Experience suggests that the constraints to ac-

through the use of participatory research or complishing this transition should not be un-
other traditional modes of delivery may result in derestirnated and the tradeoffs should be

subprojects that are more relevant to community explicitly addressed.
needs than a demand-driven, simple invitation
for subproject proposals.' Issue 3: The suitability and design of social

fund projects depends on the nature of goods
Issue 2: Social funds may not automatically and services to be provided and on the
adapt to long-term objectives. institutional context.
While social fund projects have been success- Nature of goods and services. Coping with the
ful in channeling substantial external resources sectoral differences among subprojects is one
toward local development, disbursing rapidly and of the main challenges of multisectoral pro-

achieving their physical output targets, their im- grams. Investments in the various sectors require
pacts on outcomes and welfare variables, and participation of differing natures and degrees,

on community capacity building and social cap- as well as different definitions of beneficiary
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groups, different degrees and sources of co- cedures to delegate more of its responsibility to
financing, and different technical expertise. For local government, but, depending on the extent
example, the beneficiary group is more difficult of delegation, the possible tradeoff with speed
to define and user charges are less relevant for and efficiency must be considered. Even when
roads than for water projects. Standardization of social funds work through local governments,
the subproject cycle may not lend itself easily in some contexts, such as when the most sig-
to addressing all the requirements. Social funds nificant needs of local government are in the de-
that have included components for support to velopment of systemic planning and fiscal
microenterprise have usually been less suc- systems, the social fund may not be the best in-
cessful in this function, and have experienced strument to support decentralization.5 Such con-
difficulties in combining this activity with grant textual factors vary across countries, and over
financing for public investments. In practice, so- time within a country, as the institutional and
cial funds have specialized in the delivery of policy environment changes. They must there-
small-scale infrastructure, with a bias in many fore be continually reevaluated.
cases toward the education and health sectors,
where the community-level requirements for Issue 4: The development impact of social
technical, institutional, and financial sustain- funds and the sustainability of subprojects
ability are usually less complex. The appropri- depend on the progress of broader institutional
ateness of a social fund mechanism in serving and public sector reform.
a specific sectoral activity deserves careful as- The multisectoral character of social fund proj-
sessment in relation to alternative development ects means that sectoral investments may not al-
instruments. ways be subject to the full analysis and technical

Even when it is considered a high priority to standards applied in sector projects. An impor-
allow communities to choose investments from tant factor in the long-term development impact
a multisectoral menu, such a selection process of social funds is the extent to which they are
does not necessarily imply that delivery ("pro- integrated in sound strategies for their sectors of
vision") of the infrastructure or service itself operation. Where such strategies exist, efforts are
has to be managed by a multisectoral agency. needed at the project design stage to ensure that
In some cases, technical or other requirements social fund activities are fully consistent with
may warrant a sector-specific rather than a mul- them. Where no such strategy exists, the de-
tisectoral approach to "provision." velopment impact of social funds will depend

Institutional context. Judgments on the suit- on other initiatives to develop sound sectoral
ability of the social fund instrument, or on the strategies, and on the consistency of social fund
appropriate design of a social fund, can only be activities with them.
made case by case, depending on country team The evidence on sustainability suggests that,
knowledge and debate of actual constraints in sectors where central or local governments
and opportunities at the country level. Contex- carry significant responsibility, it is unrealistic to
tual factors to be considered are outlined in box expect that operations and maintenance of so-
5.1. Project characteristics can and should be cial fund facilities would differ substantially from
modified to meet different country conditions, the country norm. In this case, substantial im-
and this is reflected in the diversity of social fund provements would depend on changes in the
design. However, when the country context prevailing fiscal and institutional environment.
warrants fundamental modifications in design The Bank should be cautious about investing
and operating procedures of the social fund, heavily in social funds unless it is confident that
then it must be asked if the ideal response is the broader institutional constraints can be dealt
still a social fund. For example, when the de- with through other interventions. The scope
centralization framework makes the building and scale of activities undertaken by a social fund
of local government capacity a high priority, the should be guided from the outset by assessment
social fund may respond by modifying its pro- of operations and maintenance capacity and
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B o x 5 . 1
a n d D e s i g n o f S o I IT sMKE-

Strength of Existing Institutions and Public Sector Reform. Au- Extent of Political, Administrative, and Fiscal Decentraliza-
tonomous social fund agencies can compensate in the short tion. The nature and extent of decentralization in a country
run for failure or inertia in the public sector by establishing should influence whether or how a social fund is used. Where
transparent procedures, mobilizing resources in the private and no local govemrments exist, social funds introduce a mechanism
community sectors, and focusing on the speedy delivery of vis- for responding to local needs. Where local governments exist
ible outputs, allowing time and helping to build public support but have no clear mandate or resources for financial manage-
for implementation of systemic reforms. The precise degree of ment, social funds can improve their capacity to manage small
autonomy-legal, administrative, procedural, financial-that infrastructure projects and to respond to communities. Where
iswarrantedwilldependonthestateofexistinginstitutionsand there is growing national commitment to decentralization
government commitmentto reform. The creation of autonomous processes, however, and where local governments are viable,
agencies should be questioned when promising reforms are social funds can undermine the development of local govemment
under way in a weak but viable public sector, or when public by working directly and primarily with communities for activi-
institutions are quite strong. In such cases, it may be better to ties that are withii the responsibility of local authorities. When
provide support directly to agencies that are integrated within the capacity building needs of local governments are best met
the public sector, as is the case with Chile's FOSIS. through gaining experience in project management, the social

National Budgeting Process, Structure of Public Expenditures, fund may be appropriate. However, when development of sys-
and Sectoral Planning. When there is some degree of trans- temic planning and fiscal systems atthe local level isthe higher
parency and accountability in national budgetary processes, priority, other options should also be considered.
this is undercut by a social fund that is responsible for allocat- Community Social Structure and Capacity. The scope for ef-
ing significant expenditure without full integration in the gov- fective community-level action through a one-time social fund
ernment's budgetary process. The existing structure and balance subproject intervention may be limited to communities that have
of public expenditure linter- and intra-sectoral) should be taken some existing organization and are relatively homogenous and
into account to ensure that social fund expenditures do not ex- unstratified. The current orientation of social fund projects to-
acerbate any imbalances within and between sectors and, in par- ward subproject processing may not be suitable to achieve sig-
ticular, toward capital over recurrent expenditure. When reforms nificant capacity and social capital enhancements, or nurture
to restructure sectoral expenditure are underway, measures are a participatory process in communities or sectors where exist-
needed to ensure thatsocial fund expenditures support, or at least ing local organization is weak, where there is no prime mover
do not undermine, these reforms. If the social fund operates on to take the lead in seeing the subproject through, or where the
a significant scale in relation to sectoral expenditures, the abil- prime mover does not represent the interests of the majority of
ity of the relevant (central or local) government agency to allo- community members. A different and/or more in-depth and long-
cate resources according to sectoral and other criteria is terfn participatory process may be needed to ensure adequate
diminished, as the social fund operates its own parallel process coverage of poorer communities with weak skills and organi-
of allocating resources. zational capacity.

constraints in each of the proposed sectors of so- Issue 5: The relationship between the social
cial fund intervention in the country concerned, fund and mainstream public sector institutions
including the existing composition and balance is critical to the institutional development
of public expenditure and projected fiscal ca- impact of social funds.
pacity. When social funds are engaged on a The autonomous status of the social fund can
large scale over a long period in rehabilitating ex- have benefits, but also negative implications. So-
isting infrastructure rather than engaging in new cial fund agencies have experienced difficulties
construction, they risk becoming an expensive in cooperating with line ministries and local
substitute for adequate budgetary provision for governments, and existing mechanisms for co-
ongoing maintenance of public facilities. ordination have not proven fully effective. This
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can be attributed to weaknesses within line min- * Social fund maintains semi-autonomous sta-
istries and/or the lack of priority given by the tus, but as an executing or technical support
social fund. Negative effects for public sector agency for central or local governments in
processes have been reported for some of the competition with other agencies.
older social funds that have allocated a signifi- * Social fund maintains semi-autonomous sta-
cant share of public expenditure in sectors or ac- tus on a temporary basis with adequate meas-
tivities for which line ministries or local ures to ensure coordination with other
governments are accountable (Honduras and agencies and the transfer of knowledge, skills,
Nicaragua). In these circumstances, the defacto and functions by the end of the period.
permanent status of autonomous social funds is * Social fund is transformed into an agency
difficult to justify. providing block grants and technical support

Although many social funds supported by to local governments.
the Bank were originally conceived as tempo- * Social fund is integrated in permanent gov-
rary institutions, virtually all are still operating ernment structure.
and growing. This is attributed primarily to their
strong performance in the quick delivery of vis- A few projects have attempted to confront
ible outputs. In addition, there are pragmatic ad- these questions by aiming.to transfer increasing
vantages in bypassing bureaucratic constraints responsibility to local governments, by spin-
to project implementation and in disbursing rap- ning-off specialized activities to permanent in-
idly. Experience suggests a natural inclination to stitutions, or transforming the social fund into a
continue supporting the operation of the social co-financing mechanism. While promising, none
fund when substantial capacity has been built of these approaches is yet proven, and they
in the social fund agency. As long as donor should be closely monitored to gauge success
funding continues to be readily available, there and potential replicability.
may be little pressure for change, either to phase It is important to define from the outset the
out the social fund agency or to change its sta- appropriate nature of the relationship of the so-
tus and integrate it in mainstream government cial fund with government. This relationship
structures. Within line agencies, institutional- should be reexamined as the institutional envi-
ization of lessons learned has been rare. Exit ronment changes, with attention to any neces-
strategies have not been defined for the major- sary changes in the social fund's scope and scale
ity of social funds, nor have longer-term roles of operation or exit strategy as relevant. If social
and responsibilities been satisfactorily clarified funds are to move toward becoming permanent
relative to other public agencies. Some of the institutions in a country, their level of external
possible options are as follows: support should decline over time, with a corre-
* Social fund maintains semi-autonomous sta- sponding increase in local financing. This would

tus but is confined to micro-scale, niche, comprise one measure of the value attached by
"gap-filling" activities. the country to the activities of the social fund.
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A particular strength of social funds, and of Bank support to social funds,
is their capacity for innovation, flexibility, and learning from expe-
rience. This review finds that the performance of social fund proj-

ects has improved over time in many respects, including procurement and
community contracting; poverty targeting; attention to sustainability; and, most
recently, attention to the potential impact of social funds in decentralization
processes. Strong dialogue among social fund practitioners ensures contin-
uing attention to improvement and to the dissemination of good practices.

Less attention has been paid to the suitability and in the light of country conditions. This is partic-
role of the social fund within a strategic frame- ularly important for social funds because new ra-
work, to the importance of complementary in- tionales are being developed for extension of their
terventions, or to the long-term development lives under changing conditions. The choice of
impact of Bank support to expand the scale a social fund should be clearly justified on the
and extend the mandate of social funds. Im- basis of: (i) the strength of existing institutions and
provements would be achieved by implement- public sector reform; (ii) the extent of political,
ing the following recommendations. administrative, and fiscal decentralization; (iii)

the national budgeting process, structure of pub-
Strengthen Integration of Social Funds into lic expenditures and sectoral planning; (iv) com-
the Bank's Country Assistance and Sectoral munity social structure and capacity; (v) the
Strategies, and into Clients' PRSP where nature and scale of goods and services to be de-
Relevant. livered; and (vi) the capacity of entities respon-
The rationale and objectives of Bank support need sible for operations and maintenance.
to be clear and should drive the choice of instru- Socialfund projects should not displace policy
ment, rather than the other way around. The reform and should he designed as part of a pack-
Bank should not support a social fund unless pfi- age of Bank support rather than as isolated in-
orities are explicitly identified and alternative ap- terventions. Bank support through social funds
proaches to address those priorities are weighed should not crowd-out more policy-intensive ini-
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tiatives in which the Bank has a comparative ad- velopment impact. The value of the information
vantage in the country concerned, especially provided through beneficiary assessments could

when these have a significant prospect of success. be enhanced through systematic implementation
At the same time, impact of the social fund proj- of recommendations already made in the Bank's
ect depends on the success of complementary ini- review of social fund beneficiary assessments,
tiatives. Social funds typically focus on the building including improvements in methodology.

or rehabilitation of physical infrastructure. For this The appropriate role-andfocus of the social
infrastructure to yield a sustainable flow of serv- fund agency and its relationsbip with existing in-

ices, concurrent programs and policies that en- stitutions should be anticipated to the extentpos-

sure complementary inputs are essential to siblefrom the outset, because of the difficulties
achieving desired impacts on service delivery, in experienced in changing the orientation once the
line with the Bank's sectoral strategies. agency is well-established. The use of a social

In order to achieve compliance with Bank fund as an emergency response may be sufficient
sectoral policies and technical standards and justification for the autonomy of the imple-

consistency with country sectoral and public menting agency but, when the social fund shifts
sector management reform strategies, the Bank to long-term objectives, the autonomy may be
should improve country-team coordination on less appropriate and should be reexamined.
socialfundprojects. The importance of sector- The shift requires clarification of the social fund's

specific factors to the success or failure of so- accountability and role relative to other agencies,
cial fund activities argues for more coordination as well as changes in the staff skills mix and in-
within the country team and sector specialist centives in the social fund agency, all of which

input (including social and economic sector, have proved difficult to implement.
public sector management, private sector de-
velopment) in the design and implementation of Ensure Efficiency of Resource Allocation.
social funds. Such input is needed to ensure the Socialfundprojects should ensure that investment

technical viability and sustainability of subpro- decisions include a systematic articulation of
jects. It is also needed to ensure that social fund the beneJits as well as the costs of alternative in-
projects support, or at least do not undermine, vestments by the community and/or local gov-

sectoral reform strategies and follow sector poli- ernment concerned, who should also be charged

cies.' The option of using a sector-specific ap- with monitoring actual benefits in relation to their
proach should not be precluded when the expectations at subproject appraisal.
technical or institutional challenges are particu- Stronger measures are needed to ensure that

larly great. Specialist input and country-team beneficiaries are adequately informed and con-

coordination are doubly important when the sulted on investment options, costs, and benefits.
fund accounts for a significant proportion of Depending on the institutional and policy con-
public expenditure. text, some alternative or supporting mechanism

(such as up-front participatory research, eco-
Give More Attention to Long-Term Impacts. nomic analysis on samples of subprojects) may
In design of socialfundprojects, the tradeoffs be- be needed to ensure that resources are chan-
tween speed and efficiency of subproject pro- neled to efficient uses.

cessing and long-term impacts need to be The appropriate scale and scope ofsocialfund
explicitly acknowledged and addressed, and re- activities should be addressed at theproject de-

flected in performance indicators. sign stage, and reassessed regularly during im-

The continuation or extension of Bank fi- plementation, with reference to budgetary

nancing to a socialfund should be based on ev- processes andpublic expenditure analysis. The

idence of that project's development impact. issues of allocative efficiency and of sectoral

Higher priority is needed during project design coordinat:ion become important when social

and implementation of each project to collect- fund disbursements represent a substantial share

ing data on outcomes, sustainability, and de- of total public expenditure.
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Develop Policy Requirements. institutional and policy context is adequate
Policy requirements for support to social fund and appropriate to enable a social fund to
projects should be developed toprovide clear cri- achieve its intended development impact
teria andproceduresfor Bank support to social and, if not, whether complementary inter-
funds. The policy requirements should: ventions can be expected to overcome the
* Identify conditions that indicate appropri- constraints; (ii) assess the likely positive and

ateness or inappropriateness of using the negative institutional development impacts
social fund instrument and its strategic justi- of a proposed project at all levels; and (iii)
fication within the CAS and PRSP. ensure that project design is aligned with the

* Specify measures needed for coordination institutional and policy context.
within the country team to ensure that social * Specify measures to strengthen monitoring of
fund projects benefit fully from sectoral ex- impacts-on the welfare of beneficiaries,
pertise and support sectoral strategies. including gender effects; on institutional

* Provide guidance, from lessons of experi- development; and on the balance and effi-
ence, on the tradeoffs between different ciency of public expenditure-during project
project objectives and between different implementation.
project design features, and on ways of * Identify viable transformation or exit strate-
managing these tradeoffs in varying country gies for social funds in different institutional
conditions. contexts and triggers that will help to avoid

* Specify the country-specific information and either the scale or institutional role of the so-
analysis needed to (i) establish whether the cial fund becoming inappropriate.
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ANNEX A: SOCIAL FUNDS PORTFOLIO

S o c i a Fund ject s Approved by t
Board :. Fiscal 1987 and End-
1 999

IlJI:42 Project
Board a -L& cost

Country Project name approval _W4*' ($M)
SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Angola Social Action Project 1I 12/21/1995 52

Benin Social Fund f0011 5/19/1998 1/ 20

Burundi Bi-Social Action Project-Twitezimbere V, 5/13/1993 16
Comoros Population & Human Resources , 12/14/1993 = 16

Comoros Comoros Social Fund ;' 3/1/1998 I 14

Djibouti Public Works/Social Development 5/25/1999 fI^) 16
Eritrea Community Fund f4ra) 2/29/1996 50
Ethiopia Ethiopia Social Rehabilitation & Development Fund "C. 4/9/1996 f XI$M 242

Madagascar Social Fund 1 (Food Security & Nutrition Project) 3/18/1993 " - 32

Madagascar Social Fund II .o1Il 9/14/1995 b 45

Madagascar Social Fund III "4' 3/23/1999 %') 18

Malawi Social Action Fund i 5/9/1996 65

Malawi Social Action Fund II 10/15/1998 M 70

Mali Grassroots Initiatives to Fight Hunger & Poverty ! 4/7/1998 V 22

Rwanda Food Security and Social Action Project 6/1/1992 ' 46

Rwanda Community Reintegration & Development Project 10/15/1998 5

Sao Tome Multisector Project i"' 6/14/1989 8

Sao Tome Second Multisector Project l 6/27/1991 (1 6

Togo Pilot Social Fund i 4/14/1999 6

Zambia Social Recovery Project 6/19/1991 49

Zambia Social Recovery Project II ! 6/28/1995 I 01 65
Zimbabwe Community Action Program 9tI,t 5/19/1998 | 60

EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC

Cambodia Social Fund " 6/8/1995 22

Cambodia Social Fund II I1fj 3/25/1999 25

Philippines SZOPAD Social Fund - 3/24/1998 .'11 15

Thailand Social Investment Project - . 7/9/1998 = 462
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Soci a I F u n d sojj e c t s 9 . b y t
B o a r d :E Fi s c a I s .n d E n d-
1 999

Project
Board rmWjI> cost

Country Project name approval r ($M)

EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA
Albania Rural Pilot Poverty Alleviation - 2/23/1993 5
Albania Rural Development Project - 2/14/1995 12
Albania Urban Works & Microenterprise Pilot L%S 8/1/1995 . 4

Albania Community Works Project T2l, 1/19/1999 2' 17
Armenia Social Investment Fund i2'!S3 11/9/1995 20

Bosnia-
Herzegovina Emergency Public Works and Employment Project :'^ 7/30/1996 1 45
Bulgaria Bulgaria Regional Initiative Fund 6$ft 11/20/1998 6
Georgia Social Investment Fund g WIt 11/12/1997 ' 28
Moldova Social Investment Fund . t- 2/16/1999 15
Romania Social Development Fund ' 1/19/1999 'o) 27

Tajikistan Pilot Poverty Alleviation Project 4/10/1997 2 13
LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
Argentina Social Protection Project M 11/21/1995 ,652
Belize Social Investment Fund %sibY 3/18/1997 /' 12
Bolivia Emergency Social Fund Phase I .1 6/23/1987 0

Bolivia Emergency Social Fund II 22 3/1/1988 55
Bolivia Social Investment Fund i7A1, 4/24/1990 ' 96

Bolivia Social Investment Fund II .1 1 6/29/1993 q 70
Ecuador Third Social Development Fund: Emergency SIF - 2/22/1994 120

Guatemala Social Investment Fund : v 11/24/1992 80
Guatemala Social Investment Fund II 11/12/1998 . 64
Guatemala Reconstruction & Local Development Project II" 7/28/1998 : 38

Guyana Health, Nutrition, and Water Project . 8/7/1992 14
Haiti Economic and Social Fund VIgf 1/17/1991 23

Honduras Social Fund 2/28/1991 68

Honduras Social Investment Fund II 5 , 1w 6/25/1992 68

Honduras Social Investment Fundll 7/11/1995 1 113

Honduras Social lnvestment Fund IV 3X 7/14/1998 137

Jamaica Social Investment Fund F, lO 9/5/1996 50

Nicaragua FISE I - 11/17/1992 68

Nicaragua FISE II %T59. 7/11/1995 102

Nicaragua FISE IlIl 212't 11/10/1998 166

Panama FES n. 6/17/1997 80

Peru Social Development Fund U 12/16/1993 497
Peru FONCODES II 11 PO./ 7/16/1996 I`/J0 150
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Social Fund Projects 4 T by the
Board Between Fiscal Ifl* and End-Fiscal
1 999

;! -.c '- " I, jJ:. 1 ,4u, Project
a .Board& .w jnThh7 cost

Country Project name r apprltiar .M (!'tI _ ISM)
MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

Algeria Social Satervy ret 52 199b q96 -

Egypl ErrieiQncy Social Fund Ii 1/1991 : l J00

Egvpt Social Fund 11 5/2ltt19965 * 775

rEgypt Social Fund III 65

izrrieri Soc,,al Fundi for Development P 1- 122i.1997 2 1" 85

SOUTH ASIA S j -
Pakistan Povepry Alleviation Fiji-id E' 1 7! 1 90
rv?' T w.t vv~ l.~ 1- ].' 1:(.Mu t, ; , , I o..0T,,,I U.lp.:- .:. 1 t|.UJIr Ie ..........................,:o-n,:&..o .,:| .p rl."3I;i.l , r e1! v.,.... ,j -,, i.11

or IBRD-financed project. The more recent Social Protection Unit list of 11/28/2000 includes three additional projects: Sri Lanka Poverty Alleviation Project, Argentina Fourth Social Pro-
tection Project, and Ghana Community-Based Poverty Reduction Project. It excludes one project: Rwanda Community Reintegration & Development Project. The figures for IDA/IBRD com-
mitments represent total project costs, even though in some cases the social fund was only one component of the project.
Source: World Bank data.
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ANNEX B: REVIEW INSTRUMENTS

Literature Review North Africa, South Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa;

The literature review included an examination and (vii) ratings for social fund projects assigned

of the conceptual as well as empirical literature by OED and QAG.

on social funds, sustainability, institutional devel-
opment, social capital, and organizational learn- Country Cases
ing. The analysis was informed, in particular, by Field research was conducted injamaica, Malawi,

two recent Bank studies on social funds: Social Nicaragua, and Zambia. These countries were cho-

Funds 2000 and Promoting Good Local Gover- sen for their long-standing and substantial social

nance through Social Funds and Decentraliza- fund experience and for the diversity of imple-

tion (Parker and Serrano 2000) mentation arrangements they represent. Second-

tier field research (without household surveys)

Portfolio Assessment was undertaken for Argentina, Bolivia, and Enitrea.

The portfolio assessment was based on the fol- National, Local, and Social Fund Agency-

lowing analyses: (i) in order to trace the diver- level Institutional Analysis (comprising semi-

sity of social fund features across countries and structured interviewing). In most cases, two

the evolution in their design and implementa- missions of two weeks each by two international

tion, task managers were requested to fill in an experts, working in some cases with a local

OED basic information questionnaire, sustain- researcher, were undertaken in the four coun-

ability matrix, and institutional development tries to analyze the effects of social funds at the

matrix. The basic information questionnaire government level and the sustainability of their

elicited responses for 41 projects (out of 66 for benefits. Social fund effects at the level of NGOs

which the information was requested). The sus- and the private sector were also assessed. The

tainability and institutional development matri- missions conducted semi-structured interview-

ces elicited responses for 24 projects (out of 38 ing of stakeholders-officials in the social fund

for which this information was requested). Where agency, ministries, district governments, NGOs,

task manager input was not available, data were other members of civil society, beneficiaries,

obtained from SARs/PADs, operational manuals and donor representatives. The respondents

where available, and project files; (ii) reviews of were selected purposively and by "snow balling"

project status reports for 26 social fund projects' (each respondent was asked to name other

and available mid-term reviews; (iii) reviews of potential respondents). In order to maintain

16 social fund projects undertaken by the Qual- comparability across the four countries, the

ity Assurance Group (QAG); (iv) analysis of experts were guided by the Social Funds Eval-

implementation completion report reviews for uation Toolkit. Differing perspectives were

23 closed social fund projects; (v) review of gathered on the same issue from various stake-

performance audit reports produced by OED for holders. Data collection included both arrange-

7 closed social fund projects; (vi) regional ments in actual practice as well as on paper,

reviews of social fund projects in East Asia and noting reasons for any divergence.

the Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin Amer- Community-levelAnalysis (comprising quan-

ica and the Caribbean, the Middle East and titative and qualitative surveys). Two local
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research firms-one each in Africa and Latin 499 respondents in 5 communities in Malawi, 252
America-were commissioned to collect com- respondents in 3 communities in Nicaragua, and
munity-level data regarding the sustainability, 490 respondents in 5 communities in Zambia.
social capital, and capacity building effects of Among non-social fund households, 1,531
social fund projects. A number of survey tools respondents were interviewed (294 in Jamaica,
were used: household questionnaire, key inform- 493 in Malawi, 257 in Nicaragua, 487 in Zambia).
ant interviews guidelines, focus groups guide- All results are reported by respondent unless indi-
lines, and facility survey questionnaire. The cated otherwise. The country-level percentages
survey tools were developed by OED (except for refer to responses from the sampled households
the facility survey, which was taken from Social in each of those countries rather than from the
Funds), commented upon by Bank and social population as a whole. The matched non-social
fund staff, and pilot tested in the field. OED's fund communities were identified using data
community-level field research comprised house- relating to geographic, socioeconomic, and cul-
hold surveys (through which a total of 3,056 tural characteristics that were provided by social
respondents in 34 communities were inter- fund agency staff, key informants, and the local
viewed) and qualitative research including key research firms. Details of the number of surveys
informant interviews and focus groups in 4 conducted in each of the four countries are pro-
countries. The household surveys were con- vided in table B.1. The purpose of this com-
ducted in 3 to 5 randomly chosen social munity-level field research was to understand
fund-assisted communities and 3 to 5 matched social fund decisionmaking and participatory
non-social fund communities in each of the processes at work on the ground. Conclusions
4 countries and was administered on approxi- relating to the portfolio are based on a triangu-
mately 50 randomly chosen households in each lation of information from OED's various data
community for a total of 1,687 randomly-selected sources, described in this Annex.
households (845 social fund-assisted house-
holds and 842 households in the matched com- Stakeholder Survey
munities). In the former 1,525 respondents were The World Bank Institute administered the OED
interviewed (roughly 2 per household, house- stakeholder survey to 120 participants of the Sec-
hold head and where available another house- ond International Conference on Social Funds
hold adult of opposite sex). This amounted to held in Washington, D.C., in June 2000. Stake-
284 respondents in 4 communities in Jamaica, holders represented at the conference included

Sample Size Commu nity Studies
Table B. 1 (Total Number .:f Individuals I n t e r v i 1 . .

3,056)

Number of social fund subprojects/communities '5

Number of matched communities/projects 5

Number of households interviewed in each community . ''-_' - n' 4 / -50

Number of individuals interviewed 9 ;-Y77

Number of individuals interviewed within each householda 1-2

Number of focus groups in each community 3 5-9

Number of key informant interviews in each community 4--

Number of facility surveys in the social fund-assisted communities -
a. In each household, the surveyors were instructed to conduct two interviews: the first with the principal respondent-the household head or other knowledgeable household member-
and the second with an adult labove 16 years of age) of the opposite sex chosen randomly from all adults in the household. The purpose of randomly selecting a household member of
the opposite sex is to pick up any gender differences. In practice, the second interview was not always possible because there was no member of the opposite sex living in the household.
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social fund agency staff, government officials, in LAC, 14 percent in MNA, 3 percent in South
NGO staff, and donor agency staff. The same sur- Asia, and 16 percent in other regions or had miss-
vey was administered by telephone to 40 addi- ing entries.
tional stakeholders from stakeholder groups and
regions underrepresented among the confer- World Bank Country Directors/Resident
ence participants. These additional stakeholders Representatives Survey
were identified from project files or by social A survey was administered to Bank country

fund task managers. Survey questions covered directors and resident representatives in coun-
views about the role and function of social tries with social fund projects. The questions cov-
funds, their impact on government and com- ered the performance of social fund projects
munities, and the sustainability of their benefits. compared with other projects in the country
The survey was completed by 160 of roughly 300 portfolio along several dimensions. The survey
conference participants. Thirty-five percent of the was sent to 51 country directors/resident rep-
respondents were from social fund agencies, resentatives, 13 of whom completed the survey.
17 percent from NGOs, 14 percent from gov-
ernment, 12 percent from the World Bank, and World Bank Sector Director Survey
8 percent from other donors agencies; 14 per- A survey was administered to Bank sector direc-
cent were affiliated with some other organiza- tors concerning their views on the performance
tion2 ; and 1 percent did not indicate institutional of social fund projects compared with other
affiliation. Nineteen percent of the respondents projects in the sector portfolio in their Region.
worked on countries in the Africa Region, 6 The survey was sent to 33 sector directors, 7 of
percent in EAP, 23 percent in ECA, 19 percent whom completed the survey.
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ANNEX C: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL FUNDS

The Regional distribution of social find projects beginning with Sao Tome and Principe in fiscal

is dominated by Latin America and the Caribbean 1989. In the Middle East and North Africa, dis-

and Sub-Saharan Africa, but the share of social bursements have been dominated by three proj-

fund disbursements in other Regions has ects to support the Egyptian social fund since

expanded (figure CA). The earliest funds were fiscal 1991. Other Regions have come to social

in Latin America, starting with Bolivia in 1987. funds more recently, with a steady growth of

This Region has continued to consu-me a large social funds across Europe and Central Asia,

though declining share of social fund disburse- beginning with Albania in fiscal 1993, and expan-

ments. Sub-Saharan Africa has also been an sion in East Asia, beginning with Cambodia in

important recipient of social fund projects, fiscal 1995.

The Re g io n a I D i strib u ti o n of
igure C. 1 Soc ia l Fu n d Proj ec ts S h i f ted

the Approach Spread

93 - =1

90 -L I;-4 r ., ., L, ,,~, 1 .,; Middle East and North Arica South Asia

80 -
Oa)

= 0 Ltin Am erica and Caribbean _-
o 60- Europe and Centrai Asia

-c 5 A\ 

~50 -
q jll~a N ,

East Asia and Pacific
40 -

c 30 -

s 20-

10

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Nowe: These data include total Bank disbursements to projects included in the Social Protection Unit's database of social fund projects, even when the social fund is

only one of the components. Because of the inclusion of a large project in Thailand that had a social fund component, the growth of disbursements in the East Asia

and Pacific Region is overstated by roughly 50 percent.
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ANNEX D: SOCIAL FUND FINANCING BY ACTIVITY

Activity NfXfa-E3(*/W) Activity
School construction/rehabilitation Culverts

Construction and/or rehabilitation of piped water Footpaths

supply systems

Construction/rehabilitation of health facilities I Provision of teaching supplies and/or educational

furniture 1

Road construction/rehabilitation Markets S

Bridge construction/rehabilitation Erosion control a

Drainage works Forestry Ai9

Construction and/or rehabilitation of wells,

handpumps Flood control

Irrigation works Microcredit

Training, capacity building, technical assistance Housing/dwellings for children, elderly

Solid waste disposal, sanitation works Agroprocessing

Latrine construction/rehabilitation Infrastructure for street children, homeless

Provision of medicines/equipment Electrification

Sports complexes, community centers, day care

centers
Note. N=53.
Source: Task manager responses to the basic information questionnaire and, where these were unavailable, SARstPADs and operational manuals.
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ANNEX E: SOCIAL FUNDS 2000 RESULTS

Access and Utilization: Social Funds
Ta blI e E . 1 2 O O O R e s u I t s

Country Indicator Finding

Bolivia 1994-1998: US$65.5m disbursed for building and improving schools.

1994-1998: US$21.7m disbursed for building and improving health posts.

tDZ3El01,l ~US$39.1 m disbursed for water and sanitation sy stem building and improvement.

*g 1993-1997: Increase in percentage with piped water by 16% in Chaco and 10% in Resto Rural.

Increase in percentage with sanitary services by 3% in Chaco and 44% in Resto Rural.

Frequency of water availability decreased from 21.95 to 19.38 hours in Chaco and increased

from 18.49 to 21.15 hours in Resto Rural. Distance to water source reduced by more than 50%.

Honduras - - 1995-98: 503 new primary schools built (58% of all new primary schools), and 2326 new

classrooms (which is 61% of all new classrooms). Improved 4163 classrooms (15% of the

national stock).

On average for the previous week, 32% of the morning and 17% of the afternoon shift lost due

to staff leave, holidays and parent strikes.

1994-98: 127 new rural health posts built (72% of all new rural health posts), and 90

remodeled (45% of previously existing stock); 40 new urban health posts constructed (56% of

all new urban health posts), and 108 improved (17% of previously existing stock); one mother

and child clinic constructed, 8 improved.

For rural health posts, on an average 11 visitations per day compared to the national average of

9 per day. Adding FHIS health centers, there were an average of 54 consultation per day

compared to the national average of 34 consultations per day.

"Alarming incidence of closures" (page 47)-1.9 and 1.5 days in previous week for FHIS and

non-FHIS projects respectively; reasons provided in the report are meetings with local

government, holidays, and health committee meetings.

1994-1997: 2815 new connections built (1.5% of all new connections) and 46000 connections

upgraded (5% of all).

92% of FHIS households have piped water compared to 87% non-FHIS, and FHIS investments

reduced the average expenditures on water and reduced time spent collecting water

(42 minutes per month).

Water availability for 25.3 days per month (12.7 hours per day) for FHIS compared to 18 days

per month (10.9 hours per day) for non-FHIS.

89% of the households with FHIS supplied water drink it (directly or after boiling) compared to

63% of the households with the water supplied in the control group.
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abe E 1 Access and Utilization: Social Funds
2000 Results

Country Indicator Finding
1994-1997: 132,000 sanitary services constructed (17% of all new sanitary services).
92% of FHIS households had a sewer in the street (compared to 7% in non-FHIS). 40% of FHIS

households were actually connected to the sewer system.
- 65 percent non-FHIS households had no sanitary facility compared to zero percent FHIS

households. 100 percent usage by everyone in FHIS compared to 98 percent in the control group

_____,_______,____ households.

Nicaragua . Increase in number of classrooms from 4.6 to 6 in FISE compared to an increase from 3.5 to 4 at

national level. Increase in school size (enrollment) in FISE schools of 21% compared to zero
percent in the control group.

1993-1997: Increase in average daily number of visits to a FISE postfrom 11.3 to 17 compared

to an increase from 8.8 to 14 in non-FISE posts." The increase in visitation was larger among
1 women in FISE facilities.

j ,ariv- ', About a fourth more households have access to piped water in FISE investment areas. Distance

- RF- to nearest water source reduced by 600 meters.

Connection rates are around 90% of systems' capacity, and half the systems are functioning at

above 100% capacity.

d =!1;1SZQ7r. iNet increase in access to flush toilet of almost 32% and decrease of households without

latrines by almost 20% (1993-1998) in FISE compared to the control group. Connection rates for

FISE are low, but differ greatly between systems within and outside Managua.

Peru 3 g Average increase of 34 students, 1 classroom and 1.6 grades per school.

(APOYO) 7% of the systems were not functioning (higher for older projects). On an average the system
did not function 4 times in the previous year.
The water availability described as permanent varies between 67% and 80% of households by

region. The quality of water is perceived to have improved.
Household connection saved on average of 79 minutes per day and public stand pipes saved 63

minutes per day.
E rY1Ej-3B 27% of the households reported that the system was not working (higher in more recent years

reflecting low connection rates)
89% of the households use latrines as intended.

Zambia . Increased demand for school. Enrollment in SIF schools increased by 17% between 1992-98

versus decrease in 1.8% in the control group.
s 1993-1998: Hours of operation increased in SIF for all services, declined or stagnated in non-

SIF for all but family planning. Increase in hours of service for family planning four times as high

in SIF facilities as compared to the control giroup facilities.
Average increase of 567 cases seen for SIF, drop of 271 cases seen for the control group. Also,
23% increase in maternal deliveries and 26% increase in child attendance in SIF centers.

a. While utilization of both FISE and non-FISE health centers increased significantly, a slightly greater and significant increase was observed in the FISE health posts.
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Table E .2 Outcomes and Welf are Impact: Social
Funds 2000 Results

Couintry Indicator Finding

Intermediate indicators 

Bolivia difference b

Chaco " Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

1 ' ~~~~~Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.I

Significant reduction when measured from household data and insignificant using

administrative data.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Chaco Negative social fund impact.

& Ufg Positive social fund impact.

Resto Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Rural a WT,' Positive social fund impact.

Positive social fund impact.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.
Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Negative social fund impact.

louw2tM3M N Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Positive social fund impact.

Results based only on social fund subprojects

1U_gil Increase overtime.

Reduction over time.

Significant decline overtime.

Decline overtime in Chaco. No change overtime in Resto Rural.

Honduras N

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.9

Positive social fund impact.

Positive social fund impact.

_NEEMEMNVW* Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.h

pgeafelov Significant social fund impact using bivariate analysis, insignificant social fund
- impact using multivariate analysis.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.
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Tab le E .2 0 u t c o m e s a n d We I f a r e I m pa ct : Soc ia l
Funds 2000 Results

Country Indicator Finding
Nicaragua i .G

l Ul ll Positive social fund impact.
Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group (but age in first grade
significantly lower).

Weak negative-negative social fund impact using propensity control and insignificant

social fund impact using pipeline control.

Positive social fund impact.
Weak positive-positive social fund impact using propensity match and insignificant

using pipeline control.

/ '. .tlE1iX.~ Weak negative-negative social fund impact using propensity control and insignificant
I rb social fund impact using pipeline control.

.!. @.. e Weak positive-positive social fund impact using propensity score match and insignif-

icant difference between FISE assisted and the control group communities using
pipeline control.

- WI'aa . .Weak negative-no significant idifference using propensity score match and negative
social fund impact using pipeline control.

lnRiGita -lI~~e Weak positive-positive social fund impact using propensity score match and insignif-
icant difference between FISE assisted and the control group communities using
pipeline control.

W Positive social fund impact using both propensity match and pipeline control.
1 diWeak negative-negative social fund impact using propensity score match and insignif-

icant difference using pipeline control.
I=, 7= F F, Weak positive-no significant difference using propensity score match and positive

A social fund impact using pipeline control.
Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.
Weak negative-negative social fund impact using propensity and insignificant social

fund impact using pipeline control match.
ei tjm imst' eWeak negative impact-negative social fund impact using propensity score match;E

Insignificant difference between FISE assisted and the control group communities

using pipeline control.
Positive social fund impact.

Weak positive impact-positive social fund impact using pipeline control and insignif-
icant social fund impact using propensity match.

e 1 Weak positive impact-positive social fund impact using pipeline and insignificant social

fund impact using propensity score match.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group
Positive social fund impact.
Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.
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Table E 2 Outcomes and Welf are Impact: Social

TableE.2 Funds 2000 Results I
Country Indicator Finding

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.
Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

sl l Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

.APOYO) - I Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Peru i _I._

g Y ~~~~~~Positive social fund impact.

EE _ ~~~~~~Insignificant difference betsveen social fund and the control group.

(APOYO) _ Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

_ ~~~~~Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Significant reduction.f

Significant improvement.f

Significant reduction.f

Reduced significantly for households with house connections.

Reduced significantly.f

im _ ~~~~~~Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group!f

_ ~~~~~~~Reduced significantly for households with house connections.!

|| ~~~~~~~Reduced significantly.'

Zambia 

Weak positive-positive impact using pipeline match and insignificant difference E

using propensity score match.

Weak positive-positive impact using pipeline match and insignificant difference

using propensity score match.

plm-l- 3~ Social fund households spend significantly higher proportion of their expenditure onU

education as compared to the control group households.

Overall, an insignificant difference between social fund and the control group-with

*_ significantly larger expenditures in rural areas and weak positive in urban areas

(lower using pipeline and insignificant using propensity score).

If -~~~~ [ ~Significantly higher percentage from social fund communities reported sick as com-

pared to the control group communities.'

Significantly lower percentage from social fund communities sought treatment as

compared to the control group communities.
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Ta blI e E 2 0 ut c o m e s a n d We I f a r e I m pa c t : Soc ial
Funds 2000 Results

Country Indicator Finding
Significantly lower percentage from social fund communities went to hospital as com-
pared to the control group communities.
Significantly higher percentage from social fund communities went to local health post

- as compared to the control group communities (using pipeline match); Insignificant dif-
X ference using propensity score match.

Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group, but significant
difference in rural areas.
Weak positive impact for some vaccination types; Insignificant differences between social
fund and the control group for most vaccinations.

1 | 5Mgmt Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group.

Weak positive-positive social fund impact using propensity score match and insignif-
icant social fund impact using pipeline match.
Insignificant difference between social fund and the control group (overall); but posi-

- tive social fund impact for rural Zambia
L - _ Negative social fund impact

.Note: Only results significant at 90 percent confidence level have been reported.
a. Result holds for multivariate analysis.
b. Bivariate analysis of ex-post difierence with control (that is, not double difference).
c. Difference-in-difference impact.
d. Eligibility on randomization (only Bolivial.
e. It is not clear if the results are from bivariate or multivariate analysis.
f. It is not clear if this is a before/after comparison, with/without comparison, or difference-in-difference approach.
g. According to the research on Honduras for Social Funds 2000, the study team did not expect to find an impact in enrollment due to the already high primary school enrollment rate,
which would have required a much larger sample size to draw conclusions about this variable.
h. Honduran research explains these findings by the fact that FHIS did not emphasize increased coverage in water but rather rehabilitated run-down systems (so the main benefits were
economic gains to houses that already had potable water).
i. According to research on Honduras for Social Funds 2000, the fact that FHIS placed latrines were none existed previously and that sanitary services radically reduce diarrhea leads to
the inescapable conclusion that the FHIS program in this area has had a clear and positive impact.
j. The researchers working on the Nicaraguan data consider the health results inconclusive.
k. The researchers explain the lack of impact of latrines on health on the high existing access to latrines among the control group.
1. The researchers in Zambia noted that health interventions increased awareness of health issues, so that people more frequently report themselves sick when they have minor maladies
that previously they would not have considered worthy of mention.
Source: Social Funds 2000 background research; World Bank data.
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Bolivia Honduras Nicaragua Peru (APOVO) Zambia
i ~~~~~~~~~~~~0_Complementary Inputs

Staffing For Chaco&Resto Rural (combined), Projectsurvey:Thelevelofpersonnel Facilitysurvey:Teachernumbersupby1.48 Thestudent-teacherratio Staffing at SIF facilities was >
the student-teacher ratio was lower assignment was generally satisfac- in FISEand byO.15in non-FISEschools. FISE was lower for SIF schools more than non-SIF, although that C

for SIF-built schools as compared to tory with 34 students per teacher in schoolsshowsignificantlygreaterincrease as compared to the non- wastrueeven before SIFinvolve-
the non-SIF schools (20 vs 22). both FHIS and non-FHIS schools. in number of teachers, administrators, and 1 SIF schools (28 vs 32). ment. The student-teacher ratio

m
other staff as compared to non-FISE. The i was slightly lower for SIF

CD
Beneficiary household: 33% cited lack students per teacher ratio was 24 in both schools as compared to the non-
of personnel as a problem (only 7% for FISE and non-FISE schools. Interviews with SI F schools (47 vs 48). <D
non-FHIS). teachers suggest that FISE coordinated CD

well with the Education Ministry to ensure
that new schools would be staffed.

Supplies, For Chaco SIF schools were signifi- Projectsurvey: FHISschoolswerebet- Nosignificantdifferenceswereobserved SIF schools were significantly
equipment cantly better than the non-SIF schools ter than non-FHIS in desk per student between FISE and non-FISE schools. Both more likely to have desks for
and furniture for: (i) number of blackboards, (ii) (1.12 compared to 0.88) but no dif- are well equipped with teaching materi- students and teachers than the

blackboards per classroom and (iii) ference was found in textbooks per als. But, beneficiaries perceived better non-SIF facility, especially in
desks per teacher per classroom. For student. 58% cited lack of equipment furniture in FISE as compared to non- rural areas.
Chaco & Resto Rural (combined), the or material (compared to 26% in non- FISE. And in non-FISE, the beneficiaries
SIF facilities showed significant FHIS) as a problem. also perceived worsening physical
improvement between 1993-97 and infrastructure.
as compared to the non-SIF for (i) the
texts per student, (ii) M2 per student,
(iii) students per classroom and (iv)
students per teacher.

Financing FHIS schools are more likely to rely on FISE schools are more active in fundrais- SIF schools were more likely to
& cost benefactors' support, less likely to ing, but are similar to non-FISE schools in pay PTA-fees, GPF, maintenance
recovery charge fees, and showed similar use termsoftheirsupportfromthe ministryand fees than non-SIF schools. And

of fundraising. their application of student fees. 42% of 1 SIF schools were likely to attract
FISE schools and 47% of non-FISE schools support beyond PTA than non-
charge their students a tuition fee. SIF.
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.. _________ Bolivia Honduras Nicaragua Peru (APOYO) Zambia

HEALTH FACILITY

Sample 90 SIF & 87 non-SIF health posts; 12 FHIS (A rural FHIS health post sampled was 20 FISE & 20 non-FISE health posts; - 16 SIF & 14 non-SIF health

size 1,921 SIF& 1,921 non-SIF house- inoperativeduetolackofpersonnel)&12non- 199 FISE & 199 non-FISE household posts; 2150 FISE & 2150 non-

hold surveys. FHIS health posts; 386 SIF & 188 non-SIF surveys. FISE household surveys.

household surveys.

Quality of SIF health posts had more patient Project survey: Very little difference was Facility survey: All health posts lack - SIF health posts improved sig-

facilities rooms, less access to water and found regarding the decoration and cleanli- access to basic infrastructure. How- nificantly more than the non-SIF

electricity than non-SIF posts. ness between the two groups. However, 67% ever, FISE health post have better: (i) facilities for: (i) delivery and

of the FHIS constructed rooms were qualified access to safe water (91%), (ii) bath- medical rooms, (ii) flush toilets

as "good" as compared to 4% of the non-FHIS. rooms (2.2), (iii) flush toilets (1), liv) rain and ventilated pit latrines, (iii)

Water closets and electric installations were drainage facility 14%), (v) electricity handpumps, borehole, supply

problematic in both FHIS and non-FHIS facil- during hours of service (64%), and (vi) line, and (iv) access to elecfric-

ities: 34 percent and 38 percent were not piped water during hours of opera- ity. In addition, SIF facilities

working in FHIS and non-FHIS health cen- tion (26%). None of these are signif- were found to be in significantly

ters, respectively. icantly different from non-FISE better physical condition than

infrastructure. However, FISE health non-SIF comparators. 31 % of

Beneficiary households: Quality of FHIS works posts are less likely to rely solely on SIF facilities were noted as

was assessed as "good" by 88%; "regular" Ministry of Health funds for mainte- being in very good shape com-

by 9% and bad by 0%. And supervision was nance, receiving extra help from com- pared to 7% of the comparator

assessed as "efficient" by 77%. munity, and FISE projects have greater group. 6% of SIF facilities were

preventative maintenance for sani- noted as being in poor shape

tary & electrical systems. compared to 29% of non-SIF
facilities.

-I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U
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Bolivia Honduras Zaaembia Peru (APOYO) Zamie C
Complementa7y Inputs (

Staffing For all health posts staffing was deficient Facilit,survey:FISE,lealthpostswere - SIF health posts were better staffed than >
and below Ministry standards. Only one FHIS better staffed, including volunteers non-FISE (14.6 vs 7.7 total staff and 4.2 vs 2.6 X

health post had a doctor and 4 had no doc- than non-FISE (18.6 vs 13.1 total staff professional staff). Between 1993-1998 the 0

tor orqualified nurse. However, 63% of FHIS and 2.6 vs 1.7 professional staff). Total total staffing increased by 12% for SIF and 7%
health posts had NGO support vs. 45% of staffing increasedforFISE(21%)and fornon-SIF,professionalstaffingincreasedby m
non-FHIS. Further FHIS had more volunteers declined for non-FISE (24%) for 7%forSIFanddecreasedby10%fornon-SIF
(on average 19 versus 8). 1993-1997. But both remain below andtheregistered nursesdeclined by35%for X

Ministry norms. SIF as compared to 89% for non-SIF <
Supplies, SIF health posts had more beds Project survey: Very little difference regard- Facilitysurvey: Availabilityof medicine - As compared to non-SIF health posts, the D

CDequipment (1.9vs1.2lthanthenlon-SIFposts. ing the provision of furniture between the below ministrynormsinbothFISEand [ SlFhealthpostshad2-3timesmoretrolleys, (n
and furniture For the SIF facilities, there was a two groups. 42% and 53% of recommended non-FISE facilities (about 45% are often hanging weighing, sphygometers, exami-

62%increaseintheindexofavail- medicines and equipment were available not available). In FISE 25% of the nation couches, tables, chairs, cupboards,
able medical supplies (1993-97h (compared to 44% and 59% in non-FHIS facil- . required medicineswere neveravailable & beds. Also, SIF health posts have slightly
increased compared to 23% in ities, respectively). (compared to 31% in non-FISE). FISE higher availability of 11 essential medi-
non-SIF facilities. healtiposts v,erebattererdiwedtthan cines and condoms (79 vs 77[, Similarly

Focus groups: The negative assessment from non-FISE insofar as availabitity of key they are significantly less at risk to run out
the facility survey were contradicted by posi- medical supplies (5S% vs 42%), and of Chloroquine than non-SIF facilities.
tive reactions of the focus groups. However, the equipment (65% vs 60%).
most frequent complaint was lack of medi-
cines. (Explanation provided: FHIS interven- Facility survey: iviaintenance funds are
tion has increased expectations resulting in generally lacking, particularly in FISE
greater dissatisfaction within an objectively facilities.
similar situation).

Financing Project survey: 23% of FHIS had monthly Non-FISE health posts are almost Differences in fees charged by SIF and non-
& cost incomes from co-payments of more than L.500 twice as likely to ask for voluntary SIF facilities are inconclusive. While gen-
recovery compared to 18% of non-FHIS. contributions from users (75% non- eral consultation fees are found on average

FISE vs. 39% FISE). Of the 40 posts to be less at social fund facilities (KON280
surveyed only one (a FISE post) vs. KW530), boo'ding and regtstrations tees
charges mandatory fees. The major- are higher at SIF facilities (KW 450 vs.
ity of FISE posts provide their services KWN300). 80% of SIF facilities and 70% of
for free. non-SIF facilities charge other fees.

But, SIF facilities are more likely to receive
additional support from NGOs than
comparators.
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Bolivia Honduras Nicaragua i Peru (APOYO) Zambia
WATER

Sample Nooprojectsurvey; 1,235 aselineand 12 FHIS (all operating) and 12 non-, 5 successful (with sufficient water)& 5 166 SIF and 166 non-SIF

size 1,109 `1i -.c1p househoc surveys FHIS water systems. 324 household unsuccessful (with insufficient water) projects; 1,176 SIF and

from 16 p-ojects. surveys each from FHIS and non-FHIS FISE systems. 95 househcld surveys. 1,176 non-SIF household
communities. surveys.

Quality of No evid3rce of chYcri-aticn, lack of Project survey: Non-FHIS had better Project survey: The successful systems Households perceived an

facilities training of tl-.e parsonne' designatec original construction, however, the (mairtaineo oy NIAAI generaLy use sub- improvement in the qual-

for maintenarce ir, earlier steges of FHIS had better maintenance. 50% terranear water sources, have 100% ity of water.
project mrpeementation, witr improve- of FHIS facilities mentioned low water necessary maintenance and 88% access

ment in later stages. production (compared to 21 in non- to technical assistance. Unsuccessful

FHIS), 25% mentioned network prob- ones (maintained by municipality or local

lems (compared to 21% in non-FHIS), groups) use surface water, 67% have

0% with low pressure (compared to necessary maintenance and 60% access

13% in non-FHIS), 19% with source to technical assistance. Water availabil-

contamination (compared to 13% in ity is three times more in the successful

non-FHIS) as major problems. than in the unsuccessful systems. Water

is rationed in the latter systems, available

Beneficiary household: Service pro- on average three days a week. Water

duction was a problem, although the from. all ten systems is described to be a
maintenance and water quantity & bacteria-free, however, one third of the

quality was better for FHIS facilities. unsuccessful systems are not chlorinated. l
46% assessed FHIS solutions as I Six water systems have "acceptabl&e l
"good" and 54% agreed that super- drainage systems, the other 4 drain into
vision was efficient. However, 23% the ground or a river bed. 40% of the

assessed FHIS solutions as "bad" and unsuccessful systems report deterioration

15% said that there was no in water supply and leaks compared to

supervision. 11% deterioration in water supply and no

leaks in successful systems.

l l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Tx
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Staffing . -- Project survey: Staffing was weak (on average ing f sv .
2.34 employees per 1000 connections in FHIS a . 1
t and 2.33 in non-FHIS, with no engibneersity

ae m ployed. Rural systems depend on volunteers D1 .
o(1v07 per 1000 conco s in FHIS as compared

(tomt78 in non-FHIS)n nonCHSD H in
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ........ <-

Supplies, n Project survey: 19%aof FHISefacilities mentioned CD

equipment - E_ lack of accessories (compared to 4% in non- ==|.n

i 1i||= *Ew-Z S |FHIS).

Financing iFProject survey: "Revenue performance was gen- m1N-146% report pay- 4

& cost ,erally mediocre." The average monthly revenue ing for services. 
recovery per connection for FHIS was L. 10 which is bet- F

ter than non-FHIS (L. 5.6) but below community 8il
F ~~~~~~~~water board (L.1 1.6) and municipal (L. 14.2). How- i_ sNRs

ever, 83% reported that their revenue did not r l
F ~~~~~~~cover operational costs.

| ~~~~~~~Beneficiary household: On average households
paid L. 10.9 for piped water last month in FHIS
(compared to L. 9.3 in non-FHIS); FHIS invest-

| ~~~~~~~ment reduced average expenditure per months on
F - ~~~~~~water from alternative resources to L. 15.6 in
# ~~~~~~~~FHIS (compared to L. 33.8 in nion-FHIS).
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__ ~~~~~~~~Honduras _ f
~~~~~~~~~~SEWER & LATRINE FACIL

Sample size " - 8 FHIS (1 inoperative due to lack of connection to sewer main) and 21 SIF & 13 non-SIF sewers; 86 
a4 non-FHIS sewerage systemance and cleanle5 non-FHIS latrines. SIF & 83 non-SIF latrines. 224
162 household suai eys each from FHIS and non-FHIS. households each for SIF & non-

_ ~~~~~~~~~SIF sewers; 51 0 each for latrines.
. .......,...,.., ......... ..... 

Quality of Project surey Both FHIS and non-FHIS sewers subprojects have vedy a
facilities positive evaluation for original construction. But FHIS maintenance 

was assessed as "good" by 91%, "regular" by 5% and 'bad" by 5%
compared to 1 00% assessed as "regular" for non-FHIS sewers.

FHIS latrines compare well with non FHIS for original construction _

and present state of maintenance and cleanliness. And, FHIS latrines
had better quality doors and seats than non-FHIS.

Beneficiary households: Quality of FHIS sewers was assessed as _.
- ~~~~~"good" by 6l%,"regular"byl15%.And supervision was efficient by 88%,

Quality of FHIS latrines was assessed as "good" by 78%; "regular' by-:
| ~~~~~~15% and bad by 3%. And supeNision was assessed as "efficient" by 67%.
N _ ~~~~~~But, 1 1% latrines had problems in FHIS compared to 8% in non-FHIS. ,........................ ......... ..S,,

Financing ;-FHIS sewerage projects had higher access and connection rates 31=~
& cost than non-FHIS communities. FHIS 2 found 44% connection rate. @ 1
recovery

b .. = E Z 1 s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .....

a. According to the authors of the Honduras Social Funds 2000 impact evaluation, the above level of dissatisfaction could possibly he explained by 'increased expectations" due to FH IS intervention.
Source Newman and others 2000; Walker and others 1999. 2000; Paxson and Shady 1999; World Bank data.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

Table E.4 Community Priorities: Social a 71TEWR

Armenia: In Armenia, 79 percent of community members interviewed said that the implemented microproject had solved

the most important problem in the community' (Armenia 1999 sociological study).

Honduras: The water projects were the preference of 64 percent of beneficiaries; education projects, of 47 percent; health

projects, of 35 percent; latrines projects, of 4 percent; and sewerage projects, of 7 percent. (Ex-post Evaluation of the Hon-

duras Social Investment Fund, FHIS 1l).b

Nicaragua: Seventy-two percent of the respondents answered that the FISE projects were those that had most benefited

the communityc (1998 qualitative evaluation of FISE beneficiaries).

Peru: When asked if the project selected was the one that the community most needed, 90 percent responded that it was

the highest priority investmentd (APOYO 1995).

Zambia: The majority of projects were the community's first priority based on intensive ranking exercisese (1994 benefici-

ary assessment).
a. Based on 1,190 persons, 20 project sites, focus group interviews with beneficiary groups, members of implementing agencies, construction companies, and

local govemment representatives.

b. Management notes that the findings of the Honduras household survey were that where FHIS funded water, education, and health projects, these projects
represented the top priority of beneficiary households. For communities that invested in water projects, 64 percent of respondents stated that as the number

one priority lthe top vote gener), in communities that implemented education projects 47 percent of respondents stated that education was the number one pri-

ority (the top vote gener), and in communities that invested in health projects 35 percent of respondents stated that health was the number one priority (the top

vote getter). Since these three project types represent 98 percent of FHIS portfolio, 98 percent of FHIS investments reflect the top priority of household mem-

bers. For sewerage and latrines, households in communities where these investments were made place sewerage and latrines much lower on the list of priorities.
c. Based on 256 individual surveys (112 percent local government officials, 27 percent line ministry staff, 13 percent former workers on FISE projects, 40 percent

local beneficiaries, and 9 percent contractors), and 24 focus groups on projects implemented during 1993-96. This question compared the FISE subproject with

other projects in the community-it is not clear how the comparator projects were chosen. This result does not address the question of whether FISE met the

top priority of the community. The respondents were not randomly selected.
d. Based on interviews of 2,800 community members, beneficiaries, project committee members, FONCODES staff.

e. Based on 28 focus group interviews, 30 ordinary group discussions, and 45 semi-structured interviews. The respondents were not randomly selected.
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ANNEX F: PROMOTION, OUTREACH, AND TARGETING

Benefiting the poor is the overarching objective outreach mentioned in 47 out of 66 social funcd
of social fund projects: "social funds establish projects (71 percent). A variety of media are used
menus, procedures, and targeting criteria to sup- for promotion and outreach activities2 using dif-
port investments benefiting the poor" (Jorgensen ferent channels. 3

and Van Domelen 1999). Accordingly, the "poor" Given the possibility that better-off commu-
(or "poorer," "poorest," "poverty") are mentioned nities are more advantageously placed to apply
in the objectives of more than three-quarters of for subprojects from the social fund, some social
social fund projects.' Furthermore, the poor, or fund projects include special promotion and
some category of poor people, are mentioned as outreach measures specifically directed at poorer
an explicit target group in the majority of cases communities. Outreach in poorer communities
("poor" in 80 percent of projects, "poorest" in 46 typically consists of training or technical assis-
percent of projects, "vulnerable" in 44 percent of tance to help them prepare subproject propos-
projects, and "low-income" in 10 percent of proj- als, or assisting them to meet pre-investment
ects). Other target groups are "unemployed," in costs related to subproject preparation. For
20 percent of projects; "indigenous," in 10 per- example, in the second Peru FONCODES proj-
cent of projects; and women, in 61 percent of ect, the social fund's Promotion Office assisted
projects. This annex looks at the means employed the poorest communities in preparing and sub-
by social funds to reach poor people, and their mitting proposals by providing technical assis-
success in doing so. tance. Bolivia SIF II financed pre-investment

costs of subprojects in poor communities to
Promotion and Outreach Mechanisms enable them to subcontract third parties to
Social fund resources are disbursed to commu- undertake necessary studies.
nities and intermediaries (central government,
local government, and NGOs) based on sub- Targeting Mechanisms
project proposals made by them. This assumes To reach the poor, social fund projects gener-
that communities and intermediaries are aware ally use one of three targeting mechanisms:
of the social fund's existence and application pro- * Self-targeting: provision of benefits that will
cedures, and make viable subproject proposals. only be of interest to the target group, such

Social fund projects use two mechanisms to as basic (rather than high-end) services.
make this happen: (i) "promotion," which aims * Indicator targeting: directing resources to
at ensuring that poor communities hear of the groups, households, or individuals in accor-
opportunities provided by the social fund; and dance with an indicator (such as unemployed
(ii) "outreach" (including facilitation), which or malnourished).
aims at helping poor communities to prepare and * Geographic targeting: directing resources to
submit viable subproject proposals in the format specific areas.
required by the social fund agency. A review of
project documents (staff appraisal reports or Self-Targeting
project appraisal documents, and operational Social fund projects intrinsically contain an ele-
manuals where available) found promotion and ment of self-targeting. About two-thirds of social
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fund projects include a positive list of eligible Geographic Targeting
subproject activities, and another 22 percent a The main means of targeting in social fund proj-
negative list of ineligible subproject activities. Eli- ects has been geographic, used in 92 percent of
gible activities are meant to be those from which the projects (54 of 59 projects). Geographic tar-
the poor will benefit. For example, staff noted geting mechanisms can be classified as pro-
that for FISE in Ecuador, the type of subprojects active and reactive. Using data on the geographic
eligible for FISE financing-including primary distribution of poverty, usually combined with
health and education services, basic infrastruc- population data, proactive targeting allocates a
ture (e.g., feeder roads, standpipes for water sup- specified quantity of resources up front to each
ply), and support for small-scale productive area. By contrast, once applications have been
community investments-by their nature tend to received, reactive targeting uses poverty data in
be oriented to the needs of the poor. prioritizing them to ensure that resources reach

Some subprojects in social fund menus (such poor areas (table F.1).
as roads) may also be of interest to the non-poor, The level of aggregation of the targeting unit
but these are usually public goods for which is important. Ideally, community-level data are
rivalry is low, so the poor also benefit. Some available that allow targeting resources to the
social fund expenditure is on private goods of poorest communities. More usually, data are
interest to the non-poor (principally microcre- only available at district (or equivalent) level.
dit), though these account for only a small frac- Proactive targeting by district means that intra-
tion of total expenditure. district allocation is still on a reactive basis.

Social funds may use alternative means to tar-
Indicator Targeting get within this geographical unit. For example,
Social fund projects also use indicator targeting. in Zimbabwe local experts and key informants
While generally the indicator in social fund identify the poorer communities after a general
projects refers to the poor, it may also refer to district-level allocation has taken place. Without
the vulnerable or non-poor, such as unemployed such additional local expert identification mech-
graduates in the first Egypt social fund project. anisms within districts, there is a danger that the

There are two prerequisites for indicator tar- less-poor communities within districts will dom-
geting to be a viable means of targeting. First, inate the use of funds.
there has to be a clear definition of the indica-
tor and the indicator has to be measurable. A To What Extent Have Social Fund
Bank review found that a majority of social Projects Reached the Poor?
fund projects refer to broad and general cate- Quantitative targeting data are available for just
gories of poor populations such as "poor and a handful of countries. Data on both a geo-
vulnerable," "low-income," or "poorest among graphic and a household basis from Social Funds
the population" without defining them more pre- 2000 studies for six countries show overall that
cisely. Only a few social fund projects define social fund projects have delivered slightly more
their target group in measurable terms-for than proportional benefits to the poor and the
example, populations with infant mortality rates poorest.
higher than a specified level. Second, there has On a geographic basis, i.e. the cumulative
to be a mechanism to ensure that benefits do share of expenditures going to poor districts, the
indeed reach people from that group. For exam- distribution was mildly progressive for alL coun-
ple, the Peruvian Second Social Development tries other than Peru, where it was very pro-
and Compensation Fund supplemented its geo- gressive. The share of the bottom 20 percent
graphic poverty map with information on the ranges from 20.4 percent (Zambia) to 29.1 per-
distribution of the indigenous population and cent (Nicaragua), but was 46.5 percent for Peru
the etino-linguistic status of the applying com- (see figure F.1). For the bottom 40 percent, these
munities in order to target more resources to figures are 43.9 percent (Zambia) to 53.3 percent
indigenous people. (Nicaragua), and 78 percent for Peru. Armenia
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Annexes

Typology of Geographic Targeting in
Social Fund Projects

Proactive -. 7' : ;1'1 i' I' i'4 I Zimbabwe Community Action Project resources are allocated to districts based

,;,e-.virl:l I,,,.- . .I -. : on a measure of deprivation and population size. In Honduras, FHIS allocates

resources to departments according to population size and a poverty index; a

1 percent increase in the poverty index gave a US$0.14 increase in funds per

person. The recent Zambian Social Investment Fund IZAMSIF) allocates funds to

districts using a progressive targeting rule based on the poverty headcount. Peru

previously used a province-level poverty map and, since 1996, has used a

district-level one. Nicaragua uses an income-poverty map to set investment

ceilings for districts classified into four poverty levels.

The Albanian Rural Development Project aimed at supporting activities in 14

Fa-,- -#ri[ mrlEril R R sMP4111111IM6a districts, representing the poorest and most mountainous of Albania's 36 districts

(SAR 131 56-ALB). The Second Bolivian Social Investment Fund limited itself to the

country's 33 poorest districts, identified through a poverty map using social indicators.

Reactive OAMI.' m. 1 Under the Zambia Social Recovery Project, the Living Conditions Monitoring

I eBs12@bZ.h.:dl e Surveys identified specific areas and communities where extreme poverty was

.ol-t,.; i.-IT'a I, , present. These communities were given priority in the project selection process. The

F = piq(f M. Health, Nutrition, Water and Sanitation Project in Guyana determined eligibility and

priority of proposals on the basis of poverty maps and other indicators such as mal-

nutrition and infant mortality rates.

G 'trt In Madagascar, the Third Social Fund financed applications only from rural areas

DelClr~jJ~flj. , 1 | a 1 ' where 80 percent of the population is considered poor.

has regressive targeting among the wealthier (expenditure versus beneficiary), and since they

districts-the allocation of expenditure is pro- refer to different years (the household data are

poor among the lowest 40 percent of districts. for a single year). Nonetheless, it is striking that

Social fund targeting performance compared the conclusion that social funds are "mildly pro-

favorably in some cases with that of other pro- gressive" holds even more strongly at the house-

grams. In Bolivia, municipalities with higher hold level, the concentration curve for none of

poverty indices received a higher share of social the countries showing a marked deviation from

fund resources than they did of municipal expen- the line of equality (figure E.2). The main excep-

ditures. In Peru, FONCODES achieved a better tion is Honduras with each of the bottom two

geographic targeting performance than two deciles being above the line of equality. 4 In

directed programs, PRONAA and INFES. The Armnenia, household targeting is mildly regressive

Armenia social fund performed in the mid-range for the bottom half of the population, but pro-

of national social assistance programs, and in gressive when upper income deciles are included.

Honduras, the distribution of beneficiary house- Hence the available data, although imper-

holds was about average compared with 30 tar- fect, suggest that the distribution of social fund

geted social programs throughout the LAC Region. resources is more progressive on a geographic
The data for the household level classify ben- basis than on a household basis (except for

eficiaries by income decile. These data are thus Honduras). This discrepancy is particularly strik-

not directly comparable with those at the geo- ing in Peru, where for education investments, the

graphic level as the unit of analysis is different strong progressive geographic allocation is not
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Figure F.1 Comparison of Geographical
Targeting Across Countries
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matched by a markedly progressive distribution transport, health), the bottom 40 percent
at the household level. The results are explained received about 60 percent of the benefits in
in Peru (the only case for which there are such 1995; for the other sectors this figure was
data) by data showing that households above dis- around three-quarters.
trict mean income are more likely to benefit from
the social fund than those below mean income. Overall, at the household level, latrines and
The authors of the Peru study suggest these health clinics targeted the poor best, education
results show that "there was essentially no (pos- and water investments were pro-poor, and sew-
itive) intra-district targeting of FONCODES erage projects were regressive.
resources" (Paxson and Schady, 1999: p. 13).5

The result from Peru and the discrepancy What Should the Type 11 Error Be?
between geographical and household targeting The percent of resources reaching the non-poor
indicate that poor households are less likely to is called a Type II error. The degree of Type II
receive resources than poor districts. One of the error partly depends on the level of poverty.
implications drawn by Social Funds 2000 from Despite improvements over time, data are con-
its poverty targeting analysis is that better local sistent with the possibility of poorer communi-
coordination efforts can improve identification of ties within districts being missed (Type I error).
poor communities within both wealthier and Social funds spend significant resources that ben-
poorer districts, and that for those poor com- efit the non-poor (Type II elTor), with non-poor
munities that still have difficulty accessing households receiving from 29 to 45 percent of
resources, additional proactive measures, includ- social fund investments." In Zambia, 28 percent
ing up-front assistance in community organiza- of the population is non-poor and they account
tion, waiving of community counterpart for 29 percent of social fund beneficiaries.12 Type
requirements, and provision of technical expert- II error is large whether targeting results are
ise may be necessary to decrease the inequality reported at either the geographic or household
of results among areas and to ensure that all poor level, with the notable exception of Peru at the
communities can access program resources.6 geographic level, where an overwhelming major-

Main findings for Nicaragua and Perni are ity of resources reach poor districts.
that:7 Given the way municipal and district poverty
* FISE in Nicaragua reached areas in which maps are devised, any investments in the larger

the poor live. Potential beneficiaries (that is, urban areas will appear as a Type II error since
those living in project catchment areas) were large numbers of poor live in these cities. While
disproportionately from the lower end of the Type II errors can be a misleading indicator for
country's income distribution, other than in programs that are national in scope and some
the case of sewerage. Type II error is unavoidable for community-

* Self-targeting within subproject catchment level projects, especially in urban areas, the
areas worked for sewerage in Nicaragua question remains as to the acceptable degree of
(though the share of poor households remains error and the extent to which the mildly pro-
far below their population share) and worked gressive geographic targeting shown by social
slightly for education. funds indicates they are succeeding in their

* The-poorest 10 percent (household basis) got poverty targeting objective.
around 8 percent of the benefit from health Two issues arise from this finding: (i) how
and education expenditures in Nicaragua. 8 social fund targeting performance compares

* In Peru, the poorest 10 percent (district basis) against social funds' own objectives; and (ii)
got around one-third of the benefit of edu- the desirable or acceptable level of Type II
cation spending in 1998.9 The better target- error. The data presented here refer only to the
ing performance in Peru allows for less distribution of funds by income group. Data are
sectoral variation in performance. Even in not available on the distribution of funds to
the sectors that did least well (i.e., education,10 other target groups, such as women.
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Given the objective of reaching the poor, if In the other five Social Funds 2000 countries,
a significant portion of funds reach the non-poor, the representation of the poor among social
this must be seen as a failure to attain that objec- fund beneficiaries is larger than their share in the
tive. Social fund projects are not designed to min- national population, although the difference is
imize Type II error, although their stated slight. While the high levels of poverty in Zam-
objectives might suggest this to be the case. As bia (over 70 percent of the population) mean that
described earlier, some social fund projects use the overall risk of Type II errors is considerably
a cut-off so that no funds reach non-poor areas, lower than for other countries, the errors still
but most social fund projects do not do this. Pro- exist.
gressive targeting rules allocate some funds even A DFID (Department for International Devel-
to the wealthiest areas. The first two social fund opment, U.K.) study contends that safety nets for
projects supported by the Bank in Honduras, particularly vulnerable groups cannot be left to
FHIS I and II, aimed "to improve the standard largely demand-driven initiatives, but rather have
of living of marginal population groups," the third to be based on more active (supply-driven)
project aimed "to improve the standard of liv- attempts at inclusion.15 Where social funds have
ing in poor communities," and the fourth proj- targeted the most vulnerable sections of the
ect aimed "to increase access among the poor population, for example, through the sponsored
to small-scale social and economic infrastruc- subprojects component of MASAF in Malawi,
ture."' 3 Yet, FHIS expenditure plans allocated half their success depends on the extent to which
of FHIS resources in non-poor municipalities, i.e., intermediaries (e.g., NGOs) who "sponsor" sub-
municipalities with "deficient" (which excludes projects on behalf of AIDS victims, the elderly,
"very poor" and "poor" categories), "regular", and the disabled, and orphans represent the latter's
"acceptable" levels of poverty (accounting for 59 voice and interests.
percent of the population).' 4

The targeting literature shows that the costs Trends over Time
of targeting rise with the accuracy of targeting; Targeting has generally improved over time as
avoiding all leakage can be prohibitively expen- a result of better targeting procedures, such as
sive. Besides there are reasons for not com- the use of poverty maps and the adoption of
pletely omitting the non-poor on political allocation formulae; more extensive outreach
economy grounds as well as because those just activities made possible in part by decentral-
above the poverty line may also be vulnerable. ization of the social fund, as word of the social
So the target Type II error lies somewhere fund has spread; and a shift from emergency
between zero and one. mandates to longer-term goals when increased

However, in a number of circumstances it attention was given to targeting.
would be reasonable to expect the allocation of
social fund resources to be progressive; that is, Better Poverty Targeting Procedures
reaching the poor is not sufficient, they should Improvements in targeting procedures are
benefit "more than average." As seen above, reported in the ICRs for Ecuador, Egypt, Guate-
social fund projects only just achieve this. For mala, Haiti, Honduras, and Peru. In Nicaragua,
example, in Zambia just over 70 percent of the there has been a steady refining of the poverty
social fund beneficiaries are poor. Indeed, just map that is used to classify the poverty level of
over 70 percent of Zambians are poor, so the communities as "extreme," "high," "medium,"
result is the same as a random allocation of and "low." Expenditure plans for each category
funds. The Zambian results refer to a time when aim to ensure higher per capita expenditure in
targeting in Zambia was dependent upon the suc- poorer communities. This poverty map has
cess of promotion and outreach activities rather evolved both to update the data and to improve
than geographic targeting-suggesting that pro- the targeting mechanism. The first map used a
motion and outreach alone are not sufficient to basic needs composite indicator calculated from
ensure that the poor benefit disproportionately. infant mortality (40 percent), access to drinking
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water (40 percent), proportion of displaced per- cent, these figures are 52 and 93 percent respec-

sons (20 percent), and population weights from tively. By 1998, no resources at all were going

the 1971 census. The resulting scheme was biased to the top quintile.2 ' The success of the Peruvian

in favor of densely populated municipalities.16 A social ftind in reaching the poor is the combi-

new map introduced in 1998 used data from the nation of a number of features: using a pro-

1993 LSMS and 1995 census to estimate income- gressive targeting rule with community-level

poverty measures for all areas. A third wave of poverty data to prioritize applications, an active

refinement would be to base the poverty map on Promotion Office that helps poor communities

some combination of income and basic needs as with their applications, and targeting only rural

well as census data, and differentiate the target- areas (in later years).

ing method based on the specific type of serv-

ice being delivered (income poverty may not be Politics and Targeting
the best means to target what are essentially Does success at reaching the poor mean that

infrastructure facilities such as water or educa- traditional political economy constraints that

tion).' 7 In Sub-Saharan Africa, several social funds result in elite capture do not apply in social

are now developing poverty maps to enable fund projects? Not necessarily. Politics can

progressive targeting of resources to poorer dis- work for, or against, a pro-poor allocation of

tricts; examples include Malawi, Zambia, and resources.

Zimbabwe. Political motives can lead to resources being

Other changes have also helped implement directed to the poor. This seems to have been

a better geographic allocation of resources. the case in Peru, where overall social fund spend-

Within the social fund these include both more ing increased before the 1993 election and there

vigorous promotion and outreach (discussed was an attempt to "buy support" in the alloca-

above), but also the decentralization of the struc- tion of funds.22 But this was also compatible

ture of the social fund, together with greater with a pro-poor allocation of resources, which

operational integration with local government. has disproportionately favored poorer areas.

The latter channel will be most effective where In Nicaragua and Panama, political pressures

government decentralization is also taking place. have played a part in offsetting a progressive
allocation rule. In Nicaragua, a project status

Improved Performance report observed that poorer areas were failing

Data from Zambia already show some improve- to spend their allocations, and funds were being

ment in targeting during the 1990s. In the period diverted to the better-off areas. It noted that the

1991-94, 20 percent of resources went to the Bank reviewed the ex-ante distribution of FISE

least-poor districts (accounting for one-fifth of funds according to the poverty map and the

the population). By 1995-98 this figure had actual figures of approved projects. Some munic-

fallen to 10 percent,'8 and it is expected to fall ipalities, especially those in the Atlantic coast

further in the future using the progressive tar- region, have overdrawn their allocations con-

geting rule adopted under the new ZAMSIF siderably whereas others, especially extremely

program. 19 poor municipalities, are far from executing their

The changes in Nicaragua have also led to allocations. This points to weaknesses in the

improved poverty targeting outcomes. The planning and promotion department of FISE, but

expenditure share of municipalities in Nicaragua it also shows the increasing (political) pressure

classified as extreme poor (which account for 18 on FISE to finance projects outside the ex-ante

percent of the population) has improved allocations. "We urged FISE management to

markedly, rising from 11 to 34 percent between make sure that the overdraw is not made at the

1991 and 1998.20 In Peru, the share in education expense of the poorest municipalities."2 3 Panama

spending of the bottom 20 percent of the pop- has been similar: "as for political pressures for

ulation (district basis) rose from 25 to 59 percent the allocation of FES subprojects, the agreed

between 1992 and 1998. For the bottom 40 per- poverty criteria do offer some protection to the
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FES against such pressures. This should be The examples show that planned allocations
actively monitored, however, as requests and may deviate from what is actually allocated and
approvals for projects from the two poorest that this deviation can be to the detriment of the
groups (Groups 1 and 2) have fallen short of poor. But the examples also show the importance
their agreed share while those for the two bet- of facilitating demand from poor communities
ter off groups (Groups 4 and 5) have exceeded to ensure that they use the resources allocated
their agreed allocation."2 4 to them.
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ANNEX G: SOCIAL FUND WINNERS AND LOSERS

Winners (likely to support the social fund) Losers (not likely to support the social fund)
Donors. Because social funds have special status, social fund Donors. If they have concerns regarding political uses, e.g.,
projects are generally easy and satisfying to work on. Social for partisan purposes.
funds have the power to implement the suggestions of donors,
the management style is familiar, and the staff are highly pro-
fessional. Within donor organizations (including the World

Bank and IDB, according to Tendler) social fund loan approval

is placed on a fast track.

Donors and borrower governments. Social funds help "sell"
austerity reforms.

Borrower governments. "Donors often suggest social funds

as part of a larger lending package, borrower govemments

tend to favortheir creation as a surefire way of obtaining donor

financing" (Tendler).

Governments/ruling parties. Social funds allow them to gain Opposition parties. If the ruling party uses social funds to its
political support of power groups (e.g. education and health political advantage.
workers, contractors, politicians, and important geographically

defined groups) while addressing the issues of poverty

(Schady).

Politicians. If they cannot manipulate social fund expenditures

(while they may have more control over line ministries) (e.g.

Bolivia. Subbarao and others, p. 142).
Social fund professionals. They are exempt from civil serv- Bureaucratic actors outside of the social fund (for example,
ice regulations, enjoy a professional environment, are com- line ministries). They resent the social fund's special status
petent, and receive a great deal of support from donors. and freedom from civil service and procurement regulations

and may perceive competition for funds and/or status.
Line ministries. They feel relieved not to have to deal with Line ministries. They may feel the social fund (especially
infrastructure. because it is demand driven) takes away their ability to set

nationwide priorities (including targeting resources where they
believe the need lies).

NGOs. In many countries, NGOs have sprung up in response NGOs. Those that are not selected for social fund projects and
to the social fund's desire to work through them. Skeptics point feel discriminated against, or if social fund does not work with
to NGOs run by the urban, upper-middle class, who see social NGOs at all.
funds as a way to obtain funding for their own private gain.
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Winners (likely to support the social fund) Losers (not likely to support the social fund)

Building contractors, project design firms, equipment suppli- Building contractors, project design firms, equipment suppliers.

ers. They gain contracts and may be able to determine project Those that have "inside track" to line ministries and who may

choice (especially if communities are unaware of the range of lose business, particularly large contractors.

menu options or rely on these actors for help in application.

Local education and health workers. They can improve their

work environment and be perceived to "bring" the project to

the community (especially if the community is unaware of the

range of menu options or their own ability to apply or if they

rely on these workers for the application process).

Mayors, legislators, ward chairs, etc. They can be perceived Local governments. Many social funds bypass local govern-

to give the project to the community (especially if communi- ment. Those that do work through local govemments may often

ties are unaware of their own ability to apply or if they lack do so conditionally, based on their perceived capability and

capacity). Local administration officials whose capacity to ful- seriousness or based on their party affiliation.

fill their functions is enhanced.

Municipalities. Those that were targeted for political reasons Municipalities controlled by the opposition (e.g. Mexico's

(e.g., political support of the ruling party) (Schady). PRONASOL, see Subbarao and others, p. 143; and Schady).

Workers. Those that gain employment on social fund projects. Workers. If they compare social funds to workfare programs

that pay a higher wage (Subbarao and others, p. 135). Local

workers who resent contractors' bringing labor from outside.

Less-poor communities. They are able to obtain benefits Less-poor communities. If they cannot gain access to social

despite the social fund's poverty reduction goals. This will be fund resources, they may feel a competition for the resources.

the case especially if the poverty map is not very localized and (Subbarao and others, p. 135).

if the screening process does reject applications from less-

poor communities.
The poorest communities. Those that do not have capacity or

time to apply for and make community contributions of unpaid

time (this problem is mitigated if the social fund initiates con-

tact with poor communities, assists in the application process,

and reduces the required community contribution.

The non-poor within a community. Because social funds pro-

vide public goods to geographically defined communities,

the non-poor within a community benefit. (To the extent that

geographic units are heterogeneous with respect to income,

social funds are not narrowly targeted at the poor.) The non-

poor within a community may be able to determine the proj-

ect type if the poorer members lack capacity or time to

participate in decision making.

The poor within a community. They benefit from the public The poor among the community. If they perceive social fund

goods provided. benefits flowing mainly to the better-off.

Community. If they previously had no access to social fund- Community. If they believe that they should not be expected

type infrastructure or if they had no access to similar match- to provide the "voluntary contribution" (which less-poor com-

ing funds. (e.g. Social Funds 2000 study found that FISE was munities may not have to provide in order to obtain educa-

the cheapest source of funds for communities in Nicaragua.) tion or health services).
References: Graham and Kane 1998; Nelson 1999; Schady 1999. Subbarao and others 1997; Tendler2000a.
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ANNEX H: COST DATA

Because of difficulties in controlling for construction quality and varying cost accounting method-
ologies, the differences in costs between programs in this Annex should be regarded as indica-
tive rather than conclusive.

Country Sector Comparator Per unit Per beneficiary
Armenia Education Central agency Lower (3.76) Lower (1.56)

Education NGO Lower (2.97) Higher (0.91)
Water (rural) NGO Higher (0.69 -0.85) Mixed (0.83 -1.07)

Bolivia Education NGO Higher (0.90) n.a
Honduras Education Central Agency Higher (0.74) Lower(1.20)

Water Central Agency Mixed (3.04 -0.31) Higher (0.12 -0.99)

Water Local Government Higher (0.87 -0.42) Higher (0.19 -0.47)
Water NGO jHigher (0.30) n.a.
Sewerage Central Agency Higher (0.84) Higher (0.84)
Sewerage Local Government j Lower(1.13 -1.45) Mixed (0.90 -1.01)
Health Central Agency Mixed (0.81 -2.05) n.a.

Nicaragua Edwaiiu,-lo, Central Agency !Higher (0.64 -0.69) Higher (0.66 -0.73)
E,iil-tion Local Government Higher (0.57 -0.83) Higher (0.24 -0.42)

Water Central Agency Higher(0.12) Higher (0.46)
Water Local Government Higher(0.17-0.51) Higher (0.11 -0.26)
VW.3Ter NGO Higher (0.03 -0.42) Higher (0.39 -0.61)
Cevvpe 4LrCentral Agency Lower (5.42 -6.42) Lower (5.47 -6.50)

SeA-eiage Local Government Same (1.00) Same (1.00)
t-atrJee Local Government tower (1.02) Lower (2.27)

NGO High&r I072) Higher (0.63)

Health Local Government Higher (0.48 -0.77) Higher (0.30 -0.83)
Health NGO Higher (0.42 -0.68) Higher (0.18 -0.50)

Peru Educatfon Central Agency Lower(165) Lower(1.41)
Water NGO Lower (1.69) Lower (1.05)

Latrines NGO Lower (1.14) n.a.
Health Central Agency L n.a. Lower (2.95)

Zambia Education Central Agency n.a. Lower (1.11 -3.02)
Source: Social Funds 2000 data provided by Social Protection Unit, 2001.
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B e n i n
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Average Unit Cost for Construction of Schools
(cost including building, furniture, and transportation of material) 1999-2000
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a. The unit costs are for Siem Reap province only.
b. The unit costs for all the provinces.
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Cambodia

Health Centers
Unit cost by m2(including costs of building, latrine, well, etc.) 1998. 1999, 2000

-Average cost Average cost
918 . ~~~:--ADB _ SFKC

Square desiqn :66 32 21458 74
Lonc design 24 37889 23.5'r92'
Source: Supervision Mission, June 2000.

Panama R o m a n i a

Average costs proposed by the various institutions for F t S
delivery of a rural water system - epst cofst analysisffsmall infrastru-cture subp rje s

UNICEF caried 

Municipalities o
MINSA, Health Ministry (contracted to are e f l(

NGOs and private firms) . I =_t ofclompt
FIS (contracted to NGOs and private firms) .; . n _on-SDF f
a. FIS has claimed much better design and quality and further analysis of costs is being ation (communityc of n R s
carried out. Accounting differences may exist between the programs. Another source pres- e ign for S s r iresub
ents the cost differential between programs as: MINSA (in-house): $35,200; NGOs: t at sli o lf i(52.3
$25,000; UNICEF: $9,300; the figures for FIS are the same through either source.
Source: Latin America and the Caribbean Regional Office, World Bank, January 2001. cs flnon-RSDF f ed 

varianc-es with non-R-SDFfinane prjet ar oudamn
rad pr.oj,ects at 50.4 pericent. Inthel arao stueriin

P e r u

Cost comparisons between FONCODES and other institutions
Type of project

Schools r woomor INFES

Cost per m2
- ' ,35; 97

Cost per classroom .m? i-,415fi7b6

Cost per student ..*,i;. __ ' 

Irrigation systems P hh hl,MNAMACHCS

Cost per meter : 26.29

Cost per Ha - -) i 30747

Potable water system 1Ii Inl .- CARE

Cost per family -l - 331.08
Source: FONCODES Cost-effectiveness study (SocialFunds2010).
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Ye m e n

Average cost in selected activities for education subprojects
Ministry of

Item Social fund "ui. n1 Construction

Excavation of usual earth (for foundation) 2.05 7.5
Foundations 98.72 183.3

Roofs 110.58 195.8
Bazelt stone walls 29.46 52.08
Squared stone walls 40.76 I, Na
Walls 2.25 3.75

Ceiling 1.98 . 3
Average cost for civil works in education projects, US$,1999

Basic
Item 9Io3 Public works * 'i- education
Cost persquare meter 170 ii 188

Cost per square meter, double floor , !. Na Na
Average cost of equipment for health units by different agencies, US$

Th7' - Ministry of Health

September 1998 15,372

April 1999 13,555
October 1999 -. 24,806
Average cost per unit, SFD vs. Government, Water Supply Projects (US$), 1999
Item SF_ ___ _l _

4" dia medium ' * 12

3" dia medium ' 6.5

2.5" dia medium . 7.3 i46

2" dia medium : 5.6

1.5" dia medium a 4.34
Water tanks 'a. 128

Pump House . 191
Pumping unit (pump + engine)

(head 1OOm-1 50m & discharge 4-6 lit/s) _ a 13,470
a. Including lab equipment.
b. Excluding lab equipment.
Source: World Bank 2001.
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ANNEX I: BANK PERFORMANCE

Overall Bank performance is measuLred by the tats, indigenous peoples, and cultural property
Bank's performance on identification, appraisal, all appear likely to be relevant in a larger num-
and supervision. OED ratings on overall Bank ber of cases than have included them thus far
performance for social fund projects compare (e.g., indigenous people were a target group in
favorably with those for other Bank projects. Of at least six social fund projects).
the 23 closed social fund projects as of end fis- Of the 16 available social fund QAG reviews
cal year 2000, 94 percent were rated "satisfac- (quality at entry and quality of supervision), 10
tory" on overall Bank performance. The figure were rated "satisfactory" for environmental
for PTI projects worldwide was 75 percent and aspects while 6 were rated 'not applicable."
for all World Bank projects, 75 percent.1 By There are many examples of social fund proj-
about mid-2000, QAG had conducted 9 quality- ects where efforts have been made to develop
at-entry assessments and 7 quality-of-supervision microproject environmental assessment mecha-
assessments for social fund projects. Sixty-seven nisms and adequate provisions have been made
pereent of the quality-at-entry reviews contained for environmental screening (and for subproject
a "satisfactory" rating (6 of 9 reviews) and 33 per- analysis as necessary). The application of these
cent a "marginal" rating (3 of 9 reviews). With provisions in practice appears weak, however,
respect to quality of supervision, 14 percent of and has not been systematically monitored.
the reviews contained a "highly satisfactory" rat- There are indications that the issue warrants
ing (1 of 7 reviews), 57 percent a "satisfactory" greater attention, especially with regard to envi-
rating (4 of 7 reviews), and 29 percent a "mar- ronmental safeguards. No social fund has been
ginal" rating (2 of 7 reviews). Ninety-one per- given a Category A environmental classification,
cent of the active social fund projects in June but close to half (43 percent of a random sam-
1999 were rated "not at risk."2 ple of 30 social fund projects) have been clas-

Safeguard and Environmental Issues, Analy- sified as Category B. The rest have been assigned
sis of the project status reports for a random sam- Category C. QAG reviews have questioned if
ple of 25 social fund projects found that, for most, there is not excessive use of Category C for
safeguards are not rated, not applicable, or left environmental impact of social fund projects,
blank. Only 15 (6 percent) ratings were given implying that enrvironmental issues have been
in the 25 reports. More than half (9 ratings) of given inadequate attention.3 In one SIF, QAG
these were for environmental assessment, with noted an inconsistency between the Category C
two each for indigenous people and involuntary environment designation adopted for social fund
resettlement, and one each for forestry and inter- projects and the treatment of similar activities
national waters. This overall coverage is com- when they are freestanding or sector-type proj-
parable to that found in a Tandom sample of ects. In another social fund project, the QAG
other PTIs (drawn from the same countries), for review pointed out an inappropriate assignment
which 12 (5 percent) of the possible 250 ratings of the environment category for the opposite rea-
were given. This does not mean that safeguards son: although the project was rated Category C
are being adequately applied, however. Specif- for environmental impacts, it included substan-
ically, environmental assessment, natural habi- tial efforts dedicated to environmental control
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and mitigation-water and sanitation, sustainable Intermediary" (FI) that can be applied to social

agricultural practices, monitoring use of agro- fund projects. For all practical purposes, an Fl

chemicals-with staff members responsible for category is similar to a B category-a process is

environmental oversight, environmental criteria defined to screen "not as yet defined subproject

for subproject evaluation, and a proposed envi- activities" that may be identified (by project

ronmental management plan. The same point management during project implementation) as

can be made in relation to other safeguards. In needing an environmental screening. The effec-

one project , the QAG review questioned the tiveness with which environmental issues are

project team's indication that the Bank's Oper- addressed in Bank-financed social fund projects

ational Directive on resettlement did not apply will depend on how well projects are identified

to the project, and recommended that a Bank and screened. The Bank should be assured that

resettlement specialist advise on the potential these functions are adequately performed by

problems identified. The Bank has recently intro- project management.4

duced a new environmental category "Financial
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ANNEX J: STAKEHOLDER SURVEY RESULTS

11mFIX i' ;*i Othardonor tWa.;R487rUrr i!T I';i Total
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;_-,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i'T , N =160

What impact has the social fund
had on the institutional capacity

of the local governments?
Positive impact 1!

Negative impact 3- I

No impact I - h 1

Do not know I ) [I ',,'i*' 18

Missing J 3j1 u i -. 1

Tota I IlUlolIu 1' 6 F -;i - 10
What impact has the social fund
had on the decentralization _ 
process in the country?

There is no decentralization process
in the country,I 1I4 ** 9

Positive impact 46
Negative impact r ,

No impact i -
Do not know I - 13

Missing I 1' .I 7

Total 0 I 1-1- IIU D Wli00.
At the time they make their , -

proposal, to what extent are
communities aware of the full
range of eligible subprojects?
Fully aware 1 OP P i

Partially aware .'
Unaware 11 .

Do not know u0- -

Missing - ii 8
Total I Mg 00 .1 - fl90 100l
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NGO Other donor Other r._I.L, Total

N=27 N=13 N=22 N=1160

At the time they make their

proposal, to what extent are

communities aware of the

responsibilities they will have
to meet as a result of receiving a
social fund-financed investment?
Fully aware 30 0 18 s 34

Partially aware 52 69 55 39

Unaware 7 8 5 i 3

Do not know 11 0 5 (c ) 7

Missing 0 23 18 a 17

Total I 100 100 100 i 100

To what extent are subproject
choices made with the active
participation of the community?
Choice is usually made with the

active participation of diverse

groups in the community 37 8 C 36 Wi 36

Choice is usually made with the

active participation of the
community, although some groups
have little voice 33 23 . 23 m 26

Choice is inappropriately influenced

by NGOs, private contractors,
elected or unelected community

leaders $ 26 '. . 15 14 11

Do not know - 4 71 0 9 -1 6

Other Wi 0 31 0 O 4

Missing 5 0 i 23 18 'll 17

Total 100 I24[c 100 I 100 .!. 100
Note: The category "Other' included six consultants, one international NGO, one social development partnership organization, one networking institute, one UN specialized agency, and

one university.
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ANNEX K: HIGHLIGHTS OF BENEFICIARY ASSESSMENT FINDINGS ON
PARTICIPATION

Source: Owen and Van Domelen: Getting an Beneficiary communities participated to a
Earful: A Review of Beneficiary Assessments of high degree in the execution of projects. Of the
Social Funds. various types of participation, beneficiaries often

defined participation only in terms of resources
According to a Bank review of beneficiary assess- given. The most frequent participation was man-
ments for Armenia, Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, ual labor, followed by money, and then mate-
Malawi, Peru, Senegal, and Zambia, beneficiary rials. In rural areas, participation often involved
participation in the identification of projects labor rather than money, whereas cash contri-
varied widely across funds, with better per- butions were more common in urban areas.
formance where there is both a formal mecha- Beneficiary views on community contributions
nism and where beneficiary committees are tended not to be solely positive, pointing out
eligible to execute projects directly. In all social problems like skewing the choice of project,
funds, community participation was higher regressive effects between communities, and
during identification than in the actual design of negative effects such as less time tending fields
projects. and perception of unequal cost sharing. Despite

Beneficiaries usually felt that projects reflected social funds' reputation for efficient execution,
their needs and priorities even when they had beneficiaries commonly cited problems experi-
not been involved in identification. For instance, enced during execution, many arising from
in Peru, where 96 percent of respondents said social fund capacity or procedures, especially
the project was a community priority, only 66 delays in disbursements and lack of adequate
percent of the beneficiaries said the project was supervision.
prioritized by the community itself, 7 percent by In general, social investments tend to reach
the mayor, and 6 percent by either the promoter, poor sectors that exhibit active conduct in search-
project sponsor, or contractor. On the whole, the ing for solutions to their problems, and the
insertion of intermediaries, be they local gov- more active communities are thus better able to
ernments, NGOs, promoters, or private con- access and implement social fund projects,
tractors, did not adversely affect the relevance regardless of poverty levels. Community lead-
of the project to the community. This may be ership was a crucial factor in being able to pres-
due, in part, to the basic types of investments ent and execute projects, and several funds have
eligible for financing by social funds and the large begun to address community leadership as part
range of unmet needs in poor communities. of local capacity building.

The characterization that communities organ-
ize, enter into direct communication with the Methodological Issues
social fund, and prepare their own projects was The focus of the beneficiary assessments is nat-
not fully borne out in the beneficiary assess- urally beneficiaries, but the various levels of
ments. Beneficiaries perceived a more complex informants, such as social fund regional staff
web of actors inserted between the social fund and service providers, are not always included.
and the community in terms of promoting and Nor did all the assessments include a control
preparing projects. group of non-project areas to measure net effects.
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The choice of who to interview as beneficiaries ing other needs. In cases where the community

influences results; asking only direct beneficiar- lacks access to most basic services and infra-

ies and project committee members about com- structure, the list of priorities may be extensive.

munity needs rather than community members Furthermore, from the final beneficiary assess-

at large is likely to yield biased results. The par- ment reports, it is often unclear how particular

ticular questions asked in beneficiary assess- questions were posed and upon what under-

ments are also likely to influence the results. For standing and interpretation responses were given.

example, the'types of questions regarding com- Finally, the sample sizes, in some cases as few

munity needs indicate an explicit or implicit bias as two per project site, may raise questions about

toward what is eligible for financing, thus ignor- the representativeness of the assessment findings.
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ANNEX L: COMMUNITY-BASED CONTRACTING

Source: Based on Samantha de Silva, Community- What Are the Risks?
based Contracting: A Review of Stakebolder * Poor technical execution and manipulation by
Experience. contractors can occur when community lead-

ership is not sufficiently accountable to users,
Among the social funds that use community- or when communities lack relevant business
based contracting, several different models are or technical skills. Training and active support
found. Funds may be channeled to and managed can mitigate these risks.
entirely by the community (e.g., Malawi Social * The interests of marginalized groups may be
Action Fund, Zambia Social Recovery Project, ignored when leaders do not represent the
Peru FONCODES, Bolivia social fund), or chan- interests of the very poor, women, or indige-
neled through an intermediary agency working nous groups. Pre-investment support in user
closely with the community (e.g., Ethiopia Social committee formation can help to mitigate
Rehabilitation and Development Fund), or a this risk.
combination of approaches may be used, * Project selection is biased in favor of small,
depending on the institutional capacity of the community-level projects that fit the com-
community, as in the Eritrea Community Devel- munity contracting criteria. This bias can be
opment Fund. reduced if NGOs and local government units

demonstrate capacity in managing larger and
What Are the Benefits? more complex projects on the community's
* Community contracting can be more effi- behalf.

cient, more transparent, and result in lower . Economies of scale may be lost when com-
costs compared with centralized bidding. munities cannot benefit from volume dis-

* Community contracting can encourage a sense count or high-quality technical supervision.
of ownership among beneficiary communities,
assuring better operation and maintenance. When Is it Appropriate?

* The participatory process can be institution- * When users are a clearly identifiable group
alized through partnerships between of households in the same community, with
communities and local governments, and the some degree of social cohesion.
decentralization process strengthened, * When government supports community
when social funds work closely with local management.
governments. * When community user-based organizations

have legal status and responsibility for O&M.
. When mechanisms for community capacity

building are available.
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ANNEX M: OED HOUSEHOLD SURVEY RESULTS

The Comparison Group Methodology The analysis resulted in some matching prob-

The OED Review adopted the comparison group lems. These problems were addressed as follows:

methodology to identify corresponding matched * In Nicaragua, a pair of social fund-assisted

communities for the 17 randomly-selected social community and its match was dropped

fund-assisted communities in the 4 field research because the subproject selected was a proj-

countries based on input from local researchers, ect that was implemented in 1995, before

social fund staff members, community leaders, FISE's emphasis on community participation.

and local government officials. Seven broad The retained subprojects are 1998 or post-1998

criteria were used to match each social approvals, when community participation

fund-assisted community to a corresponding was an explicit emphasis of FISE.

matched community: * In Jamaica, the road subproject selected did

(a) Sin-iilar geographic, socioeconomic and cul- not have a comparable subproject in the

tural characteristics matched community. Thus, the match was not

(b) Similar type of community (urban or rural) considered for the analysis of the sustain-

(c) Similar poverty level (non-poor/poor/ ability-related issue.

extremely poor) * In Malawi, three communities selected as

(d) Similar population density of the community matched communities had received social

(e) Similar type of facility financed by social fund financing for another type of subproject,

fund investment and thus these communities could not be

(f) Community without social fund investment used for comparison relating to changes in

(g) Accessibility to the communities. capacity building and social. capital resulting
from the social fund. These three matched

The quality of the match was tested and con- communities were droppecl for purposes of

firmed for each of the social fund-assisted com- the capacity building and social capital analy-

munities using information from the OED sis. Such elimination of (three of five) com-

household surveys on: munities can lead to a bias, since the five

(a) The household characteristics social fund-assisted communities were com-

(b) The average economic status pared to two matched communities. A sim-

(c) The religious make-up ple t-test was conducted to see the mean

(d) The socioeconomic problems faced by the difference in the two groups of social fund-

community assisted communities (group 1 with a suitable

(e) The ways of interaction of community match and group 2 with no match). The result

members indicated that for all but three variables (test-

(f) The level of participation by community ing over 15 relevant variables) the differ-

members in collective action ences were insignificant. For three variables

(g) The role of community leaders and govern- the mean of group 2 was larger than the

ment officials mean of group 1. Thus, a comparison

(h) The level of social network. between the social fund-assisted communi-
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ties and the matched communities could munities) and difference-in-difference between the
result in a bias, and the bias, if any, would treatment and the control group. Second, probit
be in favor of social funds. or ordered probit multivariate regressions were

used to analyze the impact of social fund invest-
Two techniques were used to analyze the ment. A Heckman two-step procedure---two-step

data. First, t-statistics for difference of means on consistent estimators and maximum likelihood
disaggregated data (based on gender and eco- estimates-were also conducted, and all the mul-
nomic status within social fund-assisted com- tivariate analyses gave broadly similar results.

Table M. 1 Priority Problerms of the Corm-ZEa
in the :Ise Year

Ma ' : 1 , ,- la | : - Zaiia -

Top priority addressed 22%
Top priority (within social fund menu) addressed ''ll d 7°7 , 37%
One of top three priorities addressed 52;. 38% 41M%,
Total number of social fund-assisted communities'

respondents 499 ' 490 ,
Note: The problem 'No school building' could refer either to the school building being too far away, the lack of appropriate grades in the school, the lack of classrooms, or to the actual
absence of a school. Since the social fund project financed rehabilitation or expansion of a school building in the community, the aralysis was "adjusted" to account for the fact that the
community mentioned 'No school building' as a problem when in fact there was a school in the community. For each respondent who stated 'No school building' as a problem in the
base year but did not mention it as a problem in the year of the survey (2000), it was assumed that his/her problem was addressed.

Similar adjustment methodology adopted for clinics.
In Jamaica, the problem identified by community #4 was 'Lack of safety or sports field." The social fund financed a sports stadium in that community. The M2 table considers this to

be a good match between the problem and the financed subproject-participatory research by Moser and Holland in 1997 had identified the importance of community facilities (such as
sports complexes) for addressing issues of violence in Jamaica.
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Table M.2 : fam4ul.g-.tion (percent)

Question a a i Nici-arag =0

Who had the most important role in the decision of l r .:

what type of project to apply for? [leader]
Did any of the following encourage you to attend _i

the meeting? [leader]

What was the most important factor in deciding I A

how much contribution each household should
make? [leader]

What happened to households that did not make Pr- .1 -,
a contribution? [they could not use the facility,
or other punitive action]

Have you heard of [the social fund]? I . .F; . -

At the time you first heard about [the social fund] T.i il' l
what type of projects did you think you could
apply for? [school, clinic, water or road/bridge]

At the time you first heard about [the social fund] . .

what did you think the community would have
to do to obtain the funds? [contribute cash, labor,
raw material]

Did the community have a meeting to decide about .J .: i 6D-z 
the project? RolYO'J uftf * -_

Did you attend the meeting? .3 ;. . 1
I l I 1, J S I I 1;

Did you say anything at the meeting? -ill

Were you or your household asked to make .: :n-
contributions of time, money, or materials during i c
the construction?a

Did your household contribute the following items ** i,iul

during the construction period? [cash and/or kind m i c( i l

and/or sand or stones, unpaid time]a ,., *|il

How did you first hear of [social tund'? [media] .I[

How did you first hear of [social fund]? [leader] .. .1 l S

Note: (i) All SFAC: All respondents in the social fund-assisted communities; (iii AiilMC: All respondents in the matched communities; liii) Heard of SFs: All respondents who have heard

of social fund within the social fund-assisted communities; (iv) Knew of meeting: All respondents who knew about the community meeting held for selection of the social fund subproject;

(vi Attend meeting: All respondents who attended the community meeting that was held for selection of the social fund subproject; and (vii Contribute: All respondents who said that were

asked to contribute.
a. The results for these questions are reported by household (rather than by respondent) because of the nature of the questions (where the focus is on household--not individual-behavior).
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Table M.3 Did You Attend t h e

________________ ~knrrfr~j - , ~ Zam bia

No=0 41% 50%
Yes=1 6 t 59% 50%

Total _ _ 489 _ _ 230

* uitrn] Malawi .'.ri; Zambia
Dummyforcommunity#1 i. bdF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for community #1 -0. 144a i ! -0.228a

Dummy for community #2 -0 171b -0.301b
Dummy for community #3 _. 0.061 0344b
Dummy for community #4 0.025 -0.198
Dummy for a SFAC's woman -0.072 q; (@ -0.051
Economic status 0.004 . 0.011
Size of the household : 0.004 -0.020
Numberofschool-goingchildren 4 low. -0.011 0.016
Highest education level achieved in the household -0.009 .j1V , 0.024

Dummy for a Christian.household .. , -0.027 0.226
Dummy for a household following another religion - _ fiGh! -0.184 i

Dummy for a young respondent (age below 251 .! -0.170a , -0.201

Dummy for a respondent who never married 0.223
Age of the respondent , -0.002 .' 1 -0.014

Age square CD1(g$.l 0.000 I 0.000

Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) I -0.114 0.2 83 -0.075
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) 4 . 0.053 . -0.138

Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) 0.098a -0.130
Dummy for top problem being a public good Di'' 0.017 I -0.048
Number of leaders known within community (base year) . . 0.078c I; Nu 0.138c
Number of leaders known outside community (base year)M 'ii I I -0.006 l0.053
Level of participation in meetings (base year) .0070b 10.166b

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) - 0.006 0.002
Dummy for managerial skills (base year) 0.075 0.028
Number of observations - 455 . 189

Wald Chi square (18/22) j 7944c 31.10c

R-squared , 31.c1r, 0.126 0.172
Note:Assuming that respondents who hadn't heard of social fund project did not attend the meeting. i) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multi-
variate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Table M.4 *OWt You Speak at the Mee1ting?

a S cMalawi i gta Zambia

No=0 3, R t- 9'

Ye s= l l3 ,, 

Total ie 2 g, 30

_ - -l Jamai i Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
d d -.~ dF/dx ! dF/dx - dF/dx

Dummy for community #1 -0045 [ 0013 .0 042

Dummy for community #2 E0 053 ID 3 3 .0 ' l6

Dummy for community #3 0 956 * Ii's.

Dummy for community #4 .0 079 - 0 087

Dummy for a SFACs woman 0 1 - -0.087 i w 0 016 40.130L

Economic status - . - 0.006 0.020 ', 0.032

Size of the household 0- 0016 D i OiR 0 0 0l5

Number of school-going children 0 '0 0 003 I o Ce
Highest education level achieved in Ihe ho,ucrh,:,lt .j 0 2 0 t2n

Dummy for a Christian household 0 o 039

Dummy for a household following anoirer reliunr i0 079 _Ii

Dummy for a young respondent (age LelI;vv 25l 5 0 022 L' -z tr1o4 0 056

Dummy for a respondent who never married1 0 (i5? -I Oh 'U-

Age of the respondent 0.007 0 001

Age square 0 C0:) i Ci 0orJ

Dummy for traditional ways of interacicin ha.e erl * i _ 0 039 - C I n 019

Dummy for social ways of interacton lt,sevearl *r 0011 O il- r07

Dummy for communal ways of interacir n base vear) I 0.042 _0 : 05: 0077

Dummy for top problem being a pLblic qu:,d -0 087t:

Number of leaders known within c:riMurnirrv btase vearl I ') 0I Ci37-*li,2.' 08t01'

Number of leaders known outside co,nrmnrniry (base vearl I I O 037 h t 0Oi

Level of participation in meetings lt,ase vyarl L ! 1 - 176

Dummy for blue collar skills (base ypearl _ O [4

Dummy for managerial skills (base yearl F 0 oo I oo
Number of observations 45 _ 189

Wald Chi square (18/22) *6 77: 40:s5"

R-squared L 19' 0213
Note. Assuming that respondents who hadn't heard of social fund project did not speak at the meeting. (il Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the

multivariate analysis.

a. 90% confidence level.

b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Were You or Your Household Asked to
Table M.5 Make Contributions of Time, Money, or

Raw Material During the Construction
(for Respondents Who Have Heard of

Social Funds)?

Malawi t i' . Zambia

No=O | !mt _ 13% i7%

Yes=1 _1i.a_ 90% 83%

Total 489 230

.FiaB a cMalawi I i Zambia
01"Ob dF/dx .! - dF/dx

Dummy for community #1 -0.112! t . -0.281 ,

Dummy for community #2 0.016 -0.198e

Dummy for community #3 0.007 -0.2688

Dummy for community #4 0.030 . -0.113

Dummy for a SFAC's woman 0.028 , 0.045

Economic status -0.005 irU4 ,C -0.010

Size of the household 0.011 0.005

Number of school-going children -0.019 0-009

Highest education level achieved in the household O.010C 1 0009

Dummy for a Christian household 0.029 z 0 7735

Dummy for a household following another religion -0.061

Dummy for a young respondent (age below 251 0.000 0.054

Dummy for a respondent who never married

Age of the respondent -0.001 -0.006

Age square 0.000 r 0.000

Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) 0.116 0.245b

Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) 0.033 *W . 0.081a

Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) 0.026 40019

Dummy for top problem being a public good 0.054b 0.043

Number of leaders known within community (base year) . 0.011 0.031

Number of leaders known outside community (base year) -0.003 0.012

Level of participation in meetings (base year) 43c 0.1127

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) 0.034 0.186c

Dummy for managerial skiils (base year) " ~ 0.013 -0.067

Number of observations .. 447 , 189

Wald Chi square 118/22) | , 58,3 970 il2¢f 30.271

R-squared 0.215 . 0.262
Note (il Annex M, table M.25 lor explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.

a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Table M.6 II L (E 0

Jamaica Malawi I Nicaragua Zambia
SFAC Non-Si SFAC Non-SF | SFAC Non-SI: SFAC Non-SF

No=0 87% 97% 69% 83% 82% 93% 76% 90%

Yes=1 13% 3% 31% 17% 18% 7% 24% 10%

Total 284 294 499 195 252 257 490 487 |

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua ! Zambia
dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx j dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.050c 0.115b 0.128C 0.188C
Dummy for community #1 0.101' -0.078 -0.010 -0.075
Dummy for community #2 0.044 .0.125b 0.035 -0.008

Dummy for community #3 0.177c -0.1 65C -0.092b

Dummy for community #4 0.119b -0.006

Dummy for a SFAC's woman 00038b -0.087 0.025 -0.055a

Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -0.022 -0.039 -0.068, -0.016
Economic status -0.005 0.063c 0U030c 0.007

Size of the household -0.002 0.016 -0.008 -0.003
Number of school-going children 0.0120 -0.010 0.030b 0.028

Highest education level achieved in the household 0.000 -0.003 0.018C 0.010a

Dummy for a Christian household 0.007 -0.066 -0.037 0.038

Dummy for a household following another religion -0.010 0.062

Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) 0.034 0 .147b -0.040 -0.072
Dummy for a respondent who never married 0.000 0.162 -0.015

Age of the respondent 0.000 -0.021 b -0.003 0.002

Age square 0.000 o ODOr 0.000 0.000

,Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) -0.015 0.024 0.002 0.026

Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) 0.041b -0.035 -0.043 0.037
Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) -0.018 -0.029 -0.032 -0.030

Dummy for top problem being a public good 0.003 -0.059 0.024 0.062
Number of leaders known within community (base year) 0.010b 0.001 -0.005 0.000
Number of leaders known outside community (base year) 0.004 -0.012 -0.011 0.021

Level of participation in meetings (base year) 0.022c -0.002 0.077e -0.006

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) 0.022 0.093c

Dummy for managerial skills (base year) _ -0.031 i 0 .070b

Number of observations 530 648 496 757

Wald Chi square (21/26) 80.11C 69.44c 48.84c 117.79c

R-squared 0.283 0.103 0.122 0.179
Note ill Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Table M.7 S o c i a I rl W

@m~~ Jamaica . Nicaragua 7 -

Have you become able to engage in blue collar i,.
skillsd or has your level of ability improved?

Have you become able to engage in managerial 5I E
skillse or has your level of ability improved? i K -

Compared to [base year], is it more difficult or easy 55% 'ZI 43% v7nl 

to participate in groups and associations of 44% . 53%
people outside your immediate household? £l0.1 ob .fl. 
[Much more easy/more easy]

How often last year did you participate in 15% 7% * '

collective action, for example attended a 11% 18% '

community meeting, etc? [compared to] rWhis 0.04 -0a1 IC
How often did you participate in collective action .
[in base year]? [more] -

Compared to [base year], is the level of trust and 45% ; - 37%
community cooperation between people from 35% . 36%
different backgrounds and ethnic groups in your I U l1b ,. 0.01

community better or worse or the same? [more]
Compared to [base year], is it more difficult or 50% 49% m m,

easier to get the whole community to agree on 44% Y 57%
a decision? [easy/very easy] 0.05 a ' 0.088

Does the government respond more effectively to 25% Y-%fPt 18%
your needs now than it did [in base year]? 16% ! ' 24%

O , -0.011 0f07a gi

Do you feel your local leadershipf responds more 29% 3{Oflt5 26%
effectively to your needs now than [in base year]? 21% * .. 35% g{,

0,07a ,, _ D-0.12c
Note: hi All SFAC: All respondents in the sociai fund-assisted communities; (ii) All MC: Ali respondents in the matched communities: and iiiil t-statistics: The value in this row indicates

the difference in the mean value ofthe SFAC and the MCs. Notes a-c indicate level of statistically significance using student's difference-in-means test lt-statisticsl.

a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
d. Blue collar skills include carpentry, masonry, brick making, or other skilled labor.
e. Managerial skills include managing construction/maintenance/upkeep, bookkeeping/accounting, resolving disagreements, etc.

f. Local leadership includes village chief, village headman, local elected official, ward chairperson, etc.
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Have You Become Able to Engage in
Table M.8 [Carpentry, Masonry, Brick' Making, or

Other Skilled Labor] or Ha s Your Level
of Ability Improved?

MalI Niroara Zambia I
~ XbimN T SFAC 06;1! SFAC Non-SF

No=0 64% 56% j 79% 75%
Yes=1 36% 44% 21% 25%

Total 499 195 -490 -487 |

Jnir1rm i Malawi rca.agua Zambia
__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ . dF/dx _ ,r dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 4-0.003- 0.013
Dummy for community #1 . 0.046 - -0.014
Dummy for community #2 -0.003 0.007
Dummy for community #3 -0.034 -0.120c
Dummy for community #4 -0.064 -0.017
Dummy for a SFAC's woman -0.038 -0.019
Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -0.1151 a 0.079a

Economic status -0.012 -0.009
Size of the household -0.019 0.002
Number of school-going children 0.024 -0.021
Highest education level achieved in the household -0.004 0.017c
Dummy for a Christian household . 0:001 0 137b
Dummy for a household following another religion -0.087
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) 0.089 0.036
Dummy for a respondent who never married -0.151
Age of the respondent 0.007 -0.003
Age square 0.000 0.000
Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) -0.040 - -0.074
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) 0.009 -0.026
Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) -0.004 -0.069h

Dummy for top problem being a public good -0.130c 0.050
Number of leaders known within community (base year) 0.066c 0.020
Number of leaders known outside community (base year) 0.036b -0.020
Level of participation in meetings (base year) 0.064b -0.008

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) 0.415c 0.430c
Dummy for managerial skills (base year) 0.025 - 0.126c
Number of observations 648 757
Wald Chi square (21/26) 163.95c 256.70a
R-squared 0.217 0.378
Note: i) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

Have You Become Able to Engage in
Table M.9 [Managing Construction/Maintenance/

Upkeep of Facilities or Bookkeeping/
Accounting or Resolving Disagreements
etc.] or Has Your Level of Ability Improved?

VlaXw Mal I Zambia i

; SF A C< Mi tw1SFFAC Non-SF

No=0 _ _ 75% 72% P 77% 72%

Yes=1 2 11 _ 25% 28% 23% 28%

Total < l 1 L!49 195 * 490 487 _

Malawi 1 I Zambia
dF/dx l . dF/dx

Dummy for social f und-assisted community lil -0.043 0.013
Dummy for community #1 > " 0.066 0.071

Dummy for community #2 | - -0.030 - 0.085
Dummy for community #3 _-0 005 -0.128c

Dummy for community #4 -0.063 0.068

Dummy for a SFACs woman 0.I32c 0.016
Dummy for SFACs bottom quartile respondent -0.035 -4.060
Economic status -0.009 U -0.001
Size of the household -0.012 0.009

Number of school-going children 0.026 5-0032b
Highest education level achieved in the household J o0o0oa 0.018c
Dummy for a Christian household 0.017 0.073
Dummy for a household following another religion -0 022
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) 0 055 0.080

Dummy for a respondent who never married -0.099
Age of the respondent 0.001 0.012

Age square 0.000 0.000
Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) -0.068 - -0.039
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) 0.022 0. l 0c

Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) 3 0 055a -0.066a
Dummy for top problem being a public good -0.050 0.050
Number of leaders known within community (base year) 0.047c 0.024a
Number of leaders known outside community (base year) 0.015 -0.004

Level of participation in meetings (base year) 0.022 0.034

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) * -0.013 0.1151

Dummy for managerial skills (base year) 0.58T 0.476c
Number of observations 757
Wald Chi square (21/26) 234 03C 280.71C

R-squared 0.443 ..... 0.443
Note. il Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

Compared to [Base Year], Is It More
Table M.10 Difficult/Easy to Participate in Groups

and Associations of People O u t s i d e IT
Immediate Household?

_--Jhrnaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

Much mr:re ditlicijlr=z 1 P' 3 8% -) 4 V; 3'J';O C:'Bo
More dif l:uIl=2 12' c 8".5 7 6.' 19qo i 10. 10.
Same=3 3- 19 _'i;S! '6 46"o 28 r 2% 17 ,
More ea;.Y=4 . 16ct 3500 52%' u5c:.j 37% '3';, :9": . '28r.
Much minre easyv= 19. 9 ° 8G. 10. 6% 0'>, 13% 10%
Don't knw, nr,rg . 2% 3% 0% 0'r, 0>' 2r =
Total 2R 234 193 195 252 257 490 48d

Pearson Chi.square j 74 2-13 53 32 4 2

Jamaica I Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.400b i -0.292b 00.190 0 222b
Dummy for community #1 -0.705 -0.093 -0.079 0.158
Dummy for community #2 -0,9404 0.376b -0.428" -0.030
Dummy for community #3 -1 0791 ! 0.344b 0.452c
Dummy for community #4 -0.091 -0.915c
Dummy for a SFAC's woman -0.030 0.143 ' -0.171 -0.035
Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent 0.011 0.255a 0.131 0.115
Economic status -0.027 --0.031 0.067a -0.032
Size of the household 0.006 -0.060 0.018 0.046a
Number of school-going children -0.023 0.078 . 0.051 -0.088b
Highest education level achieved in the household 0.009 -0.013 0.026 ' 0.031a
Dummy for a Christian household 0.055 0.024 0.414b -0.035
Dummy for a household following another religion 0 I850b -0.332
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) .0;466b -0.210 -0.629c 0.078
Dummy for a respondenitvvho never rrirred -C 177' 0521 l185 . 09
Age of the ret.pcanden[ -0 02.4 .0 O"Q37 r 0'6; 0008
Age square 0 orou 0 . 0o00J' | 0001 0 000
Dummy for traditiorial wvav. omt irieraclion lbase ve3rl $ tr5 - . 013- 0045 .0 rJ9Dt.
Dummy for so,ial vwavs :,I iniera,: 'rn lbaze,erl y'ar 0 080 ) 0094 2 076C
Dummy for ornmurial vvavs (tl inleracli:,r, Itiae vearl R0 007 i 55 t0 149
Dummy for iop or:itblem t,eing 3 public good 0 342' -0 046 C 13J
Number of ea,ders Inowfvn vvithin ciiTfmunrity tbare vearl 0 1639 I '33' 00i _'
Number of eader; rniownr OuiSdcommur ritryae earl -0 043 0 013 0 057
Level of participatrin in rrmeeling; lbace Eearl 0 Or4 -o1 O9tl U '54

Dummy for bl,ue cillar Vkills lt,d-ai nerl y0 85- , 0 393

Dummy for managerial o ills (base ve3rl 0.029 - 0, 29:
Number of ci,t,ervanic.n s| 648 7.7. . 747

Wald Chi square '1,'26)1 94 161 ' .. t2 14 . ' 66 U5'-
R-squared _ n 0 051 l IeJ6 U 094
Note:(il Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

HToaw Mf t e n La ar Did You _
T a blI e M .1 1 i n l1 e c t inv e on, for Exanns

a m u n i t y etc.? 7 t 

Ho w f t e n Di u Pa rt i c i pat 
C:EI t i v e A L [in Base Ye

J rI Zmia rlr 1 t11 

Less 1 1 ll, ~~-_ 

Moire=3 ;2t'o

Total r' c 

Pearson Cl,, .qcuare E§ L320

ii ir. IL.LIEt2fl till I 'llMb I a

Dummy for social fund-assisted community u. ! _ _.. .'_ a

Dummy bri :mmun'ry NI *. .l or immn' I #I

DummITIy for COiTufiry #2 (I7 1

ODumy lor communiry #3 1;6

Dummy Inr Commrrriun,ity #4 f_ *65

Dummy for a SFACs woman 11ij -I 0.9 I-r m -' 0256,
Dummy for SFACs bottom quartile respondent -Il,.. _ --O " t4'0t259
Economic status fi ,I 0 2
,i:e ,:,l the householdj w I 1 0 ; flog

Number ci schoo,l going children :0 * 11 43

Highest education level achiieved in the? househoildj. 1).2 f'li3R`

Dummy, ior a Chris5ian household . r 6 ' 1 (.-O34'

Dummy l'r a hou*ehcild iollwiving anoither religi,on n ;

Dummy li:ir d young respondent lage below? 51 1 ' 0 | U8UPi

Dumrm lor 3 respondent vvho never married . 0 G - I u 06b
Age ol the respcindentr- olI
Age :,uare I-lii. LI IlJU -

Dummy for traditioinal wPavsof interacojr, IJbae year 01

Dummy rIcr ocial wvays ol ineracon base vlrI3- Ear

Dummy l.-r communal ways .)l inleraicii:n Itase year3
Dummy for Itp problem bein3 3 putbic good Iiiil
Number o,l leaders knowriin wihicrcommuniry lbae vearl '

Number of leaders kna #n outside community (base year) I I _ l iS
Level of parcipali:in in mrierings Ibase ,e3rI I 4 I-@

Dummy for bluje collar sl Ill bose yearl yer )

Dummy for rranagerial skills Ibase yearI ___ _ |_

Number of observations - - li j,l

Wald Chi square (21/26) I- t .

R-squared .(1W M __ == 
Note:(i) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

C o m p a r e d t-Bi
T a b I e M .1 2Trusti _ 

or Worse or the Same ?

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
SFAC Non-SF ' SFAC Non-SF iSFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

Worse=1 17% 29% 42% 50% 2% 4% 40% 31%
Same=2 37% 33% 51% 37% 61% 60% 46% 47%

Better=3 45% 35% 7% 13% 37% 36% 11% 20%
Don't know/missing=. 1% 3% 1% 0% 0% 0% 3% 1%
Total 284 294 499 195 252 257 1 490 487
Pearson Chi-square 1440 c 14.78 c 1.62 il 9.70 c _ _

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
dF/dx I dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.602c -0.082 0.167 I -0489"
Dummy for community #1 -0.756c -0.269a 0.097 0.213
Dummy for community #2 -1043 -0.491| -0.202 0.260
Dummy for community#3 -1.061c 0.148 -0.258
Dummy for community #4 0.030 0.952c
Dummy for a SFAC's woman -0.168 0.172 -0.087 0.141
Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -0.173 0.2258 I 0.269 0.057
Economic status -0.046 I -0.034 0.016 0.062a
Size of the household -0.030 0.016 0.029 0.049a
Number of school-going children 0.067 -0.004 0.053 -0.017
Highest education level achieved in the household 0.033a 0.046c -0.003 -0.023
Dummy for a Christian household 0.367b 0.062 | 0,430a 0.192
Dummy for a household following another religion -0.030- 0.645c
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) -0.269 0.095 0.101 -0.107
Dummy for a respondent who never married 0126 -0.092 0.312 -0.054
Age of the respondent c0LO3 -0.009 0.048a -0.011
Age square .0.00 0.000 -. O 1b 0.000
Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) 0. 145 i 0.046 -0.023 0.785"
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) -0 Cr10 0.085 -0.028 0.056
Dumrm,y for comrrunal vvays of interaclion lbace veail 0 114 0 13 n 146 0 113
Durmy tar mr,p problem be,rg a public c,ood l0 262 0 159 *0 .9% *0 2 31 '
Nurmiber cl lea,ders f.ccvvn v,ihin :ommunirv It3;e yearl 0.03/ - 0 1.0; 0 294 1 0 0:10
Numbit,er ol leader,, knovwn OutSide (ofmmrrunity Iba;e vearl .0 43 ." - 0 080' 0.077 *0 04 7
Level 1 prtanicipaiion in meetings Iba e vearl 0l. -. 055 -U 149; 0040
Dumry ftr blue collar kitslba-e earl .0276- 0310-
DUmTiiTiy cr maniaqerial siills (base& earl 0 131 0024
Number ol obcerrvaiion4 646 496 749
Wald Crh square 121,261 71 34- 7 2. 33 1 140 77,

R-squared1 rI 1gi 0 059 0 095 0104
Nore:(i) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the muitivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

b b e n a re ar ]. I s I t M or e
~~~~~~~~o G eA: t he Wh olIe
_ _ o ~~~~~~~n e. De ci si on ?

Malawi klwN.agua Zambia
|SIFlCEllYSiESIS SFAC Non-SF I f SFAC Non-SF

Much more difficult=1 2% 3% 3% 4%
More difficult=2 1 I. 10% 14% 10% 15%
Same=3 M$i 26% 17% . .. 41% 46%
More easy=4 7Th 50% 51% . 27% 24%
Muchmoreeasy=5 M1P% 11% 14% .. 16% 10%
Don't know/missing=. 1% 0% f% 3% 1% 
Total @ 4U :X! - 499 195 _ /.i 490 487
Pearson Chi-square eRL 8.21 e 14.85 c

Malawi .m u Zambia
_ dF/dx .I- u dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0 0.046 (t. i3 O.332c
Dummy for community #1 - 4f]l -0.045 C' 01/ 0.230
Dummy for community #2 352b - -0.093
Dummy for community #3 0.037 0.426b
Dummy for community #4 5' 0.028 -0.964c
Dummy for a SFACs woman -0.175 -0.045
Dummy for SFACs bottom quartile respondent 0.332b 0.063
Economic status 4 -0.007 lbXAD -0.052
Size of the household 0.001 T 0.019
Number of school-going children f IlL -0.008 -I -0.053
Highest education level achieved in the household -0 036b , 0.0320
Dummy for a Christian household . -0.101 . -0.039
Dummy for a household following another religion -0.337
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) 4 }- 0.107 @ -0.127
Dummy for a respondent who never married r f3iffIi '0.658i 0.490c
Age of the respondent 0.005 -0.011
Age square _- .1 0o000 .1 0.000
Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) - -0.202 -0.897c
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) I 0.020 -- 0.253c
Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year). 0.002 o0.547C

Dummy for top problem being a public good -0.198a 0.033
Number of leaders known within community (base year) I0 179 0.042
Number of leaders known outside community (base year) - . -0.1 23c I 0.010
Level of participation in meetings (base year) i .-1 0.040 0.093
Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) 0.2890 0Q359c
Dummy for managerial skills (base year) - 0.020 0.225_
Number of observations 645 748
Wald Chi square (21/26) 59.370 +u, 1f 253.98c
R-squared liitJ 0.038 .. 0.110
Note.lii Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

Does the Government Res pond MoreTabIe M.14 Effectively to Your Needsl Now Than

It Did [in Base Year]?

-', -Jant&i;- Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
A4_.S_AC4 .on SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

N,:=0 41'70 52"... 770ci 6, ;7-;: v.n

'es=) -1.h&s, >iErr 5. 46'.:. I r 6- 7' 6';
0on r know'rnnsin= - 8-O - 2r 4% 9' 15,. 13%
Tnl31 LH4 2941 199 19 2 25 7 490 48

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.091- -0.067 -0.156' 0.025
Dummy for community #1 -0 oco50 -0.227P 0144c -0.025
Dummy for community #2 0 051 - -0.061 U V.120b | 0.083-
Dummy for community #3 *o) 1u0 C -0.267c 0.025
Dummy for community #4 0 095 -0.027
Dummy for a SFAC's woman -0.042 0.043 0.019 -0.013
Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -0.034 -0.076 0.091 1 -0.012
Economic status 000-14 I 010 u 0021 -0001
Size of the household -0 025a 0 025 -0 00Q9 0 005
Number of school-going children 0 01.uo 0 021 l 03ri 0 009
Highest education level achieved in the hirjuenehlid .0.002 ! o009 0 004 Cl 002
Dummy for a Christian household 0.0 Qi9 ( 002 . U0 079 -0 009
Dummy for a household following anolher religion [ 134a *0 I6r,

Dummy for a young respondent (age belc,sw 25i 0 72 4.. -U 004 0 21 r .1 032
Dummy for a respondent who never rrarr ied -0 039- -0 2006 .0 047
Age of the respondent -1 rn 5 1 o9 * L O o rl -0 005
Age square _'Ei6-r 0 1-00 . 0 0000 I 0 000
Dummy fortraditional ways of interac ic.n rl b a3 rl E- - U0861 1047 .r0 I57
Dummyforsocialwaysofinteraction ba:eyearl 6W3f 0u02 4 .0003 033
Dummy for communal ways of interaclion (ba.e yea[l .-0 - 0 04615
Dummy for top problem being a public good 0 007 . 0 028 0 000
Number of leaders known within comrntnil v lba;e ,earl ' -Ij U1115 .-0 005
Number of leaders known outside corrimuniry lae 06r- F;
Level of participation in meetings (base year Zm)0 4 j-t'l -0i 0 UOt

Dummy for blue collar skills (base yea-)( 0 11, 5t0< 02L
Dummy for managerial skills (base year) l lE - 1 151: i.-.0 0 CI6
Number of observations 619 `rS24Q\ ~ 651

! | ! ae ~~~~I., j624-Wald Chi square (21/26) E 1@ 69 16 -; . 49; 6.' 42
R-squared 01? r
Note: Wll Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.



Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

Do You Feel Your Local Leader i ( V i l1 a ge
ra blI e M . 1 5 Chief, Headman, Ward Chairpe e t c . )

Responds More Effectively to mRON Needs
Now than [in Base Year]?

No=O

Yes=1

Don't know ,misin,z I * />!, =--

Total '; 9-

Dummy for community #1 .1 ' O74~jl -1 - amiI

Dummyfor social fund-assisted community '.11 i .01032- -- - - .
Dummy for community #1 -- 5geX ------- 
Dummy for community #2 -. Ji JJ4 .--- -

Dummy for community #3 ;P. I A silr

Dummy for community #4 F = = LI,4tT
DummyforaSFAC's woman -Qi.i t 0'oo3 I,,L 0

Dummyfor SFAC's bottom quartile respondent - _5 K03 5.r-s' 0072
Economic status i' T P *gl[tf jcj6 _ h,; 1'3
Size of the household :i '

Number of school-going childJren 3
Highest education level achieved iri rhe h,i-snehol! " 'I1 I, - - rij

Dummy for a Christian hou sehold n-."

Dummy for a household followinq aniother religion ,'' .i - lRf 

Dummy for a young respordeni iage beloi 251 ii . _
Dummy for a respondent wvv,h rityJer marr,ed ri it'
Age of the respondent

Age square -. i* - n )gD
Dummy for traditional way ct mnierar uor, Iba.e yearl "'3

Dummyforsocialwaysof inierdauricl bi-.eve:3rl ;,,t 1Q54I -i

Dummy for communal way: 'f: nierr iorilbase VI I :year

Dummy for top problem beinga pujblic good j al

Number of Feaders known vilhin communlry Irbas.e year)
Numberof leaders known otri,,de rommunrir lt:evyarl . TF._ I -

Level of participation in meeirqs Ibace ve3r) ' 'H' 510__ _ -

Dummy for'blue collar skills ltiise ,ear)
Dummy for managerial skills Ibase veaI 1 36-

Number of observations !t 53V1

Wald Chi square (21/26) . 11JU -9;9

R-squaFed _l., _, -
Note lil Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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An nexes

Tab I e M . 1 6 S u s t a i n a b i I i t y

Jamaica Naicaragua Zambia
Do you feel there are enough staff at the facility? E r.o 4 43% 91%

33% 63% 1fo

How would you describe the facility's supply of 46% s'69%
supplies? [reasonably well/extremely well] I'; I. 26% 48% Vfb

How does staff attendance compare to the situation . I - 340% 73%
[in base year]? [more] * -. 21% 'fi 55%

iiAjit*09eM 0.06 0.1ob 0 111'

How does supply availability compare to the l . 39% l. 51% W

situation [in base year]? [more]' jp;,l. 23% MN 16% Ail

0.18c t ('1 0.44c

How often is the facility clean and well maintained? .,l : 1. -Al -. 72% ' Mb 94%
[always/usually]

Doyouthinkthefacilityneedsphysical improvements? ,a.'1 a Il't 67% 17% fi3Y/o

Who makes repairs-fixes windows, furniture and .1 1 !1.' 1: 42% f-.. 9%
the roof-when they are needed? [don't know] *, i, 57% 30%

Who pays for repairs? [don't know] 1i%.' , .: 60% 14%
[no one] m-,;m' , 9%

.,311./l '61% 33%

Would you be willing to pay for the improvements? 'l..m,! 88% M'k 71%
[yes/maybe] D

When repairs are needed, how long does it take for ,a-.,': ,.;: 35% Mb 29% W(S
them to get done? [quickly] I E - 230/0 AMi[& 14%

When repairs are needed, how long does it take for 4 I " 4% 9%
them to get done? [always long] , 1 -il't 47% 18% (

Note: (il All MC: All respondents in the matched communities; lii) Heard of SFs: All respondents who have heard of social fund within the social fund-assisted communities; liii) SFAC-
Need Improvement: All respondents from the social fund-assisted communities who felt that the facility funded by social fund needed improvement; liv) t-statistics: The value in this row
indicates the difference in the mean value of the SFAC and the MCs. Notes a-c indicate level of statistical significance using student's difference-in-means test (t-statistics).
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

Table M. 1 7 Do ' F eel There -rre E3l Ih Staff
at *l Facility?

JDA-flibk-i Malawi J'I iA -Ynra Zambia
I C i'G [ SFAC Non-SF S SFAC Non-SF 1

-No=0 .; .24% 33% 47% 53%

Yes=1 1 69% 58% 36% 17%
Don't know/missing=. 8% 9% 17% 30%
Total _I i 489 493 _ 230 487

&ii~ Malawi .iir. Zambia
__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _'l. dF/dx 'I dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.096ib 0 >,0 0 .154b

Dummy for community #1 ,0.235c c -0.356c
Dummy for community #2 -OOPS 0.294c 0.032
Dummyforcommunity#3 l 0.057 -0.321C

Dummy for community #4 0.121c -0.363c
DummyforaSFACswoman - 1m3 0.044 I 0.062

Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -0.022 -:ilt3 0.124
Economic status , .II:. 0.020 0.013

Size of the household 0.002 I. 0.019
Number of school-going children 0 0.008 0.005
Highest education level achieved in the household i; -0.014b -0.006

Dummy for a Christian household - -0.060 I -0.087
Dummy for a household following another religion -0.111
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) Id; -0.053 0.068
Dummy for a respondent who never married - (]F 0.094 ii. >
Age of the respondent .u 1 1 -0.006 0.016

Age square I I' 0.000 0.000

Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) I l -0.040 -0.174
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) 1 : -0.023 0.003

Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) $ 1Urt 0.073b : -0.013

Dummy for top problem being a public good ' l0.099c I ,0.183c

Number of leaders known within community (base year) CUOTV -0.012 , -0.036

Number of leaders known outside community (base year) A Ii' 0.000 I -0.001
Level of participation in meetings (base year) !. i 0.011 , -0.031

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) -0.006 0.032
Dummy for managerial skills (base year) -0.017 -0.033
Number of observations - 835 - 419

Wald Chi square (21/26) "' 157.89c . 163.04c

R-squared .11 W.li/ 0.163 0.339
,................................. ............ ......... .... .... ......

Note:(ji} Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

How Would You Describe the Facility's
Table M.18 Supply of Supplies?

Malawi 'N icaragua Zambia
_______________ S on SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

Very pcIur=z 1 I 4 1' 1I
Poi:,rz=. 2 S $14 .tit., 36" , -: - 5Ue Jr,k 31, | 359,

Reasonably qgIi:d=3 U ' 23".' 8v.] _yr 't', 3J i'.

E rremely qto,1=4 I I1Jt 3"'w. 17°, 3 c, 3O U.

Don I know rniij riqc 'v X 3&L - 3u0nw 29U .- 2C 2Q: 21% 36"cG

Total 'i - '2 489 493 245 ' £30 487

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
-dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.971' - 0.371 ' 1.060" 0.443

Dummyfor;corrimunitv #1i14 -19 0 152 .0 '95; i1'.

Dummy for oiTiuriun,ty #2 154 0 082 .0551!

Dummy for oTmmuniry #3 :i 693' * 0 53 Ite

Dummy for com,rmruniry #4 0 26b1 0 711'

Dummy for a SFAC's woman -0.098 0.019 -0.177 0.062

Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -p.463 0.012 0.480' 0.035

Economic slantj,- 010 5i 0013 050u 0T11

Size of the houseriold u 480 - - 0 004 0014 *0 1u4C

Number of school going childrer U UI ' 0I13 0043 0 1645

Highest educaion le%el achisoed ir, ihtl household 0. I 13;- -0 006 0 003 00 OJ 20

Dummy for 3 Chrisurin househlld U03r,Z- *0 1bS L1 5 77 i1i 2

Dummy fora hi:.usehrld fi-,liowirig anrolher reliqion U - -0 024

Dummy for 3 yCunq responderni (age below 25) 1 -0 023 , 0008 0 069
Dummy for a res ponden ho rieer m,arred P04a 0 161 ' 0043

Age of the rezpcndenl ';"0 -: 0 001 0 00? 0 040

Age square * W: 0 ) Ou 0 000) 0 t00

Dummy for u a,durioal way o r,f interacforn (base yearl 0 377t - 0 i8? 0 5I7

Dummy for cral wavy of inleracon Ibatiae iearl 0.098 f c
4 1 0 206

Dummy for comrrmunal vv3y o1 rineracton Ibse yearl * 0004 0202

Dummy for lop problem beirg a public good 4 0 151 0 153

Number of leaders knovvn wuh,,- crjmnumv (tl 1._ 010141 L ° 790

Number of lea,gers In,jr, orjJsiuje community (tb3-e vear) * 0 063 -; 0 t81
Level of pari,pr:,p;,n in mreeuing; Ilbace yearl 11 e 0 05r! - >X 0 03 1
Dummy for btjbe collar sk ll. - bta-e year) ^ : ~ -1 rE. 0 ;9 I :-- 
Dummy for mariagerial kills (b3varl*- -O 196r, . 1-0 Iy18 I

Number of otiservations 654 tIE -395

R-squared 059 s0105
Note:(i) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

How o es S ndance Compare
Ta b le M. 1 9 t oS i t u - Base Year]?

5:-m 3r 3, 3 - nd Worse=1)

!,!,llbjMir 7T ,.r.,:n iir tZi Flba
ESiFA -1.,l.& =4.SFAt'-. ST Ij , , 

\Wrse= i I 5

Sarrme=2 ;: I:: -I' 1 --
Bener=3 1! '; 3

Dc,r, I >ncvv:m ,ssirqnz= 7 q 6 3; 

Total 4OWI3 -8 48-72
PearconiChiq-u Intuair I n !L

IVialawi I 1l!r~ l lrr .'1 1 t Zambia
____________________________ _ ____ dFd II'F/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community ' -. '4 0. Ij S- ;091B
Dummy for commur Iry . 1 r.y

Dummy for commurn, i #2 0 3(8
Dummy for commur 'ry #3 '.. 49,'
Dummy for commur irv #4 -1 .423c
Dummy for a SFACs woman 0.090
Dummy for SFACs bottom quartile respondent _r ' 23 I,' , - 0:003
Economic status , ! l - Qf 014
Size of the household0 .1r 0'3

Number of school-goi,rg children 1 0.071
Highest education level achieved in [he household ii Ii t .nif- jq 0.033
Dummy for a Christian househr,ld - ?n6
Dummy for a household lollo)ing another religion r * a J ! -

Dummy for a young respondent age below 2, 5:2S'vv 25137
Dummy for a respordent vwh: never married '. 'I r
Age of the respondert- .O 0 7
Age square 'lI'u

Dummy for traditional way ol irnteraclioin (bas year) . . I bJ' ,-1'7.1 a

Dummy for social wavs ol inerxtnio -r 3IIcn (ba se year). ' 
1

Dummy for communal waysof interaction (bae year) !.I 1 ' 0 . Fl 1;.
Dummy for top problem teing a putlic good * - t I E LbM

Number of leaders , novvn v,thin ci)mrriunlry base vear l b at l0 r0
Number of leaders knovin ou-side communiry (ba.e vear)
Level of participatiorn in meeing,s ,base year)

Dummy for blue collar skills (baste yearl
Dummy for manageial_ sh ills -base yeatl _ _ __ _ 3
Number of observatii:ins,
Wald Chi square (21.i261.
R-squared _i__.
Note: li) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

H o w D o e s A 1M-
t h e S i t u a t i o n [ i n B a s e

Jamaica Malawi I Nicaragua i Zambia
SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

Worse=1 1% 5% 10% 11% 1% 4f, 29% 44%

Same=2 9% 9% 14% 17% 22% 440%, 20% 13%

Better=3 39% 23% I 45% 41% 51% 16Yo 28% 4%

Don't know/missing=. 52% 64% 31% 30% 26% 36% 23% 38%

Total 186 222 489 493 245 257 230 487

Pearson Chi-square 11.02 3.18 68.33 c i77.78 c |

Jamaica | Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 1.101 0.170 1.369C 1.199C

Dummy for community #1 6.963c 0.415c -0.314a -1.142c

Dummy for community #2 -0.699' | -0.035 -0.631b

Dummy for community #3 -1 457C -0.358c o0.939c

Dummy for community #4 0.512c -1.509C

Dummy for a SFACs woman -0.145 0.143 -0.330 -0.343

Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent -0.364 -0.126 0.292 0.101

Economic status -0.1883 0.021 -0.082 0.034

Size of the household -0.043 -0.034 0.009 0.005

Number of school-going children 0.171 -0.056 0.105 -0.016

Highest education level achieved in the household 0.058 -0.017 0.038 -0.046

Dummy for a Christian household 0.384 -0.085 0.176 -0.626a

Dummy for a household followi ng anotherreligion 0.299 -0.203

Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) 0.227 0.002 -0.007 0.279

Dummy for a respondent who never married -0.312 -0.078 0.286

Age of the respondent O 0 38 -0.020 0.007 0.055

Age square 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.001

Dummy for traditional ways of inlerXclrr lItae velrb 1!063 ., 50rJ3u0.075 -0 123
Dummy for social ways of interacncir lba3e vearl 0.015 -U0 I6' j0 21 4 -0 L127

Dummy for communal ways of inerac(inr, (b3' e yt.rl 00 331 4 121 0 4i8- *234

Dummy for top problem being a pijblic good U.q'I7 = O 09J n 168 0 2I
Number of leaders known within rornrnunlv Ibi.;e yearl - - 0118: 0015 0 053

Number of leaders known outsi,1in corriunritv lbase vearl - - 11 J0-:4 0 2O3c U 0052

Level of participation in meeting: Iba-e yearl 0 078 *0 091 0 238r

Dummy for blue collar skills (ba.;e vearl I , 0 060 0157

Dummy for managerial skills Iba¶ e vearl ;U 11 , -n I 54

Number of observations 64 b7 . 377

Wald Chi square (21/26) 'f211 11.i6 3j6; 182 35'

R-squared 0 r1 0212 0 22 5
Note: li) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

Ta b I e M . 2 1 Do You Think the Facility Needs Physical
Improvements?

_ _ l Malawi sIh,u; Zambia
No=0 _ E _ 57% ; 89%
Yes=1 ' _ 42% 89%

l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 3 _ . I_______Don't know/missing=. .,_ ,l ,1 % 2%

Total , ,l489 i 230

.cffa Malawi ViI I-M Zambia
, U2mg dF/dx - - . :,dF/dx

Dummy for community -#1 _ | 0.303c. -0.092

Dummy for community$2 _ , 0.448c : . 0.018
Dummy for community #3 -l _ 0.294C . } -0.055
Dummy for community #4 l 0.4061 -0.003
Dummy for a SFACs woman -0.011 0.015
Economic status 0.042b -0.021c
Size of the household 0.001 . 0.006
Number of school-going children -0008 0.003
Highest education level achieved in the household I | 0.016 0.011a

Dummy for a Christian household - 0.004
Dummy for a household following another religion 0.003
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) -0.048 : , 0.000
Dummy for a respondent who never married -0.121
Age of the respondent -0.011 -0.020
Age square 0.000 0.000
Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) 0.217b
Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) l 0.083 -0.007
Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) J. 0.015 -0. 017
Dummy for top problem being a public good -0.177c , ij 0.025

Number of leaders known within community (base year) 0.069 0.013
Number of leaders known outside community (base year) -0.062c . -0.010
Level of participation in meetings (base year) 0.008 I 0.005
Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) 0. 149c 0.010
Dummy for managerial skills (base year) 0.170c 0.012
Number of observations 452 166
Wald Chi square (21/26) 102.76c 23.24c

R-squared 0.186 0.127
Note: ,il Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the muitivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

M .2 2 2 3 ; 3 h 3 t( O 1 )

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF | SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

Worse=l 3% 8% 5% 4% 1% 2 12% 18%

Always long=l 41% 47% 4% 3% 9% 18% 13% 8% /

Usually long=2 7% 2% 13% 15% 1 14% 269% 16% 13%

Usuallyquickly=3 17% 12% 16% 17% 26% 16%, 15% 13%

Quickly=4 35% 23% 39% 40% 29% 14% 10% 9%

Don't know/missing=. 0% 16% 29% 24% 21% 26% 46% 58%

Total 186 222 489 493 245 257 230 487

Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia I
dF/dx dF/dx I dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community 0.104 0.141 0.535W -0.059
Oummyforcommunity#1 .0.899C -0.182 -0.022 0.176 j
Dummy for community #2 -0.630' 0.774c -0.479
Dummy for community #3 -0,505b -0.237a -0.989c

Dummy for community #4 -0.128 -1.174c

Dummy for a SFAC's woman 0.028 i -0.075 0.122 0.093
Dummy for SFAC's bottom quartile respondent 0.057 -0.232 0.266 -0.071
Economic status -0.075 -0.035 0.039 0.030

Size of the household -0.043 -0.058 0.027 0.069a
Number of school-going children -0.003 0.073 0Q199, I 0.081

Highest education level achieved in the household -0.015 0.016 0.044

Dummy fora Christian household -0.178 0.083 I 0.209 -0.110
Dummy for a household following another religion -0.232 0.127
Dummy for a young respondent (age below 25) 0.217 j -0.042 -0.097 0.135

Dummy for a respondent who never married -0.104 -0.405 -0.094
Age of the respondent 0.033 -0.020 ! 0.0701 -0.015

Age square 0.000 0.000 0.000
Dummy for traditional ways of interaction (base year) -0.320' 0.198 -0.144 0.220

Dummy for social ways of interaction (base year) -0.014 i 0.013 0.012 0.193

Dummy for communal ways of interaction (base year) 0.037 -0.096 0.091 -0.100

Dummy for top problem being a public good 0.165 -0.046 0.158 | 0.409

Number of leaders known within community (base year) 0.1 la 0.003 0.062 -0.034

Number of leaders known outside community (base year) -0.019 . -0.025 0.050 0.1298
Level of participation in meetings (base year) 0198b 0 117a 0.104 0.349c

Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) 0.008 j 0.307a

Dummy for managerial skills (base year) 0.148 , | 0.531c

Number of observations 337 665 374 261

Wald Chi square (21/26) 53.94c I 73.90c 72.99c 109.54c

R-squared 0.083 0.048 0.081 0.148
Note: lii Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence oevel.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

Who s Repairs-Fixes Windows.
Table M.23 - and the Roof-W hen They A r e

Don't Know]

_ ii ,.r l,-l ESEKC1UE!FFaT 'N:n-SF

Kncivw0 =..

nol l.rio,rivv= I *.'. ... _]_

Tnial CZJQ3 !§2 4L .1£ . 7

nuEtt : 'l L U,,.i,-n-u -. Zambia
*I , I@ntrK, .I . '--=,. dFldx,

Dummy for social fund-assisted community - -, g.0031

Dummy lor camrriuniry #1 . iu It -U 1

Dummy for ,:ommuniry #Z 4 iuI--h - 0 071

Dummy Icr commurrrrunity #3 u.uI U 15`

Dummy tfor comnrnuniry #. 'i- I ;-sl
Dummy for a SFACs woman r OiAjWl i 0166

Dummy for SFAC's bottom quanile respondent ii! *il.. , L' 0.143

Economic OiaIus 4UI'i1' -, .'Dt6

siz.e ct the rousehold 1 . iOLuU' - .*6ti

ijurr-ier CO sh,:,c,l *g,iriq children I0Uu|i (I JUY

Highest education level achieved inr the househol,d I ILUfUI --. - ( 01 L

Dummvy lor a Chrictian h,-u;ehold .l In -- b

[tum,ny tr .3a houLSehhl:dcl following another religion IUt iIAOF-

Dummy for a young respondent lage below 2',1 lgutfml uu58

Dlummy lot a re-cpondent who r,ever fmarried iura

Age ol the respondent ' xu iI

Age squire lDuflflul

Dummy for traditional WaVS Of irteractron (tbase vearl ii l4uf' . 1

Dumrrmy tcr ruCial ways of interaction Ibase yearl luilu U .4

[tummyv lor conmmunal ways ol initeracLioin (base yearl

Dummy tor top problem being a public good u'ul
Number of leaders known within community (base year) r

Number of leaders known outside community (base year) * - , ffi

Level of participation in meetings (base year) ME,,e inu jin
Dummy for blue collar skills (base year) DUr!

Dummy for managerial skills (base year) _ _____ .
Number of observations I 'cjilji

Wald Chi square (21/26)
R-squared ;IUI '
Note: li) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the rmultivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level,
c. 99% confidence level.
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Annexes

Who Pays Repairs-Fixes Windows,
Table M.24 Furniture the Roof-W hen They Are

Needed? t Know]

Malawi -Nicaragua Zambia
No ~S SFAC Non-SF ---SFAC Non-SF SFAC Non-SF

K'nu*;=! ;ruo 5 ..'- b'- "),rz1.4| 
Eic, nui knijv=l 6 43% 4W'. 14 i3 3i:. r2% 56l
Toal3 b i 48'9 '. , -.Jf - .7 3 -167

. amaica ~ - i Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
-EnFjxb dF/dx dF/dx dF/dx

Dummy for social fund-assisted community .Q.076. - -0.150 -0.189 0.012
Dummy for communi [v #1I u 0 14: 0i) 149- 0146

Dummy for commurnr,' o I7 611 1 0 3J o 049 0 (1It3
Dummy for communri #3 ' i I 20 . ri 14 I 01 79'
Dummy for communiv d#4 r: 13q' -O 197'

Dummy for a SFACs woman *0.085 0.169' -0.070 -0.010
Dummy for SFACs bottom quartile respondent 0.095 0.017 0.050 -0.1681
Economic status .iu 3 0 010 0 019 o1140

Size of the housei-,,c,r * --I) U 1 01i 014 0 01.1 . O 015

Number of school g-i,-,rig c hildreri . u l:l 5 . 0030 o 017 .O 016

Highest education le'jel achieve,d ir, [re rhnjrihold LO 003 .0 006 O0 008 0 O037'
Dummy for a Chrisiian hrcu;eh,:ild I0' .l021I -001.' ' 083
Dummy for a househd lullov,ing anu:rher religion 0 Il i3O3
Dummy for a young re,ronrderi lage tel:vv 5 0 N0 0 07 0 1 l I

Dummy for a resporideni who hrever married 059 0oj84 0 071
Age of the respordjeri -L uOE 1u01 *0 007 0 0.5'
Age square 0 oDuLl L 000 (I UL00i , 0 O0u0"
Dummy for traditic,nal *ays C ol ineraciion lbase yearl 0 1 I O 19. 1 32' 0 161
Dummy for social *a,: ,ir rterac(ion Ibace ,earl . I /flC J 70 0u05 -0 080! r, 07q
Dummy for comm.jnal vay.s ,l iitieratnicn ita:e vet 1 - 0 005 0 009 Ci n74
Dummy for top proaieT terg a pubilv: qov*J 31 1D00' 0010 0 077
Number of leader, nuvLln vvilrinc m:mnuniry baJe pearl .0 0593 -' Q2L0 0084:

Number of leader: novnr ouiJi .,t Ielr)TIflnit Ib3;e vearl i E1 4 --Ij 0'.,7 -O 01 3
Level of participal,on ir, meeinnq: (ba:p earl 0 l 003 A ]13'; ; o0 140-
Dummy for blue CJII3r '.S II I3, ,e aerl .0 !! r 3 b:v_j - 8
Dummy for managJerialc idll:Iba. eyeajrl .0 l l 1!118; r#W...i3-l
Number of observainons . 9 093 565i 

Wald Chi square (21.i26, 127. 7 71'9 o:1

R-squared 1117 (116f, ' 199
Note: ii) Annex M, table M.25 for explanations for independent variables used in the multivariate analysis.
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

D M.25iDefinition of the Independent Variables
TabIe M.25 Ussed in the Multivariate Analysis

Independent variable O e _

e,ase ve3T , .t l i, a arid -
Bas'e 3e.ar

Durmrmr Ic,r a hl-uueriold lcllr3,rri] anolher re,liiii,n R -di Jia ulms i Malawi

CDumrmyv our iradil,orial wayv ,,1 irileraclion base vearl T d l lesrivals did

Doummy tMr sial wavs 0? irileracliori (ba.e vearl lnbjb4ndrnie li,Pdumday rionn QirdTir t'ruirurulearidJ mare

gr6rin ll -

Djmrriyv lIr Lcmmijrial vjay; ut imneract,n Irbase vearl L,-,,al rr l l i m ur iT i OE a a b Nvormen ' grouup

Humber ul leaders I nown vir i hir,i Ih irrirunIry (loc all) illaI^ ci,l ii dl I Ac ra,r 'PIIcm i

a'rdr bDa:e vearl healrhv udv tr minP i huirprr inh-

Nurber oi leader: krivwri ou , ide Ire iT iMrrirunfy Nl1P SF o,ti- prj lriiijr jcr an-d r rEniWpw iin

lbase yearl pol,ce aiji6-

Durrirry lor blu.e ccllat -ki; (base vear) Carpenrn, misflrintr,, . I n I

CDummv tor rranagerial ckill, (base vearl I /lana,nq61 -,rru' ir irre'k -

d, 3rgreEbFri-ra s - T
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Annexes

i TabIeM.2 i o n ; Gender ";'t h i n S o c i a I
Table M.26 iw

e d C 4 3 

Jaiir i-t. Mala e Ni'j,i tJ Zambia
ER.-email 'l II FemaleMale kemale f,w,ltlf, Female Male

Have you heard of [the social fundl? ." ,' 'i.i ' I - iyl:'-1 l . 363 0 52j-
Who had the most important role in the decision

of what type of project to apply for? [leader] ,,1!'.' l4. 0 36 1 l "li; 0188 297
Did you attend the meeting? "'9 ,,. 0 470 0 528

Did you say anything at the meeting? , . '1s' n a,, Oe: X 8 1 :!mi a l :4 o 193 0 38Y
Were you or your household asked to make

contributions of time, money, or materials
during the construction? I, d W 0 4 Ui JiJ l ' o 866 0 864

Have you become able to engage in blue collar
skills or has your level of ability improved? 0 141 0 28 1:

Have you become able to engage in managerial
skills or has your level of ability improved? X 0 141 0 305

Compared to [base year], is it more difficult or
easy to participate in groups and associations
of people outside your immediate household? 3 ' 3 543 35411

How often last year did you participate in
collective action, for example, attended a
community meeting, etc? [compared to]
How often did you participate in collective
action [in base year]? 11 'i ' 2.06q 2.13 - 2 *l 15 2 043

Compared to [base year], is the level of trust and
community cooperation between people from
different backgrounds and ethnic groups in your
community better or worse or the same? . n 1 r 1 . ii .a 1 7i0 1 664

Compared to [base year], is it more difficult or
easier to get the whole community to agree on
a decision? ' l l llE 1 3 365 3498

Does the government respond more effectively
to your needs now than it did [in base year]? .'O. : ' 8 51 1l 0 104

Do you feel your local leadership responds more
effectively to your needs now than [in base year]? LOUXJO ftg 1~3 1 23 , O 'I14 0 2949

Do you feel there are enough staff at the facility? . * I ^ m 1 485 0 h 398
How does staff attendance compare to the

situation [in base year]? '2i, ' l i j ! | 1 2 3. 2 384

How would you describe the facility's supply of ,
supplies? iN"130 i,2 -385 2 207

How does supply availability compare to the
situation [in base year]? | 47 '1 g1 . '' Mm I96t' - I99

Do you think the facility needs physical -4
improvements? 7.. . - -(W 1 il m. i i . En 9 i - oso %

Who makes repairs-fixes windows, furniture
and the roof-when they are needed?
[don't know=1; otherwise=0] , " (J 13 ia1lm iB8

Who pays for repairs? [don't know=l; otherwise=O] | , T i
When repairs are needed, how long does it take

for them to get done? 2* 5 i. 3-9 5 3 7

Number F ': _ -1233 4 '30
a. 90% confidence level.
b. 95% confidence level.
c. 99% confidence level.
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Social Funds: Assessing Effectiveness

'DM 2n r n . o n bh :NTflo m Q u a r t i I e ff l atum
Table M.27 f l i 

Social a rI -asss mm unities

JIM,r ,i Milalaw 'Ii. I '-' 'Zambia
EBiff Bottom Top3 r? 1. a 4Boiiom Top 3

Ha4e y:'u heard -1 Ithe ;cicial tundj , *:, .! ' . . 1. *,-t l0 37 0l 51 7
Who had Ihe mo;ls important rule in the decision

ol vilt type c-t prolect to ppIv or' lleaderl ''I ." O Z 02 :4 0 2S4

EiOd yo,u amtend the meetiniq 1, ' '' 491

[liii you 5ay anythirg at the meetiing, I t * 1 .;4o 1 0 29 0 320

Were you or your household 3sked to imiake * -c
cor,lributions r. time money or mterial; 
during The construction9 :-' - I LI83 .u., - -¶i9 ('850

Have yOu become abtle to einage i,n tlue (ollar
s*.ills or has vour leFel of ability improved' 0j -t" -oJI' 11 132 0 25t1

Have you become able to engage in managerial -:
skills Cir has vour level ofl ability improved' t U 70 -178 r( 249'

ompared lo Ib3se year[, i more ditticult or -r
e3.y lo p.)ticipate in groups and asrociation- s
of people outside your immnediale houh,tohc,ld' i .Jr 3455 'j51

How ohen las3 t vear did yOu panicipare in 
collecnrae action 'or esdmple atended a
comrimunity meelinc etc' [cormpared ro,l Hcovw
cihen did vou panicia3te in collective aclicori
1,, base year[ 2 :' ! 1;1 05 r TV 2o 2 ' ' ''I
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a. 90% confidence level.
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ANNEX N: BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES/ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL FUND
PROJECTS

Albania: Clear Division of Roles and Bolivia: From Social Fund to Co-financing
Responsibilities, Key to a Successful Mechanism
Partnership The government of Bolivia introduced the Emer-
Under a series of four Bank-supported projects gency Social Fund (ESF) in 1986. The ESF oper-
since 1993, the Albanian Development Fund ated between 1986 and 1991 with the primary
(ADF) has developed a partnership with local objective of generating short-term employment
governments to rehabilitate small-scale infra- and alleviating the social costs of a macroeco-
structure, assigning roles and responsibilities nomic adjustment program. By 1991, the need
according to each partner's comparative advan- for alleviating the social costs of adjustment was
tage and capacity. At the national level, the ADF lessening. ESF changed its name and mandate
negotiates and communicates with the govern- to "Social Investment Fund" (SIF) and to invest-
ment of Albania and the donors, coordinates the ments in social sector infrastructure projects. In
overall program, and provides technical, finan- 1994, with the passage of the government's Pop-
cial, and logistical support to local governments. ular Participation Law in Bolivia, the munici-
At the local level, the local governments are in palities assumed a much more important role in
the driver's seat. With technical support from the public investment vis-a-vis the central
ADF, and in consultation with local communi- government. While the requirements of the
ties, they make the final decisions on subprojects Popular Participation Law created some chal-
within the financial envelope provided by the lenges for SIF, it adapted its role and began
ADF. Once a decision has been made, the ADF working more closely with municipalities. All
assists the local government in contracting out requests to SIF had to be submitted through the
the works through public tenders. municipalities.

The partnership is working well because the In the last half of 2000, further modifications
ADF has devolved to local governments the are being made to SIF in order to integrate bet-
functions they perform best. In addition, the ADF ter within a decentralized system of social serv-
has built up their capacity to do so-through ice delivery. The SIF will be replaced by a new
study tours, short courses, and learning by co-financing mechanism. Under the new mech-
doing. The partners, in turn, have also made anism, municipal governments will continue to
room for the private sector where appropriate. have the main responsibility for investing. Cen-
The system is not working perfectly-local com- tral ministries are to have a normative role and
munities are not always adequately consulted will be involved in quality assurance, but not in
during decisionmaking, and the infrastructure executing investments. The new mechanism, to
is not always sufficiently maintained-but the be implemented through an agency in the Min-
ADF has succeeded in building effective part- istry of the Presidency, will become a vehicle to
nerships based on a shared vision among the bring consistency between central and local pri-
partners. orities for poverty reduction.
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Cambodia: Meeting Post-Conflict donor reporting and reduce the administra-
Challenges tive cost to the SFD of so many donors.

Cambodia's social fund faced the question of * Comprehensive joint-donor review of the
whether to focus on short-term results through SFD, resulting in development of an Action

the rapid delivery of infrastructure or to move Plan by SFD, approved by its Board and by
at a slower pace and emphasize long-term results the Prime Minister, to address the strategic
such as capacity-building, sustainability, and issues identified.
community development. Although it was
acknowledged that addressing these problems Eritrea: Coordination with the
rapidly could make achieving sustainability dif- Government's Investment Planning
ficult, the decision was made to focus on the Process
rapid reconstruction of infrastructure because of Eritrea's social fund, Eritrean Community Reha-
the urgent needs of the population for basic bilitation Fund (ECRF), started in 1993, has been
social and economic infrastructure. Nearly con- coordinated with the government's investment
tinuous civil war since 1970 had played havoc planning process from the start. Project pro-
on the infrastructure, requiring urgent action. posals for the coming fiscal year are put together
Roads and bridges were destroyed throughout by ECRF regional offices in collaboration with
Cambodia, making access to many parts of the regional government staff. A list including those
country impossible. Health centers, schools, and proposals presented by communities which meet
water facilities were damaged and often aban- the selection criteria detailed in the operational
doned. The Cambodia Social Fund delivered manual and have passed desk and field
significant infrastructure on the ground quickly. appraisals is put together toward the end of the

summer and submitted to the ECRF management
Egypt: Multi-Donor Partnership unit.
and Coordination ECRF's management unit receives the lists
The Egypt Social Fund for Development (SFD), from all regional offices, and consolidates them
one of the largest in the world, has had as many in an Annual Work Program and Budget (AWPB).
as 17 donors, providing widely differing mixes In November, the AWPB is submitted to the
of loans, grants, technical assistance, and train- Minister of Finance (MOF) and donors for
ing with very different objectives, requirements approval and financing, as well as to involved
and procedures. Donor contributions have line ministries to seek their approval on the
amounted to more than $1.5 billion since this proposed subproject. At that time, the MOF allo-
social fund was established in 1991. Over its nine cates to ECRF the whole amount of counterpart
years of existence, the agency and its donors funds (15 percent of the value of the activities
have devised various practices to improve donor for that year), and the necessary recurrent costs
support and coordination: to the line ministries.
* High-level donor meetings with government

to help resolve key issues to get initial "lift- Ethiopia, Moldova: Incorporating
off" of the agency. Mechanisms for Sustainable Service

* Division of responsibilities among donors for Delivery
providing advice and for conducting super- Eligibility criteria for the Ethiopia Social Reha-
vision on the basis of their comparative advan- bilitation and Development Fund (ESRDF)
tages and interests. included a minimum 10 percent community

* A Cairo Donors Advisory Group dedicated to contribution for capital costs in cash or kind with
the SFD, meeting monthly with a rotating six a higher contribution to be encouraged where
monthly chairmanship. This has provided a feasible. The project aimed to develop infra-

forum for catching policy and implementation structure to standards commensurate with the
issues early, and has facilitated efforts to com- community's technical, managerial, and financial

bine/coordinate supervision, standardize capacity. Arrangements for cost recovery to
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finance maintenance were in place: a clear con- success of these efforts is evident from the
tract in the financing agreement concerning household surveys conducted by OED: in
maintenance responsibilities of the sector Malawi, 98 percent of the households had heard
bureaus and communities; a specific mainte- of the social fund, compared to only 39 percent
nance schedule and standards; an organizational in neighboring Zambia where promotion efforts
structure at the community level responsible for have been less intensive. A major promotion
managing the assets or services; ensuring avail- campaign can also bring challenges: it may gen-
ability of spare parts and maintenance services erate demand and expectations that may be dif-
and technical training in maintenance of com- ficult to meet. MASAF was aware of this tradeoff.
munity specialists; and agreements for moni- It chose a policy of open information dissemi-
toring maintenance and screening new proposals nation and the payoffs came in terms of offset-
based on maintenance performance. The water ting rent-seeking behavior. Going beyond
supply component of ESRDF was coordinated promotion, MASAF is recently supporting shar-
with the national programs for the sectors and ing of subproject experience and lesson learn-
involved Bank sector specialists. ing between communities, and between service

The Moldova Social Fund (MSIF) project has providers and communities.
made a strong effort to focus on sustainability of
subproject investments. With every subproject, Moldova: Training "Prime Movers"
a Beneficiary Association is created in the form In the two years since the Social Investment Fund
of a parent-teacher association, water users asso- was established (one year since credit was
ciation, or any other form chosen by the com- declared effective), community meetings to select
munity. Community participation is required at priority micro-projects have been held in about
all stages, including a 15 percent contribution for 650 villages. About 300 mayors and community
investment costs. MSIF staff conduct social mon- leaders received training for improving their
itoring of subprojects through follow-up visits for community organization and facilitation skills and
one year after completion of subprojects and pro- more than 50 community-based organizations
vide any necessary advice. Recently, MSIF, as part (CBOs) received training in community strate-
of a two year performance contract, has started gic planning. Technical assistance has been pro-
rewarding Beneficiary Associations that suc- vided to about 400 villages and more than 200
cessfully raise additional private funds with a implementing agencies received training in
matching grant of up to $500 a year. These funds micro-project preparation and implementation,
can be used to improve operations through sup- including fund raising.
plemental (not routine operations and mainte-
nance) activities, for example, buying books for Nicaragua: Broad-based Local Planning
the library or educational trips for students. Since 1998, the micro-planning process (MPP)

has become the basis for subproject selection in
Malawi: Effective Promotion and 60 out of the 147 municipalities in Nicaragua.
Outreach Under MPP, municipalities organize workshops
Malawi Social Action Fund (MASAF) promotion in communities, sometimes with the help of
activities, tailored for specific groups, are con- NGOs, in which the population can express its
ducted through various channels, including demand for subprojects and prioritize them. On
workshops, radio, TV, posters, flipcharts, com- the basis of these priorities, the municipalities
munity drama, and press conferences, as well as make a Municipal Investment Plan, and differ-
MASAF News, handbooks, and manuals. There ent groups including FISE finance different parts
is a focus on targeting under-served areas, of this plan.
women, and vulnerable groups. In a new ini-
tiative, MASAF is collaborating with the Malawi Peru: Achieving Success in Targeting
Institute of Education to develop low-cost and The Peruvian Social Fund, FONCODES, changed
culturally sensitive information materials. The its targeting mechanism in 1996. Previously, a
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province-level poverty map had been used with Yemen, Zambia: A Shift Toward
self-targeting through a positive list of subpro- Software": Changing Social Fund
jects. In 1996, a district-level map was intro- Activities?
duced, combined with more disaggregated The Second Yemen social fund will attempt
poverty information. Active promotion and out- the transition from a focus on infrastructure pro-
reach were begun to help poorer communities vision to a capacity building agency. It will
prepare proposals. Some communities were also adjust its project menu to include more "soft-
assisted by being allowed to submit a "pre- ware" type interventions, such as informal edu-
screening" proposal. The low wages offered cation and training to help particularly
helped self-target the employment programs. disadvantaged groups like the disabled or par-
In later years, the Peru social fund focused on ticularly poor and women and children in diffi-
rural areas. These changes have resulted in large cult circumstances. The Yemen Social Fund has
improvements in targeting performance over also decided to reorganize its capacity building
time. program to go beyond beneficiary communities

and to target the lowest level of formal local gov-
Thailand: Fostering Partnerships ernment as this level will have added develop-
In Thailand, the Social Fund Office collaborates ment responsibilities under Yemen's new
with provincial and regional level members of decentralization law.
civil society as well as different government In the Zambia Social Recovery Project II,
agencies. Even civil servants have embraced the findings of the Beneficiary Assessment prompted
concept of participatory community support in a significantly enhanced emphasis on training
place of top-down determination of commu- compared to the first project, including a num-
nity development. This concept encourages col- ber of initiatives to improve the content and
laboration between communities and civil delivery of training and information, as well as
servants because the communities are capable expansion of these programs. Under the recent

of determining needs, while the funds, the tech- ZAMSIF, training and capacity building are fur-
nical expertise, and the necessary supporting ther emphasized. Resources for capacity build-
manpower remain in the hands of civil servants. ing and skills training will be provided on a

The Social Fund Office has managed to mobi- demand basis to community members and dis-
lize thousands of volunteers all over the coun- trict officers. Training for community members

try, including NGO members, civil servants, will cover areas such as business and entrepre-
academics, physicians, teachers, and religious neurship development, traditional birth attendant
leaders, to help prepare, review, screen, and skills, and community health worker training.
implement projects. All of them put in long Training for district officers will cover areas such
hours without receiving compensation for their as planning, financial management, design and
invaluable support. The SIF is widely recog- costing for projects, and training of trainers for
nized in Thailand as a major element of the community capacity building. A capacity. build-
government's crisis alleviation strategy and a ing manager and two support staff will be
pathway toward government collaboration with recruited by ZAMSIF to organize and coordinate
CSOs. capacity building under this component.
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ANNEX 0: COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND SOCIAL CAPITAL

About 32 percent (21 of 66 projects) of the The total number of respondents, thus, amounted
Bank's social fund projects mentioned commu- to 3,056. All results are reported by respondent
nity participation in the discussion of objec- unless indicated otherwise. The country-level
tives.' Participation has been expected to percentages refer to responses from the sampled
contribute to: (a) the highest priority problems households in each of those countries rather than
being addressed; (b) effective subproject exe- to the population as a whole.
cution (including subproject formulation, sub-
mission, implementation); (c) community Subproject Identification Process
capacity building/skills development and social
capital enhancement; and (d) sustainability of Project Assumptions
benefits (discussed in chapter 3). This Annex The community model of social fund projects-
presents the results of OED's community-level even when other entities as well as communities
field research comprising household surveys are eligible to submit proposals-relies on some
and qualitative focus group and key informant key assumptions which are implicit in social
interviews in four countries supplemented by fund beneficiary assessments and a Bank review
OED's portfolio assessment, literature review, and of them:2

institutional analysis based on (qualitative) field * "Community" is a meaningful construct.
research in an additional country (Argentina). * Community members are aware of the oppor-
The household surveys were conducted in 3 to tunities offered.
5 randomly chosen social fund-assisted com- . The terms of the offer are conveyed in an
munities and 3 to 5 matched non-social fund unbiased way.
communities in each of the four field research * Community members understand the costs,
countries, Jamaica, Malawi, Nicaragua, and Zam- benefits, and obligations of the offered
bia, and was administered on approximately 50 options and their own potential roles and
randomly chosen households in each commu- responsibilities.
nity for a total of 1,687 randomly-selected house- * The community makes an informed choice
holds (845 social fund-assisted households and with different groups in the community hav-
842 households in the matched communities). ing a say.
In the former 1,525 respondents were inter-
viewed (roughly 2 per household, household The Practice
head and where available another household The concept of community as envisaged in the
adult of opposite sex). This amounted to 284 social funds approach fits best in rural areas
respondents in 4 communities in Jamaica, 499 which are relatively homogenous and have higher
respondents in 5 communities in Malawi, 252 degrees of social. cohesion. In urban areas, the
respondents in 3 communities in Nicaragua, and community may well be determined by the
490 respondents in 5 communities in Zambia). nature of the subproject rather than vice versa.
Among non-social fund households, 1,531 The Zambian social fund has aclopted a pragmatic
respondents were interviewed (294 in Jamaica, and flexible approach to identifying "communi-
493 in Malawi, 257 in Nicaragua, 487 in Zambia). ties," financing subprojects such as water supply
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at a boys' reformatory for which teachers and stu- ever, the focus group participants did not men-
dents constituted the "community." tion taking part in an election.

In terms of the participatory process, many The process has been working somewhat
rural communities in Malawi and Zambia fit a dif- differently in Jamaica and Nicaragua although
ferent pattern than implied by the social funds there are many similarities as well. The differ-
model. In Zambia, where the majority of sub- ences derive both from differences in social
projects are schools, a school headmaster usu- structures and from varying project designs. For
ally initiates the application. Occasionally a example, in Malawi and Zambia communities are
teacher, PTA member, or village leader takes the the only entities eligible to sponsor subprojects
initiative, although the headmaster tends to play while in Jamaica and Nicaragua other entities
an important role thereafter. The situation is dif- (government and NGOs) are also eligible. The
ferent in Malawi where an intensive outreach similarities lie in the role of local leadership in
campaign has reached both leaders and other the development process; in both Jamaica and
members of the community. Even so, and unsur- Nicaragua, mayors, engineers, and religious
prisingly, community leaders dominate the for- leaders have typically acted as intermediaries for
mulation of subprojects.3 getting social fund subprojects to communities.

The next step is to discuss with the whole In Jamaica, JSIF's first in-person contact with
PTA, which brings together important local fig- the community is usually at the field appraisal
ures (such as larger farmers and retirees4 ) with stage-after the subproject has already been
"ordinary people." The PTA will then seek the identified and the application has been sent in
agreement of the village leaders. 5 The village from the community. When required, JSIF holds
leaders in turn seek the backing of the chief and community meetings to agree on the terms of
then call the community together. At this meet- the implementation or provide training to com-
ing, which may be addressed by the chief, the munity leaders to strengthen the sponsoring
community is told of the plan to apply for help agency's capacity to manage the project. A sub-
rehabilitating the school,6 and that they need to project steering committee, comprising a con-
provide labor. All adults are expected to con- tractor and a community representative, follows
tribute and the leaders keep a register. Fines are up on subproject implementation. The com-
also imposed on those who do not contribute, mittee may also include other members of the
usually additional workdays, though the fine community as well as local representatives of
may be money or livestock (a chicken). the line ministry. Conflicts between the com-

The application can only be made to the mittee and the community typically arise only
social fund once a substantial part of the com- in respect to employment of key personnel,
munity contribution has been made. So, the especially contractors.
community meeting with social fund staff or In Nicaragua, until 1998, subproject selec-
local officials may take place once consider- tion did not follow a systematic pattern: FISE
able work has already been done-there is lit- engineers traveled around with the FISE sub-
tle room at that stage for dissension even if the project menu and followed the suggestions of
dynamic of a public meeting permits it. In fact, local representatives or communities. In 1998,
the focus group discussions seem to indicate that FISE aimed to give organized communities and
many would have preferred something different municipalities a greater role in the selection of
than that generated by the process (even though subprojects by supporting a participatory plan-
most were satisfied with what was finally ning process at the municipal level (MPP) in 60
chosen). municipalities. The MPP can be expected to

The project committee is chosen through bring in the voice of a larger part of the com-
public meetings, though evidence varies as to munity into the local investment prioritization
how representative the process is. The leaders process ("Nicaragua Broad-Based Local Plan-
and the project committee members (key inform- ning:" Annex N). While the MPP, as designed,
ants) both say the committee was elected. How- has yet to be fully implemented in many com-
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munities, early experience shows that it has led only 36 percent of the respondents thought that

to the expression of more varied community the choice of subprojects was made with the

demand, including a higher demand for water active participation of diverse groups in the

than in past years.7 community. Twenty-six percent thought that

The above decisionmaking process based on the choice was usually made with active par-

OED's institutional analysis conducted during ticipation of the commnUity but that some groups

field visits was broadly confirmed by OED's had little voice. Eleven percent thought that the

quantitative and qualitative survey data (box choice was inappropriately influenced by NGOs,

0.1.). private contractors, and community leaders.

The nature of participation in social fund Among World Bank respondents, none thought

projects was also illuminated by the results of that the choice of subprojects was usually made

the OED Stakeholder Survey according to which with the active participation of diverse groups

- e sf u9 ID t sB o x 0 . 1 R esuts _ L

Roleof"PrimeMovers"inSubprojectSelectionProcess.Accord- ject (6 percent). The OED household survey did not find evi-

ing to the OED household survey data, a large percentage of the dence of contractors leading the subproject identification

respondents who had heard of social funds noted that local process, but local political leaders such as mayors were found

leaders" ("prime movers") played a major role in the subproject to be important.
selection (53 percent in Jamaica, 78 percent in Malawi, 71 per- Role of "Prime Movers" in Deciding Community Contribution

cent in Nicaragua, and 32 percent in Zambia).b This role of the for Construction: In Malawi and Zambia, the social fund sub-

leader extended to encouraging the community to attend the sub- project requires up-front community contributions. This is not the

project selection meeting: of the respondents who knew of the case in Jamaica and Nicaragua, where the contributions are to

meeting for subproject selection, the percentage of respon- be made during construction. The requirement in Malawi and

dentsencouragedbylocalleaderstoattendthemeetingwas39 Zambia was taken seriously; the qualitative data in Malawi

percent in Jamaica, 53 percent in Malawi, 36 percent in confirms that the lack of up-front community contribution was

Nicaragua, and 60 percent in Zambia. Many quotes from the onereasonwhythematchedcommunity'sapplicationforsocial
focus groups support this view, for example: "the chief called fund financing wa"ourned down. "Prime movers" in Malawi and

a meeting with the village headmen and sentthem totell the peo- Zambia assume an important role in mobilizing and enforcing

ple that there was a project to be done that involved community community contributions. Seventy-two percent of the respondents

participation-; "after hearing from the politicians that MASAF who had heard of social funds in Malawi and 44 percent in

has come in the country, the traditional authority called all the Zambia indicated that household contributions were decided by

headmen and group village headmen to decide what type of local leaders.
projects they could apply for"; and "we were not consulted on Role of Local Leaders (Headmen, Village Chief) in Enforcing

what project we wanted, the headman just imposed [it].' This Community Contributions: In addition, local leaders played a

view was also expressed in Nicaragua: "the teacher and mayor role in ensuring that the required contributions are actually

have decided, but everyone supported the project' and "the made. Evidence is found of enforcement mechanisms from the

mayors are the ones who are really involved in the application qualitative data: 'the village headmen fined individualsfor lack

process." One of the subprojects was for assistance to a school of participation by asking them to pay a chicken" and 'if some-

run by a religious group, and the qualitative data clearly show one did not participate, the chief forced him to pay money." The

that many community members felt that the process had not OED household survey data support this view: 70 percent of the

been participatory. Indeed, in Nicaragua, more respondents (10 Malawian and 35 percent of the Zambian respondents who had

percent) felt they had had a larger role in another project in the heard of social funds replied that there were some penalties for

same community than they had had in the social fund subpro- non-contribution.

a. Local leaders include, for example, village chiefs, headmen, community leaders, religious leaders, teachers, local elected officials, PTA members, or community

health workers.
b. These figures use "respondents who have heard of the social fund" as the base. This is because respondents were not asked about the subproject selection process

if they had not heard of the social fund.
Source: OED quantitative and qualitative surveys.
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in the community, and 42 percent thought that e.g., that distance to the nearest school was
choice was usually made with the active par- a priority problem rather than improving the
ticipation of the community but that some groups existing building, or that a "technical school"
had little voice. was a priority not just simply a "school") indi-

cated that the top priority was not met. In 4
Participation and Addressing the Highest of the remaining 8 communities the second
Priority Problems ranked problem was addressed.
OED field research found that subproject selec-
tion has been less a unified expression of com- In order to avoid a bias in the household
munity will than a process in which "prime response, the OED survey did not directly ask
movers" usually determine project choice. Even beneficiaries if the selected subproject was their
where virtually the whole community partici- priority (often the case in existing studies).
pated in some aspect of the subproject, this did Instead, the OED survey asked the question "in
not necessarily mean that the community as a your personal opinion what were the three
whole drove project choice. While the vast biggest problems facing your community (in
majority of beneficiaries have been satisfied the year prior to the approval of the subproject)."
with the subprojects financed,8 the OED house- This question was open ended and was asked
hold surveys of 845 randorrdy selected social immediately following questions related to basic
fund-assisted households in four countries found socio-economic and demographic issues, well
that the subproject selection process could not before the community was asked about the par-
be counted on necessarily to meet the highest ticular subproject financed by the social fund.
priority problem of the majority of households, Then, OED compared the household response
even if the relevant investments were on the sub- with the subproject actually financed by the
project menu. The OED household survey data social fund in that community. This analysis
for 284 respondents in Jamaica, 499 in Malawi, provided an indication of the extent to which the
252 in Nicaragua, and 490 in Zambia (for a total biggest community problems were (or were
of 1,525 respondents from 845 households) not) addressed by the social fund.
showed that (Annex M, table M.1): Several factors were found to influence the
* The top priority was met for 27 percent of the demand-driven process, including the role of

respondents in Jamaica, 34 percent in Malawi, "prime movers," who were critical to the mobi-
23 percent in Nicaragua, and 22 percent in lization of support and preparation of a suc-
Zambia. cessful subproject proposal and whose interests

* Even if only problems that were on the sub- were determined by the nature of their position.9

project menu are considered the top priority For example, when "prime movers" existed in
was met for 31 percent of the respondents in the form of headmasters or health workers, a bias
Jamaica, 47 percent in Malawi, 26 percent in was found toward subproject investments in
Nicaragua, and 28 percent in Zambia. schools and health facilities. Typically, social

* One of the top three priorities was met for 42 fund staff visited the community once they had
percent of the respondents in Jamaica, 52 been informed of the community's interest in a
percent in Malawi, 35 percent in Nicaragua, particular type of subproject or had received an
and 38 percent in Zambia. application. By this time, "prime movers" had

* OED household survey results by community already mobilized support for particular sub-
showed that considering only the problems projects. However, OED found that the vast
that could be addressed by an investment on majority of the respondents still do express sat-
the subproject menu, in 9 of 17 communities isfaction with the chosen subproject indicating
the top priority problem was addressed. In at that the subproject was a community priority (but
least 2 of these 9 communities, however, focus not necessarily their highest priority). Overall,
group interviews (which allowed for a more these findings are broadly consistent with the
specific definition of community priorities, Bank's review of social fund Beneficiary Assess-
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ments which noted: "Beneficiaries usually felt that Knowledge of Social Fund Project: Why

projects reflected their needs and priorities even were the community's highest priority problems

when they had not been involved in identifica- not addressed? Was it due to lack of knowledge

tion... in Peru where 96 percent of respondents about the socialfundproject on the part of house-

said the project was a community priority, [only] holds or was it the nature ofparticipation within

66 percent of the beneficiaries said the project these communities? The knowledge of the exis-

was prioritized by the community itself. . On tence of the social fund project in the social fund-

the whole, the insertion of intermediaries, be they assisted communities was low among survey

local governments, NGOs, promoters, or pri- respondents in Jamaica (65 percent had heard

vate contractors, was not found to have adversely of JSIF) and Zambia (47 percent had heard of

affected the relevance of the project to the com- MPU). Furthermore, only 15 percent of all the

munity. This may be due, in part, to the basic respondents inJamaica and 37 percent in Zam-

types of investments eligible for financing by bia knew about at least one subproject type

social funds and the large range of unmet needs that was eligible for social fund financing."

existing in poor communities."10 Satisfaction While there could be other reasons, it is not sur-

with what was received may also result from lack prising that the highest priority problems of

of knowledge about what else might have been each sampled community in the two countries

available or because the required community were not addressed as the respondents had lit-

contribution for that investment was low. tle knowledge about the social fund's existence,

The Social Funds 2000 Impact Evaluation or the nature of the offer.

addressed the issue of community priorities and In Malawi and Nicaragua, nearly all respon-

preferences primarily through qualitative bene- dents in the social fund-assisted communities had

ficiary assessments asking about the importance heard of the social fund (98 percent in Malawi

or priority of the subproject in reference to the and 97 percent in Nicaragua). The percentage

already-financed social fund subproject. The of respondents who knew of at least one sub-

overall result was that communities considered project eligible for social fund financing was 90

the investments they had received to be meet- in Malawi and 71 in Nicaragua. The figures for

ing their most important needs (Annex E, table knowledge about the requirement of community

E.4). When OED applied a similar methodology, contributions were 50 percent and 23 percent,

the results were also positive, for example, when respectively. In these two countries, a large per-

asked, in reference to the actually chosen social centage of respondents had knowledge of the

fund subproject "would you have preferred that social fund project, still the highest priority prob-

another project was chosen instead," a vast lems of each community were not addressed.

majority of respondents in the four countries Thus, knowledge about the social fund does not

answered "no." This response confirms the OED necessarily guarantee that the highest priority

conclusion that a vast majority of beneficiaries problems will be addressed-knowledge is a

are satisfied with the financed subprojects. It is necessary but not sufficient condition. The nature

not inconsistent with the results of the OED of participation within the community (e.g.,

household surveys on the extent to which the level of input into the subproject selection meet-

biggest community problems are met in that ing) also plays a role.

such a response may have been influenced by Nature of Participation in Selection Process.

beneficiary perceptions of what their options According to the OED household survey, in

were and what they assumed they could realis- Malawi, of those who had heard about the social

tically have got. In its general conclusion, Social fund project (MASAF), 81 percent knew about

Funds 2000 signals the need to ensure greater the subproject selection meeting. Of these

relevance to community needs and to move respondents, 73 percent attended the meeting.

toward more participatory local planning in Of those attending the meeting, only 28 percent

order to identify investment priorities within the actually spoke at the meeting."2 In Nicaragua, of

broader goals and activities of a community. those who had heard about the social fund proj-
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ect (FISE), 62 percent knew about the subpro- * The drive and initiative (usually in an indi-
ject selection meeting. Forty-five percent of these vidual or small group) to initiate the process
respondents, actually attended the meeting.'3 (subproject selection, mobilizing the com-
Forty-two percent of those who attended the munity for community contribution, and
meeting, spoke at the meeting. These numbers enforcing the contribution)-and to carry it
appear to over-estimate participation: for each through to subproject completion.
consecutive item, the base gets reduced. If the * Sufficient community support to actually real-
base is all respondents, then only 16 percent in ize the community contribution before or
Malawi and 12 percent in Nicaragua spoke at the during construction.
meeting; this low proportion of respondents * Community capacity to implement the sub-
who expressed their views at the meeting fits project, which means specific skills of mobi-
with the picture of the participatory process lization, literacy, bookkeeping, and the ability
described above. 14 This view is also supported to interact with officials.
by qualitative data from focus groups and open-
ended questions in the questionnaire, for which The existence of a PTA or other existing organ-
respondents indicated the subproject choice ization to serve as an initial focal point helps, but
was announced at the meeting. it is usually a headmaster who meets the second

Other aspects of participation also inhibit and third conditions. Respondents are well aware
meeting the highest priority problems of the of this point. While the qualitative data from
poor. For example, the MASAF II Project social fund-assisted communities points to the role
Appraisal Document notes "The criteria for of leaders, respondents from matched commu-
upfront community contribution has met with nities lamented how lack of local leadership
problems in those parts of the country where the impeded making a social fund application: "we
natural environment does not allow those peo- don't have any strong leader, that's why we have
ple to produce fire-baked bricks or acquire a lot of problems, such as lack of assistance"
materials such as river sand and stones for con- (Jamaica), "the mayor here is the only problem"
struction purposes. In such places, it has become (Nicaragua), and "no leadership" (Malawi).
difficult for these communities to apply for their Four conclusions can be drawn:
first choice projects that require substantial con- * Community participation in social fund sub-
tribution in local materials, instead they have projects is sufficient to see subprojects through
ended-up with boreholes which do not require to completion. To the extent that the social
much material contribution." The Zambia social fund process uses existing community struc-
fund faced a similar situation where counterpart tures, it is following good practice. 15

contribution requirements meant that commu- * Depending on the particular social structure
nities chose subprojects with a high unskilled of the community, "prime movers" may or
labor component than others for which they may not represent the interests of the major-
would have to make a larger cash contribution. ity of community members. This puts a strong
Another factor influencing community choice is onus on the social fund to ensure dissemi-
that communities request what they think they nation of relevant information and, where
are likely to get rather than what they truly want necessary, to undertake a longer-term and
and are willing to pay for-in many countries, more intensive participatory process.
social funds are known primarily as builders of * The role of facilitation is stressed. A similar
schools, so that a large proportion of commu- percentage of respondents in social fund-
nity requests they receive are for schools. assisted communities and matched commu-

nities had heard of the social fund from the
Participation and Subproject Execution media (around one-quarter in Jamaica, just
The successful application for, and implemen- under half in Malawi, 31 percent in Nicaragua,
tation of, a social fund subproject requires three and around 4 percent in Zambia). However,
things: a larger percent of respondents in social
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fund-assisted communities compared to beneficiary assessments. Beneficiaries perceived
matched communities had heard of the social a more complex web of actors inserted between
fund from local leaders, which seemed to be the social fund and the community in terms of
instrumental in their getting the social fund promoting and preparing projects" (Owen and
subproject (Annex M, table M.2).' 6 So, in Van Domelen 1998). OED's review of ICRs/PARs
addition to pursuing promotion "to let them found that the bottom-up process was not always
know about it," facilitation (through local followed, and that project selection was not
leaders, for example) will also typically be necessarily based on any clear process and pro-
required to get communities to successfully cedure for considering and analyzing options-
apply.'7 whether by community members, the social
The results also show how facilitation should fund, or other entity. According to a recent
work: that is, motivating local structures to review of social fund operational manuals "par-
take control of the process rather than creat- ticipatory planning is regarded as an essential
ing parallel ones not rooted in the existing ingredient in the work of most social funds, but
social structure. A recent social fund aims at not all of the operations manuals discuss the
improving facilitation skills among existing explicit procedures that are to be used to ensure
local leaders. ("Moldova Training "Prime the participation of the community in the proj-
Movers": Annex N). ect cycle. Without explicit directions that explain

how the participatory process is expected to
These structures can be expected to work work, the actual participation of community

better for some sectors than for others. The con- members is left to chance and for the sake of
ditions for successful subproject formulation are expediency, may never take place" (Weissman
met for schools and hospitals because they are 2001). A study of the design of social fund proj-
more likely to have "prime movers" and existing ects also found weaknesses in terms of sup-
organization that roads or water supply may not, porting participatory processes (Narayan and
and may lack the community structures to enforce Ebbe 1997).
operations and maintenance. Water and road In Jamaica, of those principal respondents
subprojects may require a different participatory who had heard of the social fund, 37 percent
process-proactive information dissemination responded that they were asked to make con-
about the social fund and its offer and/or exter- tributions during construction (time, money, raw
nal agents "igniting"-but not "leading"-the material). 18 These figures were 92 percent, 10 per-
subproject process and nurturing latent "prime cent, and 84 percent for Malawi, Nicaragua and
mover" capacity in local actors. Effective sub- Zambia, respectively. Of the households who
project execution in these sectors will also be were asked to contribute during construction, 56
facilitated by the formation of community-based percent in Jamaica, 100 percent in Malawi, 100
organizations dedicated to these sectors, for percent in Nicaragua, and 98 percent in Zambia
example, road or water associations. Sufficient said they actually did contribute.' 9 The very high
time and resources are crucial for fostering the percentages of community members making
growth of such organizations and it is critical that contributions in Malawi and Zambia are a result
they are rooted in existing social structures. of the way in which the participatory process is

A number of sources confirmed the nature of embedded in existing social structures (e.g., with
the participatory process in social fund proj- social sanctions imposed by community leaders),
ects, for example a review of beneficiary assess- and indicate that social funds in these countries
ments (Annex K) and OED's review of ICRs/ crowd-in local resources.
PARs. The beneficiary assessment review found,
for instance, that: "The characterization that Participation, Capacity Building, and
communities organize, enter into direct com- Social Capital
munication with the social fund, and prepare Thirty-two percent (21 of 66) of social fund
their own projects was not fully borne out in the projects in the portfolio included community
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capacity building among their objectives. Com- project activities; and the whole community
munity empowerment was mentioned among has the experience of working together. This last
social fund objectives in 12 percent of projects. element is called building "bonding social cap-
Five percent of projects mentioned increasing ital": increasing community cohesion and
social capital2 0 and social cohesion among their thereby increasing the likelihood of future com-
objectives.2 1 The emphasis on social capital is munity-based initiatives. Social funds can also
intended to be further strengthened in future build "bridging social capital," which is the
social fund projects (World Bank 2000f). community's links with outsiders. Higher bridg-

Social funds use a variety of mechanisms to ing social capital opens the channels through
support capacity building/skills development which community members can hold local lead-
and social capital: project committee members ers accountable and increases access to
receive training and gain experience on the resources. This section examines these link-
job;22 other community members may learn ages. Box 0.2 summarizes the results from the
new skills through participation in various sub- OED household survey.

Box 0.2 Indicators for Capacity Building, Bonding,
& Bridging Social Capital: Mixed Impacts

Qluestion Jamaica Malawi Nicaragua Zambia
Capacity Building

Have you become able to engage in [carpentry, masonry, MA - -
brick making, or other skilled labour] or has your level of
ability improved? TS - Negative -

Have you become able to engage in [managing construction, MA -

managing maintenance/upkeep of community facilities, or
bookkeeping/accounting] or has your level of ability improved? TS - - Negative

Bonding Social Capital
Compared to Ibase year], is it more difficult or easy to MA Negative Positive
participate in groups and associations of people outside C2 Negative
your immediate household? TS Negative
How often last year did you participate in collective action, MA
for example attended a community meeting, etc? [compared C2 Negative Positive
to] How often did you participate in collective action TS Negative Positive
[in base year]?
Compared to [base year], is the level of trust and community MA e l 
cooperation between people from different backgrounds and C2 = _ Negative_
ethnic groups in your community better or worse or the same? TS = _ Negative 1 _
Compared to [base year], is it more difficult or easier to get MA_
the whole community to agree on a decision? C2 Positive Negative Negative _

TS Negative_
Bridging Social Capital

Does the government respond more effectively to your needs MAT *=iR _ ~ fo.pAiu

now than it did (i bas yer] TS

Do you feel your local leadership responds more effectively MA s i
to your needs now than [in base year]? TS Positive Negative_
Source:This analysis is based on OED's household surveys of 1, 687 households and 3.056 respondents. Only results that are statistically significant on multivariate analysis and are con-

firmed by the difference-in-difference approach (t-statistics and chi-square test) are reported here. MA: Statistically significant with multivariate analysis; C2: Statistically significant with

Chi-square test and TS: statistically significant using t-statistics (details are provided in Annex M, table M.7). Shaded area show confirmation of results by both multivariate analysis and

difference-in-difference approach It-statistics and/or chi-square test).
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Community Capacity Building and Skills ership, accounting, and this was done [in our vil-
Development lage], only four members were trained" (Malawi).

Community participation is intended as an impor-
tant means by which community capacity is Social Capital Effects
enhanced. The quantitative data from the OED The different kinds of possible social capital
household surveys showed that in Malawi 36 per- effects are demonstrated by Beneficiary Assess-
cent and in Zambia 21 percent of all respondents ments conducted by the Participatory Poverty
noted improvements in blue collar skills (car- Assessment Group for the Zambia social fund

pentry, masonry, and/or brickmaking) and 25 project (box 0.3.).
percent in Malawi and 23 percent in Zambia Bonding Social Capital. Four aspects of bond-
noted improvements in managerial skills (man- ing social capital were examined: (i) the respon-

aging construction, bookkeeping, resolving dis- dent's ease of participation in community
agreements).2 3 However, these did not represent activities; (ii) the number of times the respon-
any statistically significant differences compared dent participated in collective action; (iii) the level
with the non-social fund communities (using of trust and community cooperation between
both multivariate and difference-in-difference people of different ethnic groups; and (iv) ease
approaches; Annex M, table M.7).2 4 in getting the community to agree on a decision.

The limited capacity enhancing effect indi- OED's household survey data (Annex M,
cated by the household survey may reflect the fact table M.7) showed that:
that not many community members outside of the * Fifty-five percent of the respondents in
project committee participate actively in most Jamaica, 61 percent in Malawi, 43 percent in
subproject activities-the project committee of Nicaragua, and 42 percent in Zambia reported
about 10 people is only a small part of the com- an increase in the ease of participation in com-
munity and a community-wide survey may not munity activities compared to the base year.
pick it up. This argument fits with the qualitative Using both multivariate and difference-in-dif-
finding of new skills being mentioned in key ference approaches, in one case (Tamaica),
informant interviews, particularly with project this increase was significantly higher than in
committee members: "in the past we did not non-social fund communities. In the other
know of any accounting but now we can at least three cases (Malawi, Nicaragua, Zambia), no
do it here and there. We received training on lead- significant differences were found.2 5

Box 0.3 Zambia: Diverse Social Calpital Effects

BenIefiir Asments snow tht eocJcaiIefesof NScalaiaElcskcTplete absence ot any posi-
prolects differ depending on factors ao prosec design,ladesip. is also possible. This was
and t dnamcofcommun. -- rred m itythat was excluded from
itis to le f findings . o ndtrilute in any way. Instead,

Posie Socal Caial Effecs.lEnhancementosocialcap-thechurh and the dric cijdi work. Consequently.
italrouh p e arti l i tes of owesiity among community

a pariciptoryProces. One waler prcxmpiiswatcn rsondet wa i oilcptlrmained unaffected.
beta hi il Ca ptl E t s iihe interventions may actu-
ing<togethr the mWembers of a r ently established farm com ally harm social capital lfiiponerschooproject the PTA responsi-
m-unitywho hardly knew each other. I created a rue se se of ble for construction work divSided0thcofmunity by hiring skilled
comm y en s cital, a d labor`onl fom one villag,a and discouraged free labor contribu-
beneficiari tion es, th-us disrupting community participation and
original pLoeet -_ . compromising the sense of responsibility and ownership.

Souice. Milimii1994 _;
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• Fifteen percent of the respondents from The OED qualitative studies for the social
Jamaica, 22 percent in Malawi, 7 percent in funds review pointed to the possibility of neg-
Nicaragua, and 18 percent in Zambia per- atively affecting social capital through social
ceived more participation in collective action fund project activities, although these instances
since the base year. Using both multivariate were not widespread. In Nicaragua, it was felt
and difference-in-difference approaches, these that the conflict resolution method did not
differences were not found to be significantly appropriately take into account the partiality of
different from those in the matched non- leaders representing different groups within the
social fund communities for any of the community. Respondents in Zambia, Jamaica,
countries.2 6 and Malawi emphasized access to information

* Forty-five percent of the respondents from and transparency of committee activities and
Jamaica, 7 percent in Malawi, 37 percent in project processes as essential for building and
Nicaragua, and 11 percent in Zambia perceive preserving trust.
that the level of trust and community coop- Bridging Social Capital. Two aspects of bridg-
eration among people of different ethnic ing social capital were examined: the effective-
groups has increased since the base year. ness of the government in responding to
Using both multivariate and difference-in-dif- community needs and the effectiveness of the
ference approaches, when compared with local leadership in responding to community
changes in the matched non-social fund needs.
communities, only Jamaica indicated a sig- * OED's household survey data showed that 25
nificant positive social fund impact; in Zam- percent of the respondents from Jamaica, 50
bia, the result was significantly negative for percent in Malawi, 18 in Nicaragua, and 7 per-
the social fund community; and for Malawi cent in Zambia perceived that the govemment
and Nicaragua, no significant differences were responded more effectively to their needs
found.2 7 now than it did in the base year. In compar-

* Fifty percent of the respondents in Jamaica, ison with the non-social fund communities,
61 percent in Malawi, 49 percent in Nicaragua, this represented a significant positive social
and 43 percent in Zambia perceived improved fund impact in Jamaica but a significantly
ease in getting the community to agree on a negative one in Nicaragua. No significant dif-
decision. Using both multivariate and differ- ferences were found in the other two coun-
ence-in-difference approaches, a significant tries (Annex M, table M.7).29

positive social fund effect was found only in * As for the effectiveness of the local leadership
Zambia; no significant differences were found in responding to community needs, 29 percent
in the other three countries.28 of the respondents in Jamaica, 30 percent in

Malawi, 26 percent in Nicaragua, and 23 in
The community-level qualitative data in the Zambia perceived an improvement. In com-

OED field research countries also provided a few parison with non-social fund communities, a
examples of how the social funds have in some significant negative social fund impact was
cases led to future collective action and raised found for Nicaragua-the only country where
hopes and expectations for future development the difference was statistically significant.3 0

activity. In one focus group in Malawi, all agreed
that they would work together in the future Key informant interviews were more posi-
having seen the fruits of MASAF, and the head- tive, for example, "the needs from the commu-
man confirmed that they were in the process of nity to the ministries are more accessible now."
applying to build a bridge. In a Nicaraguan This difference is not surprising considering that
focus group, it was said that "all people were the quantitative survey included a wide range of
motivated and we worked together. Then, some community members many of whom may have
people proposed we build a place like a garden had little involvement in social fund decision-
where the children play" (Nicaragua). making and management; however, for the hand-
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ful of community leaders (key informants) who forthcoming). The findings in Jamaica suggest

have been involved in the contacts made with that, in some social contexts, using in-depth

the outside world, the social fund process was participatory research may be a more effective

reported by them to have had a positive impact. method of identifying community priorities and
building social capital than the invitation of sub-

Understanding the Findings on Capacity project proposals.
Building and Social Capital It is important to appreciate that social fund
Overall, the results with respect to the capacity projects have varied greatly in the priority

building and social capital effects of social fund attached to capacity building and social capital

projects are mixed with the qualitative data pro- objectives. For example, while some elements

viding a more positive picture than the quanti- of the Guatemala FIS strategy suggested an

tative data. This may have been because those objective of community empowerment, other ele-

more involved in the social fund projects were ments suggested that participation was a way to

likely to both attend and then self-select for expedite project implementation. The priorities

speaking-up in a focus group discussion or qual- were clear: in the first two years of operation,

itative interview. The qualitative data show that, these contradictions were worked out in favor

for the communities studied in each of the four of subproject-oriented objectives. In Argentina

field research countries, there has been capac- FOPAR, priority was given from the outset to

ity building and skill development impact among community development. OED's qualitative field

the community leaders who were active in deci- research in Argentina (comprising semi-structured

sion making. On the other hand, using both mul- interviews with key stakeholders in government

tivariate and difference-in-difference approaches, and non-government including community lead-

the quantitative data showed no significant com- ers, four community visits, focus groups with

munity capacity building or skill development beneficiaries, review of project files, literature

impact of the social fund in the two countries review) comparing the social capital impacts of

(Malawi and Zambia) for which data were avail- two projects in Argentina found that the social

able on this question. fund project contributed to bonding within the

With regard to social capital effects, using both community and to linking individual communi-

multivariate and difference-in-difference ap- ties with formal organizations. It was less suc-

proaches, there are larger improvements in some cessful in generating changes in the way formal

elements of bonding social capital in social organizations related to poor communities due
fund-assisted communities in Jamaica and Zam- to the limited leverage that the poor can have

bia compared with matched communities, and when acting from the isolation of their individ-

no significant social fund impacts in Malawi and ual communities. The sectoral (agricultural) proj-

Nicaragua. With regard to bridging social capi- ect, on the other hand, increased this leverage

tal, using both multivariate and difference-in- by organizing a large number of the rural poor

difference approaches, only Jamaica shows around a single identity shared across commu-

positive social fund effects, Nicaragua shows a nities-that is, being small farmers. This greater

negative social fund effect, and Malawi and leverage allowed the poor to pressure national

Zambia show no significant social fund impact. and subnational governments to take them into

Possible reasons for the differences across coun- account in policy and budgetary issues. The

tries are: the predominance of "new" construc- creation of inter-community ties was facilitated

tion in the sampled social fund-assisted not only by organizing around a common iden-

communities in Jamaica versus rehabilitation in tity, but also by involving beneficiaries in state-

other cases; and the participatory research (Moser level managerial structures, accompanying

and Holland 1997) which highlighted the link- beneficiary groups for periods of three years or

age between community centers/sports com- more, (compared to an average of eight months

plexes and violence and influenced JSIF in for the social fund), and adopting a flexible and

financing such investments (Rao and Ibanez decentralized managerial strategy (box 0.4).
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Bo x 0. 4 AArgentina: Bonding Versus :

'OED's qualitative field research in Argentina (comprising semi- across communities. Additionally, there is a history of produc-
structured interviews with key stakeholders in government and ers organizing work which PSA could tap on and strengthen. Sec-
non-government including community leaders, four community ond, involving beneficiaries in PSAs state-level managerial
visits, focus groups with beneficiaries, review of project files, structures created incentives for inter-community links and
literature review") indicates that FOPAR (Fondo Participativo de demystified the notion of government as an inaccessible space.
Inversion Social) contributed mainly to bonding social capital Beneficiary groups periodically gathered in each state to elect
(within-community ties) while PSA (Programa Social Agro- and monitorthe members representingthem inthe state public-
pecuario) was effective mainly atstrengthening bridgingsocial private councils-these councils were responsible for issues
capital (inter-community ties). This difference had implications such as targeting and subproject approval. In contrast, FOPAR and
for the impact that each program had in terms of linking social other social funds involve beneficiaries mainly at the individual
capital (ties between the poor and formal organizations). The subproject level. Third, building social capital takes time and
bonding capital created by FOPAR, coupled with community while PSA accompanies groups for prolonged periods (three
contracting capacity-building, did allow individualcommunities years or more), FOPAR's average time with a group is eight
to create new and better connections with formal institutions months, after which there is no other formal contact with the
such as more and better articulated demands to local govern- group. Finally, the more flexible and decentralized managerial
ments, increased capacities to contract and oversee technical strategy of PSA is better suited for strengthening social capital
assistance, and increased capacities to deal with banking insti- than FOPAR's more rigid approach. State-level coordinators and
tutions. These connections remained a capital of individual public-private councils in PSA enjoy significant discretion to pro-
communities isolated from each other, though, and they did not pose interventions that, although may not qualify as 'projects,"
provide the amount of leverage that the poor need as a collec- are crucial for sustaining social capital-e.g., assisting a net-
tive actor to demand formal organizations to be more pro-poor, work of 36 small farmers' town-markets to partner with provin-
demanding more participatory and transparent municipal plan- cial and national governments to solve a sanitary problem that
ning processes. The bridging capital created by PSA, on the wasthreateningthecontinuityofthenetwork.Thistypeofinter-
other hand, did increase this leverage by organizing a large vention (quick, 'light," customized) does not match well with the
number of the rural poor around a single identity shared across project-cycle driven logic of social funds. Social funds are
communities-i.e., being small farmers. This greater leverage designed as "subproject processing machines," with the frame-
allowed the poor to pressure national and subnational govern- work for intervention being strictly predetermined by the sub-
ments to take them into account in policy and budgetary issues. projects menu, and although changes in the menu are allowed
FOPAR is trying a new strategy to create ties across communi- they are not common and take time. Usually, subprojects do not
ties (bridging social capital). include interventions such as addressing bottlenecks threaten-

At least four elements differentiate PSA from FOPAR and ing the survival of organizations of the poor. The quick response
other social fund projects that might explain why it has been eas- needed for certain problems is often inconsistent with the project
ier for the former to generate bridging social capital. First PSA cycle timing. The "subproject processing machine" design is
had a sectoral (rural development) rather than a multi-sectoral appropriate for outputs where the input mix can be specified in
approach. PSA's clients shared a concrete and vital identity as advance, such as building schools or clinics. It appears less
"small farmers" that facilitated collective-action endeavors appropriate for strengthening collective action capacities.

Note:This box compares FOPAR and PSA because both had community development/social capital creation as an explicit program goal (while TRABAJAR did not).
a. Field research in Argentina comprised semi-structured interviews, focus groups, a short survey among FOPAR's provincial managers, and a desk-review. Semi-
structured interviews were conducted with a wide array of stakeholders: national- and provincial-level managers in government key staff and fieldworkers of each
of FOPAR, TRABAJAR, and PSA; past and current managers from the Social Information Monitoring and Evaluation of Targeted Social Programs (SIEMPRO) mayors
and councillors; Ministers and key staff working in the areas of social development and rural development in the provincial government and NGOs and community
leaders who had been assisted by these programs. Two focus groups were conducted with FOPAR beneficiaries from about 15 subprojects. Key staff from the World
Bank office in Argentina and TRABAJAR's task manager were also interviewed. A short e-mail survey among the six FOPAR provincial managers aimed at gathering
data on the extent to which: (i) FOPAR practices had been adopted by deconcentrated national agencies and provincial and local governments: and liil communities
had increased their influence on government. The desk review comprised a review of Operational Manuals, World Bank documentation Isuch as PADs and iCRs, ex-
post impact evaluation reports contracted by SIEMPRO, consultants' reports, and academic literature.
Source: Senrano 2000, OED portfolio assessment.
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ANNEX P: STATEMENT OF THE EXTERNAL ADVISORY PANEL

The members of the External Advisory Panel wel- Despite these reservations, the Panel endorses
come the OED review of World Bank experience the general direction of the conclusions, in par-
with social funds as an important contribution ticular the calls for:
to ongoing debate regarding the most appro- * Closer attention and analysis of how on-
priate uses of this instrument. The review draws going or proposed new social funds mesh
extensively on evidence from earlier studies, with evolving institutions in client countries
and adds new survey-based evidence regarding and with World Bank comparative advantage;
the character and impact of community partic- * Fuller consideration of the relative merits of
ipation in social fund projects and the implica- social funds versus alternative approaches to
tions of social fund operations for local and goals of poverty reduction and improved
national government institution-building. The governance; and
review also contributes to a more differentiated * Fresh thinking regarding ways to address
and nuanced appreciation of the advantages weaknesses of conventional social fund
and drawbacks of this approach in different approaches in specific contexts, including
sectors, for varied objectives, and in widely the possibilities of modest or major changes
divergent country contexts. Overall, the review in design of the fund itself, strengthened
provides a carefully considered and balanced complementary activities, transformation, or
appraisal. phase-out.

The panel finds that the conclusions of the
report do not build fully on-nor reflect the Samuel Morley
gist of-the evidence presented in the body of International Food Policy Researcb Institute
the report. The conclusions are more positive and Joan Nelson
"tender-hearted" than the evidence warrants Woodrow Wilson Center of the Smithsonian and
with respect to social funds as an effective instru- School of International Science at American
ment of service delivery. More specifically, the University
panel believes the data and analysis in the report Elinor Ostrom
call for stronger conclusions with regard to the Indiana University
need to rethink the rationale of the Bank's Christina Paxson
expanding support to social fund projects. The Princeton University
panel is concerned that social funds have Judith Tendler
become something of a "sacred cow," not sub- Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ject to the same standards of objective assess- Carol H. Weiss
ment used for other kinds of projects. Harvard University
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ANNEX Q: MANAGEMENT RESPONSE

1. Introduction Response discusses the report's main findings
Social funds represent an innovative approach and presents management's views on the key
to development assistance, and in recent years issues in supporting social funds. The OED
have become increasingly popular with the review identifies constructive areas for future
Bank's borrower countries. From the first social work, as agreed by Management in the attached
fund project in Bolivia in FY87, the portfolio has Management Action Record matrix; however,
grown to almost 100 projects in about 60 coun- concerns remain regarding the database and
tries as of end-FYOI. In addition to the $3.5 bil- methodology used in some of the specific areas
lion in Bank lending (45 percent of total social of the study, as noted below. The management
fund resources), Bank-financed social funds response was developed through consultations
have leveraged $2.1 billion from bilateral sources with a broad range of stakeholders within the
(27 percent), $1.6 billion in local financing (20 Bank.2

percent), and $630 million in multilateral assis-
tance (8 percent).' Social funds remain a small 1. General Comments
share of the Bank's overall efforts-2 percent of Social Fund Perfornance. Social fund projects
total disbursements and 9 percent of poverty- have received some of the highest outcome rat-
targeted interventions. Nonetheless, given the ings among projects in the Bank's portfolio.
innovations and growing importance of this OED evaluations of social fund projects closed
approach, this is an appropriate moment to as of the end of fiscal year 2000 rate 96 percent
evaluate experience to date. as "satisfactory" or better, compared to a Bank

Over the past ten years, there has been con- average of 71 percent and a poverty-targeted
siderable adaptation and innovation in the basic interventions project average of 74 percent for
social fund mechanism. Programs have been the same time period.3 OED)'s 2000 Annual
molded to country circumstance, and program Review of Development Effectiveness found that
objectives have been broadened. Originally con- among the lowest-income countries, the Bank's
ceived of as emergency operations to address the social protection projects-comprised largely of
short-term social costs of economic crisis and social funds in this income group-had the
adjustment, social funds have evolved to address highest overall satisfactory ratings among sectoral
longer-term poverty reduction objectives, includ- areas (World Bank 2001). Empirical findings,
ing improving access to basic services, as well OED's own ratings of social fund performance,
as strengthening local governance and civil and Quality Assurance Group (QAG) ratings all
society. verify that social funds have met their basic

Management welcomes this effort by the objectives and have proven to be effective mech-
Operations Evaluation Department (OED) to anisms for delivering assistance in support of
take stock of what has been learned from the poverty reduction.
social fund experience. The OED review assesses Social Funds 2000 Study and Metbodol-
the development effectiveness of social fund ogy. Unlike most OED sectoral or thematic
projects, and distills lessons and implications reports, this one comes on the heels of a major
for future Bank support. This Management impact evaluation of social funds undertaken by
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Bank staff: Social Funds 2000 study (SF2000.) 4 tries. OED acknowledged this limitation during
SF 2000 is a comprehensive and methodologi- the initial design of its study, stating that "the
cally advanced impact evaluation based on out- evaluation will not pretend that the case study
comes of social funds in six countries (Armenia, findings are representative of the entire portfo-
Bolivia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Peru, and Zam- lio or that the communities being studied rep-

bia). The study was a joint effort of the Social resent all communities in the case study
Protection Unit of the HD Network, the Poverty countries." The limitations of these data must be
Analysis Unit of the PREM Network, and the Latin explicitly recognized. 6

America and Caribbean, Africa, and Europe and
Central Asia Regions. The evaluation uses some Ill. Summary of OED Review Findings
of the latest and most robust approaches avail-
able, spanning both experimental and quasi- A. Findings on Which There Is General
experimental designs, approaches rarely applied Consensus
to development projects. In all cases, control Social Fund Outputs. As reported in the OED
groups were constructed to identify the coun- review, OED project evaluations, and the SF2000
terfactual "What would have been the status of report, expanded access to primary schools,
beneficiaries without the social fund interven- health facilities, water supply and sanitation,
tion?" Data were drawn from over 19,000 house- and improved rural roads have benefited millions
hold surveys in social fund communities and of people. In almost all of the cases studied,
42,000 households from national household sur- social fund investments had a positive impact on
veys, as well as facilities surveys of over 700 infrastructure, leading to an expansion in phys-
schools, health centers, water and sanitation ical capacity and higher quality service delivery
projects, and 600 non-social fund facilities used compared to control groups. The SF2000 impact
for comparison. To ensure transparency and evaluations indicate that this increased access
independence, the evaluations in each of the was accompanied by increased utilization as a

case study countries were carried out by indi- result of social fund interventions.
viduals or agencies external to the social fund. Improvements in Household Welfare. In

The OED report draws on many of the find- addition to the direct benefits of expanded
ings of SF2000. This management response, access to basic services, increased utilization
therefore, takes note of how the SF2000 evidence usually translated into improvements in house-
and findings are presented, used and interpreted hold welfare. While the OED report presents a
in the OED study, as well making comparisons more qualified interpretation of the findings as
with some of OED's own findings. In both cases, "varied," the impact results from the Social Funds

the Management Response raises issues for 2000 impact evaluations tell a clear and com-
consideration. pelling story about changes at the household

OED Study and Methodology. Besides level in communities that received social fund
drawing on SF2000 results and desk reviews of financing, namely:
social fund projects, the OED report also pres- * Social fund investments in primary health cen-
ents supplemental information on sustainability ters resulted in a dramatic reduction in infant
and social capital based on its fieldwork in a sam- mortality in the one country (Bolivia) where
ple of social fund project sites in four countries this could be assessed. Infant mortality dropped

(three to five social fund communities per coun- from about 60 deaths per 1000 live births to
try, or 17 of the total of more than 10,000 com- 30 in social fund households, but increased
munities benefiting from social fund investments from 60 to 67 in control group households.
in these countries).5 The number of communi- * Substantial health gains were also observed
ties sampled is not sufficient to build solid rec- from expanding access to water supply, par-
ommendations for the social fund portfolio from ticularly in rural areas, including significant
this data alone, nor are they large enough to rep- drops in child mortality (all countries with
resent all communities in the case study coun- data) and reductions in diarrhea compared to
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control groups (most countries with data). The Social Protection Unit is currently working
Where the investments studied were reha- with Development Economics Research Group
bilitation of pre-existing urban water systems to determine the extent to which household
(Honduras), no net health impacts were targeting can be improved using better poverty
observed. In all of the countries studied, targeting maps, taking into consideration the
households benefited from a decrease in the limits on targeting that come with the financing
time and/or distance to access water com- of community infrastructure to which all house-
pared to nonbeneficiary households. holds have access.

* Social fund interventions increased school Efficiency. The OED review reports the SF
size in all of the countries studied and primary 2000 findings that the overhead expenses of
enrollment rates in most of the countries the social funds studied ranged between 7 and
studied. Typically, there was a positive impact 14 percent. Both central and local government
on the number of years of schooling and/or investments in similar infrastructure typically
age for grade, pointing to a direct link with had much higher overhead expenses. However,
future poverty outcomes. No significant in terms of the unit costs of social fund sub-
improvement in achievement test scores was projects, no clear trend emerged between social
found in the one country where this could be funds, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs),
analyzed. local governments, or central agencies, and

* Impacts in the sanitation sector varied there was great variability by country and sec-
between sewerage and latrines. No net health tor. Where community contributions were high
benefits could be detected from social fund and/or communities directly managed funds
investments in sewerage systems, although and contracts, unit costs of investment were
investments in latrines tended to reduce the lower. These findings have broader implica-
incidence of diarrhea. tions, pointing to potential efficiency gains in

community-driven programs.
Poverty Targeting. There has been a great Sustainability. Drawing from the impact

deal of speculation about whether demand- evaluation results as well as OED fieldwork,
driven mechanisms are capable of reaching poor the review findings point to better sustainabil-
areas and poor households. As reported in the ity than has generally been anticipated. The
OED review, the data from SF 2000 point to pro- quality of infrastructure was typically quite good
poor targeting outcomes. At the geographic and generally better than comparators-an
level, poorer areas received more social fund important factor in long-term sustainability.7

resources per capita than better-off areas. This More importantly, for social services such as
result attests to the strong demand for support schools and health centers, social fund facilities
expressed from poor areas, as well as improved were found to be at least as well staffed and
outreach and targeting efforts by the social equipped as comparator facilities, and usually
funds. At the household level, the majority of better so. The meeting of recurrent cost obliga-
beneficiaries were poor, and the poorest of the tions appeared less strained in the education sec-
poor showed reasonable access to benefits-the tor than in the health sector, where systemic
poorest ten percent of the people represented difficulties were observed in both social fund and
between 8 and 15 percent of social fund bene- non-social fund facilities in securing a reliable
ficiaries, depending on the country studied. As supply of all essential drugs. Notwithstanding this
community infrastructure cannot exclude any pattern, in several countries social fund-
community member from access, better-off supported health centers were better stocked
households also benefited. In all cases analyzed, with key medicines than their non-social fund
social funds were at least as well targeted and counterparts, and in two of the countries stud-
usually better targeted than other social pro- ied, average health center staffing was below
grams, and typically much better targeted than ministry norms for social funds and control
general public social and municipal spending. group facilities alike.
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Physical maintenance and repairs varied by of public finance are best addressed through

-country and sector. OED fieldwork found a high economywide and sectoral reform programs.
proportion of community members willing to Such programs are long term in nature because

contribute toward maintenance activities of social they require fundamental institutional changes.

fund investments. From the impact evaluations, These reform programs typically involve some
deficiencies in maintenance were more likely to degree of decentralization of expenditure deci-

occur in water systems than in other types of sions. In this context, social funds that approve
infrastructure, although almost all systems were small-scale investments on a case-by-case basis,

found to be operating several years after con- requiring evidence of recurrent cost financing

struction. Similar maintenance issues may apply and, where appropriate, prior ministry approval,
to rural roads, particularly for tertiary roads with have an important role to play in fostering these

through traffic. In water projects, cost recovery longer-term reforms while minimizing risks of
was typically insufficient to ensure long-term escalating recurrent cost obligations.

operations and maintenance, though this was true
of social fund and non-social fund water systems B. Findings under Question
alike. Management recognizes the challenges to Community Priorities. The review discusses

sustainability, particularly in community-man- the extent to which social fund investments are

aged services. In response to previous concerns, relevant to community priorities. OED bases its

social fund projects of more recent origin have conclusion on the small sample of communities
paid increased attention to training of water- subject to OED fieldwork. In 9 of the 17 com-

user groups, and to establishing preventive main- munities studied, the top priority was financed, and

tenance funds and maintenance contracts with in most of the others the second eligible priority
communities, as the review notes. There is still was financed. There may be legitimate reasons

a great deal to do to improve communities' why a community decides to opt for its second
capacity to ensure proper maintenance in all or third priority, for example, one intervention may
sectors. Approaches .need to be tailored to the be desired but technically or economically infea-

specific sector, taking into account evolving les- sible, or one intervention may better fit the finan-

sons learned from the sectoral experience. This cial and human capacity of the community. The
process is under way. For example, in the Latin larger body of evidence from impact evaluations
America and Caribbean and Africa Regions, there and beneficiary assessments confirms that com-
have already been regional conferences bring- munity members consistently report that social
ing together social fund and sectoral ministries fund investments reflect priority community needs.

in the water and sanitation sector to integrate sec- All studies, including the OED fieldwork, show that
toral concerns into the social fund project cycle. community priorities were met in the majority of

Against the backdrop of this empirical evi- cases, leadership and citizens were actively

dence, the report raises the general concern engaged in the process, and community members

that prevailing fiscal and sectoral constraints as a whole express high levels of satisfaction.
within a country may impact the provision of The fact that community leaders and existing local
recurrent cost financing. The availability of recur- organizations are involved in mobilizing citizen
rent cost financing will condition the ultimate mix support and participation is a positive sign that

of rehabilitation versus expansion of infrastruc- these investments are relevant to the community

ture and the sectoral mix of investments, and it and embedded in its social fabric.
may ultimately determine the scale of social
fund operations. The availability of recurrent C. Findings Where Evidence Is Unclear or
cost financing-whether to hire teachers and Further Research Is Necessary
health workers, to operate water systems, or to OED's project evaluation rating of the institutional
maintain rural roads-depends on the presence development impact of social funds is higher

of adequate sector policies and strategies. Man- than the average for all Bank projects-58 per-
agement is of the view that most general issues cent were rated "substantial" compared to 36 per-
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cent for all Bank projects as of end-FYOO. These main issues with central agencies, not training line
impacts extend beyond the social fund and ministries to "do as social funds do." Ministry rep-
include effects on central and local govern- resentatives are usually part of the governance
ments, the private sector, NGOs, and commu- structure of social funds. However, experience
nities. Management agrees with OED that these shows that coordination is best achieved at the
impacts are difficult to capture, and that it is dif- local level, among the community, local govern-
ficult to generalize because of variations in social ment, and local representatives of the line min-
fund design between countries and over time in istries. As the OED report states, these mechanisms
the same countries. As a consequence of limited have been sufficient to secure central govern-
data, the report is unable to fully evaluate the ment acknowledgment, where relevant, of recur-
correlation between social funds and institu- rent cost obligations for the facilities financed by
tional development. The report raises appropriate the social fund, with follow-up by these central
flags of caution to indicate areas of possible agencies variable.
conflict between social fund design and institu- Effects on Local Governments. In response
tional development. This useful contribution to the growing importance of local governments,
directs country teams toward a more complete three years ago the Social Funcls Thematic Group
consideration of a wide range of development and the Decentralization Thematic Group initi-
issues related to social funds. ated joint research with the United Nations Cap-

Effects on Central Government The OED ital Development Fund in six countries to study
report recognizes social fund agencies' achieve- the interface between social funds and the evolv-
ments in innovation, modern management tech- ing decentralization framework. The OED report
niques, transparency, and adaptation, which it draws from the initial lessons generated from this
attributes to their operational autonomy. As the cross-Network cooperation. Sometimes, social
report states, views differ concerning the contin- funds have been drivers of greater local gov-
uing justification for and ultimate effects of this ernment involvement; other times they have
autonomy. To fll the empirical gap, the Social simply responded to shifts in national decen-
Funds Thematic Group and the Civil Service and tralization policies, or have lagged behind them.
Administrative Reform Thematic Group are assess- As local governments increasingly assume respon-
ing social funds in terms of institutional structure, sibility for providing basic services, social funds
budgeting, personnel, procurement, and account- may present an opportunity to support this
ability procedures for coherence with broader process-or they may undermine the develop-
public sector management objectives. A first set ment of local governments. To ensure that social
of lessons learned and guidance for task teams, funds fully support national decentralization poli-
based on a checklist of key public sector concerns cies, best practice approaches and toolkits for task
already drafted by the Public Sector Management teams are being developed. The Community-
Group, Poverty Reduction and Economic Man- Driven Development and Decentralization the-
agement Network (PRMPS), will be available to matic groups are researching the interface
task teams in the second half of FY02. between local governments and community-

The report notes that institutional impacts on based organizations to identify possible synergies
other central agencies take many forms. Some ini- and tradeoffs between the two that will provide
tial social funds had explicit objectives to valuable insights into social fund design in terms
strengthen line ministries. This has either remained, of supporting improved local governance.
appropriately, within the narrower confines of Community Capacity-Building and Social
the social fund project cycle (involving ministry Capital Effects. At the community level, evi-
staff in appraisal and supervision, for instance) or dence of building community capacity and social
has been largely superceded by the growing trend capital remains based on case study approaches,
of local governments and community groups tak- and appears to vary by community and by social
ing on increased responsibilities for community fund. Certainly, social funds have engaged com-
infrastructure. Coordination and synergy are the munity members to an important degree in solv-
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ing local development problems. The OED field- these policies and providing technical input.

work found mixed effects from their 17 com- However, there have also been substantial

munity case studies in term of social capital improvements in incorporating sectoral experi-

impacts, with possible positive, negative, and ence within social fund design and operation.

neutral effects depending on the community The Cross-Network Community-Driven Devel-

and the measure. Therefore, in management's opment Group, comprised of staff working on

opinion, OED data confirm management's con- both sectoral and multisectoral operations, is

clusion that more research and analysis is needed supporting the development of Bankwide guide-

before we can say anything definitive on this sub- lines and toolkits for improving sectoral

ject. Solid operational recommendations in this approaches within multisectoral projects, under

area will have to await both sufficient experience the technical guidance of the various infra-

from the more recent models that enter more structure-related thematic groups. This experi-

intensely into community facilitation, and more ence will be relevant beyond social funds, as the

systematic and robust evaluation of capacity- Bank moves more into multisectoral instruments

building and social capital effects. The Social Pro- in community-driven development, decentral-

tection Anchor is currently exploring options for ization support, and programmatic lending. At

developing the analytic framework and empir- the country level, better definition of sectoral

ical investigation necessary to begin to answer policies, including coherence among various

these questions. investment mechanisms in terms of technical
norms, approaches to recurrent cost financing,

IV. Management's Views: Issues Going and policies for community cost-sharing, will

Forward help to better integrate the various national pro-

Management welcomes the acknowledgement in grams that are investing at the community level.

the OED report that country circumstance should Management fully expects the evolution of

dictate social fund design and relevance. One of social funds to continue. In some countries,

the strengths of social funds has been their social funds are merging with the decentraliza-

capacity to evolve and adapt to changing coun- tion process, as in Bolivia, where the social fund

try circumstance. As recognized, this evolution operates entirely through the municipal planning

is not always linear. For example, although and budgeting process, and in Zambia, where

social funds may have moved away from emer- social funds are leading the experimentation

gency objectives to longer-term poverty reduc- with shifting investment responsibilities to district

tion, their experience with swift delivery of councils. In other countries, social funds are

community-level infrastructure has enabled them bringing communities more directly into the

to respond effectively to natural disasters with development process, improving local gover-

emergency reconstruction. It is important to pre- nance from the bottom up, and strengthening civil

serve this flexibility and responsiveness to society, particularly in post-conflict and transition

national circumstance. economies. Management is excited about recent

The report rightly highlights the challenges of adaptations and innovations to better address vul-

multisectoral programs. Multisectoral approaches nerable groups, support the decentralization

afford communities choice and allow invest- agenda, and further strengthen communities.

ments to be tailored to local needs. They also Some of the innovations of the social fund model

require a great deal of sector content and coor- have been picked up in other Bank investment

dination to ensure that investments are not out projects, encouraging an important diversification

of step with national policies. Social funds have in delivery mechanisms for poverty reduction.

adopted many approaches to reconciling these Management does not believe that social funds

tensions. There have been shortcomings both on are the best instrument to address all poverty and

the side of social funds in incorporating policies institutional development concerns. Social funds

fully into operating procedures, as well as on the have always been viewed as complementary to

side of sectoral ministries in clearly defining the broader public sector management, decen-
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tralization, and sectoral policy initiatives. One of The OED report states that as social funds
the great dangers has been to heap multiple and become permanent, one measure of institutional
competing objectives onto social funds because development should be a declining share of
of their proven operational performance. OED external support, in order to show long-term gov-
cautions about investing heavily in social funds ernment commitment. This may be appropriate
in the absence of progress on broader reforms in certain cases. However, many of the poorest
of the state. However, the report also recognizes countries still rely heavily on donor funding. The
that social funds have been extremely useful in demonstration of government commitment may
emergency and post-conflict situations and in need to take other forms if the social fund
environments characterized by ineffective cen- remains the most viable option for attracting
tral agencies. This tension requires social funds and channeling donor resources to poor
to operate in suboptimal policy and institutional communities.
settings, but to remain attentive to supporting
these broader reforms as they are developed. V. Major OED Recommendations and
Management agrees with OED that the choice of Management Response
instruments to meet Bank program objectives tai- The following Management Action Record matrix
lored to client demand and client circumstances provides management responses to the specific
is an issue to be discussed in preparing Country recommendations highlighted in the report's
Assistance Strategies. conclusions.

Management Action Record

Major OED Recommendation ementfte
1. Strengthen integration of social funds into the 1eswithtis in principle. Specific
Bank's country assistance and sectoral strate- ations autlined below. -

gies, and into clients' PRSPs, where relevant.
Ens hrceprig e insLrurrenitnceri¶ure

* Rationale and objectives of Bank support need to the nnil pon Ir a coijntr- iriclud,
be clear and should drive the choice of instrument n 3nfriiri re:r f ,c ne
rather than the other way around. 9unlt id h n mplez. qave righti

->rilae!aray ratings t ) and tio ra[,on
* Social fund projects should not displace policy a1lit p p ih icldi 1c =l id lar l idnc,reni

reform but should be designed as part of a pack- tvril NisTol l re u-Ito risurelr corisiii-lCAI ni oavcr
age of Bank support rather than as isolated ti imrt al ppropri eui In
interventions. - lntiah e lc leent ny i on itifl

* In order to achieve compliance with Bank sectoral - c7ns nihEd6 EiSn d pri-ni
policies and technical standards and consistency I u-rre-I di tirat prrjvaII T j7h teanis wil r|et o
with country sectoral and public sector management - mftlThn 41 ev. lr lciped bPRP
reform strategies, the Bank should improve coun-
try-team coordination on social fund projects. Socim Fund PRSP. PlhSPs ae d n o role To

determine _ASP content Rcwever it isrw:inhwhit&tci rev~w.c'tiuntre kipePrieric e n order
to provide ritomaionito cln rd reiev oft PRSP. in

with_.oi al funds to as&e~; the cohere3;nce and'iegtaiorr, ol cial ,unds v-ithin
32i trJlZldunflpletedinF`i2 57
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Management Action Record

Major OED Recommendation Management Response

Social Funds and SSPs. Future SSPs will contain a menu of lending and nonlend-

ing services to guide country teams. HDNSP will work with staff preparing SSPs to

ensure that social funds are considered in this context.

Integration of sectoral expertise and country teams. The cross-Network CDD

group (including representation from HDNSP) and sectoral thematic groups are cur-

rently devising approaches for incorporating sectoral strategies in multisectoral

instruments. PRMPS is encouraging public sector thematic groups to contribute

toward a work program examining key areas of concern for public sector management

with regard to social funds (e.g., impact on civil service, flexibility and coordination

of budget, impact on local government incentives). Specific products under prepara-

tion will provide guidance to staff working on social funds, including:

* Rural Water TG will produce guidelines on appropriate water and sanitation

approaches for use by multisectoral instruments, to be available in FY02.

* Rural Transport TG has committed to produce guidelines on appropriate transport

approaches for use by multisectoral instruments, to be available in FY02.

* Rural and Microfinance TG and the Social Funds TG are currently finalizing

research into best practice case studies of microfinance approaches for social

funds, with guidelines to be developed in FY02.

* Joint research supported by HDNSP and PRMPS will review existing institu-

tional arrangements of social funds and identify best practice, in FY02.

In addition, increased efforts will be made to bring in sectoral staff as full-fledged

members of task teams. Efforts will be made to ensure that technical input to multi-

sectoral instruments be an explicit objective of the Bank's sector unit strategy, and

recognized in sectoral staff work programs. Both the Bank's Water and Sanitation Board

and the Transport Sector Board will facilitate engagement of sectoral expertise to ensure

consistency of sectoral practice in social funds. Increased norms for project prepa-

ration and supervision in the FY02 budget will help better resource these multisec-

toral operations.

2. Give more attention to long-term impacts. 2. Management agrees with general thrust of this recommendation.

* In design of social fund projects, the tradeoffs Tradeoffs. At the margin, there may be tradeoffs between efficiency and impact, but

between speed and efficiency of subproject pro- these should be determined in each specific case, consistent with the overall objec-

cessing and long-term impacts need to be explic- tives of that particular social fund. A social fund engaged in emergency reconstruc-

itly acknowledged and addressed, and reflected in tion will face that tradeoff differently than one focused on longer-term, community

performance indicators. capacity building.

* The continuation or extension of Bank financing to Demonstrated impact. Continued financing of any Bank project should be contin-

a social fund should be based on evidence of that gent on demonstrated impact. In terms of longer-term impacts on household welfare,

project's development impact. the recent impact evaluations on social funds provide a richer basis for judgment than
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Management Action Record)

Major OED Recommendation Management Response

The appropriate role and focus of the social fund exists in most other Bank projects. HDNSP is currently developing a toolkit to assist

agency and its relationship with existing institutions task teams in development of appropriate impact evaluation approaches based on the

should be anticipated as far as possible from the experience of the Social Funds 2000study. This product will be available in late FY02.

outset because of the difficulties experienced in

changing the orientation once the agency is well- Role and Focus. In terms of the role and focus of social funds, design should be coher-

established. ent with the prevailing institutional framework and government objectives at the time,

and highly responsive to changes in that framework as they occur. Maintaining the

capacity for innovation and flexibility to changing circumstances will remain an

important design feature of social funds. HD's Social Protection Board will monitor

this role and focus as part of its responsibility for project quality assurance, includ-

ing the use of QERs.
3. Ensure efficiency of resource allocation. 3. Management agrees with the general principle, with a caveat on some of

the specific implications.

* Social fund projects should ensure that investment

decisions include a systematic articulation of the Local Planning. Development of investment priorities must come from the community

benef its as well as the costs of alternative invest- level, using broad citizen consultations and/or established local planning processes

ments by the community and/or local government where available. In many countries, such processes do not yet exist or are very weak

concerned, who should also be charged with mon- While social funds support these consultation and participatory planning processes,

itoring actual benefits in relation to their expecta- having community groups and local governments able to perform systematic cost-ben-

tions at subproject appraisal. efit analysis on all competing investment alternatives in that community should be

viewed as a long-term goal, taking into consideration that this is not yet achieved even

* Stronger measures are needed to ensure that ben- in industrial countries. In the short and medium terms, ensuring relevance and effi-

eficiaries are adequately informed and consulted ciency of community investments is furthered by (a) the ex-ante economic analysis

on investment options, costs, and benefits. social funds apply to each subproject proposal, (b) strengthening of local consulta-

I tion processes to identify priority investments, and (c) requirements for local contri-

* The appropriate scale and scope of social fund butions to upfront investment costs, where appropriate.

activities should be addressed at the project design

stage, and reassessed regularly during implemen- Informed Beneficiaries. Regarding beneficiary input to monitoring and evalua-

tation, with reference to budgetary processes and tion, social funds have been at the forefront in systematizing the use of beneficiary

public expenditure analysis. assessments in Bank projects. Guidelines and best practice for beneficiary assess-

ments of social funds have been developed for staff and training modules on related

topics have been carried out since FY99. Such direct community member feedback

will continue to be used to monitor beneficiary awareness of their opportunities and

obligations within social fund programs, as well as to gauge citizen assessment of

benefits.

To promote improved information flows at the community level, the cross-Network

Community-Driven Development Group (including the Social Funds Thematic Group)

is supporting research into best practice approaches for information, education and

communications campaigns at the local level and the use of facilitation to identify

priorities and inform citizens. The results will be available to staff to improve the design
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Management Action Record

Major OED Recommendation Management Response

the level of program knowledge by citizens and will provide a format to monitor

these improvements over time.

The scope and scale of social fund activities and their links with general public

expenditures are contained within the PAD. Recent QAG reviews have found these

issues to be addressed satisfactorily. Management will track performance in QAG

reviews and highlight these issues within QERs and other upstream quality enhance-

ment activities.

4. Develop policy requirements 4. Management agrees with the need to provide clear criteria and guidance

for Bank support to social funds.

Policy requirements on support to social fund projects

should be developed to provide clear criteria and pro- Criteria and advice are appropriately set out through guidance to staff, rather than

cedures for Bank support to social funds. The policy note through the preparation of separate policy directives. Currently, the relevant policy |

should identify conditions that indicate appropriate- statements are provided as part of the Bank's overall policy requirements for invest-

ness or inappropriateness of using the social fund instru- ment lending, which includes social funds. The overall policies cover the use of eco-

ment and its strategic justification within the CAS and nomic, social, financial and institutional analysis.

PRSP, provide guidance on the country-specific infor-

mation and analysis needed to ensure alignment of the The Bank's Human Development Network already provides a considerable body of guid-

social fund with the institutional context, and identify ance to Bank staff with respect to the use, design, and implementation of social funds

viable transformation or exit strategies. (See detailed in areas such as project design and implementation, economic analysis, gender, envi-

list of recommended items to include in the recom- ronmental guidelines, decentralization, emergency reconstruction/response, employ-

mendations section of the report.) ment creation, impact evaluations and beneficiary assessments, management information

systems, procurement and community contracting, participation, working with NGOs,

poverty targeting, inclusion of vulnerable groups and the disabled, and delivery of social

services, with specific reference resources. These guidelines are available on the

HDNSP Social Funds Web Site.* Training programs in conjunction with WBI and rel-

evant thematic groups are conducted on an on-going basis to further disseminate these

guidelines and best practice experience. In consultation with PREM, PSI, and ESSD,

the HD Network will, as necessary, augment and update the guidance provided to staff.

Background work on several important inputs is already underway, including public sec-

tor management considerations and integration of sectoral strategies in multisectoral

instruments, as discussed in Recommendation 1 above. In addition, the Bank's Safe-

guard Unit is currently preparing guidelines on the application of safeguard policies

to projects that use CDD approaches. This includes standard guidelines for environ-

mental classification to.be applied consistently across Networks and Regions. HDNSP

is currently developing a discussion paper on future directions of social funds that will

review recent innovations and discuss institutional options for social funds that reflect

lessons learned from current practice, to be available to staff in FY02.

*http://ispace3.worldbank.org:7001/intranet/jsp/sectors_view.jsp?tab=2&gwitem=

474008
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ANNEX R: REPORT FROM CODE: COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT
EFFECTIVENESS

The Committee on Development Effectiveness mechanisms to ensure the efficient allocation of
(CODE) met on October 24, 2001 to discuss the social fund investments and that the highest pri-
OED report Social Funds: A Review of World ority community problems were addressed; (iii)
Bank Experience (CODE2001-0090) and the significant number of non-poor beneficiaries
draft Management Response (CODE2001-0091). participating and benefiting from the social fund
The OED review is in response to the Bank's projects; (iv) insufficient complementary inputs
rapidly expanding social funds portfolio. A self- for ensuring adequate operations and mainte-
evaluation study of social funds projects under- nance; (v) negative impacts on public sector
taken by Management, Letting Communities management in large-scale operations; and (vi)
Take the Lead: A Cross Country Evaluation of the mixed impact of the social fund participa-
Social Fund Performance (CODE 2001-0092), tory process in building community capacity or
was circulated as background information. The social capital.
Chair noted the serious effort made by OED, Members commented on a wide range of
resulting in a comprehensive review. He also issues raised in the report, including:
commended management for its self-evaluation Broad Supportfor Report Findings. The
report and said both reports could be used to Committee recognized the positive results of
provide future guidance to staff and to improve social funds and appreciated the report's atten-
social funds. The Committee welcomed the tion to poverty impact, sustainability and insti-
management response and was pleased to note tutional development of social funds. Many
the broad alignment between the OED recom- members believed that the report presented a
mendations, Management's self-evaluation, and balanced view of the social funds' experience
the management response. The Committee and supported the report's findings, although one
endorsed the OED report's findings and its member felt the tone of the report was more crit-
recommendations. ical than warranted. Management emphasized

The OED Review. The review confirmed the finding that 96 percent of the closed social
that social funds had: (a) been highly effective fund projects in the review had been rated "sat-
in delivering and improving access to small-scale isfactory" on outcome by OED, and both cau-
infrastructure; (b) improved their performance tioned that a negative tone could lead to the
on poverty targeting over time; (c) been dis- report being misinterpreted by other audiences.
bursed rapidly and had produced visible results The DGO noted that according to the External
quickly in difficult situations; and (d) had resulted Advisory Panel for the report, the conclusions
in some positive institutional development of the OED report could have been even more
impacts, mostly at the local level. While the vast forceful in its recommendation that the Bank
majority of beneficiaries had been satisfied with revisit its expanding support. to social fund
the resulting social infrastructure, the review projects.
noted that social fund projects faced a number Integration of Social Funds with Country
of challenges. These included the: (i) varied Strategies. The Committee stressed the impor-
results on outcomes and welfare impacts in tance of improving the "alignment" of social
social fund communities; (ii) need to improve funds with sector, CAS, and PRSP interventions,
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to become part of an integrated country strategy. local-level control. One member asked that

Members underlined that the Bank should con- follow-up to OED's recommendations extend

tinue to address issues of public participation, beyond a focus on fixing design issues to a

poverty targeting and budget setting in its policy- focus on addressing broader, contextual prob-

level engagements and some underlined that lems for which the social fund may be an inap-

social funds not become permanent, parallel, propriate response. Management cautioned that

competing structures to other public sector insti- social funds were limited in terms of what they

tutions, although it was noted by one member could be expected to accomplish, given their

that industrial countries have institutions simi- inherent characteristics, and that this needed to

lar to social funds that operate successfully in par- be better recognized. OED noted that the issue

allel to other public sector institutions. The DGO of recurrent costs extended beyond social funds

expressed his view that the Management to the facilities in the comparator communities,

Response needed to address, in fuller detail, and that it was an issue that often is not resolv-

the relationship between social funds, country- able at the community level. Speakers appreci-

assistance strategy, and country-institutional ated the best practice examples given in Annex

setup, particularly with regard to resource allo- N and they suggested that this information be

cation. Management informed the Committee that disseminated more widely.

many client governments did not view social Guidance on Social Funds. The Committee

funds as temporary parallel structures but rather supported management's proposal to update

they had become part of a more varied mix of the operational guidelines for social funds based

public institutions and that some funds were on best practice as opposed to developing sep-

financed through the budget, and through Bank arate policy requirements, as had been recom-

lending. It added that social funds had been mended by OED. They asked that the guidelines

mainstreamed into governments' overall pro- be kept simple so as to not tax the capacity of

grams and the Bank's CASs in Eritrea and clients. OED, however, did not believe that the

Ethiopia and in the Latin American region. current policy requirements for investment lend-

Context and Design of Social Funds. The ing adequately covered all aspects of social

Committee discussed a number of issues related funds, and it stressed that a formal good-prac-

to the design of social funds and the challenges tice statement would need to be developed as

to using them to realize long-term development a benchmark for evaluation. In its view, this

goals. Members noted the need for manage- would help in harmonizing sector policies and

ment to: (a) clarify better what social funds standards between social funds and other Bank

could and could not do; (b) a graduation path programs. One speaker believed that it would

for social funds and an exit strategy; and (c) the be more useful to undertake a strategic analy-

need to consider whether the Bank could have sis of when and how the Bank should proceed

realized similar or better results using alternative, with respect to social funds, prior to develop-

less costly instruments. Members especially ing operational guidelines.

underlined the importance of paying more atten- Community Priorities. The Committee dis-

tion to the sustainability and institution-building cussed the challenges to ensuring that projects

dimensions of social funds and the need to remained "demand-driven" and the scope and

address broader, contextual and systemic prob- limits of social funds in delivering public goods

lems that may impact on social fund perform- across communities. They noted, in particular,

ance. They underlined the importance of the tension between ensuring that projects

ensuring "complementary" inputs for subprojects reflected community priorities and the needs of

and of explicitly addressing issues of recurrent the poor and the role of "prime movers" in

cost and capacity and maintenance at the local developing proposals. OED noted that the chal-

level. They also noted the need to gain a fuller lenge was to ensure that communities were well

understanding of the life cycle of social funds informed so that community priorities would

and how to address structural problems beyond reflect informed choice. One member asked
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that in focusing on how to make social funds tions about how social funds could be improved
more responsive to the poor, fuller attention be to help address longer-term poverty-reduction
given to how to reduce vulnerability. OED noted goals on a sustainable basis. He also noted that
there was a limit to the extent to which social the benefits of social funds, as a tool to respond
funds could provide public goods and distrib- to local client needs, should not be lost in this
ute risk across communities, given that social process. He concluded that by responding to the
funds were community-driven. Management concerns raised by OED in the report, social
stated that most community members were sat- funds could be made even stronger and more
isfied with the social-fund project choice and that sustainable, as well as better equipped to
the key was to continue to strengthen partici- develop institutions in countries. OED will issue
patory planning processes. the report with the revised management

Conclusion. The Chair noted the great enthu- response. Management will update the opera-
siasm of staff and beneficiaries for social fund tional guidelines for social funds.
projects and also noted the impressive per-
formance ratings of OED's evaluation. He noted PieterStek, Chairman

that the OED report had raised important ques-
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Overview 2. In addition to Bank financing, social funds

1. Management notes, "although OED char- have attracted substantial financing from other

acterizes the Social Funds 2000 Impact Evalua- donors.

tion as a 'self-evaluation,' the impact analysis in 3. Social Funds Website, Social Protection

six countries used experimental and quasi-exper- Unit, November 2000.

imental designs and in all cases data collection 4. The Social Protection Unit's definition uses

and analysis was contracted to agencies outside the term "demand" in a general sense (what ben-

of the social fund, following best practice on eficiaries ask for) rather than in an economic

evaluation design. The evaluation was a joint sense (what they are willing and able to pay for).

effort between HD's Social Protection Unit, 5. "To make them more efficient social funds

PREM's Poverty Analysis Unit, the AFR, LAC, usually enjoy special status for example: an

and ECA Regions, with input from DEC." independent, legal persona; control over the

2. Management notes that the OED fieldwork project approval process; arid/or exemption

showed that in the majority of communities the from prevailing public sector rules and regula-

top priority was financed, and the broader body tions relating to issues such as civil service salary

of evidence from impact evaluations and bene- schedules, procurement and/or disbursements,"

ficiary assessments consistently report that the Social Funds Website, Social Protection Unit,

vast majority of social fund projects reflect com- November 2000.

munity priorities. 6. At the far end of this spectrum, Argentina's

3. Management notes that OED's evaluation FOPAR is integrated in the Ministry of Social

of social fund experience is a comprehensive Development (Serrano 2000).

piece of work in some very difficult territory, par- 7. The 2001 social protection strategy set

ticularly with respect to the impact of social social funds in a risk-management framework. To

funds on institutional development. The paper the extent that social and economic infrastructure

raises salient points in this regard, mainly not- investments reduce risk, social funds contribute

ing where experience has suggested possible to risk management and these outcomes are

conflicts between social fund design and insti- captured as part of the general welfare impact

tutional development. However, due to very of social fund projects. The present review could

limited data, the report is unable to answer out- not assess social fund projects specifically for their

standing questions that are necessary for eval- risk-management impact: few projects included

uating how social funds have affected explicit risk-management objectives, incorpo-

institutional development. Given the lack of rated explicit mechanisms for risk-management

data, Management believes that conclusions in their design, or used specific performance

cannot be drawn; and the report could have been indicators for monitoring risk management effects.

more explicit about the empirical gaps in our 8. Management notes that "although OED

understanding of the impact of social funds on characterizes the Social Funds 2000 as a 'self-

government. evaluation,' the impact analysis in six countries

used experimental and quasi-experimental

Chapter 1 designs and in all cases data collection and analy-

1. This review uses the Social Protection sis was contracted to agencies outside of the

Unit's list as of May 2000 to define the social social fund, following best practice on evaluation

funds portfolio (Annex A), although this list design. The evaluation was a joint effort between

does not include some projects with the same HD's Social Protection Unit, PREM's Poverty

or similar characteristics (such as AGETIPS Analysis Unit, the AFR, LAC and ECA Regions,

and some rural development projects). The with input from DEC."

figures represent total Bank lending to the
project concerned, although in some cases the Chapter 2
social fund was only one component in the 1. Based on task manager responses to the

project. basic information questionnaire and, where
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these were unavailable, staff appraisal reports ment. In a sample of six quality at entry reviews
(SARs) or project appraisal documents (PADs) of social funds, 50 percent were rated as highly
and operational manuals. satisfactory, 33 percent as satisfactory and 17 per-

2. Based on SARs/PADs. cent (one project) marginally satisfactory in these
3. Management notes that 8 out of 12 QAG arenas.

reviews of social fund projects rated monitoring 10. This result should be considered in light
and evaluation as "satisfactory," with 4 "mar- of other possible explanations provided in the
ginally satisfactory." While there is always scope literature, for example, that satisfaction may be
for improving monitoring and evaluation (M&E), influenced by the fact that communities have a
none of the QAG reviews found fully unsatis- large range of unmet needs, or that communi-
factory M&E; and there were examples of review ties lack knowledge about options (confirmed
findings where monitoring indicators, both out- overall by the OED household survey in four
puts and outcomes in terms of development countries) and assume they are confronted with
impact, were judged as very good. a "this or nothing" choice.

4. These ratings relate to the 23 projects that 11. Management notes that "Given the size of
had closed as of end-fiscal year 2000 and for the community survey sample, the discussion on
which ICR reviews were conducted by OED. For the effectiveness of the demand-driven process
the current review, OED examined all 66 social cannot be generalized. Given the expected het-
fund projects in the social fund portfolio as of erogeneity of the population under review (ben-
end-fiscal 1999. efiting from at least 66 different social funds, in

5. These numbers include all relevant projects various Regions of 42 countries), this field
approved between fiscal year 1987-99 and closed research is not adequate to support the gener-
by the end of fiscal year 2000. Percentages alization across the entire portfolio of social
exclude projects not rated. There were 23 closed fund projects. While the results are an important
social fund projects, 103 closed PTI projects, and addition to our knowledge of social funds in
1,678 closed World Bank projects in the OED these communities, the OED report should be
project database of February 28, 2001. careful in the presentation of its findings. Man-

6. Social funds overwhelmingly support devel- agement also notes that "In almost all cases
opment of social infrastructure. Improving edu- where the second-ranked problem was
cation and health outcomes are an important part addressed, the top problem not addressed was
of the broader conception of poverty; measur- water supply, where teclnical feasibility, cost,
ing the impact of social funds on income poverty and greater organizational demands on the
is overall not relevant especially in the case of community all come into play. More impor-
those social fund projects that do not support tantly, more extensive data from impact evalu-
income transfers or microfinance. ations, including cases with sample sizes

7. Of nine QAG social fund quality at entry representative of the national level, found that
reviews, three were rated highly satisfactory, "in every country surveyed, social fund invest-
three satisfactory, and three marginal for appro- ments were consistent with the expressed pri-
priateness of approach. orities of the majority of community members"

8. OED reviewed a random sample of eight (World Bank forthcoming). This is consistent
CASs. Two were found to be moderately satis- with qualitative findings from 15 beneficiary
factory with regard to a strategic discussion, the assessments covering 8 countries that concluded
rest were unsatisfactory. that "social fund projects overwhelmingly reflect

9. Management notes that QAG has consis- felt needs of poor communities." Most benefi-
tently rated as satisfactory or highly satisfactory ciary assessments covered the issue of commu-
the links between social fund projects and nity priorities in some way and the responses
achieving specific CAS objectives. Results are sim- were consistently very high that projects indeed
ilar for QAG ratings of social funds in terms of reflected pressing needs of the community"
project rationale, including choice of instru- (Owen and Van Domelen 1998)". OED points out
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that it is not generalizing results across all 66 involved limited community participation in iden-
social fund projects. Furthermore, OED has tification, but was perceived by community mem-
found no evidence to show that water was not bers to have directly addressed the violence
financed for reasons of technical feasibility. problem by keeping youth off the streets.
Finally, OED's methodology to get at this issue 16. The report contains a detailed discussion
reduced the chances of biased responses. of participation and collective action issues in the

12. In a few social funds, the social fund Jamaica Social Investment Fund.
agency makes contact with the community 17. Efficacy with respect to institutional devel-
before the community sends in an application opment goals is discussed in Chapter 4.
for a subproject. For example, in Argentina, 18. According to the authors, the precise
FOPAR itself selects the communities or neigh- groups that were directly hurt were not assisted
borhoods eligible for applying to the social fund since they were assisted by other programs and
in contrast to other funds that allow all com- miners received substantial severance packages.
munities in the country (or within regions) to 19. Lustig 1997. Direct impact is limited to
apply. Then, FOPAR's staff directly assists com- employment effects in infrastructure, microen-
munity decisionmaking processes through par- terprise, or employment programs-all a small
ticipatory techniques, again in contrast to most share of total social fund spending. Indirect
social funds that enter in direct contact with impacts through enhanced human capital trans-
communities only after the latter have selected late into income gains only if other conditions
a subproject. A facilitation process such as are in place (e.g., jobs).
FOPAR's increases the likelihood of a broad- 20. Dijkstra 2000, Dijkstra and Green 2000,
based participatory process, either by allowing OED portfolio assessment.
new "prime movers" to emerge or by encour- 21. In particular, the Social Funds 2000 find-
aging existing "prime movers" to take the lead ing that much lower stunting in FISE commu-
in obtaining investments that the community nities in Nicaragua is the result of FISE water
wants even if they are not of direct personal inter- facilities may not be fully accurate since the
est to them. facilities are relatively recent while stunting is a

13. For example, in Malawi, 60 percent of the longer-term indicator. A similar point applies to
community subprojects financed by MASAF were the finding of reduced stunting in Zambia, espe-
in the education sector as of October 1999; in cially as wasting has increased.
dollar terms, 65 percent of MASAF resources 22. Experience in the water and sanitation sec-
were spent on education. In Zambia, the per- tor has demonstrated that health benefits are
centage of education subprojects approved by maximized by a three-pronged approach:
MPU exceeded 80 percent during 1995-98; in providing safe water, sanitation, and health
dollar terms, MPU allocation was dominated by education.
education, which absorbed 79 percent of the total 23. Further explanations provided by Social
commitments. In Yemen, schools accounted for Funds 2000 are presented in Annex E.
about 60 percent of the total portfolio as of 24. A holistic approach is based on putting
June 1999. all the complementary components for achiev-

14. Other reasons for the dominance of school ing a specific result in place simultaneously or
projects may include their localized benefits, in an appropriate sequence (for example, health
which makes it easier for communities to mobi- clinic together with safe water, access road, and
lize around them or the lower levels (or differ- nutrition education). This need not necessarily
ent types) of required community contribution be done through the social fund project itself.
compared with larger or more complex infra- 25. The target groups are defined with vary-
structure subprojects. ing degrees of specificity. A majority of the proj-

15. Participatory research had indicated the ects refer to broad and general categories of poor
importance of communal facilities in addressing populations without further defining "poor,"
issues of violence: a JSIF-financed sports complex "poorest," "vulnerable," or "low income."
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26. Based on task manager responses to the 32. These numbers include all relevant proj-
Basic Information Questionnaire and, where ects approved between fiscal years 1987 and
these were unavailable, SARs/PADs and opera- 1999 and closed by the end of fiscal year 2000.
tional manuals. N=59. Percentages exclude projects not rated. There

27. There are well-established tradeoffs were 23 closed social fund projects, 103 closed
between both Type I and Type II error and PTI projects, and 1,678 closed World Bank proj-
between the resources devoted to improving tar- ects in the OED project database of February 28,
geting and those available to spend in commu- 2001.
nities. It is quite possible that there are cases in 33. Management believes that this observation
which the balance of these tradeoffs suggests that is inconsistent with recent QAG findings. A sam-
further targeting efforts are not worthwhile. ple of six recent quality at entry reviews (CY98-

28. Using data on the geographic distribution 99) revealed all projects were rated either highly
of poverty often combined with population data, satisfactory or satisfactory in their environmen-
proactive targeting allocates a specific quantity tal aspects, including adequate analysis and
of resources up front to each area. By contrast, treatment of environmental impacts, adequate
after applications have been received, reactive arrangements for mitigating/managing environ-
targeting uses poverty data in prioritizing them mental impacts, and compliance with Bank safe-
to ensure that resources reach poor areas. guards on environmental assessment.

29. Management notes that QAG ratings on
quality at entry for social funds have consistently Chapter 3
given technical and economic aspects a satis- 1. OED ratings relate to the 23 projects that
factory rating. All social funds use ex-ante eco- had closed as of end-fiscal year 2000 and for
nomic analysis criteria. The type of analysis is which ICR reviews were conducted by OED. For
appropriate to the specific type of subproject and the current review, OED examined all 66 social
ranges from unit cost analysis to rate of return fund projects in the social fund portfolio as of
and ability to pay analysis on larger investments end-fiscal 1999. The issue is complicated by the
in water and sanitation. These approaches to eco- fact that the rating may refer to either or both
nomic analysis are presented in de Castillo 1998 the sustainability of the social fund agency or that
and de Castillo and Lema 1998. of subprojects.

30. Different methods have been used to cal- 2. These numbers include all relevant projects
culate administrative costs. A number of social approved between fiscal years 1987 and 1999
funds consider promotion and outreach activi- and closed by the end of fiscal year 2000. Per-
ties an investment rather than an administrative centages exclude projects not rated. There were
cost. For example, in Argentina, FOPAR decided 23 closed social fund projects, 103 closed PTI
to count the field time spent by the promoters, projects, and 1,678 closed World Bank projects
evaluators, and supervisors as capacity building. in the OED project database of February 28, 2001.
With this definition the administrative expendi- 3. Three caveats need to be placed on the find-
tures of FOPAR I were 16 percent and in FOPAR ings. First, social fund facilities and the com-
II are expected to be around 10 percent, simi- parator facilities are not of the same age. Second,
lar to the average of other social funds. If the field the social fund facilities surveyed were 1 to 3 years
time of FOPAR staff is factored in as adminis- old, while sustainability problems typically show
trative cost, the figure increases from 16 percent up in later years. Third, the coverage is mostly of
to 30 percent in FOPAR I (Serrano 2000). schools, health, and water and sanitation, not of

31. OED ratings relate to the 23 projects that other social fund activities such as roads.
had closed as of end-fiscal year 2000 and for 4. Tendler points out that not all projects are
which ICR reviews were conducted by OED. For amenable to participatory design, a telling exam-
the current review, OED examined all 66 social ple being given by Richard Burghart, 1993, "His
fund projects in the social fund portfolio as of Lordship at the Cobblers' Well," in Mark Hobart
end-fiscal 1999. (ed.) An Anthropological Critique of Develop-
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ment: The Growth of Ijnorance. In a recent 11. Social Funds 2000 background research
paper, Asim Ijaz Kwaja (2000) reviews 132 com- on Honduras.
munity-maintained infrastructure projects (no 12. The multivariate analysis confirms the
social funds were included). He finds that positive social fund impact for perception that
increased community participation in project repairs are done quickly in Nicaragua.
decisions has a positive effect on maintenance 13. These conditions are drawn from a com-
for non-technical decisions, but a negative effect prehensive review of the literature including
for technical decisions. This finding is particu- systematic quantitative analysis, for example,
larly interesting given the common perception Ostrom, Scgriederm and Wynne 1993 and OED
that all forms of community participation are uni- analyses of sustainability.
versally beneficial for sustainabiity. 14. OED sustainability matrix.

5. In Zambia, the picture varies between posi- 15. Social Funds 2000 background research
tion, in some cases staffing has fallen at both for Honduras and Nicaragua.
social fund and non-social fund facilities but by 16. In Argentina, there was the confusion
less for the former, in some risen though by more over the legal ownership of the FOPAR infra-
in the former, and in some risen for the former structure. If the NUB (Nucleo of Beneficiaries)
and fallen for the latter. However, the difference- was a subgroup of a legal community organi-
in-differences are significant in only a few cases. zation, and each of these two groups (viz., the

6. Of those who had heard of the social fund NUB and the community organization) was
project. headed by a different leader, it sometimes hap-

7. The analysis compared the perceptions of pened that the two leaders entered into con-
respondents at the time of the survey with those flict about which faction was the real owner of
before approval of the social fund project (base the facility. Having observed this situation in a
year). The base year was the year before the start considerable number of cases, FOPAR decided
of the subproject. In Jamaica and Nicaragua, that wherever there is a community organiza-
the base year was 1995 across all communities. tion with legal status, the existing leadership will
In Malawi and Zambia, the base year varied by conform the NUB and the facility will belong
community depending on the year of subpro- to existing organization. NUBs will be created
ject approval. only if there is no legal community organiza-

8. The multivariate analysis confirms positive tion, and no interest in creating one (Serrano
social fund impact in Malawi, Nicaragua, and 2000).
Zambia for adequacy of staff and in Jamaica, 17. The multivariate analysis confirms that
Nicaragua, and Zambia for improvement in the likelihood of knowing who is responsible
staffing. For improvement in staffing it indicates for making repairs is (i) positively correlated
positive correlation with women respondents with being in social fund-assisted community
from the social fund-assisted communities in in Nicaragua and Jamaica, (ii) negatively cor-
Jamaica (Annex M, tables M.17 and M.19). related with women from the social fund-

9. The multivariate analysis confirms a posi- assisted communities in Malawi and Zambia,
tive social fund impact for all countries and and (iii) negatively correlated with the poor-
improvements in supplies in Jamaica, Nicaragua est-strata respondents from the social fund-
and Zambia. For adequacy of supplies it also assisted communities in Nicaragua (Annex M,
indicates a positive correlation with the poorest- table M.23).
strata respondents in Nicaragua (Annex M, tables 18. Data for these indicators used "respon-
M.18 and M.20). dents who have heard of the social fund" as the

10. The multivariate analysis indicates that the base. This was because respondents were not
likelihood of the facility needing physical asked about upkeep and maintenance of the sub-
improvement is positively correlated with the project if they had not heard of the social fund.
economic status in Malawi and negatively cor- Where the base is different, this is specified in
related in Zambia (Annex M, table M.21). the text.
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19. The multivariate analysis confirms that the 23 closed social fund projects, 103 closed PTI
likelihood of knowing who is responsible for projects, and 1,678 closed World Bank projects
paying for repairs is (i) positively correlated in the OED project database of February 28, 2001.
with being in social fund-assisted communities 4. OED portfolio assessment.
in Malawi and Nicaragua, (ii) negatively corre- 5. OED portfolio assessment.
lated with women from the social fund-assisted 6. Based on task manager responses to the
communities in Malawi and (iii) positively cor- Basic Information Questionnaire and, where
related with the poorest-strata respondents from these were unavailable, SARs/PADs and opera-
the social fund-assisted communities in Zambia tional manuals.
(Annex M, table M.24) 7. OED portfolio assessment; Dijkstra 2000;

20. Social Fund 2000 background research on Dijkstra and Green 2000.
Honduras. 8. OED 2000b. See also, OED 2001: "For

21. Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation example, most social protection projects in low
and Development (BMZ), Germany, Division income countries are social funds which oper-
411 (Poverty Reduction), Bonn November 1999. ate outside line agencies to finance and imple-

22. Based on task manager responses to the ment projects, often through local communities.
basic information questionnaire and, where Yet, while "enclave" approaches can improve
these were unavailable, SARs/PADs and opera- service delivery to the poor, they may limit the
tional manuals. catalytic influence of projects and undermine

government capacity if not properly designed."
Chapter 4 9. Based on task manager responses to the

1. Management notes that OED's evaluation Basic Information Questionnaire and, where
of social fund experience is a comprehensive these were unavailable, SARs/PADs and Oper-
piece of work in some very difficult territory, par- ational Manuals.
ticularly with respect to the impact of social 10. AGETIP stands for Executing Agency for
funds on institutional development. The paper Public Works for Employment. The Mauritania
raises salient points in this regard, mainly not- Urban Infrastructure and Pilot Decentralization
ing where experience has suggested possible project, Benin Urban Rehabilitation and Man-
conflicts between social fund design and insti- agement project, and the Togo (Lome) Urban
tutional development. However, due to very Development project are AGETIPs. AGETIP
limited data, the report is unable to answer out- management does not have investment pro-
standing questions that are necessary for eval- gramming powers but simply executes subpro-
uating how social funds have affected jects selected by the municipalities and presented
institutional development. Given the lack of to it for execution (principal-agent relationship).
data, Management believes that conclusions 11. Management notes that OED's review of
cannot be drawn; and the report could have been ten years of social fund activities in Bolivia
more explicit about the empirical gaps in our (OED Precis No. 147, May 1997) found that "FIS
understanding of the impact of social funds on has become an efficient organization capable of
government. financing investments in basic social sectors rel-

2. OED ratings relate to the 23 projects that atively quickly. It has successfully translated
had closed as of end-fiscal year 2000 and for policies into actions and clarified the roles and
which ICR reviews were conducted by OED. For responsibilities of the central government and
the current review, OED examined all 66 social local authorities in the delivery of social services
fund projects in the social fund portfolio as of to the poor."
end-fiscal 1999. 12. Of the 160 respondents, 35 percent were

3. These numbers include all relevant projects from social fund agencies, 17 percent from
approved between fiscal years 1987 and 1999 NGOs, 14 percent from government, 12 per-
and closed by the end of fiscal year 2000. Per- cent from the World Bank, and 8 percent from
centages exclude projects not rated. There were other donor agencies.
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Endnotes

13. Based on SARs/PADs. 27. The Bank financed only one of these
14. OED Institutional Development Matrix. funds.
15. OED portfolio assessment. 28. Social capital is "a community's capacity

16. As reported in Daniel Owen andJulie Van for collective action" (Woolcock and Narayan

Domelen, 1998, when central government agen- 2000). This definition encompasses: the nature
cies have filled this role, their methods were and density of social networks in a community

found to be less participatory than other agencies. that build bonds within the community and

17. Guatemala Ministry of Education, OED bridges across communities, civil society, and
portfolio assessment. government; and the community's ability to

18. Nicaragua FISE, for example, finances internalize information and experience and

health posts only if the ministry of health enhance its (present and future) ability to man-

approves and it also asks for approval at depart- age projects. Social capital effects may be pos-

mental and municipal levels. Nevertheless, health itive or negative: social funds may decrease or
posts have been found closed due to the non- increase divisiveness and stratification in the

availability of health personnel. During OED community; they may include or exclude the
field research, FISE personnel confirmed that 6 poor/poorest members; and they may or may not
FISE health posts were without personnel in replace one set of elite networks with another

1999 (Dijkstra 2000). (equally or more exclusionary) one.

19. Education Sector Strategy, World Bank, 29. Based on SARs/PADs.
May 18, 1999; Sector Strategy, Health, Nutrition 30. Malawi and Zambia. Data relating to

and Population, World Bank, 1997. capacity building and skill development was
20. In the context of tracking poverty-reducing not available for Jamaica and Nicaragua.

public spending in heavily indebted poor coun- 31. This is despite the fact that all sampled
tries, IMF and World Bank staff concluded that cre- projects in Nicaragua were 1998 or post 1998-
ating separate institutional poverty funds would, approved projects by when FISE had given

in many cases, undermine the significant progress explicit attention to community participation.

already achieved in most HIPCs in providing com- 32. Field research in Argentina comprised

prehensive budgets, making it more difficult to semi-structured interviews, focus groups, a short
track aggregate performance in increasing public survey among FOPAR's provincial managers,

resources allocated to poverty reduction. and a desk-review. Semi-structured interviews
21. Based on SARs/PADs. were conducted with a wide array of stake-
22. Based on task managers' responses to holders: national- and provincial-level managers

the Basic Information Questionnaire and, where in government; key staff and fieldworkers of each

these were unavailable, SARs/PADs and Oper- of FOPAR, TRABAJAR, and I'SA; past and cur-

ational Manuals. rent managers from the Social Information Mon-

23. In Honduras, until recently individual itoring and Evaluation of Targeted Social
communities could request intercommunity Programs (SIEMPRO); mayors and councilors;
piped water systems, but only municipalities Ministers and key staff working in social devel-

are now eligible to sponsor these investments. opment and rural development in the provincial
This change resulted from, among other things, government; and NGOs and community leaders

the realization that the community was not the who had been assisted by these programs. Four

appropriate level for decisionmaking for such community visits were undertaken. Two focus

investments. groups were conducted with FOPAR beneficiaries

24. From beneficiary assessments, interviews from about 15 subprojects. Key staff from the

with task managers, Serrano 2000. World Bank office in Argentina and TRABA-

25. Parker and Serrano 2000; Dijkstra and JAR's task manager were also interviewed. A

Green 2000. short e-mail survey among the six FOPAR Provin-

26. OED's qualitative review of 4 JSIF road and cial Managers aimed at gathering data on the

water projects in Jamaica. extent to which: (i) FOPAR practices had been
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adopted by deconcentrated national agencies and 5. This was found to be the problem in Bolivia
provincial and local governments; and (ii) com- under the SIFs where the activities of the social
munities had increased their influence on gov- fund were impeding the intergovernmental fis-
ernment. The desk review comprised a review cal framework.
of operational manuals, World Bank documen-
tation (such as PADs and ICRs), ex-post impact Chapter 6
evaluation reports contracted by SIEMPRO, con- 1. OD 4.15 Poverty Reduction, December
sultants' reports, and academic literature. 1991, paragraph 26 noted that "Because social

33. Participatory research had indicated the action programs in many cases have a multi-
importance of communal facilities in addressing sectoral focus and are administered by separate
issues of violence: a JSIF-financed sports complex project units, special efforts are required to
involved limited community participation in iden- ensure the consistency of the program's sub-
tification, but was perceived by community mem- projects with sectoral strategies."
bers to have directly addressed the violence
problem by keeping youth off the streets. Annex B

34. The report contains a detailed discussion 1. A random sample (stratified by region) of
of participation and collective action issues in the 30 social fund projects was selected out of the
Jamaica Social Investment Fund. universe of 66 social fund projects. Of the 30

35. This information is available for 53 of the projects, 21 were active. PSRs for these active
66 social fund projects in the portfolio. Of the projects were reviewed. In addition, PSRs for all
53 projects, 13 included microcredit activities. active social fund projects in the four field

36. OED portfolio assessment, Dijkstra 2000. research countries (i.e., Jamaica, Malawi,
37. Based on SARs/PADs. Nicaragua, and Zambia) were also examined;
38. Based on task manager responses to the there were a total of 8 social fund projects in the

Basic Information Questionnaire and, where four field research countries of which 5 were
these were unavailable, SARs/PADs and Oper- active. In total, PSRs for 26 projects were
ational Manuals. reviewed.

2. Included six consultants, one international
Chapter 5 NGO, one social development partnership organ-

1. For example, in Jamaica, the identification ization, one networking institute, one UN spe-
of the sports complex (financed by JSIF) involved cialized agency, and one university.
little community participation, but reflected the
findings of participatory research which had Annex E
shown the linkages between communal facili- 1. While utilization of both FISE and non-FISE
ties and violence: the sports complex addressed health centers increased significantly, a slightly
the top priority problem (lack of security) of the greater and significant increase was observed in
community. the FISE health posts.

2. Education Sector Strategy, World Bank,
May 18, 1999; Sector Strategy, Health, Nutrition Annex F
and Population, World Bank, 1997. 1. For example, "the development objective

3. For example, OED field research in of the project is to increase on a sustainable basis
Argentina found that the social fund (FOPAR) had the incomes of the poor and improve their
less impact in building bridging social capital access to services" (SAR, Tajikistan Pilot Poverty
than a sectoral rural development project which Alleviation Project), or "the project aims at
accompanied communities for three years or poverty alleviation by addressing the demand of
more, compared to an average of 8 months for the poor for priority infrastructure and services"
FOPAR (Serrano 2000; Annex 0, box 0.3). (PAD, Panama Social Investment Fund Project).

4. For example, in Albania, Armenia, or Hon- Alternatively, reaching the poor is listed as one
duras (after Hurricane Mitch). of several objectives; for example, the Philippines
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Endnotes

SZOPAD Social Fund Project has the overall 12. Expenditure incidence is from Bank data.
objective of facilitating the implementation of Poverty headcount is from same source for Zam-
development activities in areas formerly affected bia and World Development Indicators for
by the civil war, but the specific objective is "to Nicaragua; these data use national poverty lines
increase the access of the population in the and so are not comparable between countries.
poor and most conflict-affected areas to basic 13. World Bank data.
economic and social infrastructure, services and 14. Under FHIS 1, the target for resource dis-
employment opportunities" (PAD, p. 2). tribution to municipalities with "deficient," "reg-

2. Project documents mention television (10 ular," and "acceptable" levels of poverty (i.e.,
projects), radio (7 projects), newspapers (9 proj- non-poor municipalities) was 48 percent, and
ects), and leaflets, brochures, and posters (13 under FHIS 2, the target was 50 percent.
projects). 15. Fumo and others 2000. Phrase in italics

3. Project documents mention public meetings added.
(16 projects) but also using NGOs (8 projects), 16. The bias is the result of the population
government (10 projects), local leaders (2 proj- weighting rather than the indicators chosen.
ects), and politicians (1 project). 17. Dijkstra 2000.

4. This result reflects the finding that 30 per- 18. For the other quintiles there is not too
cent of beneficiaries of health and education facil- great a deviation from their "expected" share of
ities are from the bottom decile, reflecting both 20 percent.
good geographic targeting and, for education, 19. Under this rule, 45 percent of resources
targeting within communities. are planned to be spent in the poorest district

5. For school infrastructure, "the incidence of quintile (OED field visit Zambia 2000). The allo-
investments in educational infrastructure is more cation for district i (Ai) is given by:
pro-poor when these are made by FONCODES
than when they are made by Parent's Commit- Pi / (1-Po, d)
tees or INFES." (Paxson and Schady 1999.) [OED n / (1PO
notes that FONCODES has a more progressive EJ (
distribution than that of the INFES program, but
this is to be expected given that the latter focuses 20. Social Funds 2000 research for Nicaragua,
on secondary schools in urban areas]. page 16.

6. Management notes that the authors of the 21. E-mail from J. Van Domelen 12/4/00.
Social Funds 2000 study have stressed that cau- 22. Schady 1999.
tion is needed in directly comparing geographic 23. World Bank communication.
targeting (Figure F.1) with household targeting 24. World Bank communication.
(Figure F.2) due to differences in time span,
sectoral mix and types of measurement used. Annex I

7. For results on other countries, see Social 1. These numbers include all relevant projects
Funds 2000. approved between fiscal year 1987-99 and closed

8. Walker and others 2000, table 6.5, p. 22. by the end of fiscal year 2000. Percentages
9. Data from Social Protection Unit, 12/4/00. exclude projects not rated. The data are from
10. Although education did well in reaching OED's project database and includes closed

the bottom 10 percent. projects as of end-fiscal 2000. There were 23
11. There are well-established trade-offs closed social fund projects, 103 closed PTI proj-

between both Type I and Type II error and ects, and 1,678 closed World Bank projects.
between the resources devoted to improving tar- 2. QAG defines "at risk" projects as those
geting and those available to spend in commu- that are at risk of not meeting their development
nities. It is quite possible that there are cases in objectives and including both actual and poten-
which the balance of these trade-offs suggest that tial problem projects. Actual problem projects are
further targeting efforts are not worthwhile. those for which Implementation Progress is
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unsatisfactory and/or the Development Objec- projects have dominated.
tives are not likely to be achieved. Potential 8. Commentators have pointed out that sat-
problem projects are those that are rated satis- isfaction may be influenced by the fact that
factory on IP and DO but have other risk fac- communities have a large range of unmet needs,
tors historically associated with unsatisfactory or that communities lack knowledge about
outcomes. options and assume they are confronted with a

3. A Category C rating is given to projects "this or nothing" choice.
likely to have minimal or no environmental 9. The issue is not that "prime movers" should
impact. No environmental assessment is required not bring project ideas to the community (lead-
for Category C projects. (World Bank OP 4.01 ers play a crucial role in any demand-driven
Environmental Assessment.) process), but whether there are mechanisms to

4. Management notes that on safeguard and ensure that the ideas of the leaders are also
environmental issues, on average QAG assess- important ones for the community.
ments, both quality at entry and quality of super- 10. Owen and Van Domelen 1998, p. 20,
vision, consistently found social fund para. 3.6.
performance on environmental issues to be 11. The OED stakeholder survey found that
rated as satisfactory. The cases cited here do not 28 percent of respondents thought that at the
reflect the general findings. A sample of six time they make their proposal communities are
recent quality at entry reviews (CY98-99) showed fully aware of the full range of eligible subpro-
that all projects were rated either 'highly satis- ject types. Forty-three percent thought they were
factory' or 'satisfactory' in their environmental partially aware, and 6 percent that they were
aspects, including adequate analysis and treat- unaware.
ment of environmental impacts, adequate 12. Youths, particularly males, saw them-
arrangements for mitigating/managing environ- selves as excluded from the participatory
mental impacts, and compliance with Bank safe- processes. As a consequence, they were also
guards on Environmental Assessment. apart from social capital accumulation. In one

community in Malawi, youths reportedly would
Annex 0 not work without being paid.

1. Based on World Bank data. 13. Multivariate analysis indicates that the
2. Owen and Van Domelen 1998. likelihood of attending the meeting is (i) nega-
3. As argued later, the issue is not that leaders tively correlated with economic status in Jamaica

should not bring project ideas to the community and Nicaragua and (ii) positively correlated with
(leaders play a crucial role in a demand-driven women from social fund-assisted communities
process), but whether there are mechanisms to in Nicaragua. And the likelihood of speaking at
ensure that the ideas of the leaders are also the the meeting is (i) negatively correlated with
most important ones for the community. economic status in Nicaragua, and (ii) nega-

4. Retired officials, police, or army occupy an tively correlated with women from the social
important position in the community. fund communities in Jamaica, Malawi, and Zam-

5. A single school will have a catchment area bia (Annex M, table M.3).
of several villages, typically around six for a 14. The participatory process for Malawi and
primary school. Nicaragua discussed earlier showed that the com-

6. In practice, rehabilitation usually includes munity often comes together in a meeting only
the construction of new classroom blocks, often after the "prime mover" has already selected and
replacing wood and thatch structures. proposed a particular subproject. The meeting is

7. Wider local planning processes (as opposed more concerned about discussing next steps,
to exclusively community-centered ones) appear rather than re-opening questions of subproject
to emphasize a shift away from schools in other choice. While speaking up at such a meeting may
social fund projects as well, for example, in be futile in influencing the choice of the sub-
Albania or Bulgaria where roads or other sub- project, this may not necessarily be the case-it
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is conceivable that if a large number of com- government; and the community's ability to
munity members attend the meeting and speak internalize information and experience and
up, the "prime mover" might feel pressured to enhance its (present and future) ability to man-
reconsider the chosen subproject in favor of age projects. Social capital effects may be pos-
other subprojects that may better meet commu- itive or negative: social funds may decrease or
nity priorities (though this is unlikely if the "prime increase divisiveness and stratification in the
mover" is associated with their preferred project). community; they may include or exclude the

15. The case for participatory interventions poor/poorest members; and they may or may not
rooting themselves in existing social structures replace one set of elite networks with another
is well-established in the literature; see, for (equally or more exclusionary) one.
example, Wade 1988. 21. Based on Bank data.

16. Multivariate analysis confirms the social 22. This is true in three of the four countries
fund impact for all four countries. Furthermore, studied. JSIF works through intermediaries, han-
the likelihood of having heard of the social dling contracting itself, and does not provide
funds from their local leader is (i) positively training to community members in project
correlated to women from the social fund- management.
assisted communities in Jamaica and (ii) nega- 23. The multivariate analysis indicates that the
tively correlated to the poorest strata respondents improvements in the blue collar skills were neg-
from the social fund-assisted communities in atively correlated with the poorest strata respon-
Nicaragua, and (iii) negatively correlated to dents of the social fund-assisted communities in
women from social fund-assisted communities Malawi and Zambia. And the improvements in the
in Zambia (Annex M, table M.6). managerial skills were positively correlated to the

17. FOPAR in Argentina itself selects the com- women from the social fund-assisted communi-
munities or neighborhoods eligible for applying ties in Malawi. (Annex M, table M.8 and table M.9).
to the social fund in contrast to other funds that 24. In all cases, the change over time before
allow all communities in the country (or within and after the introduction of the social fund
regions) to apply. Then, FOPAR directly assists was examined. A positive difference between the
community decision-making processes, again social fund-assisted community and the matched
in contrast to most social funds that enter in direct community implies that the variable under con-
contact with communities only after the latter sideration improved more in the social
have selected a subproject. A facilitation process fund-assisted community. Two techniques were
such as FOPAR's can allow new "prime movers" used to compare the social fund community
to emerge or encourage existing "prime movers" with the matched community: difference-in-dif-
to take the lead in obtaining investments that the ference and multivariate regression. The analy-
community wants even if they are not of direct sis used all respondents in the OED survey in
personal interest to them. each country and compared the perceptions of

18. The question asked was: "were you or your respondents at the time of the survey with per-
household asked to make contributions of time, ceptions preceding approval of the social fund
money, or materials during the construction?". project in the country (base year). The base

19. The multivariate analysis indicates that the year was 1995 for Jamaica and Nicaragua, 1996
likelihood to be asked to contribute not related for Malawi, and 1992 for Zambia. Data for
to gender or economic status (Annex M, table Jamaica and Nicaragua relating to capacity build-
M.5). ing and skill development was not available.

20. Social capital is "a community's capacity 25. For an increase in the ease of participa-
for collective action." (Woolcock and Narayan tion in community activities, the multivariate
2000). This definition encompasses: the nature analysis confirm a positive social fund impact for
and density of social networks in a community Jamaica and Zambia. The difference-in-difference
that build bonds within the community and confirms the social fund impact forJamaica. For
bridges across communities, civil society, and Malawi, the multivariate analysis also indicates
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a negative correlation with (i) being a respon- opment (HD) Network, the Private Sector and
dent from social fund-assisted communities; and Infrastructure (PSI) Network, the Poverty Reduc-
(ii) the poorest strata respondents from the tion and Economic Management (PREM) Net-
social fund-assisted communities (Annex M, work, the Environment and Sustainable
table M.10). Development (ESSD) Network, and country

26. For increased participation in collective departments of the various Regions active in
action, the multivariate analysis indicates (i) a social funds.
positive correlation with women from the social 3. OED notes that these ratings relate to the
fund-assisted communities in Zambia, and (ii) 26 projects (roughly a third of the social fund
negative correlation with poorest strata respon- portfolio) that have closed and for which imple-
dents from the social fund-assisted communities mentation completion report reviews were con-
in Nicaragua and Zambia (Annex M, table M. 11). ducted by OED. For the current review, OED

27. For increase in level of trust and com- examined all 66 social fund projects in the social
munity cooperation among people of different fund portfolio as of end-fiscal 1999.
ethnic groups, the difference-in-difference and 4. See HDNSP's Social Funds website, acces-
multivariate analysis confirm a positive social sible at the World Bank website (click Sectors,
fund impact for Jamaica and a negative one for Social Protection, Social Funds). OED notes that
Zambia. The multivariate analysis also indicates as with any research, SF2000 has both strengths
a positive correlation with being a respondent and weaknesses. For example, there are diver-
from the poorest strata from the social gent views on methodological issues relating to
fund-assisted communities in Malawi (Annex M, the SF2000 study. The counterfactual used by the
table M.12). SF2000 study (comparing social fund house-

28. For improved ease in getting the com- holds with households who have not received
munity to agree on a decision, the difference- a comparable investment) sets a low bar for
in-difference and multivariate analysis confirm assessing social fund performance. Management
a positive social fund impact in Zambia. The mul- notes that the counterfactual applied is consis-
tivariate analysis also indicates a negative cor- tent with international best practice for impact
relation with the poorest strata respondents in evaluations.
social fund-assisted communities in Malawi 5. OED notes that its social funds review is
(Annex M, table M.13). based on a portfolio assessment of all 66 social

29. For a more effective govemment response, fund projects approved by the Bank as of end-
the difference-in-difference and multivariate fiscal 1999, a literature review, task manager
analysis confirm a positive social fund impact in interviews, stakeholder surveys, household sur-
Jamaica and negative social fund impact in veys of 1,687 randomly-selected households and
Nicaragua. (Annex M, table M.14). community-level key informant interviews and

30. The multivariate analysis and the focus groups in four countries, and institutional
difference-in-difference approach indicate neg- analysis based on field research in seven coun-
ative social fund impact for Nicaragua. And indi- tries. Conclusions relating to the portfolio in all
cates a negative correlation with poorest strata cases are based not just on its household survey
respondents from the social fund-assisted com- results but on triangulation of information from
munities in Malawi (Annex M, table M.15). all the sources listed here as well as SF2000.

6. Management notes that Bank Manage-
Annex Q ment/staff and client-country officials have had

1. Data from the Social Funds Database, Social limited access to the OED country-level case
Protection Unit, Human Development Network studies quoted in the report. While these coun-
(HDNSP), accessible at the World Bank website try cases studies will now be available on request,
(click Sectors, Social Protection, Social Funds). it would have been preferable for the Manage-

2. Comments and inputs were received from ment Response to have been based on a full
the Social Protection Board of the Human Devel- review of this work.
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Endnotes

7. These findings were drawn from impact other sectors were not included as they account
evaluations of subprojects in education, health, for a small share of the portfolio of the social
water supply, sewerage and latrines-the main funds studied.
sectors financed by social funds. Roads and
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